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Abstract
This thesis is an attempt to find some concerte scientific historical explanation
and interpretation of the many questions which have arisen concerning the reasons behind
the inaccuracies and contradictions in the early Islamic narratives and sources with regard
to the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem). The study attempts to establish
new evedence and to develop new evidence for anacademic debate concerning the early
Islamic history of Aelia. It examines the historical evidence of the first Islamic conquest
of Aelia by critically analysing the early historical narratives and sources as well as
examining the historical background of some important narrators who related these
accounts. It also critically examines the topography and geographical boundaries of the
Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) region in order to define its true historical boundaries. These
geographical boundaries later become most useful in finding plausible explanations for
the reasons behind the inaccuracies in the early Islamic sources regarding many issues
relating to the first Islamic conquest.
In order to provide more support for an accurate picture of the first Islamic
conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) the study further analyses the history of Aelia
beginning from the start of the first Islamic conquests in Syria in 13 A.H/ 634 A.D until
the arrival of Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the region in 16 A.H/ 637 A.D. This is done in two
ways. First, it examines early narratives in order to accurately define the period of time
that the Muslim army spent besieging the walled part of Aelia. Secondly, it endeavours
to explain and clarify the reasons behind the uncertainty and inconsistency in the identity
of the military leader who carried out the siege operation. This has been clear done by
critically analysing the relevant narrations and defining the accurate identity of the
II

military leaders who lead the conquest of Aelia and dates of the conquest. Further
support of the view taken in the basis are provided by discussing the true reason behind
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab first historic visit to Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem), analysing the early
narrations and sources, linking the reasons mentioned therein with the surrounding
contemporary circumstances and explaining the reasons for the inaccuracies of the
Islamic sources and accounts. It further highlights the reasons behind the different visits
of ‘Umar’s to Syria and his activities in each visit, and also examined the attitude of
Aelia people towards the first Islamic conquest in the light of ‘Umar’s Assurance of
Safety (aman) to its people. Lastly, the study examines the early Muslims organisation
and administration of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) as well as the clear Islamic interest in the
region.
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Introduction
The first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) in Jumada first or second
(March or April), 16 A.H/ 637 A.D, is regarded as a major turning point in history. The
significance of this event not only highlights the significance of Jerusalem in Islam, but
also its importance in the traditions of the followers of Judaism and Christianity as well.
The first Islamic conquest enabled these groups to live together in a holy place, i.e.
Jerusalem, under one rule for the first time despite the destruction, killing and
displacement that had characterised Aelia’s history until then.
Despite the importance of Aelia’s (Islamic Jerusalem) history in the early Islamic
period, it still has a major negative impact on Islamic studies in the light of the lack of
Muslim researchers writing in this important period. In the few attempts which have been
made by some Arab and Muslim researchers to study the history of Islamic Jerusalem,
their work has tended to cover long periods, in particular until the Ccrusades, or the
history of Jerusalem in the early Islamic period in very short studies. In addition, some of
these writers have limited themselves to specific topics, usually the holy aspects.
Furthermore, most of the few Arabic and Islamic studies relating to the period of the

^ee: Al-‘AzmI, ‘Awad Majid. Tartkh Madinat al-Ouds (Baghdad, 1972). Jasir, Shafiq. Tankh al-Quds wa
al-'Alaqat Bayn al-Muslimyn wa al-Masyhiyyna jiha mwidhii al-Fatt h al-Islamy Hatta. al- Hurub
al-SalyTbiyya (Mat abi‘ al-Iyman, ‘Amman, 2 nd. ed, 1989). ‘Abdullah, Muhammad Ahmad. Bayt
al-Maqdis min al- 'Ahd al-Rashidy wa Hatta al-Dawla al-Ayyubiyya (Da’irat al-Awqaf wa al-Shu un alIslamiyya, al-Quds, 1982). Al-Duri, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz. Jerusalem in the early Islamic Period: 7-11 th
Centuries A.D in al-‘AsalT, Kamil Jamil (ed), Jerusalem in History (Scorpion Publishing, Esses, 1989).
Al-Duri, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz. Fikrat al-Quds fi al-Islam. Al-Mu’tamar al-Tarikhi al-Thalith li Bilad al-sham,
Filastin. (Jordan University, ‘Amman, 1980). ‘Arif al-‘Arif. Al-Mufassal ft TharTkh al-Quds (Al-Quds,
1961). El-‘AwaisT. ‘Umar's Assurance, op. cit. Al-Quda, Zakariyya. Muahadat fatih Bayt al-Maqdis:
Al- ‘Uhda al-‘Umariyya, al-Mu’tamar al-Dawli al-Rabi‘ li Tankh Bilad al-Sham al-Mun aqid fT al-Jami a
al-Urdunya min 16-22 Adhar, 1985, al-Mujalad al-Thani, Tahnr Muhammad ‘Adnan al-Bakhit wa Ihsan
‘Abbas (Matba‘at al-Jami‘a al-Urdunya, ‘Amman, 1987), Vol. 2, Pp. 271-283. Ajln, AIT. Al- Uhda
al-'Umariyya (Majalat al-Hikma, no.10, 1417 A.H), Pp. 67-87.
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conquest are mainly based on later sources in the light of a dearth of information in the
early sources. However, these later sources are full of legends, myths and non-historical
accounts which are products of new conditions and developments in later periods that
differed greatly from the time of the first Muslim conquest of Aelia.
On the other hand, the history of Islamic Jerusalem in the early Islamic period has
suffered falsification and alteration by many modem researchers. Those researchers,
particularly the orientalists, attempt to play down the importance of Islamic sources
relating to the period of the conquest, thus undermining the significance of Jerusalem in
Islam. ‘Abd al-Fattah El-‘AwaisI argues that such an approach means the elimination of
other viewpoints and writing the history of Islamic Jerusalem from a single point of
view.1 They use the inaccuracies and contradictions in the Islamic sources to cast doubt
on the authenticity of these sources in general and on the whole process of'the first
Islamic conquest of Aelia and the significance of Jerusalem in Islam. They claim that the
Arab conquest of Jerusalem is embellished with imaginary myths and legends, and that
consequently there remain only a very few authentic accounts of the stages of the Muslim
conquest and the early centuries of the city’s life under Islamic rule.*2 Furthermore, they

‘El-AwaisI, ‘Abd al-Fattah. ‘Umar’s Assurance of Safety to the People of Aelia (Jerusalem): A critical
analytical study of the Historical Sources (Journal of Islamic Jerusalem studies. Vol, 2, winter 2000), p. 52.
2See D. Goitein, Shlomo. Jerusalem in the Arab period (638-1099): in The Jerusalem Cathedral, studies in
the History, Archaeology>, Geography and Ethnography of the land of Israel Vol. 2, edited by L. I. Levine.
(Yad Izhaq Ben-Zvi Institute, Jerusalem, 1982), p.169. Buss, Herbert. 'Omar b. al-Hattab in Jerusalem: to
the first Colloquium "from Jahiliyya to Islam (Journal of Jerusalem Studies In Arabic and Islam, JSAI, 5,
1984), Pp. 73-199. Ibid. ‘Omar’s Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem: to the first Colloquium "from
Jahiliyya to Islam (Journal of Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam, JSAI, 8, 1986), Pp. 149-168.
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deny the historical fact of the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s1 historic visit to Aelia
(Islamic Jerusalem).
Lastly, there are, furthermore, some scholars who have discussed issues relating
to the period of the conquest in studies which are not originally related to the first
Islamic conquest of Jerusalem, but are, rather, studies that deal with the Islamic
conquests in general and do not discuss the issue of Aelia in depth.*2
Therefore, the researcher has chosen the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem) as the subject of his research from the perspective of critical analysis of the
early Islamic narratives and sources.
The importance of this study is that, firstly, it is an attempt to address the lack of
Islamic academic research in the early Islamic period of Aelia’s (Islamic Jerusalem)
history. Secondly, this study focuses mainly on the early Islamic historical narratives and
sources. This is because these sources compared with non-Islamic ones, are the most
!One of the famous companions of Prophet Muhammad in Islam, he is the second right guided Muslim
caliphs (11-40A.H/ 632-66 A.D) who ruled between 13-23 A.H/ 634-644 A.D. For more details about his
life see Al-‘Usfun, Khalifa Ibn Khayyat. Kitab al-Tabaqat: Riwayat Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn
Muhammad Al-AzdT, edited by Suhall Zakkar (Matabi‘ Wazarat al-Thqafa wa al-Irshad al-Qawml,
Dimashq 1966), Vol. 1, p. 48. Al-‘Usfun, Khalifa Ibn Khayyat. Tarikh Khalifa Ibn Khaiyyat: Riwayat BaqI
Ibn Mikhlad, edited by Sa’Id ‘Abd al-Fattah‘Ashur (Matabi‘ Wazarat al-Thqafa wa al-Irshad al-Qawml,
Dimashq 1960), Vol. 1, p. 151. Ibn Sa‘d, Muhammad. Al-Tabaqat al-Kubra (Dar Sadir wa Dar Beirut.
Beirut, 1957), Vol. 3, Pp.265-376. Ibn Qutayyba, Abl Muhammad ‘Abdullah Ibn Muslim. Kitab alM a’arif edited by TharQat ‘Ukasha. (Dar al-Ma‘arif, Misr, Cairo, 2 nd. ed, 1969), Pp.179-185.
Al-Baladhun, Ahmad Ibn Yahya. Ansdb al Ashrdf S. 5, edited by Ihsan ‘Abbas (Franz Shnaitr, ShtOdjart,
al-Matba‘a al-Kathulikiyya, Beirut. 1996), Pp. 345-505.
2See: Levine, L. I. Jerusalem: Its Sanctity and Centrality to Judaism, Christianity and Islam (Continuum,
New York, 1999), Pp.300-310. Donner, Fred McGraw. The Early Islamic Conquests (Princeton University
press. New Jersey, 1981), Pp.151-152. Gabrieli, Francesco. Muhammad and the conquests of Islam,
translated from Italian by Virginia Luling and Rosamul Linell (World University library, Milan. Italy,
1968), Pp. 154-155. Jandora, John Walter. The March from Medina: A Revisionist study of the Arab
conquest (The kingdom press, U.S.A, 1990), Pp.73-74. Jenkins, Romily. Byzantium: The Imperial
Centuries A.D 10-1071 (The garden city press, Great Britain, 1966), Pp.34-35. Muri, K.C.S.I. Sir William.
The Caliphate: Its Rise, Decline and fall, edited by T.H Weir and M.A., D.D (U.S.A, 1975), Pp.135-139.
Pp.131-139. W.E. Kaegi, W.E. Byzantum and the early Islamic conquests (Cambridge University press
1992).
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important available sources of information on the history of the area in general and
Islamic Jerusalem in particular in the early Islamic period. Thirdly, the analytical critical
methods that this study is based on are still new method in researching specific topics in
early Islamic history, therefore, the researcher hopes that it will be useful and that it will
open a new way in dealing with Islamic sources. Lastly, the researcher hopes that this
study will help in opening a new approach in researching a host of topics in early Islamic
history which still need to be given scientific historical explanations and interpretations,
including many questions concerning the reasons behind the inaccuracies and
contradictions in early Islamic narratives and sources.
In this study, the researcher focuses mainly on the historical sources and as little
as possible on literature and other sources. Most of the material for this research, both in
Arabic and English, has been collected from the researcher’s own library in Palestine, alMaktoum Institute For Arabic and Islamic Studies in Dundee, and from university
libraries in Scotland, in particular the libraries of the University of Edinburgh and
Glasgow University. The researcher also travelled to Jordan and collected sources and
important articles from the library of the University of Jordan in ‘Amman and from other
private libraries.
Important articles have been collected from the “Journal of Islamic Jerusalem
Studies”, “Journal of Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam”, “Journal of Near Eastern
Studies” and from the publication of the Conferences of the history of Bilad al-Sham
which was held in Jordan University in the period 1974-1987.
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1. The Problems of the Study
The shortcomings of the early Islamic narratives and sources can be seen clearly
through any brief investigation of the problems relating to many historical events on the
history of Aelia in the early Islamic period.
Islamic sources, in particular the historical one, pay scant attention to the issue of
the geographical boundaries of the region of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem). In addition, the
geographical sources do not take cognisance of the boundaries of the cities in general.
All their attention in this regard is concentrated on the geographical regions. Moreover,
the Islamic narrators and historians in general used different terminologies without clear
distinctions between the differences or boundaries of the extended Byzantine Aelia,
(135-637A.D, 637 A.D/16 A.H) and Bayt al-Maqdis (Islamic Jerusalem). Furthermore,
with the emergence of Islam, new terminologies and concepts have emerged such as

al-Ard al-Muqaddasa, al-Ard Al-Muqaddasa and al-Ouds,1 which make it hard to
distinguish the exact differences between these terminologies. These differences in the
use of terminologies led Muslim narrators and historians to fall into many errors,

*One of the Qur’anic verses reads: "Glory to (Allah) who did take his servant for a journey by night from
the sacred Mosque to the farthest Mosque whose precincts we did bless, - in order that we might show him
some of our singes: for he is the one who heareth and seeth (all things)”. (17/1). Throughout this thesis I
have chosen to use “Mushaf al-Madlna An-Nabawiyya, the Holy Our'an and the English translation of its
commentary”, which has been revised and edited by the presidency of Islamic researchers, IFTA, Call and
Guidance Saudi Arabia. For more details about these terminologies see Al-Khatlb Muhammad ‘Abd alHamTd. Al-Ouds: The Place of Jerusalem in Classical Judaic and Islamic Tradition (Ta-Ha Publishers,
London, 1999), Pp. 5-22. El-‘AwaisI, ‘Abd al-Fattah. Jei~usalem in Islamic History> and Spirituality: The
Significance of Jerusalem in Islam: An Islamic Reference (Islamic Research Academy, UK, 1997), Pp.1317. Al-MaqdisT in Ahsan al-Taqasim used the terminology of al-Ouds. Al-MaqdisI, Muhmmad Ibn Ahmad
Ibn AbT Bakr al-Banna’ al-Bishan. The Best Division for Knowledge of The Regions, A Translation Of
Ahsan al-Taqdsim FT Ma ‘rifat al-Agalim, translated by Basil Anthony Collins, reviewed by Muhammad
Hamid Al-Tal (Center For Muslim Contribution to Civilization. Garnet Published Limited, 1994), p.157.
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resulted in contradictions of many important historic events, in particular with regard to
the identity of the conqueror and the real date of the conquest of Aelia.
Early Islamic narratives and sources are full of inaccuracies with regard to the
main events of the period 13-16 A.H/ 634-637 A.D. They also not pay scant attention to
the history of Aelia in this period. These narratives and sources only furnish scant
information on the period preceding the battle of Yarmuk (15 A.H/ 636 A.D), while they
provide comparatively more information on the period from the battle of Yarmuk until
the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the walled part of Aelia.
Indeed, early Islamic narratives and sources fall into great error and they are not
in agreement with regard to the real date of the conquest, reporting widely different dates
extending between the years 15-17 A.H/634-638 A.D. In addition they would mistake the
identity of the military leader who conquered the region of Aelia, naming variously Abu
‘Ubayda, ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As, Khalid Ibn Thabit al-Fahml, and the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khatt
ab. Lastly, the narratives and sources mention a host of other names of local or tribal
leaders claiming that they had participated in the siege and the conquest.
In these sources, the study and discussion of the reasons behind the arrival of
‘Umar Ibn al-Khapb in Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) and his historic visit to the city during
the first Islamic conquest also gives rise to a number of issues as a result of their differing
greatly in identifying these reasons. Some sources, or indeed most of them, make the
arrival of ‘Umar personally in Aelia a condition laid down by the inhabitants of the city
in return for their surrender. Some other sources link the arrival of ‘Umar in the region to
military reasons required specifically by the Palestinian front. There is a third section of
these sources, which mention that ‘Umar was present at the conquest of Aelia without
7

mentioning any reasons for his arrival from Madina. Finally there are two accounts
touched upon by some sources, which can be cited as legendary or non-historical
narrations. Each narration mentions that some of the inhabitants of the city informed the
Muslim military leaders who besieged them, of the name and characteristics of the only
person who would be able to conquer the city. Furthermore, some narratives and sources
make Aelia the first stop on the visit. Other sources state that the first place which ‘Umar
reached was al-Jabiya. The issue becomes even more complex when the same source
mentions more than one account. Some mention Aelia while others mention al-Jabiya as
the first stop. These sources sometimes talk simultaneously about both, whether they
define one of them as the first stop on the visit or not.
The major activities that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab undertook on his arrival in Aelia
may be viewed as some of the most complex historical issues in both the early and later
Islamic narratives and sources, in particular the contradictory accounts between the two
concerning most of ‘Umar’s activities. The early Islamic sources in general were silent
about the activities that ‘Umar undertook in Aelia, in particular concerning the first plan
of a mosque (al-Aqs a) in Islamic Jerusalem and the areas that he visited, with
the exception of a few short accounts which mentioned that he planned the construction
of chamber a ‘M ih r a b On the other hand, the later sources reported a host of long
accounts including his visit to the church of Holy Sepulchre and that he declined to pray
inside it fearing that Muslims could take it over from the Christians and convert it into al
lAl-Mihrab means a mosque. The Qur’an says “......Every time that he (Zakariya) entered (her) chamber
( ‘Mihrab') to see her, he found her supplied with sustenance. He Said: “ O Mary! Whence (comes) this to
you?” She said: “from Allah (God): for Allah provides whom he pleases, without measure”. 3/37. In
another verse the Qur’an says “ While he (Zakariya) was standing in prayer in the chamber ( 'Mihrab'): The
Angels called upon him: “Allah doth give thee glad tidings of Yahya, confirming the truth of words from
Allah, and (he beside) noble, chaste, and prophet - of the (goodly) company of the righteous”. 3/39.
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mosque. In addition it also claimed that, in contrast to his refusal to pray inside the
church of Holy Sepulchre, he had shown great interest in praying at the site of David’s
temple, and had decided to take it over and had ordered the construction of a mosque in
its vicinity.
The document that the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab granted to the people of Aelia
(Islamic Jerusalem), which is known in history as Al-‘Uhda Al- Umariyya, may be
viewed as one of the results of the first Islamic conquest of the region, if not the major
one. Islamic narrators and historians reported many versions of this document while
others reported the content of the assurance without any text. Moreover, the narratives
neglected the role of this assurance in the relations between the followers of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam who were henceforth able to live together in the holy city of
Jerusalem for the first time in spite of the previous conflict and discord that had
characterised the area’s history.
The problem of studying the administration and organisation of Aelia after the
Islamic conquest lies in the fact that the Islamic sources give only little information on
this subject, not only about Aelia but also about Palestine as one of the administrative
regions in Syria.
The differences among the early Islamic narratives and sources are in most issues
relating to the period of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem). This has
created a division among the modem scholars who have attempted to deal with some of
these issues. Some have used these differences in attempts to play down the authenticity
and the importance of the Islamic sources relating to the period of the first Islamic
conquest of Aelia. Furthermore, they interpreted myths and legends found in later
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accounts as facts without taking into account new developments and conditions in later
periods which had produced them.
The difficulties of studying the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem), on the basis of a critical analysis of the early narratives and sources can be
divided into several categories on the basis of time and place.
Firstly, the fact that the history of the period of the Islamic conquest in general
was written over 100 years later has complicated the matter further. Thus it depended on
verbal narratives, which meant that the narrators needed to be scrutinized as far as their
honesty and impartiality were concerned. Furthermore, the narratives were not always in
agreement with each another, which resulted in the necessity of extensive efforts in order
to analyse the authenticity of both narrators and narratives.
Secondly, a factor which made the task harder and more complex is the diversity
of Islamic sources consisting of an enormous number of HijazT, Syrian, ‘Iraqi and even
Egyptian accounts narrated by narrators with different tendencies and political or party
affiliations, as well as being dispersed between the history school and the Jurisprudence
school.1 In addition to all that, the accounts differ as to how far they are from the event
with regard to both time and place. The above gives an idea of the difficulties of
conducting research in the face of such divergences and in giving preponderance to some
of them over others.

*It is known that historical writing among the Arab began in two independent schools, the Iraqi school in
Kufa and Basra which is known as the historical school and the HijazT school in Madina which is known as
the jurist school. For each there were factors contributing to its rise and growth, and both had their own
views of history. See Al-Dun, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz. The Rise of Historical Writing Among the Arabs, translated
by Lawrence I. Conrad, (Princeton University press, 1983), Pp. 152-159.
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The third category is that critical analysis studies are still new method in
researching specific topics in the early Islamic period such as the history of Islamic
Jerusalem. This is in spite of a host of Arabic and non-Arabic studies concerning the
methods of studying Islamic history,1 and the beginnings of historical writing among the
Muslims,*2 most of which focused almost entirely upon the role of politics, different
parties, and tribalism of the narrators’ narratives without dealing in depth with the

^here are agreement that these methods are conducted by collecting narratives, examining, comparing, and
analysing the materials to make sure that they are authentic and reliable. However, some scholars try to
verify narrators according to their political thought and their attitudes towards the political establishment of
the time. For more details see for example: ‘Uthman, Hasan. Manhaj al-Bahth al-Tarikln (Dar al-Ma‘arif,
Cairo, 4 ed, th, (ed, eb). Rustum, Asad. Mustalah al-Tankh (al-Maktaba al-‘Asriyah, Beirut, (e,d). Rashad,
Khalil Muhammad. Al-Manhaj al-Islannfi Dirasat al-Tankh \va TafsTrihi (Dar al-Thaqafa and al-Dar alBaiyda’, Morocco, 1986). ‘Uthman, FathT. Adwa’ ‘ALa al-Tankh al-Islmu (Dar al-‘Urflba, Cairo, n.d.).
Khalil, ‘Imad al-Dln. Al-Tafsir al-Islami lil-Tarlkh (Dar aPilm Lilmalaiyyn, Beirut, n.d). Al-BaradI,
Rashad. Al-Tafsir al-Quram lil-Tankh (Dar al-Nahda al-Arabla, Cairo, 1973). Hasan, ZakI Muhammad.
Dirasat f i Manahij al-Bahth f i al-Tankh al-IslamT (Majalat Kulliyyat al-Adab. Jami’at al-Gahira, alMujalad al-Thanl ‘Ashar, Vol. 1, 1950). Salim, Al-Sayyd ‘Abd al-‘Az!z. Al-Tankh wa al-Mu’arikun alArab (Mu’assasat Shabab al-Jami‘a, Alexandria, 1981). Hisan. ‘Abd al-Ghanl Muhammad. 'Ilm al-Tankh
‘Ind al-‘Arab (Cairo, 1961). Kashif, Sayyda. Masadir al-Tankh al-IslamT wa-Manahij al-Balith fill (Cairo,
1960). Ahamd Shalabl. KaifTaktub Bahthan aw Risdla: Dirasa Manhajiya li-Kitabat al-Buhuth wa-’Idad
Rasa’il al-Mdjistalr wal-Duktura (Maktabat al-Nahdda al-Misriyya, al-Taab‘a al-Thalitha ‘Ashra, 1981).
Badir, Ahmad. ’Usui al-Bahth al-'Ilml wa Manahijahu (Wakalat al-Matbu‘at, al-Kuwait, 7 th, ed, 1084).
Different articles in Manahij al-Mustashrigiin f i al-Dirasat al-IslamTa (Al-Munadhma al-Arabla LilTarbiyya wal-Thaqafa wal-‘UlQm. Dar al- Thaqafa, Tunisia, Vol. 1, 1981). Muqadima fi Tarikh S adr alIslam, Dar al-Mashriq, Beirut, 4 th. Ed, 1983.
2See for example: Al-Duri. Bahth f i Nash'at Tim al-Tarikh ‘Ind al-‘Arab (Beirut, 1960), (in Arabic).
Al-Duri, Muqadima f i Tankii S adr al-Islam (Dar al-Mashriq, Beirut, 4 th. Ed, 1983). Fred Donner,
McGRAW. The Narratives of Islamic Origins, The Beginnings of Islamic History Writing (The Darwin
Press, INC. Princeton, New Jersey, 1998). Fred Donner, McGRAW. The Problem of Early Arabic
Historiography in Syria, proceedings of the Ssecond Ssymposium on the History of Bilad al-Sham During
the Early Islamic period up to 40 A.H/640 A.D. The Fourth International Conference on the History of
Bilad al-Sham (English and French papers), edited by Muhammad ‘Adnan al-Bakhlt. (University o f Jordan,
al-Yarmuk University, 1987), Vol. 1, Pp.1-27. Rosenthal, Franz. A Histoiy of Muslim Historiography
(Leaden, 1952). Hoyland, Robert G. Seeing Islam As Others Saw It: A Survey And Evaluation Of
Christian, Jewish And Zoroastrian Writing On Early Islam (Darwin Press, INC. Princeton, New Jersey,
1997). Khanas, M.S. The Concept of Critical Historiography in the Islamic World of the Middle Ages
(Islamic Studies, XIV, 1975), Pp. 175-185. Julian Oberman. "Early Islam" in the idea of History>in the
Ancient Near East, edited by Julian, Obermann. (New Haven, 1955), Pp. 237-245. Hamlda, Murtadha. The
Origin of the Muslim Historiography (Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society, XVI. 1968), Pp. 168-180.
Dunlop, D.M. Arab Civilization to A.D 1500 (London, 1971), Pp. 37-48. Al-Faruql, Nassar Ahmad. Some
Methodological Aspects on the Early Muslim Historiography (Islam and Modem Age, Vol. 1, 1975), Pp.
88-94.
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reasons behind the inaccuracies and contradictions such as in the case of the first Islamic
conquest of Aelia.
Fourthly, the clear interrelationship between most of the issues relating to the
period of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia until the end of the rule of the Umayyad state
(41-132A.H/ 661-750 A.D) makes it necessary in some cases to deal with this period in
order to follow the development of events at the time. This interrelationship also makes it
necessary in many cases to use the same texts for different issues, which might cause
some repetition in a few cases.
Lastly, it is essential, as El-‘AwaisI argues, to try to adopt a neutral approach in
the case of studying the history of a holy city such as Jerusalem, significant to a host of
people belonging to different religions and holding different opinions, where the
competing claims of the adherents of those religious and international interests met and
clashed.
Most of the material for this research, both in Arabic and English, has been
collected from the researcher’s own library in Palestine, al-Maktoum Institute For Arabic
and Islamic Studies in Dundee, and from university libraries in Scotland, in particular the
libraries of the University of Edinburgh and Glasgow University. The researcher also
travelled to Jordan and collected sources and important articles from the library of the
University of Jordan in ‘Amman and from other private libraries.
Important articles have been collected from the “Journal of Islamic Jerusalem
Studies”, “Journal of Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam”, “Journal of Near Eastern
Studies” and from the publication of the Conferences of the history of Bilad al-Sham
which was held in Jordan University in the period 1974-1987.
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1.2. The Aims of the Study
This thesis is an attempt to identify historical explanations and interpretations for
many questions concerning the reasons behind the inaccuracies in the early Islamic
narratives and sources relating to the period of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem). In addition, some of the factual details of the events of the history of the first
Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem), will be reported. All the material will be
discussed and analysed in an aim to find the real reasons for the inaccuracies in the
Islamic sources on these issues. The study also aims to establish new data and to develop
real academic debate on the early Islamic history of Islamic Jerusalem.

1.3. Research Methodology
The research will be mainly conducted based on historical methodology. This has
been done through several steps. First, early narratives with regard to each topic have
been collected. Second, and most important, both the narratives and narrators’ chain

(Isnad) has been critically analysed. Third, the narratives have been analysed in the light
of the contemporary context, circumstances and events of the period. Fourth, the
narratives and sources have been compared with each other and with other narratives
relating to the same period. Fifth, some of the narratives, narrators and sources have been
classified according to their times and places. Last, the discussed has proceeded through
critically analysing both classical and modem scholars’ arguments and views.
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1.4. Structure of Thesis
In addition to the introduction and conclusion, the main body of this thesis
is essentially divided into eight chapters:
Chapter one contains a literature review of the main narrators, sources and the
main modem studies and articles.
Chapter Two attempts to establish the topography and geographical boundaries
of the Aelia region, spanning the time when clear limits were set for this region by the
Byzantine Emperor Hadrian in 135 A.D when he named it Aelia, until the arrival of
‘Umar Ibn al-Khatt ab on the eve of the first Islamic conquest of the region in Jumada

first or second (March or April), 16 A.H/ 637 A.D.
Chapter Three examines the period of history of Islamic Jerusalem from the
beginning of the first Islamic conquests in Syria until the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab
which contain the period of the siege of the walled part of the Aelia region. In addition, it
examines the reason for the Islamic sources’ not pay attention of the period which
preceded the battle of YarmOk.
Chapter Four explains and clarifies the reasons behind the inaccuracies and
contradictions in the early Islamic narratives and sources over the identity of the military
leader who carried out the conquest of Aelia. This chapter also examines the reasons
behind the large number of characters cited as having played important roles in the
conquest. It also attempts to establish the real date of the conquest, in addition to
establishing the identity of the real conqueror.
Chapter Five discusses the great mitakes and contradictions in the reasons given
in the early Islamic narratives and sources for ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s arrival in Aelia
14

(Islamic Jerusalem). In addtion, this chapter also discusses the reasons behind the
different visits that the caliph ‘Umar’s made to Syria and the work that he carried out on
each visit. Moreover, through the analysis of the early sources, the researcher in this
chapter discusses and analyses the views of some modem researchers who have dealt
with this issue.
Chapter Six studies the first reconstruction of a mosque (al-Aqsa) in Islamic
Jerusalem. It attempts to find some explanation behind the silence of the early sources
and the development in the Islamic narratives. It also examines why later Islamic sources
reported that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab visited the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, showed
great interest in the site of David’s temple and ordered the construction of a mosque in its
vicinity while there are no reports of this in the early sources. In other words, it examines
the reasons behind the influences of non-Islamic accounts in the later Islamic sources.
Chapter Seven follows the role of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s assurance of safety

(aman) to the People of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) in the Muslims’ internal policy
towards the inhabitants of the region. This chapter also presents Muslim internal policy
towards the inhabitants of Aelia, in particular the Jews, who resided there after the
conquest.
Chapter Eight studies the administration of Jerusalem after the first conquest and
the interest that the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab showed in the region. It also discusses
the modem researcher claiming that the Muslims, in particular the caliph ‘Umar did not
show any special interest in Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem).
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Introduction
Despite the importance of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem),
it occupies a minor place in studies which discuss the history of the early Islamic period
in general. It can be argued that modem studies can be divided into two schools, the first
school casting doubt upon the authenticity of the early Islamic sources and denying their
importance, describing the first Islamic conquest of Aelia as legend or myth. Those who
view it in this way are the Israelis Shlomo D. Goitein and Herbert Busse, Moshe Gil and
others.1 The writers of the second school acknowledge the authenticity of the early
Islamic sources in general, yet they mention it in only a few brief lines or pages to the
first Islamic conquest of Aelia. The scholars who belong to this school are Levine, F.
Donner, F. Gabriele, J. Jandora, F. Peters, R. Jenkins, W. Mure, W.E. Kaegi, and others.*2
This review aims to examine the historical evidence of the first Islamic conquest
of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) and the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s in this region. In
other words, it will deal with the historical evidence of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia
(Islamic Jerusalem) drawing upon the early historical narratives and sources which
support this thesis as well as examining the historical background of some important
narrators who related these accounts. Furthermore, it will discuss the arguments of some
JD. Goitein. Jerusalem in the Arab period, p. 169. Busse. 'Omar b. al-Hattab in Jerusalem, Pp.73-119.
Busse. ‘Omar’s Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem, Pp. 149-168. Gil, Moshe. Palestine During the first
Muslim period (634 - 1099), (Tel - Aviv, 1983), (in Hebrew), p. 43 cited in: ‘Athamina, Khalil. FilastTn ft
Khamsat Ourun: Min al-Fatth al-Islamt hatta al-Oazu al-Firanifi: 634 - 1099 (Muassasat al-Dirasat
al- Filastlniyya, Beirut, 2000), p. 118.
2Levine. Jerusalem, Pp. 300-310. Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, Pp.151-152. Gabrieli, Pp. 154155. Jandora, Pp. 73-74. Peters, F.E. Jerusalem: The Holy City in the Eyes of Chroniclers, Visitors,
Pilgrims, and Prophets from the Days of Abraham to the Beginning of Modern Times (Princeton University
press, Prenston, New Jersey, 1995), Pp. 176-177. Jenkins, Romily. Byzantium, The Imperial Centuries (A.D
10-1071) (The garden City press, Great Britain, 1966), Pp. 34-35. Muri, Pp. 131-139. D. Goitein.
Jerusalem in the Arab Period, p. 169.
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modem researchers with particular attention to those who deny that the visit took place
and allege that the Islamic sources are full of myths and legends which aim to replace the
Christian character of the city with an Islamic character. In addition, the main Islamic
studies and articles will be reported.

1.1. Early Primary Sources
After examining the Islamic sources relating to this thesis, the researcher found
that there was a consensus among both the early and later sources which confirm the
events of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) and the historic arrival of
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the region. Moreover, this consensus is further supported by the
agreement of other non-Islamic sources, which refer to the same period.
Among the early Islamic sources, which mention the historical fact of the first
Islamic conquest and the historic arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the region are the
following: Abu Yusuf, (d. 182 A.H/ 798 A.D),1 Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar al-Waqidl (d.
207 A.H/ 822 A.D),12 Abl ‘Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam (d. 224 A.H/ 836 A.D),3
Muhammad Ibn Sa‘d (d. 230 A.H/ 845 A.D),4 Khalifa Ibn Khayyat al-‘Usfuri (d. 240

1Taxation in Islam. English translation of Kitab al-Khraj Li Yahya b. Adam al-Qurashi, translated by B.
Ben Shemesh, LL.M. Forword by S. D. Goitein (E. J. Prill, 1958), Vol, 1, p. 31, 44. Al-Baladhun, Ahmad
Ibn Yahya. Futuh al-Buldan, edited by Badwan Muhammad Badwan (Al-Matba‘a al-Misriyya bil-Azhar,
Cairo, 1932), p. 265.
2A1-Waqidl, Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar. Kitab Futuh al-Sham Wabihamislii Tuhfat al-Nazirlna f t man Hakama
Misr min al-Wiila wal-Salattna li 'Abdullah al-Sharqawt (Maktabat wa Matb‘at al-Mashhad al-Husayynl,
Cairo, (ed), Vol. 1&2, S, 1, Pp. 144-154.
3AbT ‘Ubayd, Al-Qasim Ibn Sallam. Kiab al-Amwal, edited by Muhammad ffimid al-FiqqT (Cairo, 1303
A.H), Pp. 153-154.
4Ibn Sa‘d, Vol, 3, p.283.
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A.H/ 854 A.D),1 Ibn ‘Abd al-Hakam (d. 257 A.H/ 817 A.D),12 Imam Ahmad Ibn Yahya
Al-BaladhurT (d. 279 A.H/ 892 A.D),3 Abl Zir‘a al-DimashqT (d. 281 A.H/894 A.D),4
al-Ya‘qubT (d. 284 A.H/ 897 A.D),5 Muhmmad Ibn Janr al-Tabari (d. 310 A.H/ 922
A.D),6 Ibn A ‘tham al-KQfT (d. 314 A.H/ 926 A.D),7 and Muhammad Ibn ‘Abdullah
al-Azdl (d. 430 A.H/ 1039 A.D).8

1.2. Later Sources
These are followed by later sources such as Ibn al-Murajja,9 Ibn al-Qayylm alJawziyah, (d. 751 A.H/ 1350 A.D),10*Mujlr al-Dln al-Hanball,11 Ibn ‘Asakir (d. 539 A.H/

1 Khalifa. TarTkh, Vol, 1, p. 124
2Ibn ‘ab al-Hakam, ‘Abd al-Rahman Ibn ‘Abdullah. Fiituh Misr wa Akhbariha, edited by Sharis Tun,
(Leaden, 1920), Pp.164-170.
3A1-Baladhun. Futiih, Pp. 144-145.
4AbT Zir‘a, Al-DimashqT. TarTkh AbT Zir'a al-DimashqT, edited by Shukrullah Ibn N i‘matullah al-Qujanl
(AMatba‘at Majma‘ al-Lugah al-‘Arabia bi-Dimashq), Vol. 1, Pp. 176-177.
5A1-Ya‘qubl, Ahmad Ibn Abl Ya‘qub Ibn Wahab Ibn Wadih. Tarnkh al- Ya ‘qubl (DarSadir and Dar Beirut,
Beirut 1960), Vol. 2, Pp. 146-149.
6A1-Taban, Muhammad Ibn Jarir. The history of al-Tabari (TarTkh al-Rusul waal-Muluk), Vol. X. 11, The
Battle of al-Oadisiyya and the conquest of Syria and Palestine, translated and annotated by Yahanan
Friedman (University o f New Yourk press, 1992), Pp. 187-197.

7Ibn A ‘tham al-Kufi, Abl Muhammad Ahmad. Al-Futuh (Dar al-Kutub al-Tlmiyya, Beirut, 1986), Vol,
1&2, Pp. 222-231.
SA1-Azdl, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abdullah. TharTkh Futuh al-Sham, edited by ‘Abd al-Min‘im ‘Amir.
(Muassasst Sijil al-‘Arab 1979), Pp. 246-262.
9Ibn al-Murajja, Abual-Ma‘alT al-Musharraf. Fada’il Bayt al-Maqdis wa al-Khalil wa Fada’il alSham, edited by LivnI, ‘UjTr (Shfa‘amir, Palestine, 1995), Pp. 44-58.
10Ibn al-Qayylm al-Jawziyah, Muhammad Ibn Abi Bakir. Ahkam Ahl al-Dhima, edited by Subhy
al-Salih, 9Beirut, 2 nd. ed, 1981), Vol. 2, Pp.275-280.
n Al-JhnbalT, Mujlr al-Dln. Al-Uns al-JalTl bi JarTkh al-Quds wal-Khalll (Maktabat al-Muhtasib,
‘Amman, 1973).
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In non-Islamic sources, ‘Umar’s visit to Jerusalem is mentioned by Theophanes,1
the Patriarch of Alexandria Eutychius Sa‘Id Ibn al-Bitnq*2 who died in 284 A.H/ 897 A.D,
the Syriac chronicler Michael the Syrian3 and the chronicler Agapius (Mahbtib) of
Minjib.4 Finally, mention can be found of the event in the Jewish manuscript of Cairo
Geniza, which dates from the eleventh century A.D.5

1.3. Early Islamic Narrators
As for the most prominent early Islamic narrators who confirm the historical fact
of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) and the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn
al-Khattab in the region were the Hijazian narrators such as ‘Urwa Ibn al-Zubalr (d. 94
A.H/ 713 A.D),6 Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab (d. 106 A.H 724 A.D),7
Muhammad Ibn Ishaq (d. 150 A.H / 767 A.D),8 ‘Adi Ibn Sahil,1 ‘Adi Ibn Suhall,2 and
‘Theophanes. The Chronicle of the Theophanes: An English translation of anni nnindi 6095 {A.D 602813), translated by: Harry Turtledove (University of Pennsylvania press, 1982), p. 39.
2Ibn al-Bitnq, Sa‘Td. Al-Tdrlkh al-MajmiT ‘Ala al-Taliqlq wal-Tasdyyq (Beirut, 1905), p.16 cited in ‘Abd
al-Fattah el-‘AwaisI. ‘Umar's Assurance, p. 49.
3See: El-‘AwaisT. ‘Umar’s Assurance, p. 49.
4Ibid, p. 56.
5See: Moshe, Gil. The Jewish Quarters of Jerusalem (A..D. 638-1099), According to Cairo Geniza
Documents and Other Sources “Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Continuing the Amirican Journal of
Semitic Languages and Literatures. Vol. 4, January-October, 1982, Ninety-Ninth Year. (The University of
Chicago press, Chicago, Illinois), Pp. 261-278. Ibid, A History of Palestine: 634-1099 (Cambridge
University Press, 1992), Pp. viii & xiv.
6Taban. Tdrlkh, Vol. X. II, p. 102. For more details about ‘Urwa life see: Ibn Sa‘d., Vol. 5, Pp. 125-201.
Khalifa. Tdrlkh, Vol. 1, p. 124. Ibn Qutayyba. Ma‘arif Pp. 186-187.
7Tabari. Tdrlkh, Vol. X. I ll, p. 98. (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq). For more details about
Salim life see Khalifa. Tabaqat Vol. p. 34. Ibn Sa‘d. Vol. 3, Pp. 137-149. Vol. 6, Pp. 12-13. Baladhurl,
Ahmad Ibn Yahya. Ansab al-Shraf, s. 5 ,, edited by Ihsan ‘Abbas (Franz Shnaltr, Shtudjart, al-Matba‘a alKathulikiyya, Beirut. 1996). Pp. 83-99. Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif Pp. 241-244.
8Taban. Tdrlkh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 191-193. For more details about Muhammad Ibn Ishaq life see Khalifa.
Tdrlkh, Vol. 2, p. Ibid, Tabaqat, Vol,.2, p. 660.
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Muhammad Ibn Muslim Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl (d. 124 A.H/ 742 A.D).*23 There are several
other accounts also mentioned by the Syrian narrators such as Khalid
Ibn Ml‘dan al-Kila‘Tal-Shaml (d. 103 or 108 A.H/ 721 or 726 A.D ),4 ‘Ubada Ibn Nusayy
(d. 118 A.H/ 736 A.D),5 whom known also as Khalid and ‘Ubada,6 Raja’ Ibn Hayawah,
al-Kindl (d.l 12 A.H/ 730 A.D),7AbT Hafs al-Dimashql,8 SaTd Ibn ‘Abd al-AzTz al
TanukhI (d. 167 or 168. A.H / 784 or 785 A.D),9 Hisham Ibn ‘Ammar (d. 180 A.H/

'Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 191-193.
2Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. Ill, p. 103.
3Baladhun, Ansab, S.5. p. 383. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 283. For more details about al-Zuhn life see Khalifa.
Tabaqat, Vol. 2, Pp. 389-390. Ibid, TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 652. Ibn Qutaiyyba. Ma'aari, p. 536.
4For more details about Khalid Ibn Ml‘dan see Khalifa, Tarikh, Vol. 2, p. 495. Ibid, Tabaqat, S.2. p. 794.
Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, p. 455.
5For more details about ‘Ubada Ibn Nusayy see Khalifa. Tarikh, Vol. 2, p. 516. Ibid, Tabaqat, S.2. p. 794.
Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, p. 456.
6Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 191-193.
7Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, P. For more details about Raja’ Ibn Hiyawah see Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol. 2, p.
793. Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif, Pp. 472-473. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, Pp. 454-455.
8Baladhun. Fiitxih, Pp. 144-145.
9AbI ‘Ubayd, p.154. BaladhurT. Fatiih, p. 144. Abl Zir‘a, Vol. 1, p. 176. For more details about4Adi Ibn
Sahil see Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, p. 468. Abl Zir‘a, Vol. 2, p. 273.
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796A.D),1 Yazld Ibn ‘Ubayda (d. 147 A.H/ 764 A.D),*2 Abu Maryam al-Filastln!,3
‘Abdullah Ibn Salih (d. 223 A.H/ 838 A.D), al-Laiyyth Ibn Sa‘d (d. 165 A.H/ 782 A.D),
YazTd Ibn AbT Habib (d. 128 A.H/ 746 A.D), and al-Waqidl (d. 204 A.H/ 819 A.D),4 as
well as the famous Syrian historian and narrator AbT ‘Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam (d. 242
A.H/ 839 A.D).5
In addition to such HijazT and Syrian scholars, the above events are also related by
‘Iraqi narrators such as Muhammad Ibn al-Sa’ib al-Kalbl (d. 146 A.H/ 763 A.D),6 Abu
Mikhnaf Lut Ibn YahYa (d. 157 A.H/ 774 A.D),7 and Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamlml (d. 180
A.H/ 796 A.D).8 Finally, the conquest is also mentioned by the famous Egyptian narrator
YazTd Ibn Abl Habib (d. 128 A.H/ 746 A.D).9

‘AbT ‘Ubayd, p.154. BaladhurT. Futuh, p. 145. AbT Zir‘a, Vol. 1, p. 175. For more details about Hisham see
Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, Pp.77, 374.
2Abi Zir‘a, Vol. 1, p. 177. For more details about YazTd Ibn ‘Ubayda see KhalTfa. Tabaqat, Ibid, TarTkh,
Vol. 1, p. 654.
3Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 193-194. Abu Maryam al-FilastmT belonged to al-Azd tribe. In Islamic
Sources, however, there are inaccuracies between several persons who named Abu Maryam. See Ibn Hajar,
Vol. 7, Pp. 308-309.
4WaqidT. Futuh, S. l.Pp. 146-154. KhalTfa. TarTkh, Vol. 1, p. 770. Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif, p. 518.
5AbT ‘Ubayd, p. 153, 154, 155.
6KhalTfa. TarTkh, Vol, 1, p. 125. For more details about Ibn al-KalbT see KhalTfa. Tabaqat, Vol, 2, Pp. 389390. Ibid, TarTkh, Vol, 2, p. 652. Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif, p. 536.
7Ibn KathTr. Bidaya, Vol. 7& 8, S.7. p. 57. For more details about Abu Mikhnaf see Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif,
p. 537.
8Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, p. 191.
9AbT ‘Ubayd, p. 153. Baladhuri. Futilh, p. 145. (on the authority of AbT ‘Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam). For
more details about YazTd see KhalTfa. Tabaqat, Vol. 2, p. 756.
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1.4. Main Narrators Historical Backgrounds
From examining the backgrounds of some of those who confirmed the historical
fact of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s arrival in Aelia region, the researcher found that they were
among the most famous narrators of Islamic history at the eve of the beginning of
historical writing among the Muslims. On the other hand, these narrators lived in
different regions such asHijaz, Syria, Iraq and Egypt. They, or at least some of them,
belonged to different historical, jurisprudence and intellectual schools. They are also
characterized by their vast knowledge, especially in the field of the origin and
development of the first Islamic state as well as the history of the Islamic conquests.
Furthermore, a number of these narrators are considered to be close to historic
events with regard to both time and place. In other words, they were contemporaries of
those who took part in the events at the time of the Islamic conquest of Syria in general
and Aelia in particular. For instance, Muhammad Ibn al-Sa’ib al-KalbT was well known
as a genealogist (Nasaba),1 and YazTd Ibn Abl Habib, was considered one of the most
prominent historians and scholars of jurisprudence specialising in Sharfa Law. Such
specialised knowledge was used in conquered lands to elicit the type and amount of taxes
to be collected. Such taxes were leveled according to the nature of the conquest whether

^ ee Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif, Pp. 535-536. Ibn Khallikan, AbT al-‘Abbas Shams al-Dln Ahmad Ibn
Muhammad Ibn AbT Bakr. Wafayat al-A‘ydn wa Anbd’ al-Zaman, edited by Ihsan ‘Aabbas (Dar Sadir,
Beirut, (ed)), Vol. 4, Pp. 309-311.
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it be by treaty (Sulh) or by force (‘Unwa).* In addition, Yazid Ibn Abi Habib was among
those who opposed the State’s ruling on the administration of the conquered lands. He
represented the opinion of the native people who were the owners of these lands. It was
well known that the lands of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem), like other conquered lands, were
under the same administration. Therefore, it can be argued that Yazid Ibn Abi Habib
represented an independent point of view that was divorced from partisan affiliations,
conflicts and personal interests, with respect to the first Islamic conquest of Aelia
(Islamic Jerusalem). As for the Syrian narrators such as AbT Hafs al-Dimashql, Sa‘Td Ibn
‘Abd al-AzIz and Hisham Ibn ‘Ammar, it is sufficient to say that they are counted among
the most prominent narrators of the history of the first Islamic conquests of Syria and
their accounts are largely relied upon in writing the history of the conquered lands,
specifically the conquest of Syria.

*For more details about the meaning of ‘Anwa in Islamic history see: JudT, Jamal. Al-Sulh wa al- ‘Amva
Lada ‘Ulma al-Amsdr f i Sadr al-IslAm (Majalat al-Najah lilabhath, al-Mujajad al-Tham, al-‘Adad alThamin, 1994), Pp. 58-98. Ibid. Al-'Arab wa al-ard f t al-Traqadr al-Islam (Al-sharika al-‘Arabiya
Liltiba‘a wa al-Nashir, ‘Amman, 1979), Pp. 119-122. Al-QadT, Widad. Madkhal Ila Dirasat ‘Uqud al-Sulh
al-Islamya zaman al-Futilh bi Bilad al-Sham, al-Nadwa al-Thanla min a‘ mal al-Mu’tamar al-Dawl! al-

Rabi‘ li Tankh Bilad al-Sham al-Mun‘aqid fi al-Jami‘a al-Urdunya min 16-22 adhar, 1985, al-Mujalad alThanT, tahnr Muhammad ‘Adnan al-Bakhlt wa Ihsan ‘Abbas. (Matba‘at al-Jami‘a al-Urdunya, ‘Amman,
1987), Pp. 193-248. Al-Duri, ‘Abd al-‘AzTz. Tandhxmat ‘Umar Ibn al-Khatab: al-Dara’ib ji Bilad al-Sham
fiSadr al-Islam, al-Nadwa al-Thanla min a‘ mal al-Mu’tamar al-DawlT al-Rabi‘ li Tankh Bilad al-Sham alMun‘aqid fT al-Jami‘a al-Urdunya min 16-22 adhar, 1985, al-Mujalad al-ThanT, tahnr Muhammad ‘Adnan
al-BakhTt wa Ihsan ‘Abbas. (Matba‘at al-Jami‘a al-Urdunya, ‘Amman, 1987), Pp. 466-467. Denit, Denial.
Al-Jizya wa al-Islam, translated by FahmT Jadallah, (Manshurat Dar al-Hayah wa Muassasat Franklin,
Beirut wa New York, 1959).
2JudT, Jamal. Al-Sulh wa al- 'Anwa, Pp. 65-66.

3Baladhun. Futuh, p. 117, 130, 132, 134, 135, 138, 144, 145, 164, 150, 156, 159, 162, 163. For more
details about the depend of al-Baladhun on Syrians narrators see Donner. The problem of Early Arabic
Historiography in Syria, Vol. 1, p . 2.
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In addition, the two HijazT narrators, Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah and ‘Urwa Ibn
al-Zubalr, are followers of the school of Hadlth which was established in Madina.1 We
also find the two Iraqis, Abl Mikhnaf Lut Ibn Yahya and Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamlml who
are counted among the pioneers of the school of history which was established and
developed in Iraq. This school is considered to be the first nucleus of the origin of the
science of Arabic and Islamic history. Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamlml (d. 180 A.H/ 796 A.D),
is one on the most famous historians and narrators in the field of Islamic conquests as
was indicated by the modem historian ‘Abd al-‘AzTz al-Dun. 2
—

As for Salim and ‘Urwa, in addition to being the followers of the school of
Hadlth, it is will known that Salim directly belonged to the family of ‘Umar Ibn
al-Khattab who was his paternal grandfather.*23 This means that his information was
derived from an original source which depended on the authority of ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab (d. 74 A.H/ 693 A.D). ‘Urwa, the brother in-law of ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab, who was the earliest narrator to mention the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn
al-Khattab’s visit to Aelia, provided no details about the reasons behind that visit or the
circumstances which surrounded it.4
To conclude, the researcher can say that this great multitude of sources, from
Muslim and non-Muslim narrators who lived in different times and in distant regions,

‘See Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif p. 185, Pp. 186-187. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 5, Pp. 195-201. Al-DhahabT. Al-TarTkh wa
al- Tabaqa,. Vol. 4, p. 115.
2See al-DurT, Bahth fiNash ’at ‘Ilm al-Tarlkh 'hid al-‘Arab, Pp. 140-154.
3Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif, Pp. 186-187. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 5, Pp. 195-201. Al-DhahabT. Al-Tarikh wa alTabaqat, Vol. 4, p. 115.
4Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, Pp. 167-168.
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would make it difficult if not impossible for any impartial researcher to assume that all
this multitude agreed to lie about the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem)
and the historic arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the region. It may be true that these
sources and narrators differed with regard to the details related to the reasons and
circumstances surrounding the conquest, the result it led to and what actually took place,
but the historical aspect and the occurrence of the event remain an issue, which is
difficult or even impossible to cast doubt upon or deny in any case. However, early
Islamic narratives and sources contain a lot of inaccuracies and errors, with regard to a
host of problems relating to the historical facts about the first Islamic conquest of
Jerusalem.

1.2.1. Modern Studies
Despite this general consensus, some modem researchers cast doubt upon and
even deny the historical fact of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) and
the historic visit of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab to the region. It appears to the researcher that
such allegations denying the occurrence of the visit in history are primarily based on
attempts to cast doubt on the accounts of Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamiml with regard to the
first Islamic conquest of Aelia.
This happens despite the fact that Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamlml is counted as one of
the most famous and highly-regarded narrators who deal with the early Islamic
conquests,1 particularly the conquest of Iraq and, to a lesser degree, of Syria.

’See al-Dun. The Rise, Pp. 140-154.
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Some scholars, among them Wellhausen and D. Goitein, accuse Sayf of a lack of
reliability and authenticity. Sayf was sharply criticised by de Goeji, Wellhausen, and
others as M. Donner argued.1 Wellhausen accuses Sayf of somewhat hastily tilting many
historical events in favor of his school of thought and his theories of history. D. Goitem
also claims that his work lacks authenticity and that he shows both irresponsibility and
ignorance towards Palestinian issues. He made this accusation with regard to Sayf report
about the town of al-Ramla which was founded seventy years after the Islamic conquest
of the region. He used this to cast doubt on the historic fact of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s
visit to Aelia. Furthermore, D. Goitein used this to throw suspicion upon both the Islamic
sources and the first Islamic conquest of the city. He stated with regard to Sayf s report
about al-Ramla and ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s visit to Jerusalem:
This information “no Jews shall live with them -i.e. the
Christians in Jerusalem (Aelia)” can be found in only one
of the Muslim sources, the Iraqi Sayf, whose lack of
reliability is well-known and whose irresponsibility and
ignorance about Palestinian matters are illustrated by
reports about the conquest of Ramla, a town founded by the
Muslims only seventy years later!.
D. Goitein continues his denial, he alleges that the Islamic sources contain many
legends and myths which aim at raising the holy status of Jerusalem in the hearts of
Conner. Narratives of Islamic Origins, p. 244.
2Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten Heft, cited in Israel Ben Zeev (abu Zuaib), Ka ‘ab al-Ahbar: Jews
and Judaism in the Islamic Tradition, prepared for publication by Mahmud ‘Abbas! (Jerusalem, 1976), P.
37.
3D. Goitein. Jerusalem in the Arab period, p. 171.
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Muslims by depicting its conquest as a major central event and caliph ‘Umar himself the
hero of that event. He concludes that the Islamic accounts about the first Islamic conquest
of Jerusalem came under the influence of the Israeli narrations and were taken from one
of the Torah interpretations, namely (ha-midrash) which indicates that Jerusalem will
only be conquered by a king who is fit to be called a mighty one.1
The Isra’eli, H. Busse, follows in the footsteps of D. Goitein and mirrors his
theories. He alleges that what is narrated by the Islamic sources about the first Islamic
conquest of Jerusalem is no more than a legend, imagined by Muslim historians.
According to him, the plan of such historians is to portray the city with a holy Islamic
character in order to exclude and replace its Christian character. In his manifest attempts
to discount the Islamic sources, H. Busse deliberately ignores and denies them, as is the
case in the Jewish document of Cairo Geniza. He concludes that the Arab narrators and
historians made many errors regarding the name of the real conqueror of Jerusalem,
mixing up the identity of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As (d. 42 AH)2 with caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab
as a result of the similarity of letters in both names.
Another Isra’eli researcher, Moshe Gil, differs from his predecessors, i.e. D.
Goitein and H. Busse, in some matters and agrees with them on others. He argues that the
Islamic sources and narrations have exaggerated and magnified the role of ‘Umar Ibn alKhattab with regard to the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem in order to present that*23
‘Ibid, p. 169.
2For more details about ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As life see Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol. 1, p. 57. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol, 4, Pp. 254261. Vol. 7, P.493-494. Baladhuri. Ansab, S.5. Pp. 337-340. Ibn Qutaiybah. Ma arif Pp. 285-286.
3Busse. ‘Omar b. al-Hattab in Jerusalem, Pp. 73-119. Ibid. ‘Omar’s Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem,
Pp. 149-168.
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event in a state of religious holiness and glorification.1 However, in Moshe Gil’s opinion,
the reasons given by D. Goitein are not enough to deny the value and historic fact of the
Islamic narrations of the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem. This is because of the visits
which ‘Umar paid to the city on a number of other occasions, which are not related to the
first conquest.2 With regard to his opinion of the Islamic sources, Gil adds that it is not
fair to cast doubt on sources, which were written about more than a thousand years ago.
According to him, Caliph ‘Umar himself upon his visit to Jerusalem acknowledged the
importance of the Jews in Palestine and he allowed them to settle in the city. He states:
We have seen how Goitein, in his attempt to overcome this
contradiction, expressed doubt as to the authenticity of the
treaty’s version as transmitted by Sayf ibn ‘Umar. But there
seems to be little justification for this very stringent attitude
towards a source that has been preserved for more than a
thousand years.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Gil, like his predecessors, accuses Sayf Ibn
‘Umar and al-Tabari himself, stating that one of them might have deliberately added some
passages to ‘Umar’s Assurance to the people of Aelia after it was conquered, as al-Tabari,
on the authority of Sayf, states.*234 He made this allegation despite the fact that the language
of the text and its information appear to be authentic and in agreement with what was
known about Jerusalem at that time. He says:
‘Gil. Palestine During, p. 43 cited in: ‘Athamina, Khalil. FilastTn fiKhamsat Qurun, p. 118. See also: Gil.
A History of Palestine, p. 73.
2Gil. A Histoty of Palestine, p. 73.
3Ibid, p. 73.
4Ibid, p. 73.
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The version itself seems to be reliable; it is possible that the
passage, in which the year (15) is incorrect, was added by
T aban, or perhaps by Sayf himself. The names of the
witnesses mentioned therein, all of whom were important
figures in the Muslim command, seem artificial.1
He further adds:
But the language of the covenant and its details appear
authentic and reliable and in keeping with that know of
Jerusalem at that time. 2
From the analysis of the reasons put forward by these researchers especially the
Israelis, it appears that such researchers cast doubts on and deny the historic fact of
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s visit to Aelia and the Islamic sources related to the first Islamic
conquest of the Aelia region. They do not depend on any strong analytical scientific
argument. For instance, D. Goitein and Welhauzen base their doubts on their accusation
of Sayf because of his report about the town of al-Ramla or perhaps because Sayf is
known for his bias towards his own tribe, TamTm, and gave it a distinguished role in the
Islamic conquests. The researcher argues that, those who base their argument on alRamla town being founded seventy years after the Islamic conquest depend on an
individual narration from al-Baladhurl without any clear transmission chain (.Isnad). In
that narration, al-Baladhun indicates that the Umayyad caliph, Sulayman Ibn ‘Abd al-12

1Ibid, p. 56.
2Ibid, p. 73.
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Malik (ruled 96 - 99 AH/ 715-718 A.D)1 when he founded al-Ramla destroyed the town
of al-Ludda.*2 These researchers took this narration as an established fact without any
examination or intentional or unintentional scientific criticism. They took it as a reason
and basis for attacking Sayf and casting doubt on his reliability with regard to the first
Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) as well as casting doubt upon the Islamic
sources which refer to the same period.
With regard to doubts cast on the founding date of al-Ramla and on the reliability
of Sayf, I should like to indicate the following facts:
There are narrators other than Sayf, who long before him dealt with al-Ramla in
the period related to the first Islamic conquest. Al-Tabari, in a narration on the authority
of Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah, indicates that ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As was unable to conquer either Aelia
or al-Ramla.3 He also indicates that when ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab arrived in Aelia, he
appointed ‘Alqama lb Mujziz (d. 20 A.H/ 641 A.D),4 as governor of Aelia and ‘Alqama
Ibn Hakim5 as governor of al-Ramla.6 S. W. Mure who seems to accept what is narrated
in the sources in relation to this issue argues that during his visit to Jerusalem, ‘Umar
*For more details about Sulayyman Ibn ‘Abd al-Malik Khalifa. Tarikh, Vol. p. 426. Ibn Qutaiybah.

Ma ‘arif, Pp. 360-361.

2BaladuriT. Futuh, p. 149.
3Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, p. 185, 193.
4Ibn Hajar al-‘AsqalanT, Shihab al-Dln Ahmad Ibn ‘All. Al-Isaba Ji Ma'rifat al-Sahaba, edited by ‘Adil
Ahmad ‘Abd al-Jauad, Muhammad Mu‘awwad, introduce by Muhammad ‘Abd al-Min‘im al-Ban, ‘Abd alFattah Abu Sitta and Jum‘a Tahir al-Najjar (Dar al-Kutub al-Tlmiyya, Beirut, 1995), Vol. 4, Pp. 460-461.
Ibn al-Athlr, AbT al-Hasan ‘All Ibn Muhammad al-JarzT. Usd al-Qaba ji MaUifat al-Sahaba, edited by
Muhammad Ibrahim al-Banna and Muhammad Ahmad ‘Ashur and Mahmud ‘Abd al-Wahhab Fayyid (Dar
Ihya’ al-Turath al-‘ArabT, Beirut, 1970), Vol. 4, p. 87.
5Ibn Hajar, Vol. 5, Pp.105-106.
6Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, p. 193.
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divided Palestine into two provinces, one being Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) and the other
being al-Ramla.1
It is more probable that al-Ramla was a Byzantine town that existed before the
first Islamic conquest of the region, as many geographical and historical sources
indicate.*2 Sulayman Ibn ‘Abd Al-Malik only renovated it after the Islamic conquest when
it lost its administrative significance to the neighbouring town of al-Ludda. It is well
known that the Umayyad rulers {Emirs) and their successors often used to spend time in
the Syrian desert where they built many palaces.3 Some sources and narrations indicate
that Sulaiyman Ibn ‘Abd al-Malik, who was Crown Prince, took residence in al-Ramla
when his brother Caliph al-Walld Ibn ‘Abd al-Malik died (he ruled between 86 - 96
AH).4 From there he headed towards Jerusalem to take the people’s allegiance for a new
Caliph.5 In addition to that, there are narrations which indicate that the renovation and
rebuilding of al-Ramla was only completed during the reign of Hisham Ibn ‘Abd alMalik, who ruled between 105-125 A.H/ 723-743 A.D,6 and who completed the building
of its mosque. This in effect means that Sulaiyman did not find al-Ramla as a new town.
All he did was to rebuild and renovate the old Byzantine town which used to bear the
*Muri, p. 132.
2See: ‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastin fiKhamsat Quriin, p. 75.
3See Twqan, Fawaz Ahmad. Al-Ha’ir FT al-'Imara al-Umawiyya al-Islamiyya, al-Mutamar al-DawlT li
Tankh Bilad al-Sham (Jordan University, ‘Amman, 1974), Pp. 71-75.
T or more details about al-Walld Ibn ‘Abd al-Malik see Khalifa. Tankh, Vol. 1, p. 413. Ibn Qutayyba.

Ma ‘arif, p. 359.

5Mu’alif Majhul. Al-'Uyun wal-Hadaiq, edited by M. Y. De Goige (Leaden Press, 1869), Vol, 3, p. 16. See
also: Ibn Al-Murajja, p.262.
T or more details about Hisham Ibn ‘Abd al-Malik life see Khalifa. Tankh, Vol, 2, p. 533. Ibn Qutayyba.

Ma'arif, p. 365.
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same name. He might have started rebuilding the town in the later years of his rule or it
might have been that the work was slow because the process was nearly completed some
considerable time after his death.1 This makes him appear to be the founder of the town
not merely the man who put forward the idea of rebuilding it.
As for the exaggeration and glorification by Sayf of the role of his tribe, the
Tamlm, and giving it priority over other tribes with regard to the Islamic conquests, the
researcher did not find anything to indicate this, neither in the narrations of Sayf nor in all
the narrations mentioned in the Islamic sources. In other words, nothing was mentioned
about the contribution of Tamlm, or any of its members, to the conquest of Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem). Even if Sayf exaggerated the role of Tamlm in contributing to the Islamic
conquests, this still remains an issue outside the domain of this research. If this had
actually taken place, it would indeed have been true for Iraq, where the TamTm
contributed to the conquests, but not for Syria. Therefore, to accuse Sayf of ignorance
and the attempt to cast doubt on the Islamic sources as well as upon a major historic
event such as the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem), while there is no
evidence to indicate any gain for Sayf or any other narrator emphasis the role of the
caliph ‘Umar in this event and this can only be understood as distortion displaying bias
against Islamic sources.
With regard to the attempts by some people such as D. Goitein, H. Busse and Gil
to allege that the Islamic sources are legends whose aim is to erase the Christian character
of Jerusalem and replace it with an Islamic character; the researcher would like to make

^l-MaqdisI. The Best, Pp. 150-151.
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the following point. Moshe Gil who alleges that the Islamic sources have greatly
exaggerated and glorified the role of Caliph ‘Umar in the first Islamic conquest of the
city, concedes that when the Muslims arrived and laid siege to Jerusalem in order to
conquer it, it was not new or strange to them since it was their first qibla (direction of
prayer) and the place to which Prophet Muhammad was taken in the night journey.1 The
researcher found no indications which revealed that the Muslims attempted to change the
Christian character of Jerusalem. On the contrary, the archaeological excavations indicate
and confirm that the process of building churches continued immediately after the first
Islamic conquest.*2 Al-MaqdisT indicates that at his time (d. 390 A.H/ 1000 A.D) the Jews
and the Christians were a majority in Jerusalem and they controlled most of the public
services.3
In opposition to the above allegations, the famous English historian, Karen
Armstrong who is well known for her generally serious and moderate studies on
Jerusalem, argues that the Muslims did not attempt to build any mosque in the Christian
quarter of Jerusalem. They also did not show a desire to create facts on the ground until
after the Crusades, which totally demolished the relations between the three religions. Up
until the time of the Crusades, Jerusalem was generally a Christian city and the Muslims
were a minority.4

^ il. A History of Palestine, Pp. 65 - 66.
2See: al-Hamaml, Salih. Al-MasThiyya f t Ard al-Sham f t Awa 'il al-Hukm al-IslamT, al-Mutamar al-DawlT li
Tankh Bilad al-Sham (Jordan University, ‘Amman, 1974), p. 557.
3A1-Maqdisl, p. 152.
Armstrong, Karen. Sacred Space: the holiness of Islamic Jerusalem (Journal of Islamic Jerusalem studies,
Vol. 1, N 1, Winter 1997), Pp. 14-15.
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Finally, from this analysis and discussion of the views of some modem
researchers especially D. Goitien and H. Busse, whom deny the historical fact of the role
of the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s in the conquest, cast doubt on the significance of the
Islamic sources relating to the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem, and casting doubt on
the whole process of the Islamic conquest, one can only wonder of their attitude. One can
say that, they develop arguments, which aim at the abolition of the history of a whole
nation by relying upon individual narrations without any examination or investigation. It
appears that there are reasons, which prompt such researchers to adopt such attitudes. El‘AwaisT argues that the reasons behind these biased studies, which are based neither on
academic logical analysis nor historical criticism, are rooted in the religious and political
rationale of the war being waged at present by the governing establishment in Israel. The
aim of this establishment is to impose total control over Jerusalem. Therefore, the attempt
by some Israeli academics and orientalists to generally minimise the significance of the
Islamic sources relating to the period of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia and the
importance of the region to Islam in particular, is aimed at the abolition of facts and the
rewriting of the history of Islamic Jerusalem from a single viewpoint.1
Although the reasons put forward by El-‘AwaisI might in fact be sufficient, the
researcher would like to draw attention to another reason, which is no less important.
These researchers are generally governed by the belief in the so-called historic rights of
the Jews in the land of Palestine in general and Jerusalem in particular. They depend
upon this right to justify their control of the Islamic Jerusalem and to legalise the attempts
to change both its Islamic and Christian characters and replace them with a Jewish
^l-AwaisT. 'Umar’s Assurance, p. 52.
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character. In other words, these attitudes are part of the conflict and the war, which has
been waged over the city. They direct all their efforts towards rewriting the history of the
city from a single viewpoint and depend upon the exaggeration of anything, which
supports their view.
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Introduction

From a historical point view, Aelia was not a small city surrounded by walls with
an area less than 800 square meters, as one would first imagine these days,1 but was
totally different from this assumption. It seems that Aelia, before the first Islamic
conquest and probably for a considerable time after it, was considered a region and not
just a mere city.
The issue of studying the geographical boundaries might seem to be of no great
significance for someone who studies history, especially when the matter is related to the
boundaries of a region, which have been defined for more than 1850 years before these
days. However, the matter is different with Islamic Jerusalem, especially when we study
it during the early Islamic period; it is important, and indeed necessary, to lmow the
boundaries of this region and its topography. This will provide answers to many
questions related to the causes of inaccuracies and even contradiction in the Islamic
sources on the first Islamic conquest. These issues include the siege of the region, and the
military commanders who took part in conquering the region, in addition to the date of
the conquest.
The difficulty of studying the geographical boundaries of a region or a specific
city in the early Islamic period is represented by the fact that the Islamic sources,
*For more details about the boundaries of Al-Aqsa Mosque area and the old city of Jerusalem at present
time see al-Khasawnl, Sami Karyim. Oadiyat al-Ouds fiIitar al-TaswIyya al-SiyasIyya lil-Sira al-'Arabi
al-Israeli 1948-1998 (Risalt Majistalr, University of Jordan, ‘Amman, (unpublished)), Pp.3-4. ‘Arif al‘Arif, Pp. 303-306. Najim, Ra’if. Al-Ma'alim al-Tarikhiyya lil-Ouds (Majalat Shu’un ‘Arabia, no, 4,
Tunisia 1984), Pp.29-30. Mahmud Masaliha claims that the Muslims own only 2 Km in present-day
Jerusalem which means he believed that this area is all the expanded boundaries of Islamic Jerusalem.
Masaliha, Mahmud. Al-Masjid al-Aqsa al-Mubarak wa-Hayykal Bam Israel. Sira‘ al-'Adyan bama alYahudTa wal-Islam ‘Ala Makan Hatkal Sulayyman (Jerusalem, 1418 A.H/ 1997 A.D), p. 84.
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especially the historical ones, pay scant attention to such issues. In addition, the early
geographical sources did not take cognisance of the boundaries of the cities in general.
The matter becomes increasingly difficult when we study the geographical boundaries of
Palestine in general and Aelia in particular. This is because, with the emergence of Islam,
new terms and concepts emerged such as the Blessed Land, the Holy Land and the Sacred
Land. In order to distinguish between these concepts one would have to conduct specific
and lengthy studies. This is primarily because the sources have inaccuracies many issues
relating to these new concepts and to the boundaries of the Aelia region before the advent
of Islam.
The researcher did not find anyone, especially among Muslim researchers, who
paid attention to studying the geographical aspect of Aelia, either before the first Islamic
conquest or after. However, there have been a few attempts by some orientalists,
especially the Israelis, to study the history of Palestine before or after the Islamic
conquest. Their aim was to delineate the boundaries of the region, in which the
Byzantines prevented the Jews from residing after the war of Bar KOhba (132 — 1j 5
A.D). The majority of these studies have depended on the Bible as their main source.
They contain many contradictions and inaccuracies, and they therefore are not necessarily
to be taken as undisputed fact. When they are subjected to criticism and discussion, these
contradictions become self-evident.
The aim of this chapter is to attempt to establish the topography and
geographical boundaries of the Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) region. This spans the time
when clear boundaries were set for this region by the Byzantine Emperor Hadrian in 135
A.D when he named it Aelia, until the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in it on the eve of
40

the first Islamic conquest of the region. This knowledge will be useful later on when we
attempt to find some explanations for the reasons behind the contradictions in the Islamic
sources regarding many issues related to the first Islamic conquest.

2.1. Historical Accounts
Before examining the geographical sources related to the topography and
geographical boundaries of the Aelia region, it is important to point out that the Islamic
sources especially the historical sources, for a very long time after the conquest,
continued to use the Byzantine name for the region (Aelia). The name is sometimes
followed by a semi-note, which indicates that this region is the region of Bayt al-Maqdis.1
This gives us a very strong indication that the Muslims preserved this region as it was
before the Islamic conquest. In other words, they did not introduce any major changes to
the geographical boundaries of the region, which continued to be the same for a long time
after the first Islamic conquest. The evidence for this is that the name the Muslims used
to call the region, i.e. Bayt al-Maqdis, was only used individually in later eras. However,
the Muslim historians did not pay any attention to distinguishing between the different
eras of the Byzantines and the Muslims and thus they fell into many inaccuracies and
contradictions because of their use of different terminologies such as Aelia, Bayt
al-Maqdis, al-Quds and others, as we shall see later.

Although neither early nor late Islamic historical sources gave credence to the
issues of geography and boundaries, it is important to draw attention to an important
. for example:
. «Ibn CoM
_1 1 n 4 7 ? 5 i 9 5 9 . Vol. 3, p. 516. Al-Baladhun. Futuh, p. 144. Ibn
'See
Sad. VVol.
1, p. 4 /,
v
f
A ‘tham, Pp. 222, 223. Al-Azdl, p. 162. Ibn al-Athir. Al-Kamil, Vol. , P- >-
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account, which related to Aelia and its region. Both AbT ‘Ubayd (d. 224 A.H/ 839 A.D) in

Kitab al-Amwal and al-Baladhun (d. 279 A.H/ 892 A.D) in Futuh al-Buldan and the later
source Ibn al-Murajja ( 442 A.H/ 1050 A.D) in Fada’il Bayt al-Maqdis wa al-Khalil wa

Fada’il al-Sham give this account, with the same transmission chain on the authority of
‘Abdullah Ibn Salih (d. 223 A.H/ 838 A.H) on the authority of al-Layyth Ibn Sa‘d (d. 165
A.H/ 782 A.D) on the authority of YazTd Ibn Abl Habib (d. 128 A.H/ 746 A.D). They
mentioned that:
‘UJl JuX Lj Jl> iJ l9
QJ
vlk iJ I ^ > 0 X 0 1 l^u >' usyl
3 ,J'.t
v_SvS jJJjAiLoJI Cjl*J tjJI
Cxjb <JJ jJL>
LL>I lo pjJ u g j ol £>3 k cl 3
^ b J b -XI03J
olS Lo ^^uoJLuuuoJU 035 b 3 <^3 ^ L i-s^
^
dj
ul llfii
>cxSUs2jLj A9 :aJI> JLa9«L^> br_)b>
qjj| g^o uSiJI o-C GjjpV' > 0X ,_sJI a JL> vX^3
vJ i939 ".»1.1c ^>A9l ,j>a> viUL> v_sJLc «Jl9 ul "^Jl
«<a)
^AijjcJI O j cJ l3^iiS colSuo >cxX
ip^Jbs ^
^ s r v ll
Jls :cub qj aJL>
^
^.1 jIln~>JI ljj jJXC QiS
AbT ‘Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam said: ‘Abdullah lb Salih
told him from al-Layyth Ibn Sa‘d from YazTd Ibn AbT
HabTb Khalid Ibn-Thabit al-FahmT was sent by ‘Umar Ibn
al-Khattab, who was at that time in al-Jabiya at the head of
an army to Bayt al-Maqdis. After Khalid fought its
!Ab! ‘Ubayd, p. 153. BaladhurT. Futuh, Pp. 144-145. Ibn al-Murajja,_Abu al-M all al-Musharraf Fadei d
Bayt al-Maqdis wa al-Khalil wa Fada’il al-Sham, edited by Livm, ‘Uflr (Shfa‘amir, Palestine, 1995), 5 .
(In another account both of AbT ‘Ubayd and Ibn al-Murajja reported that the Umar sent a man from the
JudaTla tribe to Aelia), AbT ‘Ubayd, Pp. 152-153. Ibn al-Murajja, p. 52.
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inhabitants, they agreed that the part surrounded by the
walls should remain in their hands upon payment to the
Muslims (Jizya tax), while the part outside the walls would
be in the hands of the Muslims. Khalid said to them, we
have agreed to make peace with you on this, provided that
the Commander of the Faithful (‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab)
accepts it. He then wrote to ‘Umar and informed him about
what had happened with him (Madha Sana ‘a Allah Lahti).
‘Umar wrote back to him: hold your position until I reach
you. Khalid stopped fighting them and ‘Umar came. When
‘Umar arrived, the inhabitants of Bayt al-Maqdis handed it
over to him (‘Umar) on the basis of the peace treaty
concluded with Khalid Ibn-Thabit. Therefore, it is said that
Bayt al-Maqdis was re-named ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s
conquest.
Al-AzdT (d. 430 A.H/ 1039 A.D) also cites evidence from which we can
understand that the Aelia region, before the first Islamic conquest, extended over a vast
area towards present day Jordan. In a message sent by ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to Abu ‘Ubayda
before the battle of al-Yarmuk, he informed him that a large number of the people of
Aelia and many others among the people of Jordan had breached the peace treaty they
had made with him when a new Byzantine force arrived in Syria, in addition to the
Muslim withdrawals from many areas they had previously conquered.1 The fact that
‘Amr, when he had sent his message, had gathered the people of Jordan and some of
Aelia people, warned them and asked them to accompany him to Aelia,*2 greatly emphasis

^ zd l, p. 162.
2Ibid, Pp. 162-168.
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and verifies ‘Amr’s presence in the Jordan area at that time and shows that a section of
the people of Aelia were close to him. In other words, these people are considered among
the inhabitants of Aelia and the Aelia region used to cover or include these areas.
Therefore, we can say that ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As, at that time and prior to it had concluded a
peace treaty in which those inhabitants of Aelia who resided outside the walled part and
further from it were considered to be inhabitants of its region.
This important text message sent by ‘Amr runs as follows:
I^asu A9

CjJLs I II ui 13>^i>3
Ip■ >». 1p./•>qi ^oLjuuJI
dJLIi p£>\p> <L^-c
l^ o'i |cyej I^JLuj\jj

P ^ P~*~- P^^B
pL L9 I3 l^o pL>p>$
I 0 -°

a 93

G-°

...........v_sJJ U_>juJlJ <I3Jl9Ls2J3
The people of Aelia and many others among the people of
Jordan, with whom we concluded peace covenants, have
breached the covenant we made between us. They
mentioned that the Byzantines have arrived in great armies
and that you (the Muslims) withdrew from the land and left
it for them. This has made them more daring and
aggressive towards me and the Muslims under my
command. They exchanged correspondence and made a
deal to advance towards my stronghold.1
This message shows that ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As had conquered peacefully the part out
side the walls of the Aelia region after the battle of al-Yarmuk (15 A.H/ 636 A.D).
1Azdl, p. 162.
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For several reasons, which will be discussed later, the researcher totally dismisses
the fact that Khalid Ibn Thabit was the conqueror of Jerusalem or that he was the person
who concluded a peace treaty with its inhabitants. However, al-BaladhurT and al-Azdl
accounts contain a very strong indication which supports my assumption, that Aelia, on
the eve of the Islamic conquest, was not merely the region that lay inside the walls, but
rather a vast region which extended for longer distances outside these walls. In other
words, the area outside the walls was considered an inseparable part of Aelia and the
Muslims dealt with it on this basis.

2.2. Examination of the Geographical Accounts
The information supplied by the early Islamic geographical sources about the
Aelia region and its boundaries before the first Islamic conquest, is to some extent,
general information. It sheds light on the sacred sites in the walled part, as well as giving
some description of the topography of the region outside the walls. Ibn Khurdudhaba
(205 - 280 A.H/ 820-893 A.D) in al-Masalik wal-Mamalik, al-HamadhanT (d. 290 A.H/
903 A.D) in al-Buldan, and al-Ya’qub! (d. 292 A.H/ 905 A.D) in al-Buldan have
mentioned the issue of the sacred sites.1
Although the information about the Aelia region and its boundaries, supplied by
the early Islamic geographical sources is somewhat general, the successive sources give a
^ee: al-‘AsalT, Kamil Jamil. Bayt al-Maqdisfi Kutub al-Rahalat ‘Ind al-'Arab wa al-Muslimiyyn (‘Amman,
1992), Pp. 22-23. Guy, Le Stamge. Palestine Under The Muslims (Cambridge University Press, 1890), Pp.
83-137, 138-172, Pp. 173-223. Elad, Amikham. Medival Jerusalem and Islam Worship (E.J Brill, Leaden.
New York, 1995), Pp. 4-6.
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description of and information about the Aelia region before the first Islamic conquest,
detailing its topography and geographical boundaries. We notice this from Ibn Hauqal (d.
376 A.H/ 986 A.D) in Surat al-Ard; al-MaqdisT (d. 390 A.H/ 1000 A.D) in Ahsan

al-Taqasim fi M a'rifat al-AqalTm; Yaqut al-H amawT (d. 626 A.H/ 1229 A.D) in Mu'jam
al.Buldan; al-Trfashl (d. 651 A.H/ 1253 A.D) in Surur al-Nafi bi Madarik al-VmOs
al-Khams who is quoted by many of the successive sources, such al-Qalaqashandl (d. 665
A.H/ 1257 A.D) in Subh al-A’shajT Sina'at al-Insha ’ and Ibn Fadlullah Al- Amri(d. 749
A.H/ 1348 A.D) in Masalik al-Absar Fi Mamalik al-Amsar, and others.
Al-MaqdisT (d. 390 A.H/ 1000 A.D) and al-TTfashT (d. 651 A.H/ 1229 A.D) are
the only scholars who have mentioned specific estimates of the area of the Aelia region
before the first Islamic conquest. They have estimated that this extended to 40 miles.2 At
the same time, they presented a description, which seems to be more accurate .than the
description presented by other scholars about the topography of this region and its
boundaries from the four directions. Al-MaqdisT describes part of the city of Jerusalem
and its region. He says that there was not among the towns of the provinces (meaning
Syria or Bilad al-Sham) one bigger than Bayt al-Maqdis, it was smaller than Makka and
wider than al-Madlna. Furthermore, the Bayt al-Maqdis area was a mountain, its hills
covered with trees and within it there were three ponds: Birkat Banu Isra’il, Birkat
■ Ibn Hauqal, AbT al-QHsim Ibn al-N issyb^ K M
Shtb
fed') Pp 158-159. Al-Maqdisi, The Best, Pp. 138-166, Pp.151 l5->.
v . A <Ai j i <A„Tz
((Daral-Kutubal-‘Ilmiyya,Beimt,
a ,it n Ibn ‘Abdullah "
^ A ^ d Ita
1990),V^ol.5 P p .i^ -u i. A i v d 4 ^ ^ . A b f a l ^ b b 100-103
See

T . al-ALar: Da,Hat al-Mamalik al-Aula, edited by Durotya Kraful.sk. (Al-Markaz al-Islam. .»MamSlik
Buhuth, Beirut, 1986), p.123.
2Al-MaqdisT, The Best,?. 157. Al-‘AmrT, p. 123.
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Sulayman and Bikat ‘Iiyad.1 According to him, this region was divided into four zones,
the second zone where Bayt al-Maqdis lay was mountainous country, wooded, with
villages, springs, and cultivated fields. The main cities situated here were: Bayt Jibrin,
Bayt al-Maqdis, Nablus, al-Lajjuu, Kabul, Qadis, al-Biqa‘, and Antakya (Antioch).*2
This description is mentioned by Yaqut al-HamawI (d. 626 A.H/ 1229 A.H),
who mentions a similar text,3 and who also thinks that Hebron used to be part of the Aelia
region.4 Furthermore, al-‘AmrT (d. 749 A.H/ 1348 A.D) thinks that Nablus also lay on the
same mountain as the Aelia region,5 which, before the first Islamic conquest, used to be
called Aelia.6
Ibn Fadlullah al-‘AmrT (d. 749 A.H/ 1348 A.D) and al-Qalaqashandl (d. 665 A.H/
1267 A.D) distinguish between two regions in Palestine. The first region was after the
advent of Islam, the sacred land (al-Ard al-Mubaraka). The second was before the first
Islamic conquest of Aelia. Thus they avoided many inaccuracies which could have been
caused by the use of such terminologies. Al-‘Amn mentions that al-Ouds al-Shanf or

al-Ard al-Muqddasa included the city of Jerusalem and the area around it up to the Jordan
River which was called al-Shan‘a and up to Palestine which was called al-Ramla. It also

Tbid, Pp.151-152.
2Ibid, Pp. 169-170.
3Yaqut, Vol. 5, Pp. 195-196.
4Ibid, Vol. 2, p. 245.
5Al-‘AmrT, p. 124.
6Ibid, p. 123.
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extended from the Syrian Sea (the Mediterranean Sea) to the cities of Lut in breadth.
Mountains and valleys covered most of this region except for its edges.1
This is the same text, which is cited by al-Qalaqashandl when he deals with the
Sacred Land.*2 As for Islamic Jerusalem or Aelia as it was known before the first Islamic
conquest, al-‘Amn narrating from al-Tlfashl states:
illjlju&j
lcUJl
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Al-Tlfashl said in his book Suriir al-Nafs bi Madarik
al-Hawas al-Khams, that the narrators mentioned that this is
the Land which Allah blessed, around forty miles in length
by forty miles in breadth. Al-Bayt al-Muqadas (Al-Aqsa
mosque). Jerusalem lies in its centre. It used to be named
Aelia in ancient times (before the first Islamic conquest).
The saying of Almighty Allah, confirms that Bayt alMaqdis lies at the centre or the middle of the Land that
Allah blessed.3

‘Al-AmrT, Pp. 208-209.
2QalaqashandI, Vol. 4, Pp. 104-105.
3Al-‘Amn, p. 123.
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He further adds that Nablus used to be part of this region and was included within
its boundaries.1
Al-MaqdisT (d.390 A.H/ 1000 A.D) who was bom in the region, lived there for
many years and traveled widely as a geography scholar, is considered the first scholar to
give an estimation of the distance through which the Islamic Jerusalem region (known as
Aelia before the first Islamic conquest) extended.
At the same time, he gave a good and detailed description of this region.
However, it appears that there is a contradiction between the estimate he gave for the
extension of this region (40 miles) and the description and the geographical boundaries
he mentioned for the same region. From his description it seems that this region extended
much farther than 40 miles. He claims:
IvdJS
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The limit (boundary) of the Holy City (Al-Ouds i.e,
Jerusalem) extends over the area around Jerusalem (Aelia)
for forty miles, including the capital and independent
towns, twelve miles of the seashore, the towns of Sughar
and Ma’ab, and five miles of desert (from the BadTa i. e,

1Ibid, p.124.
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semi-desert). To the south (to the qibla) it extends to
beyond al-Kusayfa and the land parallel to this. To the
north it reaches the limits of Nabulus. This land is
"blessed", as God-may he be exalted-has declared; the hills
are covered with trees, the plains are cultivated, needing
neither irrigation nor the watering of rivers. As the two men
reported to Moses the son of ‘Imran: “We came on a land
flowing with milk and honey”.1
From the analysis of this text, it becomes clear that there is inaccuracy in the
distances he mentioned in his text regarding the extension of the Aelia region. For
instance, the real distance from the centre of Islamic Jerusalem to the nearest spot on the
edge of the sea (Dead Sea) was 18 miles and this distance reached 30 miles up to Mu’ab
from the east. As for the west, we notice that al-MaqdisT does not mention anything at all,
unless he covers this by saying, "and five miles of the Badiya (semi-desert)".
Furthermore, as for the north the real distance from the centre of Islamic
Jerusalem to the boundaries of Nablus, (which was the ‘Aqraba area) for which alMaqdisl does not give an estimation of its distance, was 30 miles. To the al-Kusayyfa

2

area and the area parallel to it from the south the distance exceeded 40 miles. This means
that the region extended more than 70 miles from the north to the south (from‘Aqraba to
al-Kusayyfa) and 35 miles from the east to the west (from Mu’ab to Gazar and ‘Imwas up
to five miles from the i?flt/zya(semi-desert).
^l-MaqdisT. The Best, p. 157. It can be noticed that the translator did not use either the name Aelia which
is mentioned in the Arabic text or the word qibla. Therefore, the researcher put them between brackets to
confirm that they do exist in the Arabic text mentioned by Al-MaqdisT.
2A1-Kusayyfa still keeps its name until the present day, it is a town that lies at the start of the northern
Negev desert in present Palestine. See ‘Araf, Shukri. Janda al-Urdun wa Filastm fi al-Adab al-GughrafialIslamT(Matba'at al-Sharq al-‘Arabia!, Jerusalem, n.d), p. 188.
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From this discussion it becomes clear to what extent there is a contradiction
between the estimate mentioned by al-MaqdisT for the extension of this region and the
description he mentioned about its geographical boundaries. Thus the researcher can
draw up two different maps for this region. In the first map, the Aelia region (Islamic
Jerusalem) extended forty miles in length by forty miles in breadth where its extension
from the centre of Islamic Jerusalem would have been as follows:
To the east, it extended to the edge of the seashore (18 miles).1 This means that
the region extended 22 miles to the west, i.e. up to the boundaries of Gazar and ‘Imwas.
To the north it extended up to the district of Guphna (short of the limits of Nablus). To
the south it extended to the northern boundaries of Hebron, i.e. the areas of Halhul and
Sa‘Ir.*2
In the second map, the extent of Aelia region (Islamic Jerusalem) would have
been as follows:
To the east it extended to Mu’ab (30 miles). This means that it included parts of
the sea and five miles to the west. To the north it extended to the boundaries of Nablus,
i.e. the area of ‘Aqraba (30 miles). To the south it extended to beyond al-Kusayyfa and
the land parallel to it (40 miles).3
When we take into account the description mentioned by different sources
which are in agreement that the topography of the Aelia region (Islamic Jerusalem) was

'The researcher use the Roman mile which the same that used by Al-MaqdisT.
2Seethemap, p. 53.
3See the map, p.54.
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a mountainous one,1 as well as Yaqut’s assumption that Hebron and Nablus were parts of
it, we will have then a new and different map. In this map the Aelia region (Islamic
Jerusalem) extends as follows:
It extended from Mu’ab in the east to Ludda, Bayt Jibrin and ‘Imwas in the west.
It extended from the northern boundaries of Nablus, i, e the area of Sartaba in the north to
al-Kusayyfa and the area parallel to it in the south.
The researcher argues, despite the great difficulty of identifying accurate
boundaries for the extension of the Aelia region before the first Islamic conquest, we can
say that descriptions cited by the sources contain a significant accuracy.

'See Al-MaqdisT. The Best, Pp. 151-157. Ibn Hauqal, Pp. 158-159. Al-‘Amri, Pp. 208-209. Yaqut, Vol
P.193-201. QalaqashandT, Vol. 4, Pp. 101-103. Ibn Shaddad, ‘Iz al-DTn AbT ‘Abdullah Muhammad Ibn All
al-Hilabl. Al-A ‘laq al-Khatlrafi Umara ’ al-Sham wa al-Jaziyyra: Tarikh Lubnan, Suriyya wa FilstTn, edited
by al-Dahan, Sami (Dar Sadir and Dar Beirut, 1962), p. 198. Al-QizwTnT, Muhammad Ibn Mahmud. Athar
al-Bilad wa Akhbar al- 'Ibad (Dar Sadir wa Dar Beirut, n. d)), p. 77.
2See the map, p. 56.
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o ip 20 30 Kilometres
o 5 10 15 20 Miles

Map (1)
This map has been drawn up on the basis of the estimation of al-MaqdisT (The Best Division for Knowledge of the
Regions)). A Translation of (Alisan al-Taqasun fi Ma'rifat al-Aqallm), translated by Basil Anthony Collins, reviewed
by Muhmmad Hamid al-Tal (Center for Muslim Conurbation to Civilization, 1994), p. 157.
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o 10 20 30 Kilometres
o s io 1? 20 Miles

This map has been drawn up on the basis of the description of geographical sources of the Aelia (Jerusalem) region’s extended
boundaries before the first Islamic conquest. Among theses sources are: Al-MaqdisT, Ibn Hauqal, Y5qut al-H amawl, Ibn Fadlullah
Al-‘AmrT, al-Qalaqashandl and others.
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Geographically, it is well known that the area which extended from Nablus to alKusayyfa in addition to the area of Ludda, Gazar, ‘Imwas, Bayt Jibnn and the other areas
west of Jerusalem, except for the eastern side which was a low area, all have the same
topography that lies on the same mountain range. This range starts from Mu’ab and alKarak and continues in the direction of Nablus, Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Hebron. From
the south of Hebron, it starts to gradually decline until it totally disappears in al-Negve
desert close to Bi’r al-Sabi4.1 In other words, these mountains disappear in al-Kusaiyyfa
area and the area parallel to it. This is the same area, which is cited by al-MaqdisT as the
boundaries of the Islamic Jerusalem region from the south. He also called it al-Jabal
(mountain) region and mentioned the names of other areas, which lay within.
From ‘Amr’s message to Abu ‘Ubyda we understand that the peace treaties up to
that time were concluded with an element of the people of Aelia and a section of the
people of Jordan and not with all of them. In other words, they were concluded with the
people of Aelia who resided in the area close to the area were ‘Amr was. Even Ibn
‘Asakir (d. 539 A.H/ 1144 A.D) when he talked about the place where ‘Ubada Ibn
al-Samit (d 34 A.H/ 645 A.D),*2 died he mentioned that ‘Ubada died in al-Ramla at Bayt
al-Maqdis. This means that he made al-Ramla part of Bayt al-Maqdis (Islamic
Jerusalem).

‘See Jibara, TayysTr. Dirasat fi Tarikh Filastin al-Hadlth (Mu’assasat al-Baladir al-Sahafiyya, FilastTn, alQuds, 2 th, 1986), p.4.
2See Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol, 1, p. 220. Vol, 2, P.776. Khalifa, Tarikh, Vol, 1, p. 180. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol, 3, p.
546, 621. Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif, p. 255. Ibn Hajar, Vol, 3, Pp. 505-507. Ibn Al-Thlr. Usd, Vol, 3, Ppl60161.
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Map (3)

This map has been drawn up on the basis of the description of al-MaqdisT (The best Division for Knowledge of the
Regions). A Translation of (A h. san al-TaqasTm fi Ma‘nfat al-Aqallm), translated by Basil Anthony Collins, reviewed
by Muhmmad Hamid al-Tal (Center for Muslim Conurbation to Civilization, 1994), p. 157.
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Since the region of Islamic Jerusalem was a vast area which extended to Mu’ab,
Bayt JibrTn and ‘Imwas and included Nablus in the north and al-Kusaiyyfa in the south,
why did al-MaqdisT (d.390 A.H/ 1000 A.D) and al-TTfashf (d. 651 A.H/ 1253 A.D) after
him estimated that the extension of this region was forty miles and then describe a region
whose boundaries extended much farther that?
In order to answer this question and explain the reason behind these inaccuracies,
the researcher noticed that the Muslim geographic scholars did not use the mile as a unit
for measuring distances except in very rare situations. In general, they used other terms in
their estimations such as al-Farsakh, al-Barld, al-Yauni (a day s journey), and

al-Marhala (a stage) as the Arab geographic historian, Nicola Ziyada, indicated.1
In fact, we do not exactly know the terms which al-Tlfashl used for estimating
distances because his book did not reach us. However, when we examine al-MaqdisT s
writing we notice that he used the concepts and terms al-Barid, al-Yaum, al-Ma? hala and

al-Farsakh. He did not use the mile expect in a few cases but not in his comments about
Syria. This means that there is a strong indication that al-MaqdisT quotes this estimation
from an earlier source without mentioning that source and without knowing exactly the
length of the mile. However, the description he gives for the region would appear to be
far more accurate than his estimation for the extension of the boundaries of the Islamic
Jerusalem region. Al-TTfashl then quoted this estimate from al-MaqdisT or from someone
1Ziyada, Nicola. Gughrafiyyat al-Sham ‘Inda Gughrafiyyu al-Oarn al-Rabi‘ al-Hijrl, al-Mutamar al-DawlT
Li Tankh Bilad al-sham, Tarikh Bilad al-sham Min al-Oarn al-Rabi' Ii al-Qarn al-Sabi' 'Ashar, Jordan
University, ‘Amman, 1974, edited by Muhammad ‘Adn an al-Bakhlt, ‘Abd al-‘AzTz al-Dun and ‘Umar alMadanT (Al-Dar al-Mutahidah Lil-Nashir, Beirut) , Pp. 151-152.
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else without mentioning the source he quoted from. However al-‘Amri (d. 749 A.H/ 1348
A.D) clearly indicated that he was quoting al-TTfashl (d. 651 A.H/ 1253 A.D).
In addition, the Muslim geographic scholars displayed a significant degree of
accuracy when they used their own terms and concepts for measuring or estimating
distances. Using the mile, however, caused them to make some errors. In fact, the
concepts of al-Barid, al-Yaum, al-Marhala, al-Farsakh and others greatly suited the Arab
nature of travelling from one place to another and the estimation of the time that they
took to cover these distances. For instance, al-MaqdisT estimates the distance from alRamla to Jerusalem, Bait Jibril, ‘Asqalan in every case as Marhala (one stage) and from
Jerusalem to Bait Jibril, Masjid Ibrahim (mosque of Abraham in Hebron), Anha
(Jericho); in every case as Marhala (one stage).1
Furthermore, similar estimates were reported by Ibn Hauqal (d. 376 A.H/ 986
A.D). He calculated the distance from al-Ramla to Jerusalem Yaum (a day’s journey),
from Jerusalem to Masjid Ibrahim (Hebron), either al-Yaum (a day’s journey), from
Jerusalem to Anha (Jericho) Marhala (a stage), and from Jerusalem to al-Balqa

Marhalatam (two stages).*2 In fact, the distances from Jerusalem to these areas were very
similar. They were close to each another, especially when we take into account the nature
of the old roads, which linked them. This agrees with the geographical estimation
mentioned above.

^l-MaqdisT. The Best, p. 175.
2Ibn Hauqal, Pp. 170-171.
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When the Byzantine Emperor Hadrian destroyed Jerusalem and burned the
Temple in 135 A.D, he ordered the Jews to be excluded from residing in Jerusalem and
gave it a new name (Aelia).1 Part of this decree reads:
It is forbidden to all the circumcised persons to enter or
stay within the territory of Aelia. Any contravening of this
prohibition shall be put to death.
It seems that the area that they were prohibited from entering was also clearly
defined. However, it can be argued from Hadrian’s decree that the area in which the Jews
were prohibited from residing was not merely a city, but rather a large territory. This
point can be understood by the fact that when Abu Baker sent the Muslims to conquer
Syria, he sent ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to two regions which were Palestine and Aelia with the
words of Abu Bakr “You are assigned the task of conquering Palestine and Aelia
“ ‘AlaTka bi Filastui wa Ulya” "eWk'j

i244c-".3

2.3. Discussion of Modern Scholars Arguments
Avi Yonah and J. Wilkinson argue that the prohibition area included the districts
of Guphna, Herodium and an area west of Jerusalem called Orine or “Hill country”.4
Furthermore, Yonah states that this was the area which witnessed the fighting during the
^ ee Peters, Pp. 124-130.
2See Yonah, Avi. The Jews of Palestine. A political history from the Bar Kohba war to the Arab conquest
(Basil Blackwell. Oxford. 1976), p. 19. Wilkinson, John. Jerusalem under the Rome and Byzantium:
63B.C-637 A.D in al-‘AsalI, Kamil Jamil. Jerusalem in History, p. 88. Khan, Zhifr Islam. Tarlkh FilastTn
al-Qadim 1220 B.C-1395 AD: Mundhu Awwal Khazu Yahudi Hatta Aakhir Khazu Sami (Dar al-Nafa’is,
Beirut, 6 th, ed, 1992), Pp. 90-93.
3A1-Waqidl. Futuh, Vol, 1&2. S. 1, p. 8.
4Yonah, p. 17. J. Wilkinson. Jerusalem Under, p. 88.
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war of Bar Kuhba (132-135 A.D), when the war took place in Judaea, the ‘King
Mountain,’ (Har-ha-Me-lekh; in Greek Orine), the area between Bethel in the north of
Jerusalem, Kfar Lekita’a and ‘Imwas on the Bayt Jibnn-Hebron road south of Jerusalem.1
Hadrian, therefore, prevented the Jews from residing in the area, which extended to
Judaea, Orine, Herodium and ‘Agraba. It must be noticed these areas extended far beyond
the area which witnessed the fighting during the war of Bar Kuhba.
A modem study has been prepared by fifty scholars of history and archaeology
from a dozen different countries, from Palestine to the Near East. This study reveals that
the Aelia area which was defined by the Byzantines in 135 A.D included or extended to
the Dead Sea in the east and to Bethlehem and ‘Imwas in the west. To the north it
extended to the limits of Guphna and $artaba, which was considered part of Nablus. To
the south, this area touched the edge of the Dead Sea and continued in a zigzag manner to
the Geliah area between Herdium and al-Darum.*2 It is interesting to note from the
geographical boundaries mentioned in these studies that the Aelia region after 135 A.D
was approximately the same region which al-MaqdisI estimated as being forty miles by
forty miles.
The issue of these boundaries is related to Yonah’s claim that the whole
population of Palestine on both sides of the Jordan River at that time has been estimated
as about two and a half million and the Jews among these as 1,300,000. However this
number declined to between 700,000 and 800,000 after the war of Bar Kuhba. Among

^onah. The Jews of Palestine, p. 19.

2The Times Atlas of Bible, edited by James B. Pritchard (Times books, London, 1987), p. 157.
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those, between 300,000 and 400,000 were concentrated in Galilee.1 After the war and
Hadrian’s decree in 135 A.D, the Jews remained living in three main areas, the Jordan
valley near the Dead Sea; al- Darum; Ludda and Sharon and Bath. However, most of
them resided in the Hipaus and Susitha, east of the Sea of Galilee.
The researcher argues that there is a significant contradiction between the number
of Jews mentioned by Yonah and between the extended boundaries of the area that the
Jews were prevented from residing in after 135 A.D as reported by Yonah, Wilkinson,
and the Atlas of the Bible. If that number were approximately 1,500,000 before the war
of Bar Kuhba, then it is natural to assume that most of these Jews were living in the same
region in which they were prevented from residing after the war. When we add this
number to the other people, who lived in the same region such as the Arabs, Byzantines,
Greeks and others, the Jews were 3/5-4/5 of the whole population living in an area which
covered 40 miles by 40 miles. According to this, onlyl/5-2/5 of the population was living
in the remaining region of Palestine and Jordan, an area exceeding 70,000 square miles.
Thus it becomes very difficult to accept the number estimated by Yonah.
Consequently, the researcher can say that either there is an exaggeration in the number of
Jews in Palestine as estimated by Yonah or that the area of the region in which they were
prevented from residing after 135A.D was far greater than the area of the region which he
mentioned. In other words, the area of this region had to be large enough to accommodate12
1Yonah, The Jews of Palestine, Pp. 19, 241. In contrast, J. Wilkinson argues that “the population cannot in
fact be counted, since we do not know the total. Let us guess that it was about two million, as it about in
Palestine of 1947. In fact there are two easy (and to that unreliable) ways to judge the religious in a list
published in 337 AD. The second is to count the number of religious buildings of the Roman and Byzantine
periods which have been excavated”. Wilkinson. Jerusalem Under, p. 96.
2Yonah, p. 16, 240.
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both the large number of Jews and other sectors of the population. Therefore, it is more
likely to assume that the traditional conflict between the Byzantines and the Jews in the
Jerusalem region until Hadrian’s era prompted Hadrian to expand the area in which the
Jews were prevented from residing. It is understood that this area included a vast region,
which extended for a long distance from the centre of Jerusalem.
The researcher argues that the bloody conflicts which the Aelia region witnessed
between the Jews and the Byzantines until the time of Emperor Hadrian prompted him to
expand the zone of the area the Jews were prevented from entering and residing in.
The Atlas of the Bible mentioned King David’s kingdom (1000-961 B.C). This
is the Israeli kingdom, which the Jews attempted to renew after their return from
enslavement in Iraq, in 539 B.C. The area of that kingdom did not exceed more than the
area of al-‘ATsawiyya, al-‘Ayzariyya, Abu Dls and Ralib in the east to Bayt ‘Ur al-Fuqa,
Bayt Sunk and ‘ATn Karim in the west. To the north that area extended to Guphna, ‘Ain
Yabrud, DaTr ’Ijrir Herodiom and DaTr al-Banat in the south.1
As can be seen, this is too smaller than the area that the Jews were prevented from
entering and residing in in 135 A.D, which enhances the researcher’s belief that Emperor
Hadrian had expanded and added new territories to the Aelia region.
Furthermore, the same bloody events seem to have reduced the number of Jews to
a very great extent after 135 AD. This is confirmed by thorough investigation of the
Islamic sources relating to the first Islamic conquest of the region. For instance, in many
peace covenants which were concluded between the Muslims and the local population,
1The Times Atlas of Bible, p. 73.
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there was nothing to indicate that there were any peace treaties being concluded with the
Jews in Palestine. This was contrary to those being concluded with other sects such as the
Sammrits, al-Jaijuma and the Christians of Banu Taghlib, who were treated as an
independent sect.1 Al-Baladhun related, on the authority of Abl Hafs al-Dimashql, that
the Jews were under the control of the Christians; therefore they entered with them in the
peace treaty.*2 This indicates that they were a very small minority, totally submissive to
the local administration in the regions in which they resided. This situation has prompted
H. J Wils in his book, Mujaz al-Tankh to say that:
The life of Jews (in Palestine) resembles the life of a man
who insists on living in the middle of a busy street where
the minibuses and trucks continuously run him over. From
the start to finish their (kingdom) was not more than a
transient event in the history of Egypt, Syria, Assyria and
Phoenicia. That history was greater and more majestic than
their history.3
The Jews joined the Persian who entered Palestine in 614 A.D and destroyed most
of the churches of Aelia.4 Therefore, Emperor Hercules renewed Hadrian’s decree and
issued a decree in which he allowed the killing of the Jews wherever they were.5 Yonah
claims that after 135 A.D the Jews continued to reside in Jericho and al-Darum, which
^ ee Baladun. Futuh, Pp. 162-163, Pp.163-167, Pp. 185-187.
2Ibid, p. 13.
3H. J. Wils. Miijaz al-Tarikh, cited in Zifir al-Islam Khan., p. 97.
4See Wilkinson. Jerusalem Jerusalem under the Rome and Byzantium, p. 102. Yonah, The Jews of
Palestine, p. 266. Raby, Julian and Jonhns, Jeremy. Bayt al-Maqdis: ‘A bd al-Malik’s Jerusalem, part one,
(Oxford University Press, 1992), Pp. 3-5. Kaegi, p. 177.
5See Zhiff al-Islam, Pp. 132-133.
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were the only two areas that lay within the domain of Aelia region. However, Yonah did
not produce any strong evidence that goes back to original sources in order to support his
claim about their existence here. If this existence turned out to be true, that does not
necessarily mean that these two areas were outside the Aelia region where the Jews were
prevented from residing in 135 AD. It seems that the Byzantines were lenient at some
historical stages after Hadrian and therefore they did not strictly apply his decree.
Wilkinson argues that:
Constantine’s policy was the same as Hadrian’s towards the
Jews. They were not allowed to live in Jerusalem, but they
made pilgrimage to the Western Wall of the Temple, and
once a year on the Ninth of Abs’ they were allowed into the
Temple site to lament its destruction.1
Ziff al-Islam Khan argued that Emperor Marcus Aurelius, who ruled 200 years
after Hadrian, allowed the Jews to enter Jerusalem for prayers.*2 Wilkinson argues that the
Byzantines felt that the Jews no longer represented any kind of danger due to the paucity
of their numbers and their total submission to the Byzantine authority.

Conclusion
In short, one can say that establishing the accurate geographical boundaries of the
Aelia region before the first Islamic conquest is an extremely difficult task. However, it is
clear that this region, which was re-named by the Byzantine Emperor Hadrian in 135
A.D, as Aelia, was in fact a region at that time. Therefore it is appropriate to call it a
Wilkinson, Jerusalem Under Rome and Byzantium, Pp. 94-95.
2Zifr al-Islam, p. 93.
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region rather than a city. This was the region, which the Islamic sources described, in
clear and accurate terms. However, there are inaccuracies in the sources: al-MaqdisT and
al-TTfashl who followed him, in particular, estimated the extension of this region to be
forty miles and, like other sources gave a description of a region which was far longer.
The reason for this inaccuracies can be attributed to the fact that al-MaqdisI did
not use the mile as a unit for measuring distances. It is thus more likely that he quoted a
previous source without examining it. Hence he fell into error and inaccuracies, which
also applies to al-Tlfashl. This is clear from the accuracy displayed by Arabic geographic
scholars who used their own terms and units when measuring terms of distance, such as

al-Farsakh, al-Band, al-Yaum (a day’s journey) and al-Marhala (a stage).
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Introduction
The period from the beginning of the Islamic conquests in Syria in 13 A.H/ 634
A.D (or late 12 A.H/ 633 A.D) up to the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in Aelia is
grossly misclassifications in the Islamic narratives and sources. This is ironic because this
period is crucially important since it could be considered an integral part of the history of
the conquest period. It seems that the misclassifications of information, except a few
spare allusions in the Islamic sources, specifically until the battle of al-Yarmuk in 15
A.H/ 13 August 636A.D, had reflected badly on modern studies dealing with the first
Islamic conquests. The main feature of these studies is that they took for granted
whatever was passed down to them by the available sources, so that they too were led
into inaccuracies to this crucial period altogether, or into mentioning it only in passing.
The difficulty of studying the aforementioned period -which in the researcher’s
view had witnessed the Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) according to the
Byzantine division of the area and their siege over whatever happened to be inside its
borders -lies in the fact that the Islamic sources had furnished very little information for
the period preceding al-Yarmuk, while they provided more information for the period
from al-Yarmuk until the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the area. These sources agree
that this period did not exceed four months.
Upon examining and critically analysing the narrations and Islamic sources
concerned with the general conditions in Palestine following the battle of Ajnadln, and
also those developments after al-Yarmuk up to the conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem),
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the researcher noted that if we accept that, then this will cause disparities in a number of
issues related to the Aelia prior to its surrender to the Muslims. These issues include (i)
the geographic borders of the city during the Byzantine period, i.e. before the Islamic
conquest, and (ii) the inaccuracies over the identity of the military leader who was
holding the area inside the walls of the city under siege. Particularly there are
discrepancies concerning each of the leaders which the sources mention as having led the
siege operation or participated in the conquest of the Aelia region. Finally there is
disagreement in the history of the conquest of Aelia or the entry of ‘Umar into Aelia
(Islamic Jerusalem) in the period from 13-16 A.H/ 634-638A.D, a matter that may raise a
number of questions concerning the logic behind these inaccuracies and lack of clarity.
The researcher endeavours, in this chapter, to throw light on the history of Aelia
beginning from the start of the first Islamic conquests in Syria until the arrival of ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab. This is done in two ways: first, by trying to define the period of time
which the Muslim army spent on the siege of the region, as well as trying to find the
logical and scientific explanation for the reason behind the Islamic sources
misclassification for the period which preceded al-Yarmuk. .Secondly, the researcher
endeavours to explain and clarify the reasons behind the uncertainty and inconsistency in
the identity of the military leader who carried out the siege operation, and in the large
number of characters cited as having played important roles in the siege. This has been
done by compiling information from the various narrations which dealt with this specific
period. This information is then subjected to a critical analysis after being located in the
context and general framework of the events of conquest in Syria.
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It seems that there are reasons behind the Islamic sources misclassification for the
period which preceded al-Yarmuk, which in some cases are the same as those causing the
inaccuracies and disparity in the identity of the real date and conqueror of the Aelia
region. These reasons are as follows:
Firstly, the problem of the identity of the various commanders who held the post
of commander-in-chief of the Muslim army in Syria at the beginning of the conquest,
specifically between 13-15 A.H/ 634-645 A.D, and the numerous changes taking place in
a short period, caused many inaccuracies in the information given by both narrators and
sources, as well as disagreement over the areas assigned to each commander.
Furthermore, the area where each of the Muslim military commanders were sent, in
particular with regard of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As.
Secondly, the conquest by the Muslims of most of the Byzantine Aelia region at
an early period, specifically after the battle of Ajnadln 13 A.H/ 634 A.D, except the small
area surrounded by the walls, which continued resisting a long time after that, caused
more inaccuracies among both narrators and sources.

3.3. The Problem of the Commander-in-Chief
There is almost unanimous agreement among the Islamic sources that Abu
Bakr directed the Muslims towards Syria in order to conquer it at the beginning of 13
A.H/ 934 A.D. 1 However, there is confusion as to the identity of the commanders of
the Muslim armies, especially in relation to YazTd Ibn AbT Sufyan, Shurahbll Ibn
‘See: Al-Taban, Muhammad Ibn Janr. The History’ of al-Tabari (Tarikh al-rasul wa'a-muluk), Vol. X. 1,
‘The Challenge to the Empire, translated and annotated by Khalid Yhya Blankinship (University of New
York press, 1993), Pp. 73-74. F. Donner argues that there is good reason to believe that this event actually
occurred in the autumn of 12 A.H / 633 A. D.Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, p. 113.
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Hasana, ‘Amr Ibn al^As,1 and Abu ‘Ubayda ‘Amir Ibn al-Jarah. Some sources and
accounts view Abu ‘Ubayda as the chief commander of all the Islamic military forces
in Syria, whereas others state that he did not take part in the Islamic conquests at this
early stage. They also state that ‘Umar appointed him commander and governorgeneral of Syria after the death of Abu Bakr. Al-WaqidI, for instance, stated that he
was one of the commanders who headed for Syria without any indication that he was
the supreme commander.^ Al-Baladhun, in turn, mentions two different accounts, the
first one with the transmission chain ‘they said’, he mentions:
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Abu Bakr wanted to give the banner to abu -‘Ubayda; but
the latter begged to be relieved. Others claim that he did
give one to him, but that report is not confirmed. The fact is
that when ‘Umar became caliph, he conferred on him the
*4
governorship• of all of Syria.
The second account is from Abu Mikhnaf (d. 157 A.H/ 774 A.D) in which he
mentions Abu Bakr’s statement. He mentions that Abu Bakr said to the commanders:*234

JWaqidT. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 2-10. Baladhurl, Futuh, Pp. 115-117. Tabari. Tarikh, op. cit, Vol. X. 1,
Pp. 73-74. Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2, Pp. 86-100. AzdT, Pp. 7, 48-50.
2WaqidI. Futuh, S, 1, p. 7.
3Baladhun. Futuh. op. cit. P. 116 (they said).

4The Origins of the Islamic State, being a translation from the Arabic accompanied with annotations
geographic and historic of Kitab Futuh al-Buldan of al-Imam abu-al-‘Abbas Ahmad Ibn-Jabir al-Baladhun,
translated by Philip Hitti, Khori (Beirut, Khayats, 1966), p. 166.
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Abu Mikhnaf states that ‘Umar said to the commanders, If
you altogether are to lead a fight, your commander will be
abu -‘Ubayda ‘Amir ibn ‘Abdallah ibn al-Jarah al-Fihri
otherwise YazTd ibn Abi-Sufyan. 2
This account, is mentioned with some difference in the text, by Ibn A'tham3 and
al-AzdT4 whereas it is not found in al-Tabari, who does not indicate that Abu ‘Ubayda
was the supreme commander of the armies. He mentions that he was one of the military
commanders.5
Other accounts such as al-Baladhun mention on the authority of al-Waqidl that
Abu Bakr said to the commanders:
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‘Baladhun. Futuh, p. 116. (on the authority o f Abu Mikhnaf}. See also Ibn ‘Asakir, (Dtmashq, 1951), Vol.
1, p. 447.

2The origin of the Islamic state, p. 166.
3Iben A‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 100.
4AzdT, p. 48.
5Taban Tarikh, Vol. X. 1, Pp.73-74 (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq).
6Baladhuri. Futuh, Pp. 116-117. (on the authority of Al-WaqidI).
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It is reported on the authority of al-Wakidi that abu-Baker
assigned ‘Amr to Palestine, Shurahbil to the Jordan, and
Yazid to Damascus saying “When ye all fight together,
your commander is the one in whose province ye are
fighting”. It is also reported that to ‘Amr (Ibn al-‘As) he
crave oral instructions to lead the prayers in case the armies
are united, and to have each commander lead the prayer of.
his own army when the armies are separate. Abu-Baker
ordered the commanders to see that each tribe flies a banner
of its own.1
Finally, all the accounts confirm that Khalid Ibn al-WalTd was the supreme
commander of the Muslim armies in Syria after Abu Bakr ordered him to move there
from Iraq shortly after the beginning of the conquests. This is mentioned by al-Waqidl,
al-Baladhun, Ibn A ‘tham, al-Azdl and many others.l2 The same sources are also
unanimous that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab, after he became caliph, removed Khalid of his
duties and appointed Abu ‘Ubayda in his place.3
It appears that these inaccuracies are the main reason for the errors in the Islamic
sources with regard to specification of the identity of the commander who was in charge
of the supreme command of the Muslim armies when the Muslims conquered Aelia. It
also appears that there was no supreme commander of the Muslims armies m Syria when
the conquests started during the time of Abu Bakr. The powers of command were
assigned to the person or commander in whose province the fighting was taking place.
lThe origin of the Islamic state, p. 167.
2WaqidI, Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 54. Ibn A‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 128.
3WaqidI. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 13. Ibn A‘tham, Vol, 1&2, Pp. 107-108. AzdT, Pp. 68-69.
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Al-Baladhun mentions on the authority of Hisham Ibn ‘Ammar that the first battle the
Muslims fought in Syria was in the land of Palestine. The supreme commander then was
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As.! In addition there was a letter from Abu Bakr to Khalid Ibn al-Walld
ordering him to take charge of the supreme command of the Muslim armies in Syria. That
letter does not include removing Abu ‘Ubayda or other commanders of their duties. This
letter is quite contrary to the letter that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab sent Khalid Ibn al-walld in
15 A.H/ 636 A.D, which included removing him of his duties as commander and
appointing Abu ‘Ubayda in his place.3 Furthermore, Abu ‘Ubayda was present m Syria
when ‘Umar appointed him in place of Khalid. This is clear from many letters and
messages, mentioned by all the sources in this regard. This undoubtedly, indicates that
Abu ‘Ubayda was one of the military commanders from the time of Abu Bakr, without
being the chief or supreme commander. Therefore, this is one of the reasons behind the
contradiction in the accounts with regard to the conqueror of Aelia, particularly the many
inaccuracies between Abu ‘Ubayda and Amr Ibn al- A§.
From the thorough examination of the early accounts of the beginning of battles
in Syria, it appears that the Muslim siege of Aelia started shortly after the Muslims
arrived in the region, specifically in 13 A.H / 634 A.D. This is contrary to the view,
which is held by many modem researchers who study the Islamic conquest, i.e. that the
Muslims actually besieged Aelia only after al-Yarmuk battle in 15 A.H/ 6o6 A.D as
Gabrieli, Donner and others argue.4 These arguments result from a normal reading of *234
^aladhun. Futiih, p. 144.
2Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 104.
3Baladhun. Futiih, p. 123.
4Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, p. 151.
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history, which does not thoroughly examine the sources that mainly concentrate on the
period before al-Yarmuk battle. Therefore, such arguments restrict their attention to the
period after the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in Aelia, from which it might be
understood that the Muslims besieged Aelia only during that period, i.e. for four months,
as some accounts and sources indicate.1
The Muslims long siege of Aelia and the large number of persons or commanders
who took part in the important events, might explain how inaccuracies arose in the
Islamic sources regarding many issues relating to the first Islamic conquest. Such issues
still need to be explained and solved. The researcher bases this argument on a great deal
of evidence and historical facts, especially those related to the regions where each
Muslim commander was sent, the roads which the Muslim armies took, and the
personalities and background of some commanders, particularly Amr Ibn al- As..
Furthermore, these facts also cover the identification of the regions which the Muslims
reached after the start of the first battles, especially Ajnadln, the general situation on the
fighting front, and finally the extended boundaries of the Aelia region before the Islamic
conquest, which has already been discussed.

3.4. The Area of each Commander
The Muslim sources agree, to some extent, on the identification of the regions
where each of the Muslim military commanders were sent, with very few differences.
The sources indicate that Shurahbll Ibn fhsana was sent to Jordan,2 Yazld Ibn AbT Sufyan*2

^ a q id l. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 148.
2Baladhun. Futuh, op. cit, p. 116. Ibn ‘Asakir (Dimashq, 1951), Vol. 1, p. 545.
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to al-Balqa’1 and there was absolutely no conflict among these sources that ‘Amr Ibn
al-‘As was sent to Palestine.*2 There is some difference about the region where
Abu ‘Ubayda was sent; some sources indicate that it was Damascus, whereas other
sources indicate that it was Hims;3 a third category of sources does not mention the name
of Abu ‘Ubayda at this stage, as previously mentioned.
Since the sources do agree on the region where ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As was sent, it is
important to draw attention to the unique account which was mentioned solely by alWaqidl. He states that Abu Bakr specifically sent ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to Palestine and Aelia.
Rabl’a Ibn Qays, who took part in the early Islamic conquests, narrated that he was in the
army that Abu Bakr sent under the leadership of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to Palestine, and Aelia.
RabT‘a Ibn Qays was the flag bearer in that army.4
Furthermore, al-Waqidl said that it reached him that ‘Amr Ibn al-As was ordered to
march with his army to Aelia until he reached Palestine.5 This gives the impression, if we
accept this account and there are no reasons for rejecting or doubting it, that Abu Bakr
sent ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to two regions and not just one region. The waw (and) in Arabic
language, here, means disconnection and distinguishing between two different things.
This fact, also supports what we have previously mentioned that the Byzantine Aelia
Habari. Tarlkh, op. cit, Vol. X. 1, Pp. 107-108. BaladhurT. Futuh, Pp. 116. Ibn ‘Asakir (Dimashq, 1951),
op. cit, Vol. 1, p. 545. (on the authority of Sayf Ibn ‘Umar). (They reported that YazTd was sent to
Damasqas).
2WaqidI. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 7-9. BaladhurT. Futuh, Pp. 116. Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 1, p. 73. (on the
authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq). Ibn ‘Asakir. (Dimashq, 1951), op. cit, Vol. 1, p. 545.
3See: Waqidi. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 8-9. BaladhurT, Futuh, p. 116. (on the authority of al-Waqidl).
AzdT. p.48. Ibn al-AthTr. Kamil, Vol. 2, p. 277.
4WaqidT. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 8.
5WaqidT. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 9.
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region was a vast region and not just that small city which lies inside the wall,
traditionally known as Aelia a long period after the Islamic conquest. Wilkinson
mentions this and argues that:
The area called ‘Jerusalem’ in Aelia Capitolina was thus a
very small city, but since the later Roman cities were in
some cases merely converted villages the size had nothing
to do with the status as city.1
It also appears that the sending of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As by Abu Bakr to Palestine and
Aelia, as al-Waqidl mentions, agrees to a large extent with the general context of events
and the roads which the Muslim armies took. There is consensus among the sources that
these armies took the Tabuk road *2 with the exception of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A s’s army which
was ordered to take the Ayla road.3 We can say here that the Ayla road is considered the
shortest and easiest way to reach the Ayla region. This means that, in order to reach Gaza
after Ayla, there were very few miles separating ‘Amr from that region. In fact, the
regions of Bi’r al-Sabi‘ specifically al-Kusayyfa, Ludda, Bayt Jibnn and other regions
were part of Byzantine Aelia, as previously mentioned. This view is further supported by
the fact that the Ayla road was the same road which ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab took in his
visit during the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem), as ‘Urvva Ibn

Wilkinson, Jerusalem Under Rome and Byzantium, p. 9o.
2WaqidI. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 3-4. BaladhurT. Futuh, p. 116. Taban, TarTkh, op. cit, Vol. X. 1, Pp. 7374. Ibn ‘Asakir, (Dimashq, 1951), op. cit, Vol, 1, p. 449. (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq).
3WaqidI. Futuh, op. cit, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 7-8. Baladhun. FutCih, p. 116. Taban. Tdrikh, op. cit, Vol. X. 1,
p. 73. (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq). Ibn ‘Asakir, (Dimashq, 1951), V .l. p. 449. (on the
authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq).
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al-Zubalr mentioned.1 It is worth noting that ‘Umar used the other road, i.e. the Tabuk
road when he headed for al-Jabiya during the ‘Imwas plague and returned from Sargh
2
which was very close to Tabuk

3.4.1.The reasons behind Abu Bakr choosing ‘Amr Ibn
al-‘As
It appears that there are a number of factors behind Abu Bakr’s decision to send
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to Palestine and Aelia. These factors include ‘Amr’s first rate knowledge
of the region, its topography and administrative divisions. The historic background of
‘Amr reveals that he embraced Islam in the late period of 8 A.H/ 629 A.D,*23 and before
that time he had clear antagonistic attitudes towards Islam.4
Many accounts confirm ‘Amr’s vast knowledge about the geographic nature of
Syria and Palestine, and Aelia in particular. In fact, this knowledge goes beyond Syria
and covers Egypt as well. It seems that ‘Amr resided in the Aelia region for some time
before Islam. Therefore, he had knowledge of the geography of the Sabi‘ region which
extends from ‘Asqalan to Bayt Jibrin, i.e. within the extended boundaries of the
Byzantine Aelia, or at least very close to it. This is the land which was mentioned by both
Ibn Sa‘id and al-Baladhuri and others.5 Added to this, ‘Amr.said to ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab
when he tried to convince him to give him permission to go to Egypt that he has
lrIaban. Tarlkh, Vol. X. 111, p. 102.
2See Ibn ‘Asakir, Vol. 1, p. 553. (footnote 3).
3Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, p. 258. Vol. 7, p. 493. al-AthTr. Kamil, Vol. 2, Pp.155-156.
4Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, Pp. 258-260.
5Ibid, Vol. 7, p. 493.
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knowledge about it and about its roads. He says that it is a country that has few defences
and vast wealth.1
Since ‘Amr had this vast knowledge about Egypt, there is no doubt that his
knowledge about Syria and Palestine, as well as Aelia, is even greater as a result of his
involvement in trade and his continuous travels between Hijaz, Syria and Egypt.
There are two important points, which further support our view that ‘Amr’s
knowledge of the region was the direct reason for him to be chosen as commander of the
army that headed to Palestine and Aelia. The first point is that Prophet Muhammad sent
him, shortly after he embraced Islam, on an expedition to Dhat al-Salasil, which lies on
one of the Syrian roads.*234 His mother belonged to the tribe of Ball,5 which resided on that
road. The second point is that another commander, namely Yazld Ibn Abl Sufyan was
chosen to lead one of the armies heading for Syria, on the same basis. YazTd embraced

^ee: ‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastin f t Khamsat Ourun, p. 102.
2See: al-Qiftl, ‘All Ibn Yusuf. Tarikh al-Hukama, edited by Yulyus Librt (Germany, 1903), Vol. 4, p. 640.
Ibn Manzur. Lisan al-‘Arab (al-Matba‘a al-Amiriya, Cairo, 1st ed, 1301 AH), Vol. 23, p. 147. Al-KinI,
Abu Muhammad Ibn Yusf. Kitab al-Wla wa Kitab al-Ouda, (Beirut, 1908), p.7. ‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastin
j i Khamsat Ouriin, p. 103.
3See: Al-Kindl, p.7. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, op. cit, Vol, 2, p. 255. ‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastin j i Khamsat Ourun,
p. 102.
4See:Ibn Waqid. Al-WaqidI, Muhammad Ibn ‘Umar. Kitab al-Mghazi lil Waqidi, edited by Marsden
Jonson, (Oxford University Press), Vol. 2, Pp. 661. 741-749Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. I ll , Pp. 143-146. Ibn
al-Athlr. Kamil, Vol. 2, p .l56.
5WaqidI. Kitab al-Mghazi, Vol. 11, p. 660. Guillaume, A. The life of Muhammad: A Translation of ISHaqs
Sirat Rasul Allah by ‘All Ibn al-Hasa n Ibn Hisham, (Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York, Delhi,
flfith impression, 1978), p. 668. Tabari. Tarikh, op. cit, Vol. X. I ll, p. 146. Al-Busty, Abu Hatim Ibn
Hayyan al-Tamlmy. Al-Sira al-Nabawiya wa Akhbdr al-Khulfd’, edited by ‘Aziz Bayk, al-Sayyd (Beirut,
1987), p. 319. Vol. 3, Pp. 198-200. Al-Halaby, Burhan al-Dln. Al-Sira al-Halabiya wa Ins an al-'Uyu ji
Sirat al-Amin wa al-Ma’mun (Cairo, 1964), Vol, 3, Pp. 198-200. Al-Diyarbakn, Tarikh al-Khamisfi Anfas
Nafis (Cairo, 1283 A.H), Vol. 2, p75. Al-Shayyal, Jamal al-DTn. Tarikh Misr al-Islamya (Dar al-Ma‘ari,
e.d), Vol. l,Pp. 13-16.
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Islam after the conquest of Makka in 8 AH.1 His father, Abu Sufyan was famous for
leading the QuraTsh commercial caravans to Syria,*2 where he had a piece of land called

Buqbush in al-Balqa’ region which he bought before Islam.3 That land was then inherited
by his son Mu‘awiyya as al-BaladhurT mentioned. This gives a clear indication that Yazld
had vast knowledge about the region towards which he was sent, i.e. al-Balqa’ region, the
same as in the case of ‘Amr Ibn Ibn al-‘As.
The researcher aims to pinpoint the beginning of the Islamic siege of Aelia and
identify the military commander who was in charge of that siege. As has been previously
mentioned, the Islamic sources only discussed the period which followed al-Yarmuk
battle and payed scant attention to the period which preceded it. However, the researcher
argues that the siege had started a long time before that period.

3.2.2. The conquest of most of the Aelia region after the
battle of Ajnadln, 13 A.H/ 634 A.D
The Islamic sources indicate that ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As was able to defeat some of the
Byzantine garrisons in the Dathin area immediately after crossing Ayla. He returned and
set up a camp at al-‘Arabat or Ghamr al-‘Arabat,4 and he asked Abu Bakr in Madina to
send him reinforcements.5 He might also have asked the other military commanders in

hbn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, Pp.405-406.
2‘Athamina, Khalil. FilastTn Ji Khamsat Qurun, p. 103.
3KhalTfa. Tarikh, , Vol. 1, p. 103. Ibn al-Athlr. Al-Kamil, Vol. 2, p. 286.
4A place in the Wadi ‘Arabah, some two days march from Aelia. See: Le Strang, op. cit, Ailah (Aelia), p.
447.
5Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. 1, Pp. 107-109.
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the region to send him reinforcements as well after he learned that Hercules had directed
his forces from Hims towards him. Thus the Ajnadln battle took place.
The main question to pose here is why Hercules directed his forces from Hims
towards ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As in particular, although he was the farthest commander from
Hims. In this case, the Byzantine forces had to cover a distance of more than 400 miles in
order to reach the Ajnadln region which lies between Gaza and Bayt JibrTn, as the Islamic
sources have confirmed.* In this regard we have to take into account that the distance to
al-Balqa’ does not exceed 270 km, and to Jordan (‘Amman) about 320 km. Furthermore,
Abu ‘Ubayda would have been the nearest commander to Hims according to accounts
which stated that he was directed to it. In addition to all this, we also notice that ‘Amr Ibn
al-‘As was the last commander to leave Madina. Al-Mada’inT mentioned the
chronological arrangement for the departure of the military commanders from Madina.
Yazld was the first to depart, then Shurahbll, then Abu ‘Ubayda and finally ‘Amr Ibn
al-‘As.2 The same chronology was mentioned by al-Waqidl, who stated that the departure
of ‘Amr was before the departure of Abu ‘Ubalda.3 Al-Tabari and al-Azdl agree that
‘Amr was the last military commander to depart from Madina 4 whereas al-Baladhurl
does not give a chronological arrangement.3
The Islamic sources do not give reasons or explanations for the question posed
earlier except for that which al-Waqidl has mentioned. He says:*2345
]See Khalifa. Tdrlkh, Vol. 1, p. 103.
2See: Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, p. 114.
3WaqidI. Futiih, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 10.
4Iaban. Tarikh, Vol. X. 1, p. 74. AzdT, Pp. 8-50.
5Baladhun. Futuli, Pp. 115-117.
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Al-Saqita (merchants from Syria), before and after Islam,
used to bring to Madina wheat, barley, cooking oil, figs,
clothes and whatever goods were available in Syria. Some
of these Saqita arrived in Madina while Abu Bakr was
sending the armies out. They heard Abu Bakr saying to
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As, “You are assigned the task of conquering
Palestine and Aelia.” Then these merchants told Hercules
what they had heard....... 1
Al-WaqidI mentions in the same account that Hercules held his counsel meeting
and revealed the news to them. He sent his armies under the leadership of Roubis to
prevent the Arabs from reaching Palestine, as some of the Byzantine prisoners of war had
informed the Muslims. 2
This account by al-Waqidl is in total agreement with the general context of the
events of the Islamic conquests, especially those related to Aelia since it represents an
important place for the Christians. The sources mentioned that Hercules had previously
vowed to make pilgrimage to Aelia on foot if he succeeded in liberating it from the
Persians. This is what he did in 628 A.D.
^ a q id l. Futiih, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 8-9.
2Ibid, p. 10.
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‘All Ibn Abi Talib explained part of this importance in the context of his advice to
‘Umar Ibn al Khattab to go to Bayt al-Maqdis, before it fell to the Muslims. He says:
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I do not feel comfortable that the people of Aelia might
despair of you and of the peace treaty. They might hold on
to their fortress, and reinforcements reach them from their
land and their emperor, thus the Muslims suffer calamities
and tribulations as a result. This is very much so because
Bayt al-Maqdis (Islamic Jerusalem) is sacred to them and
they make pilgrimage to it and they do not stay behind in
defending it. The right idea is that you should go to the
Muslims there by the will of Almighty Allah.1
What we understand from al-Waqidl is that Hercules directed his forces to
Ajnadln, i.e. towards ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A§, in order to prevent the Muslims from reaching the
Aelia region. This is also understood from Ibn KathTr even though it is a late source. In
this regard, we should not assume that this was the only and basic objective of the
Byzantines. It was rather part of their global objective, which was to prevent the Muslims
from reaching Syria, and to drive them out of it. What is meant here is that Aelia, or its*2

’Waqidl. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S, 1, p. 148. Ibn al-Murajja, p. 49.
2Ibn KathTr. Bidaya, Vol. 7&8, S, 7, p. 54.
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region, was the prime reason behind the Ajnadm battle taking place in this region, which
each side was trying to control.
It appears that al-Tabari inaccurately reports these important events, which took
place in the period between 13-18 A.H/ 634-639 A.D. The most significant example of
these inaccuracies is that he classified al-Yarmuk battle as taking place in 13 A.H/ 634
A.D, and the Ajnadln battle as taking place in 15 A.H/ 636 A.D. By so doing, al-Tabari
has contradicted the majority of the early Islamic sources such as al-Waqidl, Ibn Sa‘d,
Khalifa and al-Baladhuri, Ibn A ‘tham and al-Azdl. These source are unanimous in that
the opposite is true, i.e. the Ajnadln battle was in 13 A.H/ 634 A.D and al-Yarmuk battle
in 15 A.H/ 636 A.D.1 Even Ibn al- Athlr who, in most cases, copies al-Tabari, is
indecisive with regard to this issue. He mentions Ajnadln twice, once as taking place in
13 A.H/ 634 A.D and another time as taking place in 15 A.H/ 636 A.D, but seems to lean
towards 15 A.H/ 636 A.D.2 For Ajnadln to take place before al-Yarmuk seems to be an
acceptable matter for the majority of modem researchers*23 except for a very few.4
However, ‘Abd Al-‘AzIz

al-DurT mentioned two differing dates in two different

articles regarding the conquest of

^ a q id l. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 37-38. Khalifa. Tarikh (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq).
Vol. 1, p .l03, 118. Baladhuri. Futuh, Pp.120-121, 142. Ya‘quli. Tankh, Vol. 2, p. 134, 141. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol.
3, p. 282. (He argued that all of Syria and Iraq was conquered during the rule of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab
expect Ajnadm which was in the rule of Abu Bakr). Ibn A ‘tham, op. cit, Vol. 1&2, Pp. 113-120. AzdT, Pp.
87-93.
2Ibn al-Athlr. Kamil, Vol. 2, Pp. 286-287, Pp. 346-347.
3See Gabrieli, p.l 46. (He argued that the date of the battle o f AjnadTn is 634 A.D), 150. (He argued that the
date of the battle of al-Yarmuk is 636 A.D). Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, op. cit, p. 128-130.
Muri, Pp 127-130.
4See: ‘Abdallah, Muhammad Ahmad, p. 30.
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Aelia ( Islamic Jerusalem).1
The researcher argues that, Ajnadln is more likely to have taken place a long time
before al-Yarmuk battle. This is mainly because of the nature of the geographic location
where each battle took place, i.e. Ajnadln was in the area that lies between al-Ramla and
Bayt JibrTn to the south of Aelia, whereas al-Yarmuk took place in the heart of historical
Syria on the bank of the river Jordan. It is unlikely that the Muslims had reached this
place at this early stage of the Islamic conquests.
Furthermore, the location of Ajnadln on the edge of the desert leading to the Arab
Peninsula enabled the Muslims to withdraw into the desert, their natural element, and one
into which the Byzantines could hardly follow. Moreover, they could return toHijaz if
they become susceptible to defeat at the beginning of military incursions as had happened
before in Mu’ta battle.*2 All these factors make it more likely that Ajnadln took place first,
as a major decisive battle in Syria. It was suggested to ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As in one of his
consultations with the Muslims about the best place to gather in order to confront the
Byzantines, that they should gather in Ayla. However this is explained by ‘Amr Ibn
al-‘As, in al-Azdl who reported that ‘Amr said:
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^l-Durl. FKikrat al-Oudsfi al-Islam, p. 8 cited in Jasir, Shaft. Tarikh al-Qnds, p. 109. al-Duri, Jerusalem
in the Early Islamic Period, p. 110.
2For more details about the battle of M’uta see W.E. Kage. Byzantium, Pp.71-74.
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Ayla, according to me is not more than one of the Syrian
villages (Cities). I think that it is a good idea that we should
set our camp in Qirha. (A place which lies at the foot of
northern valley of Palestine close to the desert). Thus we
will be in our land and close to our supply lines. Whenever
reinforcements reach us we spring up and fight these
people (the Byzantines).1
What we aim at from this presentation and detailing the dates when the battles of
Ajnadln and al-Yarmuk took place, is to indicate that ‘Amr besieged Aelia from the year
13 AH after the defeat of the Byzantines in that battle. If the battle of Ajnadln was
concluded with the defeat of the Byzantine forces whose majority later took recourse
inside the enclosures of Aelia and Qisarriyya, as numerous sources have reported, then
this could only indicate that the Muslim troops were able to take most or all those areas
outside the enclosures after this battle. Not only that, but it could also indicate that those
troops put under siege the areas inside the enclosures at an early stage, and this could be
gleaned from the various narrations which described the then general conditions in Syria
even though most of these sources did not refer directly to Aelia. Al-Tabari describes the
Muslim military operations led by ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As in Palestine subsequent to the Ajnadln
battle, as follows:
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'Azdl, p. 170.
2See Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 185-186. See also, Glubb, Sir John Abagot. The Great Arab Conquests
(New Jersey, 1963), p. 146.
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When ‘Alqamah moved to Gaza and Mu‘awiyah to
Caesarea, ‘Amr b. al-‘As went to confront al-Artabun and
passed in front of him. Shurahbil b. Hasanah set out with
him, commanding the vanguard. ‘Amr b. al-‘As appointed
Abu al-‘Awar to govern (the province of) Jordan in his
stead. He put the two wings of his army in charge of
‘Abdallah b. ‘Amr and Junadah b. Tamim al-Malild [of the
'Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 447. (in Arabic)
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tribe of Malik b. Kinanah]. He set out and camped near the
Byzantines at Ajnadeen. The Byzantines were in their
fortifications and trenches, with al-Aartabun, and the most
harmful, as their commander. He placed a large army in alRamlah and a large army in Jerusalem (Aelia). ‘Amr
(b. al-As) informed ‘Umar of the news. When ‘Amr’s letter
reached him, he said: “We have sent the Artabun of the
Arabs to confront the Artabun of the Byzantines (al-Rilm).
Let us see what the outcome will be!”.
At this time, ‘Umar began to dispatch the amirs of Syria
and to provide each commander with reinforcements. When
he received ‘Amr’s letter informing him that the Byzantines
had divided their forces, he wrote to Yazld (b. AbT Sufyan)
to send Mu’awiyah with his cavalry to Caesarea. He wrote
to Mu’awiyah, appointing him to lead the fighting against
the people of Caesarea, and to tie down their forces in order
to prevent them from fighting ‘Amr. ‘Amr appointed
‘Alqamah b. Hakim al-FirasI and Masruq b. so-and so
(Fulan) al-‘Akki to fight the people of Aelia and prevented
them from fighting ‘Amr. ‘Umar sent Abu Ayyub al-Malikl
to al-Ramlah, which was ruled by al-Tadhariq. He
confronted the two of them.
When the reinforcements reached ‘Amr one after the other,
he sent Muhammad b. ‘Amr b. Umayyah al-Damri to
reinforce Abu Ayyub. ‘Amr stayed in Ajnadayn, without
being able to cause al-Artabun to make a mistake. Nor did
the envoys bring him satisfaction (either). So he took the
matter upon himself and entered upon al-Artabun as if he
were an envoy. He told Artbun what he wanted, listen to
what he said, and looked at his fortifications until he knew
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what he wanted to know. Artabun said to himself...1
Al-Tabari also cites a lot of detailed information about ‘Amr’s siege of the
Byzantine leader Al-Artabun who entered Aelia after being defeated in Ajnadln. He also
contributed detailed information about the negotiations, which took place between the
two sides. Amongst these is that mythical tale which we referred to earlier and in which
al-Artabun tells ‘Amr that the only person who was capable of entering Aelia victoriously
was ‘Umar, not ‘Amr. We may add to the reasons which we earlier adduced in rejecting
this narration, that the focus here was on those events which took place in 13A.H, not the
period preceding ‘Umar’s arrival in Aelia during its siege follows the Yarmuk battle.
This is mainly because there is no mention of al- Artabun in the sources when
‘Umar arrived at Aelia. It appears that al-Artabun left the city for Egypt only a short
while after the Ajnadln battle, or long after the arrival of ‘Umar in Aelia. This,
apparently, was what prompted al-Tabari to narrate on the authority of Khalid and ‘Ubada
that the populace of Aelia and al-Ramla concluded the peace treaty concerns Palestine
with ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab.
Yet, if we come to learn that ‘Umar’s arrival in Syria and his entry to Aelia
actually occurred after a long period of time - a period not less than three years after the
Ajnadln battle - it then becomes certain that al-Tabari’s talk about ‘Amr’s siege of Aelia
was meant to refer to post-Ajnadln. Perhaps ‘Amr had concluded some conciliation with
a section of Aelia’s population, particularly those living outside the city's enclosures.

‘Tabari. TarTkh, Vol X. 11, Pp. 185-186.
2Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. 11, p. 190. Ibid, TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 449. (in Arabic),
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This is what ‘Amr’s message to Abu ‘Ubayda after the Yarmuk battle clearly refers to, as
mentioned earlier.
We also find some allusions which corroborate the Muslim conquest of all or at
least some parts of Aelia, as well as the Muslim siege of its enclosures (this took place
just before the death of Abu Bakr, the first caliph). The relevant reference here was alBaladhun who reports on the authority of AbT Hafs Ad-DimashqT, on the authority of Sa’d
Ibn ‘Abd al-‘Az!z, on the authority of his shaikhs (great religious teachers), and on the
authority of Baqiyya Ibn al-Walld on the authority of religious shaikhs. All these
narrators, according to al-Baladhun, make a detailed description of the conditions in
Palestine and in Aelia. He reports them to have said that:
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Abu Hafs al-Dimashq! from learned Shaikhs:- The first
conflict between Muslims and Greeks took place in the
caliphate of Abu-Baker province of Palestine, the one in
chief command over the Muslims being ‘Amr ibn al-‘Asi.
Later on in the caliphate of Abu-Bakr, ‘Amr ibn al-‘Asi
effected the conquest of Ghazzah, then Sabastiyah and
Nabulus [Neapolis] with the stipulation that he guaranteed
to the inhabitants the safety of their lives, their possessions
and their houses on condition that they pay poll-tax, and
kharaj on their land. He then conquered Ludd [Lydda] and
its district, and then Yubna [Jabneh or Jabneel], ‘Ammwas
[Emmus] and Bait Jabrin [Eleutheropolis] where he took
for himself an estate which he named ‘Ajlan after a
freedman of his. He then conquered Yafa [Jaffa] which
according to others was conquered by Mu‘awiyah. ‘Amr
also conquered Rafah and made similar terms with it.
As ‘Amr was besieging Aelia, Islamic Jerusalem in the
year 16, abu-’Ubaydah after reducing Kinnasrin and its
environs , came to him, and according to a report, sent him
from Aelia to Antioch whose people had violated the
covenant. ‘Amr reduced the city and returned [to Aelia].
Only two or three days after his return, the inhabitants of
Aelia asked to capitulate to abu-’Ubaydah on the same
terms as those of the cities of Syria as regards tax and
'Baladhun. Futuh, p. 144.
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Khardj, and to have the same treatment as their equals
elsewhere, provided the one to make the contract be ‘Umar
ibn al-Khattab in person, Abu-’Ubaidah communicated this
in writing to ‘Umar who came first to al-Jabiyah in
Damascus and then to Aelia. He made the terms of
capitulation with the people of Aelia to take effect and gave
them a written statement. The conquest of Aelia took place
in the year \1 }
When we compare the territories which ‘Amr conquered after the battle of
Ajnadln (e.g. Yibna which seems to be located southern of Al-Khalll as Mustafa Murad
al-Dabagh and Ahmad al-Shbul, argued,l2 and ‘Imwas, Bayt Jibrin, Nablus and Saba) with
the geographical frontiers of the area during the Byzantine era (specifically after 139
A.H, as mentioned earlier) leads to the clear conclusion that most of these areas fall
within the jurisdiction of Aelia.
Later sources such as Ibn al-Athlr and Ibn Kathlr also say that it was ‘Amr who
conquered these areas which al-Baladhuri had mentioned. Ibn al-Athlr, who was known
for his reliance on al-ATabari reports that when al-Artabun went to Aelia upon the
Byzantine defeat at Ajnadln ‘Amr conquered Gaza, Sabastia, Nablus, Ludda, ‘Imwas,
Bayt Jibrin and Yafa (Jaffa). He also mentions ‘Amr’s negotiations with Al-Artabun in
Aelia, and ‘Amr’s sending of a convoy who spoke the Greek language. This is exactly the
lThe Origins of the Islamic State, Pp. 213-214. Ibn ‘Asakir (Dimasq, 1951), Vol. 1, Pp. 447. He reported
from Usama Ibn Ziyad al-LaiyythT that ‘Amr Ibn al-As was the Muslim leader at the battle of Ajnadln.
2A1-Dabaqh, Mustafa Murad. Al-Oaba’il al-'Arabiyya wa Sulalatuha Fi Biladuna Filastiin ( Dar al-TalT‘a,
Beirut 1979), p. 80. Al-Shbul, Ahmad. ‘Alaqat al-Umma al-lslamiya fi al-'Asr al-Nabawi ma‘ Bilad
al-Sham wa Bizanta, Al-Jajziyyra al-‘Arabiya fi ‘Asr al-Rasid wa al-Khulafa’ al-Rashidun, Vol. 1. p. 96.
Al-Nadua al-‘Ilmiyya al-Thalitha lidirasat Tankh Al-JajzTra al-‘Arabiyya fi 15-21 Muharram 1404 AH/
al-Muwafiq 21-27 October 1983. Qism al-Tankh wa al-Athar wa al-Matahif, Kuliyyat al-Adab, Jami‘at alMalik Su‘ud, al-Mamlaka al-‘Arabiyya al-Sa‘udiyya, (M atabi‘Jami‘at al-Malik Su‘ud, 1989), Pp. 176-177.
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same point which al-Taban referred to. However, Ibn al-Athlr says that this had taken
place in 13 A.H.1
Al-Azdl relies on al-Fhsan Ibn Ziyyad, who reports on the authority of Ibn Isma‘Il
Muhammad Ibn ‘Abdullah, and also on Abu Jahdham, who reports on the authority of
‘Abd al-Malik Ibn al-Sulalk Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn al-QurazI to emphasise, the Muslims
imposed a siege on Aelia a long time before the battle of al-Yarmuk; his report read that:
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The people of Aelia and Qisarya gathered after the ‘Day of
Fahil’ to consult one another, and they agreed on sending a
convoy to the king of Rome, Hercules, assuring him of
their compliance with his orders, and with their obedience
to him, and to tell him their disagreement with the Arabs
and their hatred of them; they also asked him to send them
supplies necessary for victory, otherwise the Arabs would
overpower them.
This message from the people of Aelia prompted Hercules to send troops to Alal-Yarmuk.*23
’ibn al-Thlr. Al-Kamil, Vol. 2, Pp. 286-287, Pp.346-347.
2AzdI, Pp. 151-152.
3Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 152.
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Upon close investigation, therefore, it has become clear that the Muslims had
conquered a large part of Aelia and put its centre under siege quite early during the
Islamic conquests in Syria. Yet the Islamic sources did not give this issue the attention it
required weight. What they mention concerning the siege is far less than what Qinsann
cites about other Syrian cities such as Damascus, Hims, Qinsaria. These sources never
refer directly to the siege of Aelia before the battle of al- al-Yarmuk, except al-Tabari,
who starts with 15 A.H/ 636 A.D rather than with the actual 13A.H/ 636 A.D.
We note that the Islamic sources consider the year 15 A.H, after al-Yarmuk, as
the actual start of the Muslim siege of Aelia. All the sources say Aelia was under Muslim
siege on the eve of ‘Umar’s arrival in the area and his laying hold of its city. Later, the
researcher will discuss al-Ya‘qubT‘s important narration emphasising ‘Umar’s refusal to
share the al-Yarmuk spoils before laying hold of Bayt al-Maqdis. We also will discuss
Ibn A ‘tham’s narration in which ‘Umar ordered Abu ‘Ubayda to move towards Aelia
after the battle of al-Yarmuk. That cited by al-Waqidl in this connection concerning the
nature of the siege and its duration (from al-Yarmuk until the conquest of Aelia) can be
considered as the clearest reference. Al-Waqidl reports under the title “The mentioning of
the Conquest of Aelia” that Abu ‘Ubayda sent a message to ‘Umar asking his opinion on
directing the Muslims towards Aelia or Qisarya after the battle of Al-Yarmuk. It was then
said that ‘Umar replied from Aelia, the response itself having been made on the advice of
‘All Ibn Abl Talib (the fourth caliph).
He goes on to say that Abu ‘Ubayda ordered the Muslims to conquer Aelia after
he divided the troops into seven garrisons, each having a paramount leader, with five
thousand soldiers. After a period of seven days the troops reached the city and put it
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under siege from seven sides, particularly from the sides of Jericho and al-Ramla. Abu
‘Ubayda’s message to ‘Umar was then revealed four months after the siege of the city,
and this message contained some important information about that period, its duration
and his (i.e. Abu ‘Ubayda’s) own opinion on the matter. Although it contained some
information about one of the city’s patriarchs (perhaps the patriarch Sophronius), who
told him the attributes of the only person who was able to take the city, it did not say that
the people of Aelia had stated that their surrender was dependent on ‘Umar’s presence in
person, as the message of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A s to ‘Umar states. This was the message
mentioned by al-Tabari, as stated earlier; the message of Abu ‘Ubayda to ‘Umar reported
by al-Waqidl reads thus:
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In the name of Allah, the most gracious, the merciful. To
the servant of Allah, the Emir of the People of Faith,
‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab. From his agent Abu ‘Ubayda‘Amir
Ibn Al-Jarrah. After many greetings, I thank God, the one
and only, and I offer words of peace and blessing to His
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Prophet Muhammad (Allah’s peace and blessing be upon
him). And may you, ’Amir of the People of Faith, learn that
we are now fighting the people of Aelia for four months.
Everyday we wage war on them and they on us. Muslims
have suffered a lot of hardship due to snow, cold and rain;
but they are patient, only waiting for Allah’s help. But as
the day in which I had written the message to you their
Patriarch said to us that they find in their Books that no one
will be able to conquer their country except the prophet's
companion. And his name is ‘Umar, and that his looks and
character are known, and he is being referred to in their
Books. Now we have asked to stop the bloodshed, and I ask
you to come personally and rescue us. May Allah destine to
conquer this city by your own hands.1
The argument that the Muslim siege of the city of Aelia lasted for four months in
conditions of snow, cold and rain, no doubt refers only to the period following the battle
of al-Yarmuk, excluding the period preceding this battle. Evidence and some information
for the long Islamic siege of the city found in non-Islamic sources referring to the same
period corroborate the contention that the Muslim siege of Aelia lasted for a very long
period.
Thus Theophanes argues that ‘Umar’s entry into the city was only possible after a
siege that lasted for two years, as stated earlier. But the most important reference in this
matter was Sophronius, the patriarch to whom ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab had granted the
assurance (i.e. assuring peace and security) with regard to the conquered city. It was a
well-known fact that Sophronius was made a leader of the patriarchy of Aelia only a few
^aqidT. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 148.
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months before the start of the Islamic conquests in the area, and that he died a few years
after the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem).1
Sophronius described the conditions in Jerusalem in 634A.D/13A.H, i.e. a short
period after the start of the conquests as very hard, to the extent that it was impossible to
leave the city’s enclosure to reach Bethlehem for the commemoration of Christmas that
year. The description of the conditions and his sermon at the time is even more detailed:
Why is there no end to the bloodshed? Why are churches
being destroyed and the cross desecrated? The Saracens
‘abomination of desolation’ foretold by the prophet (Daniel
12: 17), are passing through lands forbidden to them,
plundering cities and destroying fields, burning villages and
razing holy monasteries....and priding themselves that they
will finally conquer the whole world.*2
The present research has not found any evidence in early or even later Islamic
narratives and sources that there was any destruction or desecration of the Churches and
cross. However, this account contains a very strong indication which supports the
researcher’s assumption that the Muslims had conquered most of the Aelia region a short
time after their arrival in the area.
It is clear from this text that Muslims had put Aelia under a very close siege near
the start of the Islamic conquests in Syria. So, if the Christians of the city of Aelia could
not reach Bethlehem in the year 634 A.D., given the fact that it was located only about
ten kilometres away from the centre of Aelia (and that Bethlehem was then part and
^ ee D. Goitein. Jerusalem During, p. 170.
2Ibid, p. 170. (He quotes from a source, namely Dapad.-Kerameus, Ana Andalecta. V.8. P. 166. For parts of
patriarch Sophronius’ letter see Robert G. Hoyland, Pp. 67-76.
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parcel of the centre Aelia), then this means that the siege took place very early and it was
very tight.
We can also see the deadly attempts by Muslim troops to force the inhabitants of
the city to surrender; learned by referring to the messages which Muslim leaders sent to
the people in the city. Thus, al-Azdl reports that ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As sent a warning message
to the patriarchs of Aelia before the battle of Al-Yarmuk in which he stated that the latter
should seek reconciliation and agree to pay JizTya (tax for being defended by Muslims) in
humility. He threatened to descend upon them if they failed to do so, on horses upon
horses, men upon men, not stopping until he kills the female fighter, and takes the
offspring as hostage, till they become a community that existed at night but was no
longer there in the morning.’1 Both Ibn A ‘tham and Ibn al-Murajja also mention a similar
message sent by Abu ‘Ubayda to the patriarchs after the battle of al-Yarmuk.12
It appears then, from the above, that the Muslim troops were able to control all or
most of the territories outside the enclosure of Aelia. It becomes apparent as well that the
areas inside the enclosures had been under siege since 13 A.H (before the death of Abu
Bakr al-Siddlq). Moreover, we note that the Islamic sources did not give due attention to
the period between the battle of al-Yarmuk and the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab to
Aelia in 16 A.H/ 637 A.D. All that had been mentioned by those sources relates only to
the short period that preceded ‘Umar’s arrival in the city, and that was the period whose
duration al-Waqidl defined as four months of harsh weather. As we mentioned before,
this is contrary to most modem Muslim researchers of the Islamic conquests. Modem

1AzdT, Pp. 165-166.
2Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2, Pp. 222-223. Ibn al-Murajja, Pp. 45-46.
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researchers, including Jondora, F. Gabrieli, F. Donner, and others, argue that Jerusalem
had never actually been put under siege before Yarmuk.1 Thus H. Busse argues that:
The surrounding of Jerusalem, as it stated by Sophronious.
As already mentioned, the city was not besieged in the
technical sence of the word. Accordingly, Pseudo WakidT
uses the formula nzul al-muslimin ‘ala bait al-makdis.
Further on, the same, author says that the siege took place
in the cold of the winter (fi ayam al-shita’ wal-bard). This
report and that of Sophronius confirm each other, which
leads us to the conclusion that the Pseudo-Wakidl’s story
contains details that stand critical examination,
notwithstanding the fact that it is a mine of legends and
tales of a more folkloristic character.*2
It is well known that Busse is very sceptical about the Islamic conquest of
Jerusalem, which he considers as a repugnant myth. The fact that the Islamic sources did
not give due attention to the siege of Jerusalem before al-Yarmuk could have led D.
Goitein to reject the idea of the siege in this specific period despite his agreement with
Sophronius who states that:
The villages and enwalled cities suffered more than the
fortified cities from the sudden invasion by the sons of the
desert.3
D. Goitein also claims that there was no serious siege against Jerusalem until
the Arabs moved to conquer the city some four years after their arrival in the country,
!Jondora, Pp. 73-74. F. Gabreili, Pp. 151-155. F. Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, op. cit, P. 151.
2Busse. ‘Omar’sImage, p. 151.
3D. Goitein. Jerusalem During, p. 170.
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although there was a mild siege under unimportant desert wartimes. It was only after the
decisive victory near YarmOk in August 636 A.H, with the consequent removal of the
armies of Hercules from the land of Syria, that the ring was tightened around the
beleaguered city.1
Moshe Gil asserts that:
Towards the end of summer (634 A.D), as we have seen,
the conquest of most of the cities of Palestine had come to
an end. Evidence could be heard in the sermon held by
Jerusalem patriarch, Sophronius, on Christmas Day that
year.12
As for Jerusalem, however, he argues that it was completely severed from the
rest of Palestine after the battle of al-Yarmuk.3 F. Donner argues that the traditional
dating for the Muslims’ siege of Aelia implies that Abu ‘Ubayda’s activity in northern
Syria must have occurred in about 15-16 A.H / 636-637 A.D.4 Furthermore, he states that
some sources described the beginnings of an advance on Aelia by troops led by ‘Amr Ibn
al-‘As to Adjnadln, but it seems, however, that the real siege of Aelia was undertaken by
troops and Abu ‘Ubalda after his activity in the north around Qinsarin.5
Finally we can say that there are three important points which related to the period
from 13-16 A.H/634-637 A.D. of Aelia’s history. These three points can be summarised
as follows:
1Ibid, p. 171.
2Gil. A History of Palestine, p. 43.
3Ibid, p. 51.
4Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, p. 151
5Ibid, p. 151.
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The first point is that the Muslims had conquered most of the Byzantine Aelia
territories, except that small area which fell within the enclosureres of Aelia. This they
did in an early period, specifically after the battle of Adjnadln in 13 A.H/634 A.D.
Moreover, Muslims troops had since started to subject the rest of the area to a tight siege,
and this continued until it finally surrendered; although they withdrew for a little while,
when greater wars erupted in other places such as the battles of Fahil and al-Yarmuk.
This conclusion depends on the critical analaysis of available narratives, after
putting them in the general context of the Islamic conquest of the area, particulary that of
Palestine and Aelia. All these sources, except al-Taban and al-Azdl do not address Aelia
directly, this is simply because it is illogical (or unacceptable) for Muslim troops after the
battle of Adjnadln to conquer most of Palestine, including a number of other areas which
the auther contends were part and parcel of Byzantine Aelia (and which also lie close to
the centre of the city), without attempting to subject the rest of the area to siege in order
to control it. This is confirmed by non-Islamic sources, namely the patriarchs of Aelia,
Sophronius and Theophanes, despite the lack of detail in the latter sources.
Secondly, and most importantly, the Islamic sources (except on a few rare
occasions) ignore the period of time preceding ‘Umar’s arrival in Aelia in 16 A.H/ 637
A.D, and this is unlike their detailed coverage of other cities. Thirdly, most modem
researchers of the Islamic conquest, or of issues relating to the Islamic conquest, take the
available Islamic sources at face value, especially in the argument that Jerusalem was
only put under real siege after the battle of al-Yarmuk.
The question posed here by the researchers is: what is the reason behind the lack
of information, and the neglect of Aelia’s history in respect of the period between 13-16
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A.H/ 634-637 A.D? It is, indeed, surprising, if we consider the region’s historical
importance, and the fact that the same sources give comparatively more detailed
information on other Syrian cities, such as Damascus, Hms, and Qinsann, covering the
same period. There is certainly more than one answer (as more than one assumption) to
this question. First, some researchers, such as D.R Hill, argue that the lack of sources
dealing with the city’s history reflects its unimportance as a capital. He states:
The reports for Jerusalem are brief and few, reflecting the
relative unimportance of the city, a mere provincial capital.
Nor was the surrender of much military importance. The
rest of the region, towns and countryside had been in
Muslim hands for about two years, and Jerusalem must
have depended upon Muslim good will for its food
supplies. Furthermore, they stated that the surrender of
Jerusalem was therefore only a matter of time, and it was
not worth efforts or lives to take it by force or those
investments.1
Some scholars may assume here that the neglect of the period from 13 A.H until
the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn Al- Al-Khattab in Aelia, was purposeful, the aim of which was
to hide information concerning the hardship to which Muslims subjected the city’s
inhabitants during the long siege. The object was to imply that the Muslim conquest of
Aelia or of the area located inside the enclosures was a peaceful and easy one, that is,
through reconciliation (or peace accords) rather than through the use of naked force. This

'Hill, D.R. The Termagant on Hostilities In The Early Arab Conquest: A.D. 634-656 (Luzac & Company
LTD. London, 1971), p. 79.
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was the contention of a large number of modem Muslim jurists, who depend on the era of
‘Umar to support their claims.
The above assumption appears logical to some extent, though there is another
point, which the researcher considers more important. It is that the Muslim historians
were not at all concerned with geography, or with the geographical borders of the cities;
for they saw the conquest of any city, especially when it was fortified, as final. This could
be true of some parts of these cities, but not so for Aelia. Aelia in the Byzantine era,
which preceded the Islamic conquests, was a vast area rather than a mere city, as we have
mentioned earlier. If we bear in mind the repetitive Muslim withdrawals from most of the
regions which they controlled, a manoeuvre to relocate their forces and confront the
Byzantine troops (as happened in Adjnadln, and in Fahil in 13 A.H/ 634 A.D and alYarmuk; or even in Palestine it self), then we get the general impression that the city had
never really been subjected to any serious siege except after al-Yarmuk when the
Byzantine forces totally collapsed in Syria. This is what most modem Muslim authors
take as fact. In addition, there is another factor, which contributed to the inaccuracies
regarding the Islamic conquests. Muslim Aelia was not the same as Byzantine Aelia in
terms of frontiers, for those frontiers had certainly changed when the Muslims started
recording events chronologically. It is true that they extensively used the name
“Byzantine Aelia”, but it is unlikely that they intended this to cover the Byzantine Aelia
with its borders. They only meant that area known to them as Bayt al-Maqdis, which in
all probability had became a smaller area in those days, compared with the Byzantine
period. This led them to the understanding that the period of the Muslim siege of Aelia
referred only to the period which Muslims spent during the siege of the city’s enclosures,
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excluding the Muslim withdrawal from the area. The Muslim’s withdrawal from these
areas only became clear after al-Yarmuk, and this contradicts the same sources which
assert that most of the areas of Palestine after the battle of Ajnadln, including most of the
parts of Aelia such as Nablus, Bethlehem, Bayt Jibrin and Tmwas, had been conquered
by the Muslims.

Conclusion
In the light of the analysis above, the researcher argues that there are specific
reasons behind the neglect of the period between 13 A.H/ 634 A.D up to the arrival of
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in Aelia in Jumada first or second (March or April), 16 A.H/ 637
A.D. These reasons are:
The Muslim narrators and historians did not pay attention to the problem of the
commander-in-chief of the Muslim army in Syria in general at the beginning of the
conquest, specifically between 13-15 A.H/ 634-645 A.D, and the changes in command in
a short period causes many errors in both narrators and sources, in addition to the area
that each commander was directed to.
On the other hand, the fact that the Muslims conquered most of the Byzantine
Aelia region at an early period of the conquests, specifically after the battle of Ajnadln 13
A.H/ 634 A.D, except for the small area surrounded by the walls, which continued to resist
long after, causes more errors among both narrators and sources who neglected all areas
except the walled parts of Aelia. This fact is seen clearly when we know that this area was
taken by several different forces. Doubtless the fact that many troops were present in the
Aelia region misled the narrators and historians in classifying the events. This further led
them to fall into many inaccuracies in the belief that the Muslims had withdrawn from
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these areas together with the other armies to confront the Byzantine armies; as we shall
see in chapter four.
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Introduction
Islamic narratives and sources seems disagree and actually contradict one another
with regards to the real date of the conquest as they report different dates extending
between the years 15-17 A.H/ 636-638 A.D.
The difficulty of establishing the real date of the conquest and name of the
conqueror of Aelia is associated with the fact that the early narrators and historians who
reported and wrote about this have lived at different times as well as different places and
regions in the Islamic state, which at that time included Syria, Iraq, Hijaz and Egypt.
Furthermore, in many cases we find that many different narrators who lived at different
times and places have reported similar accounts. This fact makes it very difficult or even
impossible to divide the narrators and the sources based on time and place since there is
no agreement about similar accounts among those who lived within a short time span of
each other or at least in the same region. In other words, there are no similar accounts
belonging to narrators and sources from the same time and place.
Indeed, the early Islamic sources in general are full of inaccuracies, errors and
contradictions about the exact dates of many events in Islamic history. However, there
are even greater differences and inaccuracies about the events concerning Aelia. It is also
clear that this confusion is not limited to a few months. For example, some sources
reported the conquest to have taken place at the end of one year and others reported it
happening at the start of the following year. In the case of Islamic Jerusalem, the
disagreements can be as far as three years or more. This means that there are strong
reasons for it to be different from other cases.
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In this chapter the researcher endeavours to explain and clarify the reasons behind
the confusions and contradictions with regard to the identity of the military leader who
carried out the conquest of Aelia. In addition, an attempt will be made to discuss the large
number of characters cited in the narratives and sources for having played important roles
in the conquest. This will be achieved by compiling information from the various
narrations that have dealt with this specific period. This is then subjected to a critical
analysis after putting it in the right context and general framework of the events of the
conquest in Syria. Finally, some of the real dates and the name of the conqueror of Aelia,
will be suggested.

4.1. Early Accounts
There are great differences in the narratives and sources in the date given for the
conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem), and its surrender. Al-WaqidI in Futiih al-Sham
states that it was 16 A.H/ 637 A.D.1 This date was also reported by al-Ya^ubl*2 without

Isnad, in addition to Khalifa Ibn Khaiyat on the authority of Ibn al-Kalbl.3 Abl Zir'a alDimashqT gives two accounts, in both of which he reports it to be 16 A.H/ 637 A.D with
the first account on the authority of YazTd Ibn‘Ubayda,4 while the second was on the
authority of al-Walld Ibn Muslim.5 Indeed, many later sources such as Ibn ‘Asakir, Ibn

‘WaqidT. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 149-155.
2Ya‘qubT. Tarikh, Vol. 2, p. 247.
3KhalTfa. Tarlkh, Vol. 1, p. 125.
4Abl Zir‘a, Vol. l,p . 176.
5Ibid, Vol. 1, p. 177.
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al-Athlr, Ibn Hajar, Ibn KathTr, and others quoted literally the early above-mentioned
accounts.1
Al-Taban also reported two different dates; he gives on the authority of Sayf Ibn
‘Umar too early a date, 15 A.H/ 636 A.D, which is the date appearing at the end of
‘Umar’s Assurance of safety (aman) to the people of Aelia.*2 The date 15 A.H/ 636 A.D,
is also reported by Mujlr al-Dln, Ibn Kathlr, Ibn al-Athlr, Ibn al-JawzT, Ibn Khuldun, and
Abl al-Fida’ and others,3 which seem to quote the account of al-Taban on the authority of
Sayf. In his second account al-Tabari took his information on the authority of Abu
‘Uthman Abu Haritha. In this account the narrators not only mentioned the year but also
emphasised the month when they stated that Aelia and its region were conquered, which
was the month of RabT‘ al-Akhir of the year 16 A.H/ May 637 A.D”.4
Like Abl Zir‘a and al- Al-Taban, al-Baladhun also reported two accounts; in both
he makes the date of the conquest 17 AH/ 638 AD. Al-Baladhun took the information of
the first account on the authority of AbT Hafs al-Dimashql on the authority Sa‘!d Ibn ‘Abd
al-AzIz al-Tanukhl,5 while the second was on the authority of AbT ‘Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn
Sallam on the authority of ‘Abdullah Ibn Salih on the authority al-Layth Ibn Sa‘d from

Tbn ‘Asakir, Vol. 1, p. 454. He states that “YazTd Ibn ‘Ubayda said: Bayt al-Maqdis was conquered in the
year 16 AH, and in this year ‘Umar came to al-Jabiya”. Ibn al-AthTr. Al-Kamil, Vol. 2, p.349. Ibn Kathlr.
Bidaya, Vol. 5&6, p. 57.
2Tabari. Tankh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 191-192.
3See Ahmad ‘Abdullah, p. 47.
4Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 193.
sBaladhun. Futuh, p. 143.
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Yazld Ibn AbT Habib.1 Lastly, the date 16 A.H/ 637 A.D was also reported by a non2
Islamic source, the Byzantine historian Theophanes.

4.2. Modern Scholars arguments
It seems that the confusion and division among the Muslim narrators and
historians with regard to these two points has led to a division among modem researchers
on the same issue.
‘Abd al-Fattah El-‘AwaisT, who studied ‘Umar’s Assurance, argues that the first
Islamic conquest of Aelia took place in Muharram 17 A.H/ 638 A.D. He rejects the date
15 AH/ 636 AD, which appeared at the end of ‘Umar’s Assurance as he believes that this
date was added to the version and is not originally part of it.**3 Zakariya al-Quda also
rejects the date 15 A.H/ 636 A.D, and argues that a document written before the Muslims
started using the Hijn calendar should not be dated with the Hijn date.4
The Israelis; D. Goetein and H. Busse contradict one another with regard to the
date. D. Goetein argues:
At the beginning of 638, probably in February, the
conquest of the city (Jerusalem) was completed.5
However, H. Busse argues:

'Ibid, p. 145.
'Theophanes, p. 39.
3El-‘AwaisI. 'Umar’s Assurance, Pp. 47, 68.
4A1-Qu<$i, Zakariya, p. 276.
SD. Goetein. Jerusalem in the Arab period, p. 170.
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In fact, Jerusalem had been handed over to the Arabs in the
spring of 635, obviously on Palm Sunday, i, e. April 2 nd,
635.1
Ahmad ‘Abdullah is inclined to believe that the date was 15 A.H/ 636 A.D,
because this date has been mentioned by MujTr al-Dln, Ibn Kathlr, Ibn al-Athlr, Ibn alJawzT, Ibn Khuldun, and Abl al-Fida’.*2 Lastly, ‘Abd al Aziz al-Dun mentions two
different dates in two different articles. In the first one he accepts the year 17 A.H/ 638
A.D, when he classifies the events of the Islamic conquest. He claims the dates of these
events as follows:
Al-‘Araba-Dathin, 13 A.H. Ajnadln (Jumada al-Ula , 13
A.H). Fahil {Dhu al-Oi'da, 13 A.H). Jordan, Palestine and
Marj al-Siffr, {Muharam, 14 AH), Damascus (Muharam,
(16A.H), Aelia (Jerusalem), (17 A.H).3
However, al-Duri provided another date in another article regarding Jerusalem;
that date is 16 A.H/ 637 A.D. He states:
Reports differ about the date of the conquest of the city and
its surrender..... Most early reports put the date of the
conquest at 16 A.H, and this seems to be likely.4

XH. Busee. ‘Omar’s Image, p. 160. Ibid, ‘Omar mar b. al-Hattab in Jerusalem, Pp. 73-199.
2‘Abdullah, Ahmad, p. 47.
3A1-Dun. Fikrat al-Quds fi al-Islam, p. 109.
4Ibid. Jerusalem in the Early Islamic Period, p. 106.
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4.3. Analysis of the Early Account
The researcher believes, firstly, that it is difficult to consider the date 15 A.H/ 636
A.D which appeared at the end of ‘Umar’s assurance in the version of Sayf Ibn‘Umar in
al-Tabari (15 A.H, 636 A.D). It is acceptable that this date has been added to the version
and is not originally part of it as Zakariya al-Quda and ‘Abd al-Fattah El-‘AwaisI
indicated.1 Zakariya al-Quda argues that it is well known that the Muslims did notstart
using the Hijri calendar until the forth year of the Caliphate of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab and
2
it is inconceivable “that a document before this date should be dated with the Hijri date”.
In addition, the Muslims did not start using the HijrT calendar until the year 16 or 17 A.H/
637 or 638 A.D, as confirmed by a host of narratives and sources.*23 It is probable that
al-TabarT himself added the date to Sayf s version, considering that al-Taban usually used
the term Aelia when relating the events of the conquest of Palestine, and as most of the
Aelia region excluding the walled part had been conquered between 13-15 A.H/ 634-636
A.D.
Secondly and most importantly, it could be argued that both al-Taban and Sayf
are well-known for confusing the dates of many important events between 13-18 A.H/
634-639 A.D, with regard to the conquest of Syria; in particular, the great differences
between their dates for the battles of Ajnadln and al-Yarmuk.4 Thus, it is probable that
^ - ‘AwaisT, ‘ Umar’s Assurance, p. 68. Al-Quda, Zakariya, p. 276.
2Al-Quda, Zakariya, p. 276.
3 See Tabari. TdrTkh, Vol. 2, Pp. 3-6. (In Arabic). Ibn ‘Asakir, Vol. 1, Pp. 37-39.
4See: Tabari, Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 185-189. Waqidi, Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 37-38. Ya‘qubT, Tdrlkh.
V, 2, p. 134. Ibn A‘tham, Vol. 1&2, Pp. 113-120. Azdl, Pp. 87-93.
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Sayf narrated ‘Umar’s assurance in the year 15 A.H/ 636 A.D, and then al-Taban thought
that the assurance was drawn up on that date.
Lastly, it is also possible that Sayf did not mention the date in his version and
dated it when he found that he had classified it after the battle of Ajnadln which he
believed to be in 15 A.H/ 637 A.D. On the other hand, the other sources which reported
the date 15 A.H/ 636 A.D as the date of the conquest usually used the term Aelia before
‘Umar’s arrival in the region which led the researcher to believe that they meant that the
Muslims had conquered that region at that date.
In addition, the researcher has totally rejected the year 17 A.H/ 638 A.H, which is
reported by al-Baladhun as the date of ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab’s entrance to the walled
part of the Aelia region. The Muslim sources agree that ‘Umar attempted to enter Syria in
17 A.H/ 638 A.D but he returned from Saragh when he knew that the plague had reached
its peak in the area.1 There is also an agreement between narrators and historians that the
event of ‘Umar’s return from Saragh did not occur before his first visit at the date of the
conquest of the walled part of the Aelia region but rather after it.
Furthermore and most importantly, the Syrian narrators, especially AbT HafsalDimashql, SaTd Ibn ‘Abd al-AzIz al-Tanukhl, AbT ‘Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam,
‘Abdullah Ibn Salih al-Layyth Ibn Sa‘d and Yazld Ibn AbT Habib, from whom Baladhun
took his information have all confused the first visit that ‘Umar undertook to the Aelia
region with the other visits that he made to Syria and to the Aelia region when they

^aladhuri, Ansab, S, 5, p. 383. (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Muslim Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl (d. 124
A.H/ 741 A.D). Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 283. AbT Zir‘a, Vol. 1, Pp.77-178. Ya‘qubl. TdrTkh, Vol. 2, p. 14 9.
Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. X. 111, p. 92. (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq).
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mentioned the reason for one of these visits and connected that with the work that ‘Umar
carried out on other visits.
It seems difficult to accept that the people of Aelia could resist until the year 17
A.H/ 638 A.D, after the complete collapse of the Byzantine army in Syria in the battle of
al-Yarmuk. Al-Azdl reported that the inhabitants inside the walls thought of capitulating
during the siege before the battle of al-Yarmuk when they wrote to Hercules to inform
him that they were still under his command and on their hating of the Arabs. They asked
him for help to avoid being forced to capitulate as the people of Hims had been.1 This
means that they could not continue resisting for another long period without Byzantine
help.
Furthermore, it seems that the siege after the battle of al-Yamuk was very much
tighter than before because most or all of the Muslim armies had taken part in it in
addition to those who came with ‘Umar from Madina.*2 Also, it seems that the inhabitants
inside the walls of Aelia or Bayt al-Maqdis had lost any hope of receiving help after the
battle of al-Yarmuk and their resistance weakened when they heard of the arrival of
‘Umar and decided to capitulate to him at that date.
In short, there is almost unanimous agreement between the sources, excluding
al-Taban, that the date of the battle of al-Yarmuk was on the fifth of Rajab (13 August),
15 A.H/ 636 A.D,3 and that the Muslims besieged the walled part of the Aelia region after
that battle for four months until they wrote to ‘Umar asking for help4, which eventually
‘Azdl, p. 151-152.
2See Ibn al-Murajja, p. 44. Al-MaqdisT, p. 156.
3KhalIfa, Tarlkh, Vol. 1, p. 118.
4See Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, p. 190. Ya‘qubT. Tarikh, Vol. 2, Pp. 146-147.
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led to the collapse of the Byzantine army in Syria. These facts led the researcher to be
inclined to believe that ‘Umar’s arrival in the region was Jumada first or second (March
or April), 16 A.H/ 637 A.D.
If there is no doubt about the date of the battle of al-Yarmuk, then it could be
argued that the Muslim armies combined at al-Jdbiya for at least one month, which was
the time needed for their messenger, who they had sent to Madina to ask ‘Umar for his
advice, to arrive. In addition, this, enabled them to bury those who were killed in alYarmuk battle, and take some rest after that very difficult battle.
The condition of the Muslim armies mentioned above led the researcher to argue
that they had begun to move towards the walled part of the Aelia region by Ramadan at
least, the year 15 A.H/ 636 A.H, (after the middle of September) when they received
Umar s order to do so. Abu ‘Ubayda divided the troops into seven garrisons each having
a paramount leader with five thousand soldiers, commanded by a local leader or Emir,
who marched one after another. This means that they probably completed gathering
around the walled part of the Aelia region at the start of the winter season Shawwdl
(October). This classification agrees with al-Waqidl’s report that when the Muslims were
unable to storm and control the city they wrote to ‘Umar asking for his help,1 and
informed him that they had besieged it for four months in the cold winter (fi Ayyam

al-shita ’ wal-Bard),*2
The fact that the siege of the walled city was maintained for the four months of
the winter season, and considering the time that ‘Umar needed to travel the whole

^bari. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, p. 190. Ya‘qubl. TarTkh, Vol. 2, Pp. 146-147.
2WaqidI. Futiih. Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 148. See also Ibn ‘Asakir, V .l. p. 501.
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distance from Madina after receiving the massage of Abu ‘Ubayda, makes the researcher
argue that Umar’s arrival in the region was at least in Jumada first or second (March or
April), 16 A.H/ 637 A.D. It is also believed that he conquered the walled part of Aelia a
few days after his arrival, when the inhabitants inside the walls had decided to capitulate
to him.

4.4. The Real Dates and Conquerors of the Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem) Region
It seems that the different terms used by the early Muslim narrators and historians
have played a big role in the confusion over the date and the conqueror of the Aelia
region. Indeed, narrators and historians who reported the date as 15 AH/ 636 AD, may
have meant that the Muslims had conquered the Aelia region excluding the walled part,
after the battle of Ajnadln (13 A.H/ 634 A.D) and the battle of Yarmuk (15 AH/ 636 AD),
in other words, before the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab; while those who reported the
date as 16 A.H/ 637 A.D, may have meant the capitulation when ‘Umar entered the
walled part. Lastly, those who reported the date as 17 A.H/ 638 A.D, specifically, the
Syrian narrators, confused the first visit that ‘Umar made to Aelia with other visits that he
made to the same region.
The researcher argues that without doubt the Muslims commanded by ‘Amr Ibn
al- As, with the help of Shurahbll Ibn Hasana, conquered the Aelia region, excluding the
walled part, between 13-16 A.H/ 634-637 A.D; they laid siege to the walled part at the
start of the Islamic conquests in Syria; and they withdrew from the area periodically
together with other troops to confront the Byzantine armies.
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After identifying the difference of the different terminologies that the Muslim
narrators and historians used in their accounts as important reasons behind the differing
dates given, the question of the real date of the conquest and the identity of the conqueror
of the Aelia region remains.
In the light of this critical analysis of the early narratives and sources, it could be
argued that there is more than one date for the conquest of the Aelia region. The
classification of the events could be as follows:
1- Between 13-15 A.H/ 634-637 A.D, the Muslims conquered most of the Aelia
region excluding the walled part.
2-

In the fifth of Rajab (13 August), 15 A.H/ 636 A.D, the Muslim withdrew from

the area periodically together with other troops to confront the Byzantine armies in alYarmuk. After they take some rest after that difficult battle ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab order
them to move towards the walled part of the Aelia region.
3- In Jumada first or second (March or April), 16 A.H/ 637 A.D, “ Umar Ibn alKhattab entered the walled part of Aelia and put an end to the military operations in this
area.
With regards to the conqueror, it could be argued that the Aelia region was not
conquered by one but by several commanders, and we can classify the stages of the
conquest as follows:
1-

Between 13-15 A.H/ 634-636 A.D, ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As conquered most of the

Aelia region in the early stages of the conquests as the first commander-in-chief, then
later under the command of Khalid Ibn al-Walld, and then some later time under the
command of Abu ‘Ubayda. During this time, ‘Amr probably concluded a peace treaty
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with the inhabitants who lived outside the walled part of the Aelia region and besieged
those who lived inside it. Furthermore, ‘Amr, who received some assistance from other
commanders, specifically from Shurahbll Ibn Fksana, appointed some local leaders, such
as Alqama Ibn Hakim and Masruq Fulan Ibn al-‘AkkI to fight the people who lived
inside the walled part when he withdrew and camped in other places.
2- After the battle of al-Yarmuk, Abu ‘Ubayda besieged the inside of the walled
part of the Aelia region for four months until the arrival of 'Umar Ibn al-Khattab.
3- A short time after the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab in the region, the
inhabitants of Aelia inside the walled part decided to capitulate to him and he entered the
walled city and put an end to the operations of the Muslim army, which means that he
took part in the siege and the conquest even if only in the last part of it.

4.4.1. The Reasons Behind the Confusion
As can be seen from the table, the names of the conquerors were mentioned by
most of the sources at the same dates. The date 15 A.H/ 636 A.D was reported by the
Syrian, Iraqi, and Andalusian narrators, and other sources. In addition, there is almost
unanimous agreement between most of the sources about the date 16 A.H/ 637 A.D. In
fact, the ‘Iraqi al-Baladhurl was the only source who was different, giving the date 17
A.H/ 638 A.D, although he took his information from Syrian and Egyptian narrators.
It could be true to say that the confusions and contradictions in the Islamic
narratives and sources are generally a natural phenomenon. Such a phenomenon
however, can be seen more clearly amongst the Syrian narratives and sources than others.
This is because most of the Syrian narrators and sources have confused the reasons
behind the different visits of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab to Syria and the various functions that
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he carried out on each visit, as they dealt with the issue based on the wrongful
assumption that it was just one visit, as will be discussed later in chapter five. This in
addition to other reasons which led the Syrians to confuse and contradict the date of the
conquest, as well as the identity of the besiegers and conquerors.
It seems to the researcher that there are many reasons for the differences between
the sources with regard to the date and the name of the conqueror of the Aelia region, as
well as the large number of persons whom the sources have reported to have taken part in
the siege and the conquest. Indeed, the researcher has discussed most of these reasons in
different chapters,1 while the important point is the problem of the use of different
terminology by the Muslim narrators and historians such as, Aelia , Bayt al-Maqdis al-Ard

al-Muqaddasa, al Ard al-Mubaraka, and others, without paying any attention to
distinguishing the great difference in the boundaries of these areas from the Byzantine to
the Muslim eras. This difference has led Muslim narrators and historians to disagree, as
will be seen.

The problem of the different visits ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab paid to the same region and approximately the
same areas in the period between 14-18 A.H/ 635-639 A.D, we have seen that the narrators, especially the
Syrians, have incorrectly reported the reasons for these visits and the various work that ‘Umar carried out on
each of them when they dealt with the issue as if it were one visit. Other points causing many inaccuracies
among both narrators and sources are: the problem of classifying the events in Aelia region from the start of
the conquests until the last visit of ‘Umar Ibn Al- Al-Khattab to Syria after ‘Imwas in 18 AH/ 639 AD,
especially the inaccuracies about the dates of the battles of AjnadTn and al-Yarmuk; the problem of the
commander in chief of the Muslim army in Syria in general at the start of the conquest, specifically between
13-15 A.H/ 634 -636 A.D.; the long siege and the conquest of most of Aelia between 13-16 A.H/ 634-636
A.D.; the fact that the Muslims had conquered most of the Byzantine Aelia region at an early period of the
conquests specifically after the battle of AjnadTn 13 A.H/ 634 A.D except the small area that was
surrounded by the walls which continued resisting long after that.
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4.4.2.The Problem of the Boundaries and the Different
Terminology
It seems to the researcher that the problem of the different terminology used by
the early Muslim narrators and historians in their accounts and writings without
distinguishing the boundaries represented by each term, especially between the Byzantine
Aelia (135-637 A.D/ 637 A.D=T6 A.H), Palestine in general, and Bayt al-Maqdis
(Islamic Jerusalem), is one of the main causes behind the disagreement in the narratives
and sources over the dates and identity of the conquerors of the Aelia region.
The difficulty of studying the different terminology that the Muslim narrators and
historians used in their accounts and writing is represented by the fact that these sources
in some cases used the name or the term Aelia in their accounts and writing, while in
others they followed it by describing it as the city of Bayt al-Maqddis} In other cases
they just used the term Bayt al-Maqddis? In addition, the issue becomes increasingly
complex when we find that new terms began to appear in the sources with regard to the
same area such as al-Ai'd al-Muqaddasa, and al-Ard al-Mubaraka.
Some historians put the conquest under the title of Aelia or Bayt al-Maqdis, using
titles such as the conquest of Bayt al-Maqdis,3 while others use the conquest of Aelia, and
the conquest of Aelia, Bayt al-Maqdis.4*234

!See Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 1, p. 47, 251, 259, Vol. 3, p. 516.
See: Ya‘qubT. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p.142. Azdl, p. 258.

2

WaqidI. Futuhydi. 1&2, S. 1, p. 143. Ibn A ‘tham Ibn al-ThTr. Kamil, Vol. 2, Pp. 280-300. He puts it
under the title of the conquest of Aelia which is Bayt al-Maqdis.
4Ibn al-Athlr, Al-Kamil, p. 347.
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The critical analysis of the early narratives and sources led the researcher to argue
without doubt that the Aelia region during the Byzantine era extended over a large area.
In other words, it was, in fact, a region rather than a large or small area enclosed by walls.
The Muslims divided Syria into five administrative areas, each part named Jund.1
According to this new division, Aelia or Bayt al-Maqdis (Islamic Jerusalem), had become
part of Jund Filasfrn.2 Indeed, this division does not inform us of the exact boundaries of

Bayt al-Maqdis (Islamic Jerusalem).
The problem of distinguishing between the boundaries designated by the different
terms that Muslim narrators and historians used could be shown clearly through
investigation of the different terms used before, during and after the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn
al-Khattab to the region.3
The following table may serve as an illustration of the different terminology in
the narratives and sources:*23

JThe term AJnad meant assistants and supporters. It is also meant the city, as a jund in the administrative
terminology referred to the military district that was guarded by the army. About these meanings see Ibn
Manzur, Vol. 4, p. 106. Zidan, JurjT. Tarikh al-Tamaddun al-IslamT (Dar al-Hilal, Cairo, 1958), p. 74. Al‘AlT, Salih. Imtidad al-'Arab fi Sadr al-Islam (M atba‘at al-Majma‘ al-‘lraql, Baghdad, 1981), p. 4.
According to the first administration al-Sham was divided into four aJnad; Dimasshq, Hims, Palestine and
Jordan. Each of these sections included some large cities. However, several administrative changes
happened in al-Sham after the plague of ‘Imwas (17-18 A.H/ 638- 639 A.D). See ‘Arraf, Pp. 177-231.
Ahmad Ahmad, Hafez. Adminstration During the time of the Rightly Guided Caliphs (.Al-Khulaja' alRashidun 11-40 HJ 632-660 C.E). Ph.D, submitted to the University of Westminster (1997), Pp. 104-107.
2

‘Arraf, Pp. 177-231.

3For more details about the different visits that the caliph Ibn al-Khattab undertook to Syria in general,
Palestine and Aelia (Jerusalem), see Chapter five.
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Table (1)
The various terminologies in use in the early Islamic narratives and sources with regard
of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) at the eve of the first Islamic conquest.

Aelia
Khalifa Ibn
Khaiyyat
(d. 240 A.H/
854 A.D)

Aelia and Bayt al-Maqdis
Al-WaqidI
(d. 207 A.H/ 822 A.D)

Baladhuri
(d. 279 A.H/
892 A.D)
Al-Tabari
(d. 310 A.H/
922 A.D)

Ibn A ‘tham
(d. 314 A.H/ 926 A.D)

Bayt al-Maqdis
Abl ‘Ubayd
(d. 224 A.H/ 836 A.D)

Al-Ya‘qubT
(d. 284 A.H/ 854 A.D)
Ibn Sa‘d
(d. 230 A.H/ 845 A.D)

Al-AzdT
(d. 430 A.H/ 1039 A.D)
Ibn al-Athlr
(d. 630 A.H/ 1233 A.D)
Ibn Kathlr
(d. 704 A.H/ 1305 A.D)
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From this analysis, the researcher argues that some of the early Muslim narrators
and historians did not know the differences in the administrative divisions and boundaries
between the Byzantines and the Muslims. In addition, they did not distinguish between
the different terms that they used to refer to the same areas. This made the researcher feel
that the confusion contained in these accounts in the classification of events was even
greater than the contradictions.

4.4.3.The Conquerors of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem)
Reports differ about the identity of the besieger and the conqueror of Aelia.
Amongst the names suggested were those of ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab, Abu ‘Ubayda, ‘Amr
Ibn al-‘A s, and a man from the Judayla tribe, Khalid Ibn Thabit al-Fahml. Moreover,
sources claimed that a number of local leaders also took part in the siege and the
conquest.
As it will be discuss in chapter five, it is a fact that ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab came to
the Aelia region during his first visit when the Muslims asked for his help1. This was
because the Muslim army had, for a long time, been unable to storm and control the
walled city. 2

4.4.3.1. Early Accounts
The sources contain disagreements about the identity of the leader who was
besieging Aelia upon the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab. Some accounts reported that*2

'Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, p. 190. Ya‘qubT. Tarikh, V.2, Pp. 146-147.
2See Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, p. 190. Waqidl. Futiih, S, 1, Pp. 143-152.
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the commander was Abu Ubayda,1 while others reported that he was ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As.2
In addition, other reports mentioned that Aelia was conquered by a man from the Judayla
tnbe,*23 or by Khalid Ibn Thabit al-Fahml who led the anny from al-Jabiya to Aelia and
reached a peace treaty with its inhabitants.4 The sources also mention numerous names of
local leaders who allegedly took part in the siege and conquest o f Aelia.
With regard of the names of the conquerors, the following tables may serve as an
illustration of the different narrators and sources, with regard to the identity of the
commanders-in chief, in addition to the local or tribal leaders who took place in the siege
and the conquest of Aelia:

JSee WaqidT, Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1 , p. 1 4 7 .
2See Tabari. Tarlkh, Vol. X. 1 1 , p. 190.
3AbI ‘Ubayd, Pp. 152-153.
AbT ‘Ubayd, p.153. Baladhuri. TarTkh, Pp.

.

14 4 1 4 5

.
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Table (2)
Illustration of the various narrators and sources, with regard to the identity of the
commanders-in chief and the local or tribal leaders who took place in the siege and the
conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) between 13-15 A.H/ 634-636 A.D.

Commander-in Headquart er
chief
‘Amr Ibn al- ‘As

Palestine

date

Sources

Narrators

13 A.H/ 634
A.D

WaqidI

Without Isnad

BaladhurT

Abu Mikhnaf
Yazld Ibn Abl
Habib

Tabari

Sayf Ibn.‘Umar/
Salimlbn4Abdullah
Ibn ‘Umar
Khalid Ibn Mi‘dan
‘Ubada Ibn Nusay

Khalid Ibn
al-Walld

Aelia
(Islamic
Jerusalem)

13 A.H/ 634
A.D

Historical
Syria

13-15A.H/
634-636 A.D
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Ibn A ‘tham

Without Isnad

Azdl

Without Isnad

WaqidI
WaqidI
BaladhurT

Without Isnad
Without Isnad

Abu ‘Ubayda

Historical
Syria

15-18 A.H

Tabari

Sayf Ibn ‘Umar

Ibn A ‘tham

Without Isnad

Azdl

Without Isnad

Ibn

‘Abdullah Ibn

al-Murajja

Lahhy‘a

WaqidI

Without Isnad

BaladhurT

Abl Hafs alDimashql from his
Shaykhs

‘Umar Ibn alAl-Khattab

Madina
Islamic
Jerusalem

Taban

Sayf Ibn ‘Umar

Ibn A ‘tham

Without Isnad

Azdl

Without Isnad

Ibn al-

Al-Walld Ibn

Murajja

Muslim

WaqidI

Without Isnad

Ibn Sa‘d
Baladhun

Abl Hafs alDimashqI-Sa‘Id
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Ibn ‘Abd al-‘Az!z
from his Shaykhs.
Hishamlbn ‘AmmarAl-Walld
Ibn Musllm-Tamlm
Ibn‘Aiya‘Abdullah Ibn Qays
Baladhun

AbT ‘Ubayd

Ansab Al-

‘Abdullah Ibn S alih

Ashraf

- al-Layth
Ibn Sa‘id -YazTd
Ibn AbT Habib
Hisham Ibn
‘Ammar-Al-WalTd
Ibn ‘Ammar al‘AnsT (probably al‘AbbsT).

T abarT

Sayf Ibn ‘Umar
‘Adi Ibn Sahl
Abu ‘Uthman and
Abu Haritha
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Madina
Jabiya

Al-MaqdisT

Without Isnad

Ibn A ‘tham

Without Isnad

AzdT

Without Isnad

WaqidT

With out Isnad

Baladhuri
Tabari

Sayf Ibn ‘Umar
Abu Maryam alFilastln!
Salim Ibn
‘Abdullah
Khalid Ibn Mi‘dan
‘Ubada Ibn Nusay

Aman from
Judayla Tribe

Ibn A ‘tham

Without Isnad

Azdl

Without Isnad

AbT ‘Ubayd

Hisham Ibn
‘Ammar-Al-Walld

JabiyaJerusalem

Hisham Ibn
‘Ammar al-‘AnsT
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(probably al‘AbbsT).
Al-Walld Ibn
Ibn al-

. Hisham

Murajja

Hisham Ibn
‘Ammar

Khalid Ibn
Thabit al-Fahml

Abl ‘Ubayd

Jabiya-

‘Abdullah Ibn Salih
- al-Layth

Jerusalem

Ibn Sa‘d -YazTd Ibn
AbT Habib
Baladhun

‘Abdullah Ibn S alih
- al-Layth
Ibn Sa‘d -Yazld Ibn
Abl Habib

Ibn al-

‘Abdullah Ibn $ alih

Muraja

- al-Layth
Ibn Sa‘d -YazTd Ibn
Abl Habib
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Table (3)
Illustration of the various narrators and sources, with regard to the identity of the
local or tribal leaders who took place in the siege and the conquest of Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem) between 13-15 A.H/ 634-636 A.D.

Local or tribal
leader
‘Alqama Ibn
Hakim
Masruq Ibn
Fulan al-‘AkkI
Shurahbll Ibn
Hasana
Khalid Ibn alWalTd

Headquarter
Aelia
Jerusalem
Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem)

Date
13 A.H/ 634
A.D
13 A.H/ 634
A.D

Aelia
(Jerusalem)
Aelia

13 A.H/ 634
A.D
15 A.H/ 636

(Jerusalem)

A.D
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Source

Narrator

Tabari

Sayf Ibn ‘Umar

Tabari

Sayf Ibn ‘Umar

Taban

Sayf Ibn‘Umar

Azdl

Without Isnad

Table (4)
Illustration of the various narrators and sources, with regard to the identity of the
commanders-in chief and the local or tribal leaders who took place in the siege and the
conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) between 15-16 A.H/ 637-638 A.D.

Commander in

Headquarter

Date

Source

Narrator

chief
Abu ‘Ubayda
Seven Amiris
commanded
byAbti ‘Ubayda

Aelia

15 A.H/ 636

(Jerusalem)

A.D

Khalid Ibn al-

Aelia

15 A.H/ 636

Walld

(Jerusalem)

A.D

Yazld Ibn AbT

15 A.H/ 636

Sufyan

A.D

Shurahbll Ibn

15 A.H/ 636

Hasana

A.D

Al-Mirqallbn

15A.H/ 636

Hashim Ibn

A.D

‘Uutba Ibn Abl
Waqqas
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WaqidI

Without Isnad

WaqidI

Without Isnad

WaqidI

Without Isnad

WaqidI

Without Isnad

WaqidI

Without Isnad

Al-Musayyb Ibn

15A.H/ 636

Najiya

A.D

WaqidI

Without Isnad

WaqidI

Without Isnad

WaqidI

Without Isnad

al-Fuzan
Qays Ibn

15A.H/ 636

Hubaiyyra al-

A.D

Muradl
‘Urwa Ibn

15A.H/ 636

Muhalhal Ibn

A.D

Zayd al-Khaiyl
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Also, the disagreements among the Muslim narrators and historians with regard to
the identity of the conqueror of the Aelia region have also led to a division among
modem researchers over the same issue. Some scholars were inclined to believe that
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As was the real conqueror of Aelia,1 whereas other scholars argued that it
wais Abu ‘Ubayda*2. In modem Islamic thought this event was attributed to the caliph
‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab personally under the name of the ‘Uman conquest (al-Fath

al- ‘Umat).3

4.4.3.2. Modern Scholars Arguments
Some scholars believe that ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As was was the real conqueror, amongst
whom are the Israeli scholars H. Busse and D. Goetein. The Israeli, H. Busse, alleges
that what is narrated by the Islamic sources about the first Islamic conquest of Aelia is
no more than a legend, imagined by the Muslim historians. According to him, the plan of
such historians is to portray the city in a holy Islamic character in order to exclude and
replace its Christian character. In his manifest attempts to discount the Islamic sources,
H. Busse deliberately ignores and denies them, as is the case in the Jewish document of
Cairo Geniza. He concludes that the Arab narrators and historians confused the name of
the real conqueror of Jerusalem. They confused ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As (d. 42 A.H/ 662 A.D)4

Tee: Busse ‘ Omar b. al-Hattab in Jerusalem, Pp. 73-119. Ibid. ‘ Omar’s Image as the conqueror of
Jerusalem, Pp. 149-168.
2See ‘Abdullah, Ahmad, p. 50.
3

See: Baladhun,, Futuh, Pp. 144-145.

Tor more details about him life see Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol. 1, p. 57. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, Pp. 254-261. Vol. 7,
Pp.493-494. Baladhurl, Ansdb, S. 5, Pp. 337-340. Ibn Qutayba. Ma ‘arif Pp. 285-286.
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with caliph ‘Umr Ibn al-Khattab as a result of similarity of letters in both names in an
attempt to make the caliph personally the champion of this important event.1
Furthermore, D. Goitein denies the historical fact of the first Islamic conquest of
Aelia and the arrival of ‘Umar in the region. He alleges that the Islamic sources contain
many legends and myths which aim at raising the holy status of Jerusalem in the hearts of
Muslims by depicting its conquest as a major central event and caliph ‘Umar himself the
hero of that event. He concludes that the Islamic accounts of the first Islamic conquest of
Jerusalem came under the influence of the Israeli narrations and were taken from one of
the Torah interpretations, namely (ha-midrash) which indicates that Jerusalem will only
be conquered by a king who is fit to be called a mightily one. 2
Another Israeli academic, Moshe Gil, differs from his predecessors; i.e. D.
Goitein and H. Busse, in some matters and agrees with them on others. He argues that the
Islamic sources and narrations have exaggerated and magnified the role of ‘Umar Ibn alKhattab with regard to the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem in order to present that
event in a state of religious holiness and glorification.*23 However, in Moshe Gil’s opinion,
the reasons give by D. Goitein are not enough to deny the value and historic fact of the
Islamic narrations of the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem. This is because of the other
visits which ‘Umar paid to the city on a number of other occasions, which are not related

‘Busse. ‘Omar b. al-Hattab in Jerusalem, Pp. 73-119. Ibid. '‘Omar’s Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem,
Pp. 149-168.
2Busse. ‘Omar’s Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem, p. 169.
3Gil. Palestine during, p. 43. Cited in: Khalil ‘Athamina. FilastTn ftKhamsat Quriin, p. 118. See also: Gil.
A History of Palestine, p. 73.
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to the first conquest.1 With regard to his opinion of the Islamic sources, Gil adds that it is
not fair to cast doubt on sources which were written over a thousand years ago.
According to him, Caliph ‘Umar himself upon his visit to Jerusalem acknowledged the
importance of the Jews in Palestine and allowed them to settle in the city. He states:
But there seems to be little justification for these very
stringent attitudes (of D. Goitein) a source that has been
preserved for more than a thousand years, ‘Umar’s line
appears to have been to adopt the most decent attitude
possible towards the local population and enable it to
continue to pursue its customary mode of life and to earn
its living in its own fashion from then on,...... ‘Umar
acknowledged the importance of the Jews in Palestine,
comprising still a sizeable population and economically the
most important, and therefore their request to settle in
2
Jerusalem was granted.
Lastly, Khalil ‘Athamina has presented new explanations for the reasons behind
the different names that the sources reported He claims that this was due to rivalry among
later Muslim political groups and committees which reflected the care of the families and
the tribes of those leaders to obtain this great fund of nobleness and glory (Al-Sharaf wal-

Majd), that enriched the status of the families and the tribes one generation after another.*23
It seems that the arguments of some modem scholars are not based on any careful
rational academic analysis or objective criticism of the historical accounts and sources.

^ il. A History of Palestine, p. 73.
Ibid, p. 73.

2
3

‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastin, Pp. 116-117.
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This fact can be seen clearly when we find that they depend on some accounts and ignore
others, which were mentioned by the same sources without giving any kind of
explanation or scientific reasons to justify their exclusions. For instance, the arrival of
‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab in Aelia or Bayt al-Maqdis was confirmed by most of the Islamic
and non-Islamic sources which makes it hard to accept the weak Busse argument.
Furthermore, the historical fact of the caliph ‘Umar’s role in the conquest makes it too
hard for any neutral researcher to cast doubt about the historicity of the visit. In addition,
the confusion in the narratives and sources does not mean the facts have been lost, and
considering that this confusion is not only about the names of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab and
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As, but also about most of the issues in Islamic history in general.
On the other hand, some researchers, such as Ahmad ‘Abdullah took his
information from some non-historical accounts such as the accounts mentioned by alWaqidl and al-Tabari, who reported that some of the inhabitants of the city informed the
Muslim military leaders who besieged them of the name and characteristics of the only
person who would be able to conquer the city. When they based this information on what
they had found in their scriptures and their knowledge . it was clear that these
characteristics were applicable to ‘Umar, hence he came to Jerusalem.1
Furthermore, ‘Abdullah quotes two later sources which were too far from the time
of the conquest to be considered as reliable, for example, Mujlr al-Dln, Ibn Kathlr, Ibn alAthlr, Ibn al-JawzI, Ibn Khuldun, and AbT al-Fida’. Also, the acceptance of the accounts
which reported that Abu ‘Ubayda was the besieger at the eve of ‘Umar’s arrival in the
region does not means that he was the real conqueror.
‘See WaqidT. Fatuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 152. Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, p. 190.
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Lastly, with regard to Khalil ‘Athamina’s claims, the researcher argues that it is
true that the matter of the nobleness and glory (Al-Sharaf wal-Majd) had played an
important role in the Islamic narratives regarding the first Islamic conquests in general,
but in the case of the Aelia region, the researcher failed to find evidence of any relations
between the narrators and the leaders they mentioned, as is shown from the Isnads of
most of the narratives mentioned in the graph above. This fact led the researcher to totally
reject ‘Athamina’s hypothesis, considering it as a very weak one.

4.4.3.3. The Names of the Conquerors of Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem)
The analysis of the military operations in the Aelia region between 13-16 A.H/
634-637 A.D shows that the Muslims had conquered most of this region before the death
of Abu Bakr in 13 A.H/ 634 A.D, and managed to put the walled part under siege from
that time until the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab in the region in the year 16 A.H/ 637
A.D. In addition, it should be remembered that the Muslim armies withdrew from the
area from time to time to combine with other Muslim armies in order to confront the
Byzantines. The researcher argues that the capture of this area was accomplished by
several different forces, and the fact that many troops were present in the Aelia region did
not enable the narrators and historians to easily classify events, and hence led them to
into inaccuracy. It is well known that the Muslim commanders in this area, specifically
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As had appointed some local leaders to fight the people who lived inside the
walled part of the Aelia region when his forces withdrew from one place to another.
Moreover, the long period of the siege led the narrators to fall into many
classification problems when they neglected the history of Aelia during the period 13-16
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A.H/ 634-637 A.D. The critical analysis of this period shows that it could be considered
as an integral part of the period of the conquest.1 Furthermore, we can see that the
Muslims conquered most of the Aelia region a short time after their arrival in the area,
but the Islamic sources have also neglected and did not pay attention to it except to the
period after the battle of al-Yarmuk, and the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab.*2 In
addition, the Muslim narrators and historians did not pay attention to distinguishing
between the boundaries of the different terms they were using, especially between the
Byzantine Aelia and Bayt al-Maqdis (Islamic Jerusalem).3
These are the major points over which early Islamic sources disagreed.4 However,
the fact seems to be that the confusion and contradictions are more likely to be in
classifying and distinguishing between the events of the conquests and the boundaries of
the different terms rather than anything else.
In short, the Byzantine Aelia with its large extended boundaries was the place of
the Muslims armies’ operations shortly after their arrival in the region and the siege of
the walled part of the region, specifically between 13-15 A.H/ 634-636 A.D. As there
were several forces and troops present in that part of the world during this period, it is
possible that many commanders-in-chief and local or tribal leaders took part in fighting
the people of Aelia.

^ ee chapter three.
2See chapter three.
3See chapter four.
4See Donner. The Early, p. 152.
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Al-laban reported that Shurahbll Ibn Hasana had joined ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As in the
Aelia region, and he appointed Abu al-‘Awar al-SalamT to govern Jordan in his place.1 In
another account, al-Tabari reported that ‘Amr appointed ‘Alqama Ibn Ihklm al-FirazI and
Masruq Fulan Ibn al-‘AkkI to fight the people of Aelia in order to confront and prevent
them from fighting ‘Amr when he set out and camped in Ajnadln (meaning al-Yarmuk).
On the other hand, after the battle of al-Yarmuk, Abu ‘Ubayda who became the
commander-in-chief and governor of the whole of Syria had directed all the Muslim
armies towards Aelia by dividing the troops into seven garrisons. After a period of seven
days the troops reached the wall and put the area under siege from seven sides for four
continuous months until the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab.
The role of ‘Alqama, Masruq, and Shurahbll in the military operations in
Palestine was well-known, which made their role in the siege and the conquest of the
Aelia region quite possible in the light of the evidence which mentioned that the
operation of the Muslim armies in the Aelia region had started a short time before their
arrival in the region. ‘Alqama was well known as a local leader in Palestine, in particular
as one who worked with ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As, and who was the first military governor of
Aelia appointed by the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab.*234 The role of Masruq in the
conquests was also well known as most of the sources reported.5 Lastly, the researcher
argues that the assistance of Shurahbll to ‘Amr in the Aelia region was also quite feasible
lfIabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, p. 185.
2See Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 185-186.
3

WaqidI. Fulfill, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 143-144.
Jabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 192-193.

4

See: Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 185-186.
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in the light of the fact that he was foremost among the four commanders whom Abu Bakr
directed to Syria, (his area was Jordan), close to the Aelia region. In addition, Shurahbll
was the conqueror of the north of Palestine.1
Furthermore, the account of al-Waqidl that Abu ‘Ubayda directed all the Muslim
armies towards Aelia after the battle of al-Yarmuk by dividing them into seven battalions
could also be quite feasible in the light of the collapse of the Byzantine armies in Syria
and fall of almost all their bases except for the small walled part of the Aelia region, and
Caesarea. The Aelia region was closer to Abu ‘Ubayda’s camp in al-Jablya than
Caesarea, which makes it more likely that he directed all the armies in that direction first,
as supported by accounts which reported that ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab ordered him to do
that.
The researcher argues that the appointment of seven Amirs by Abu ‘Ubayda to
command the army as he directed them towards the walled part of Aelia is compatible
with the sequence of events, in particular the orders of Abu Bakr to the commanders he
sent to Syria to ask each tribe to fly its own banner for the purpose of distinguishing
between them. 2
The researcher argues that to the local or tribal commanders, it seems that most of
them took part for short durations of the siege and the conquest, excluding the men of the

Judayla tribe and KhalTd Ibn Thabit al-Fahml of whose role the researcher could not find
any evidence. They probably took part in conquering other areas in Palestine, Jordan, and
Syria in general.*2

!See Donner. The Early, p. 152. ‘Athamina, Kalil. FilastTn f! Khamsat Qurun, p. 119.
See: The origin of the Islamic state, p. 167.
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The table below may represent the real besiegers and conquerors of the Aelia
region as commanders-in-chief, in addition to the local leaders who contributed during
parts of the siege and the conquest:
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Table (5)
The table below represents the true identity of conquerors and besiegers of the
Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) region
date
13 A.H/634 A.D
13 A.H/634 A.D
13-15 A.H/634-663 A.D
15-16 A.H/636-637 A.D
16 A.H/637 A.D

Commander -in chief
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As
Shurahbll Ibn Hasana
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As
Abu ‘Ubayda
‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab
Local or tribal leader
‘Alqama Ibn Hakim
Masruq Fulan Ibn al-‘AkkT
Seven Anuris commanded by Abu ‘Ubayda
Khalld Ibn al-Walld, YazTd Ibn AbT Sufyan,
ShurahbTl Ibn Hasana, Al-Mirqal Ibn Hashim
Ibn ‘Uutba Ibn AbT Waqqas, Al-Musayyb Ibn
Najiyya al-Fuzarl, Qays Ibn Hubayyra alMuradl , and ‘Urwa Ibn Muhalhal Ibn Zayd
al-Khayl.
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13 A.H/634 A.D
13 A.H/634 A.D
15-16 A.H/ 636-637 A.D

Conclusion
In the light of the analysis of the narratives and sources, several forces and troops
were present in this region until the capitulation of the walled part of Aelia during the
military operations between 13-15 A.H/ 634-636 A.D, which also resulted in the take
over of most of this region shortly after the start of the conquests. The different terms that
the narrators and historians used, and the long duration of the siege that the Muslims
imposed upon the walled part of the Aelia region makes the picture unclear with regard to
the dates and the identity of the real conqueror of Jerusalem. This has resulted in the
feeling that the narratives and sources contradict each other, while in fact, the real
problem lies in the classification of the events of this period. It could be argued that the
Aelia region was conquered by several commanders-in-chief as well as local and tribal
leaders, which leads us to believe that the names mentioned in the sources are correct,
excluding the few names for which there was no evidence to confirm their roles.
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Introduction
The discussion of the reasons behind the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in
Aelia and his historic visit involves a number of issues. Such issues revolve around
whether this visit was a special visit paid to Aelia by ‘Umar, or his arrival into Syria from
Madina had been for reasons connected with Aelia, or this visit took place for other
reasons, which had nothing to do with Aelia. Furthermore, we may ask if this visit took
place in order to meet certain conditions which were laid down by the inhabitants of
Aelia, and which made it necessary for ‘Umar to come to them. Such questions are in
turn connected with many other issues such as: what was the first place which ‘Umar
reached at the beginning of his visit and what were the tasks that he carried out during
this visit and other visits to the region, in the light of the classification of the stages of the
Islamic conquest of Syria? In other words, what were the circumstances surrounding each
of Umar’s visits to Syria?
Any researcher who tries to examine the reasons behind the arrival of ‘Umar in
Aelia will face significant problems. This is because the Islamic sources greatly differ in
identifying these reasons. They differ even with regard to the work ‘Umar carried out
while he was there. For instance, the Islamic sources contain an enormous number of
accounts narrated by narrators with different political affiliations and areas as I have
mentioned early.
Although Islamic sources, or indeed most sources, make the arrival of ‘Umar
personally m the walled part of Aelia a condition laid down by its inhabitants in return for
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their surrender,1 some other sources link the arrival of ‘Umar in the region to military
reasons required specifically by the Palestinian front. He arrived after the Muslims asked
for his help in dealing with the inhabitants of Palestine in general and Aelia in particular.
There is also a third group of sources, which mention that ‘Umar was present at the
conquest of Aelia without mentioning any reasons for his arrival from Madina. Finally
there are two accounts touched upon by some sources, which can be cited as legendary or
non-historical narrations. Each narration mentions that some of the inhabitants of Aelia
informed the Muslim military leaders who besieged them of the name and characteristics
of the only person who would be able to conquer it. They based this information on what
they had found in their scriptures and their knowledge that these characteristics were
applicable to ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab. Therefore, he arrived after the Muslims informed
him of this.*342
If we attempt to deal with this inaccuracy by identifying the place where ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab first reached after his departure from Madina, we notice that the issue
becomes increasingly complex. This is because some sources make Aelia the first stop on
the visit.5 Other sources state that the first place ‘Umar reached was al-Jablya.6 The issue
becomes even more complex when the same source mentions more than one account.
khalifa. TarTkh, Vol. 1, p. 125. (on the authority o f Ibn al-KalbT). Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 190. (on
the aothurty of Kalid Ibn Mi‘dan and ‘Ubada Ibn Nusayy). Ya‘qubT. TarTkh, Vol. 2, Pp. 146-147.
Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. 11, p. 190. Ya‘qubT. TarTkh, Vol. 2, Pp. 146-147.

2

3Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, P. 283. Al-Baladhun. Ansab, p. 383. Khalifa. TarTkh, Vol. 1, p.125.
Waqidi. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p.152. Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. X. II. p. 188.

4

sKhalifa. TarTkh, Vol. 1, p. 124. Waqidi, Futuli, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p.154.
6Waqidi. Futuli, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p.154. Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 188, 190, 193. Ibn A ‘tham, Vol, 1&2,
p. 226.
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Some mention Aelia while others mention al-Jablya as the first stop.1 Also, these sources
sometimes talk simultaneously about both, whether they define one of them as the first
stop in the visit*2 or not.3 The difference among the Islamic sources in defining the
objective behind ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s visit has created a division among modem
researchers who have dealt with the issue of the Islamic conquests in general terms and
those who have dealt with an aspect of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia. The results
they arrived at varied between those who deny that the visit took place,4 and those who
acknowledge that it did take place, although they rule out the possibility that Aelia was
the main reason behind the visit. This is because they focused on the work that ‘Umar
carried out in al-Jablya. The reason for these varying results seems to go back mainly to
the fact that these studies are not originally related to the first Islamic conquest of Aelia.
They are, rather, studies which deal with the Islamic conquests in general, and the writers
did not discuss the issue of Aelia in depth, as mentioned earlier.
In this chapter, in order to arrive at the real reason behind the visit, the
researcher will gather all the available reasons, compare them and try to link them with
the surrounding situation. At the same time, the writer will try to give explanations of the
reasons for the great contradictions among the Islamic sources and accounts. In addtion,
the reasons behind the different visits of ‘Umar’s to Syria and the work he carried out in
‘Waqidl. Futulx, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p.154. Ya‘qubT. Tarikh, Vol. 2, p. 147.
Ya‘qubT. Tankh, Vol. 2, Pp. 146-147.

2

3Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 283. BaladhurT, Ansab, S. 5, p. 383.
4This inaccuracies makes some researchers describe what is narrated by the Islamic sources about the first
Islamic conquest and the historic visit of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab to Aelia as no more than myths that were
imagined by the Muslim historians. See D. Goitein. Jerusalem During The Arab period, p.169. Busse.
’Omar b. al Hattab in Jerusalem, Pp. 73-119. Busse. ‘Omar’s Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem, Pp.
149-168.
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each visit will be reported. Furthermore, through the analysis of the early sources, the
researcher will also discuss and analyse the views of some modem researchers who have
dealt with this issue.

5.1. Early Accounts
Nearly all the early Islamic sources cite some reasons for ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s
visit to Aelia. Among the early historians who mention such reasons, is al-Waqidl. He
states that, one of the Aelia Patriarchs (it may be the Patriarch Sophronious)1 informed
Abu Ubayda Amir Ibn al-Jarrah al-Fihrl (d.18 AH)2 who was besieging the walled part
of Aelia, that according to the Christian prophecy, the conqueror of Aelia must be a man
of a certain description and his name must be ‘Umar. According to the Patriarch, ‘Umar
was not present among those who were taking part in the siege. This prompted Abu
‘Ubayda to write to ‘Umar in Madina and inform him that he had been besieging the
walled part of Aelia for four months in the midst of snow, cold weather and rain. At the
same time, he informed him of the Christian prophecy which he had heard from the
Patriarch. After consultation with the Muslims, and upon the recommendation of ‘All Ibn
AbT Talib (the fourth of the Rightly Guided Caliphs who ruled from 36-40 AH)3 ‘Umar

Sophronous is the Patriarch of Aelia’ who handed the city to the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab He died a
short time after the Islamic conquest of the city in 638 or 639. See: D. Goiten. Jerusalem in the Arab
‘About Abu ‘Ubayda see Khalifa. Tabaqat, V. 1 . 62. Vol. 2, p. 772. Ibid. Tarikh, Vol. 1, P. 13 Ibn Sa‘d
Vol. 3, Pp. 409-415. Ibn Qutayyba. Maarif, Pp. 247-248. AbT Zir‘a, Vol. 1, p. 177 . Ibn Al-AthTr Usd
Vol. 6 , Pp. 205-206.
’
3About ‘AIT Ibn AbT Talib see Khalifa. Tabaqdt, Vol. 1, p. 1 1 . Ibid. Tarikh, Vol. 1 , p. 227. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol •2,
Pp. 337-340. Vol. 3, Pp. 19-40. Vol. 6 , p. 12. Ibn Qutaiyba. M a’arif, Pp. 203-218.
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decided to travel to Aelia 1 where he made a treaty with the inhabitants of Aelia, on the
condition that they pay the Jizya tax.*2
A similar reason to which some refer, with a little nominal difference in the
personalities, was mentioned by al-Taban from Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamlml (d. 180 AH/
796 AD), who was related to Art abun. After Artabun was defeated in the battle of
Ajnadln, he wrote to ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As (d. 42 AH)3 who had laid siege to the walled part of
Aelia, and informed him that he would never be able to conquer it because, according to
Christian prophecies, the conqueror of Aelia must be a man named ‘Umar. ‘Amr wrote to
‘Umar that he was conducting a difficult war and struggling for a land which had been
held and preserved for ‘Umar. ‘Umar, who knew from the letter that ‘Amr was speaking
out of knowledge, came from Madina, made a peace treaty with the inhabitants of Aelia
and conquered it.4
The Islamic sources, particularly the Syrian accounts, mention that ‘Umar
arrived in Aelia in response to a condition laid down by its inhabitants that he personally
should be the one to conduct the treaty with them in return for their surrender. In other
words, the people of Aelia asked the Muslims to conclude peace with them on the
condition that ‘Umar was personally responsible. This reason was mentioned by Khalifa

^ a q id l. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp.152. Ibn A‘tham, Vol. 1&2, Pp. 290-296.
2WaqidI. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 152. (It is noted that al-Waqidfs account does not mention that the
Patriarch of Jerusalem or someone among the people of the city asked the Muslims to conclude peace with
them on the condition that the caliph ‘Umar be personally responsible).

KhalIfa. Tabaqcit, Vol. 1, p. 57. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, Pp. 254-261. Vol. 7, Pp.493-494. Baladhurl. Ansab S 5
Pp. 337-340. Ibn Qutaiyba. Ma arif, Pp. 285-286.

3

Iaban. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, p. 190.

4
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Ibn Khaiyat on the authority of Muhammad Ibn al-Sa’ib al-Kalbl (d. 146 AH/ 763 AD),1
al-BaladhurT on the authority of Abl Hafs al-Dimashql from Sa’Td Ibn ‘Abd A1 ‘Aziz alTanukl (d. 167 or 168. AH/ 783 or 784 AD)12 and also on the authority of Hisham Ibn
‘Ammar (d. 180 AH/ 796AD) on the authority of al-Walld Ibn ‘Ammar and on the
authority of al-Uza’I (d. 157 AH).3
Al-Tabari, reported on the authority of ‘Adi Ibn Sahil that the reason for
‘Umar’s visit to Aelia was that he came to reinforce the Muslims who requested his help
against the people of Palestine.4
Ibn Sa’d and Al-Baladhun, in Ansab al-Ashraf, reported in an account from
Muhammad Ibn Muslim Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl that ‘Umar attended the conquest of Aelia
and distributed the booty at al-Jablya. The account did not give reasons why he came
with regard to these two issues or even if he came on one or two different occasions, but
what is understood from the text is that ‘Umar arrived for the conquest of Aelia before
the distribution of the booty.5 Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah in Khalifa Ibn Khayyat restricted
himself, without giving any details, in stating that the people of Aelia concluded a peace
treaty with ‘Umar and he conquered it.6 What applies to the early sources applies to later
sources since most of them state that the reason for ‘Umar’s visit to Aelia was that its

1

KhalTfa. Tarikh, Vol. 1, p. 124.

Baladhun. Futuh, p.144.

2

3It is noted that al-Uza‘T does not mention any answer whether ‘Umar accepted this condition or not.
Furthermore, he does not mention anything regarding the visit. Baladhun. Futuh, p. 145. For more details
about ‘AdT Ibn Sahil see Ibn Ibn Qutayyba. Ma ’arif Pp. 496-497. AbT Zir‘a, Vol. 1 , p. 262.
Iaban. Tank, Vol. X. II, p. 190.

4

5Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 283. Baladhun. Ansab, S. 5, p. 383.
Khal!fa. TarTkh, Vol. 1, p. 124.Taban. Tarlkh, Vol. X. II, p. 190.

6
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inhabitants requested his presence as a condition for their surrender as is widely reported
by the Syrian narrators and sources, in particular by al-Walld Ibn Muslim and Yazld Ibn
‘Ubayda in Ibn ‘Asakir (d. 539 A.H/ 1144 A.D) and others.1 However, the earlier and
famous Syrian historian Abl Zir’a al-DimashqT (d. 281 A.H/ 894 A.D), who reported
‘Umar’s visit to Aelia on the authorities of the same Syrians narrators (al-Walld Ibn
2
Muslim and Yazld Ibn ‘Ubayda does not mention this condition at all.

5.2. An analysis of the Reasons
To discuss the reasons mentioned by the Islamic sources with regard to ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab’s visit to Aelia, we can divide such reasons according to their narrators as
follows:
1-

The Syrian accounts, such as the accounts of Muhammad Ibn al-Sa’ib al-

Kalbl, Abl H afs al-Dimashql, Sa’Id Ibn ‘Abd A1 ‘Aziz, Hisham Ibn ‘Ammar, al-Walld
Ibn ‘Ammar, al-Uza’I, al-Walld Ibn Muslim and Yazld Ibn Raja’ Ibn Hayawa, state that
the reason for ‘Umar’s visit to Aelia was that its inhabitants requested his presence as a
condition for their surrender. On the other hand, other Syrian accounts, among them those
of Yazld Ibn ‘Ubayda, al-Walld Ibn Muslim and Abl Zir‘a al-DimashqT did not mention
this condition at all.
2- The ‘Iraqi accounts such as those of al-Waqidl, who lived most of his life in*2

*Ibn ‘Asakir. (Matb‘at Raudat al-Sham, 1330 AH), Vol. 1, Pp. 175-177. Ibn ‘Asakir (Mtbu‘at Majma‘ alLughah al-‘Arabiah bi Dimashq, 1951), Pp. 553-554. See also Al-HimiyariT, al-Rawd al-MVtar, p. 69.
Cited al-Dun. Jerusalem in the early Islamic Peried, p.107. Ibn al-Athlr. Kamil, Vol, 2, Pp. 247-249. AlDhahabT. Tarikh al-lslam wa wajyiyat al-Mashahir wal-A'lam, Vol, p.162. Ibid. Tartkh al-lslam wa
Tabaqat al-Mashahir wal-A ‘lam, Vol. 2, p. 20. Ibn KathTr. Bidaya, Vol. 7& 8 , S. 7, Pp. 55-57. Ibn Hajar, p.
107.
2AbT Zir‘a, Vol. l,Pp. 176-178.
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Iraq,1 and Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamiml (d. 180 AH/ 796 AD) in al-Taban,12 state the reason
for ‘Umar’s visit was that the people of Aelia informed the Muslims who were besieging
them of the name and description of the only person who was capable of conquering
Aelia. ‘Umar arrived in Aelia after the description matched him and conquered it.
Furthermore, al-Baladhuri who took his information from Syrian sources states that the
inhabitants of Aelia agreed to capitulate on condition that the Caliph ‘Umar Ibn alKhattab in person wrote the peace treaty.3
3-The MadanT or HjazI accounts state that the reason for ‘Umar’s arrival in Aelia
was as leader of the military campaign. He came to reinforce the Muslims who asked his
help in the matter of the people of Palestine. This was mentioned by ‘Ad! Ibn Sahil. Some
of the HijazI accounts, among them those of ‘Urwa Ibn al-Zubalr, Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah,
and Muhammad Ibn Muslim Ibn Shihab al-Zuhn, the famous Madan! and Syrian jurist
scholar, who lived in Damascus do not cite reasons for the visit.
Although the Syrian accounts are close to the event with regard to place as Aelia
lies in that region, the researcher asserts that the MadanT or HjazT accounts are closer to
the event not only with regard to place, but also time. This is because the narrator of the H
ijazl accounts resided in the capital city of Madina where Caliph ‘Umar resided at the
time of the conquest. In addition to that, some of these narrators belonged to the
household of Caliph ‘Umar, among them Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah and, to a lesser degree

WaqidT, MghazT, Vol. 1, Pp. 5-9.

1

Tabari, Tankh, Vol. X. II, p. 191.

2

Baladhun, Futuli, p.144

3
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‘Urwa Ibn al-Zubalr.1 As far as the Iraqi accounts are concerned, they come into the last
category with regard to their distance in both time and place from the event. They are
also characterised by their enormous length and wealth of details, which give the
impression of a legendary non-historical character in many respects. The Syrian accounts
as a general rule are also mostly characterised by length and detail, and differ from the
HjazT and Iraqi ones with regard to the aspects of both time and place, or they concur a
little with HijazI and Iraqi in their historical framework and internal content, but differ
widely with them on other points as Husain ‘Atwan argues.*2
Contrary to the argument of Hussain ‘Atwan, the researcher would argue that
the Syrian accounts related to ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s visit to Aelia seem to contradict
these general rules. This is because they are short rather than long. Although they give
details, these details are not elaborate or comprehensive, contrary to the HijazI accounts,
which rarely give any noticeable details. The reason for this is more likely to be the great
similarity of the tasks which ‘Umar undertook on each of the various visits to the same
region. Thus the HijazI narrators avoided the inaccuracies made by the other narrators
particularly the Syrians with regard to these tasks.
The researcher discounts the Iraqi accounts which mention the reasons for
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s arrival in Aelia, whether it be al-Waqidl’s account related to
‘Amr Ibn al-‘As or the account of Sayf Ibn ‘Umar in al-Tabari of the dialogue between
Abu ‘Ubayda and the patriarch. The researcher’s reason for discounting such accounts is
l4Urwa Ibn al-Zubalr was ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s brother- in- law. See Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, Pp.
167-168.
‘Atwan, HisaTn. Al-Riwaiyat al-Tarikhiyya fi Bilad al-Sham j t al-'Asr al-UmawaT (‘Amman, 1986), Pp.
231-232.
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that they are the furthest, al-Tabari”s in particular, from the event with regard to both time
and place. In addition, they contain information that can be considered within the domain
of the unseen, which totally contradicts historical events. For instance, it is understood
from these accounts that the people of Aelia knew beforehand that, in the end, the walled
part of Aelia would fall to the Muslims. This goes against the fierce struggle they endured
with the besiegers, as al-Waqid! himself mentions in another account.1 Theophanes
mentioned that the siege continued for two years as previously noted. Even if, for the
sake of argument, we accept these accounts as true and add to this the knowledge of some
of the people of Aelia about the name and description of the only person capable of
conquering the city, we must then expect them to reveal this information to their
besiegers at an early stage of the siege. The same applies to al-Waqidl citing in the same
account a failed attempt by the Muslims to deceive the people of Aelia by presenting
KhalTd Ibn al-Walld (d. 21 AH)*23 as ‘Umar in order to ensure that they were telling the
truth.4
With regard to the Syrian accounts, almost all of them agree that the primary and
perhaps the only reason for ‘Umar’s arrival in Aelia was the condition laid down by the
people of Aelia which required his presence for the surrender of the city. Such a reason
might apparently be acceptable because the city was subjected to the siege for a long
period, in addition to the city holding a holy status since it contained Christianity’s most
^ aq id l. Futuli, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, pp. 144-148.
Theophanes, p. 39.

2

3About KhalTd Ibn al-Walld see Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol. 1, Pp. 42-43. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, Pp. 252-253. Vol. 7,
Pp. 394-398. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Vol. 1, Pp. 405-410. BaladhurT. Ansab, S. 5, Pp. 83-99. Ibn Al-AthTr. Usd,
Vol, 2. p. 109-112.
WaqidT. Futulj, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 147-148.
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holy places. This might have created a fear in the Christians’ hearts that the Muslims
might undertake revenge attacks against them and against their holy places as they were
the followers of a new religion; and they might not have sufficient knowledge about its
attitude towards the followers of other religions and how the Muslims would deal with
them and their holy status. Therefore, it is probable that the people of Aelia did their best
to gain as many guarantees as they could. Thus they laid down a condition that the head
of the Islamic State, i.e. ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab, should be personally present for them to
surrender the city. The Iraqi Ibn A ’tham al-Kufi mentions this as the reason behind their
request that ’Umar should come from Madina. He states that it is attributed in the first
place to their lack of confidence in any of the Muslims who were besieging them.
Therefore, they demanded the presence of ’Umar because they had admiration for and
confidence in him personally more than the others.1
However, as far as the practical analytical aspect is concerned, the acceptance
of this condition faces a major stumbling block, which makes it both difficult to justify or
indeed to accept this condition as an absolute fact. After a thorough examination of the
texts which mention the condition laid down by the people of Aelia that ’Umar should be
present for them to surrender the city, the researcher noticed that the same accounts,
especially the Syrian accounts mentioned the arrival of ‘Umar in al-Jablya before his
arrival in Aelia.*2 This is also mentioned by the Syrian Jurist scholar, Raja’ Ibn Hayawa3
as well as by Abu Maryyam al-Filastlnl, Khalid Ibn Mi‘dan (103 orl08 A.H/ 721 or 725

hbn A ‘tham, Yol. 1&2, p. 223.
Baladhun. FutuJi, p.144. AzdT, Pp. 247-248.

2

Iaban. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, p. 194.

3
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A.D), ‘Ubada Ibn Nusay(d. 118 AH) in al-Taban.1 Some of these narrators state that
‘Umar wrote his assurance to the people of Aelia in al-Jablya and not in Aelia itself.
A number of them also state that the people of Aelia left the city and met ‘Umar in alJablya where they concluded the peace treaty with him.*23 Nevertheless, this issue totally
contradicts the existence of the condition they laid down for him to come to them in the
walled part of Aelia. It is inconceivable, on the one hand, that ‘Umar should come all the
way from Madina in response to this condition, then head for al- al-Jablya before he
achieved the objective for which he came, if there were such a condition. On the other
hand, a delegation departing from the walled part of Aelia and then heading for al-Jablya
in order to conclude a peace treaty with ‘Umar there, is an issue which raises many
questions. These questions centre on how the delegation was able to leave Aelia in the
first place and the attitude of the Muslims who besieged them towards that departure. The
Islamic sources did not mention anything about this point, which prompts the researcher
to exclude such a scenario.
In short, the researcher is inclined to accept the HijazI accounts because they
are the most accurate with regard to the reasons behind the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn
al-Khattab in Aelia. These accounts do not enter into details like the other accounts those
erroneously report the visit with others that ‘Umar undertook to the same region. They
instead relate directly to the first Islamic conquest of Aelia.

‘Taban. Tartkh, Vol, X. II, p. 188, 190.
Baladhun. Fulfill, p.144. Tabari. Tarikh, Vol, X. II, p. 191. Ibn A ‘tham, Vol.l&2, p. 226.

2

Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, p. 194. (on the authority of Raja’ Ibn Hayawa).
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5.3. Discussion of the Early Accounts and the Arguments of
the Modern Scholars
It seems that the inaccuracies and division in the Islamic sources and accounts
with regard to the reasons concerning the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in Aelia have
also led to a division among modem researchers with regard to the same issue. For
instance, S. W. Muir claims that Jerusalem had absolutely nothing to do with the reasons
behind the arrival of ‘Umar in Syria. Rather it was because he headed for al-Jablya to
undertake other tasks. He then headed from there to Jerusalem as he was eager to be one
of the first to enter the holy city which contained sacred memories of the Prophet of
Arabia (Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him) when it was the goal of his night
journey.1 According to Muir’s claim, ‘Umar did not apparently make directly for the city,
but went first to al-Jablya in the confines of Damascus. With regard to the reason for the
visit he argues:
The purpose of his coming was to set the whole
government of the country upon a sound basis, to revise the
treaties and fix the taxes upon real and other estate, and the
mutual relations of conquerors and conquered to each
other.*2

‘Muir.p. 138.
Ibid, p. 136.
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W. Jandora argues that it is probable that ‘Umar travelled to al-Jablya to accept
Aelia’s capitulations, and in order to attend to administrative matters.1
Francisco Gabriel and F. Donner argue that ‘Umar dealt with many issues on
that visit; and the most important tasks which he undertook were the formation of the
register (Dfwan) of soldiers, the constitutional position of non-Muslim tribute-paying
people (Dhimmi) and the country’s financial system which made Syria liable to a land tax
or Kharaj? F. Donner added, ‘Umar distributed the booty of the battle of Yarmuk and,
later went to visit the Holy City of Jerusalem, which in any case makes it hard to say that
‘Umar should have shown an interest in Aelia as he claims.*23 Lastly, Shafiq Jasir in accord
with Ignaz Goldziher tends to believe that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s visit to Syria coincided
with the conquest of Aelia.4 Shafiq Jasir also believes that the purpose of the inhabitants’
claim that they had an assurance from ‘Umar personally, and the accounts which indicate
the condition they laid down for his personal arrival, was to highlight the importance of
the city for the Christians.5 In contrast, the researcher argues that that there are many
Islamic accounts that confirm the importance of Jerusalem for the Christians rather than
deny it, especially that which is mentioned by al-Waqidl regarding the discussion
between ‘All Ibn Abl Talib and ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab when. ‘Ali advised him to head for
!Jandora, Pp. 73-74.
Gabriele, Pp. 154-155. Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, Pp. 151-152. Donner. The Early, Pp. 151152.

2

Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, Pp. 151-152.

3

Jasir, Shafiq. Tharik al-Ouds, p. 109. Godziher argues that “While Omar was at al-Jablya, he received the
gratifying news that Jerusalem was prepared to surrender on condition that he came in person to accept its
submission.” Ignaz, Goldziher. Muslim Studies (Muhammed Aniscche Studien, edited by S.M Stem.
Translated from the German by C.R Barber and S.M Sterm (London, 1971), Vol. 2, p. 48.
4

5

Goldziher. Muslim Studies, Pp. 107-108.
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Aelia because the Byzantines will not delay to reinforce the people of their holy area1
In contrast to these arguments, the researcher cannot see any strong, clear, or
explicit indications in the sources to lead him to argue that ‘Umar dealt in his visit with
the issues mentioned by these modem researchers. On the contrary, there are accounts,
especially the HijazI accounts, which mentioned absolutely nothing about this. It is
understood from al-MaqdisI and Theophanes that ‘Umar actually took part in the siege of
the walled part of Aelia before it was conquered. At the same time, they do not mention
al-Jablya or any tasks that ‘Umar was supposed to have carried out there. Al-MaqdisI (d.
336 A.H/ 382 A.D) states that ‘Umar stayed at Jabal al-Zaiytun (the Mount of Olives) for
some days before the capitulation of Jerusalem. 2
In the same context Theophanes indicates that ‘Umar led a military campaign
against the city in 635 AD and was able to conquer the walled part of Aelia. He states:
In this year (635) Umar campaigned against Jerusalem;
after he had besieged the holy city for two years' time he
took it on terms.*23
Although al- Waqidl’s account has mentioned the advice of ‘All Ibn AbT Talib for
‘Umar to travel to Aelia when he received Abu ‘Ubayda’s message that he had been
besieging the walled part of Aelia for four months in the midst of snow, cold weather and
rain, it does not contain any direct hint that there was a condition laid down by the people
of Aelia that ‘Umar must be present personally for them to hand it over. Furthermore, it is
^ aq id l. Futuli, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 148.
Al-MaqdisT. The Best,p. 156.

2

Theophanes, p. 39.
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not clear whether ‘All meant the people of Aelia or the Muslims who were besieging
them who asked ‘Umar to come to them with the words: “the people have asked you”.1
What can be understood from the talk of ‘All is that it centres around a military
reinforcement, a fierce battle waged by the Muslims in order to conquer Aelia, and the
difficulty they faced in achieving that objective.
Furthermore, Ibn Al-Muraja, (d. 450 AH) reported that ‘Umar came with four
thousand men to reinforce the Muslims against the people of Aelia. He made his camp on
the north of the Mount of Olives, which means Tour or Jabal al-Zaiyytun. According to
Ibn Al-Murajja when the people of Aelia saw him they became weak and decided to
capitulate. 2
Both Theophanes and al-MaqdisT mention ‘All’s advice to ‘Umar and also Ibn AlMurajja reveals that ‘Umar arrived in Aelia before it fell to the Muslims and before his
departure to al-Jablya as previously mentioned, which is also confirmed by al-Waqidi.
Furthermore, there were no conditions laid down by the people of Aelia, which stated that
‘Umar should arrive in Aelia. What supports and makes it more likely that ‘Umar arrived
directly in Aelia before any other place, is the road which ‘Umar took in his journey. It
was the road of Ayla1234 as ‘Urwa Ibn al-Zubalr and others mentioned.1 It was the same
1 ‘All’s advice to ‘Umar read: “The people have asked you. In their request is a great victory for the
Muslims. The Muslims have greatly suffered from the cold weather, fighting and the long siege. In my
opinion, if you travel to them, Allah will enable you to conquer this city. You will have great reward from
Allah in your travel for any hardship you may suffer from thirst, hunger, crossing a valley or climbing a
mountain until you reach them. Whenever you reach them there will be security, health, goodness and
victory for both yourself and the Muslims”. WaqidT. Futiih, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 148.

2Ibn Al-Murajjaj, p. 44.
3

Waqidi. Futuli, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 154.

4A town at the northern end of the Gulf of ‘Aqabah. located to the west of the present Jordanian city al‘Aqabah its ancient name was Urn al-Rushrash and the Israeli occupiers changed it to ITlat after 1948.
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road that was taken by the army which was sent by Abu Bakr to Palestine and Aelia in
particular, under the leadership of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As at the start of the Islamic conquests.12
The arrival of ‘Umar in Ayla and from there to Gaza, which is one of the HijazT Arab
roads to Syria in general and to Palestine in particular,3*means that he was very close to
Aelia compared to the distance that separated him from al-JabTya which was extremely
far from that region. Whether ‘Umar arrived in the region in response to a condition laid
down by the people of Aelia or whether he came in a military campaign it would have
been necessary for him to head directly to Aelia before any other place. Even if we
assume that the aim of ‘Umar’s visit was to head to al-Jablya, it would also have been
necessary for him to visit the Muslims since he was a very short distance from them
especially when they were besieging the walled part of Aelia with all their military force.
The conclusion which the researcher reached from ruling out the possibility
that ‘Umar arrived in Aelia in response to a condition laid down by its people, or that he
arrived in al-Jablya before Aelia, conforms with the issue of dividing the spoils in Islam,
i.e. they are usually divided by the leader of the battle between those who collected or
gained them, the attitude of ‘Umar towards dividing the spoils of the al-Yarmuk battle in
particular as well as the issue of the formation of the register (dhvan) of soldiers, and its
date, i.e. the date on which it was established. The researcher would argue that if the
1

Taban, Tankh, Vol. X. II, p. 102.

2‘Urwa Ibn al-Zubalr in al-Taban, Tankh, Vol. X. II, p. 193. Waqidl. Futiih, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 8 . He
mentioned the road of Aelia which seems to be the name transcribed incorrectly from WaqidT original
manuscript because Abu Bakr ordered ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to pass from Aelia road until he reach Palestine
while there is no rode hold this name at that time expect the road of Ayla.
3About the trade routes between the peninsula and Syira, see: ‘All, Jawad. Al-Mufassal fi Tarikh al-‘Arab
Gabla al-Islam (Dar al-‘Ilim lil Malaln, Beirutand Maktabat al-Muthna Baqdad, 1971), Vol. 7, Pp. 336359. Mu’nis, Husain. Atlas Tarikh al-Islam (Al-Zhra5 LillTam al-Arabl, 2 nd. ed. 1987), p. 59.
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division of the spoils originally took place in al-Jablya then it was almost certain that this
occurred after the conquest of Aelia. As for the issue of establishing the register (dTwan)
of soldiers, it is unlikely that ‘Umar dealt with it in any form whatsoever in his visit
which coincided with the first Islamic conquest of Aelia, as most modem researchers
such as W. Muir, F. Gabrieili, J. Jandora and others have imagined. The matter does not
go beyond the fact that ‘Umar divided the inheritance of the people of Syria in his visit to
al-Jablya, in the wake of the ‘Imwas plague and the death of large number of Muslims.
‘Umar also agreed to include the Syrian tribes in the register, which he established in
Madina shortly before this visit.
The researcher did not find any accounts which categorically indicate that
‘Umar had specifically divided the spoils of al-Yarmuk battle or that he came from
Madina to Syria for this purpose. In fact, most of the accounts in this regard reveal that
‘Umar divided the spoils in al-Jablya, without giving any details about the nature of these
spoils and when the Muslims collected or gained them. The most significant accounts in
this regard were the two accounts of Ibn Sa‘d and al-Baladhun in Ansab al-Ashraf, which
have been previously mentioned.1 The researcher would like to.draw attention here to the
fact that the division of the spoils was not a difficult issue requiring ‘Umar to come
personally from Madina to deal with it. In a similar and even more complicated situation,
‘Umar wrote to his military leader in Iraq, Sa‘d Ibn AbT Waqqas (d. 55 AH),*2 and asked
him to divide the spoils of the al-Qadisiyya battle (16 A.H/ 637 A.D) among the Muslims

Tbn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 283. BaladhurT. Ansab, S. 5, p. 383.
2For more details about Sa‘d Ibn AbT Waqqas life see. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol, 5, Pp. 195-201. Ibn Qutayyba.

Ma ’arif\ Pp. 186-187. Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol, 2, p. 614. BaladhurT. Ansab, S. 5, Pp. 512-524.
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who took part in it and to leave the lands in the hands of its cultivators.1 It is important to
note that the spoils of al-Qadisiyya were far greater than the spoils of al-Yarmuk. 2
Al-WaqidI noted that Abu ‘Ubayda divided the spoils of the al-Yarmuk battle before he
( j
directed the Muslims towards Aelia.
With regard to the attitude of ‘Umar towards the division of the spoils of the alYarmuk battle, al-Ya‘qtibI narrates a unique account. This account describes the general
situation in Syria after the battle and illustrates the decisive stand of ‘Umar towards this
issue. He states:
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(After the battle of al-Yarmuk) Abu ‘Ubayda returned to
Jordan and besieged the people of Aelia, which is Bayt AlMaqdisT (Islamic Jerusalem). They resisted and fought him.
Then he sent ‘Amr Ibn al-‘Asto Qinsariyn. The people of
ffelab (Aleppo), Qinsariyn and Minbij made a peace treaty
with the Muslims and ‘Amr imposed upon them just as Abu1234
1Taxation in Islam, p. 265.
2Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 226.
3Waqidi. Fulfill, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, pp. 142-143. Also, a later source, Ibn al-Murajja (d. 450 A.H/ 1050 A.D)
noted that Abu ‘Ubayda divided the spoils of the battle of al-Yarmuk after the Muslims had buried those
who were killed in it which means that this event took place before the Muslims marched to Jerusalem. See
also Ibn ‘Asakir, Vol. 2, p. 550.

Ya‘qubI. Tartkh, Vol. 2, p.142.
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‘Ubayda did in Hims. The spoils of al-Yarmuk were
collected in al-Jablya and they wrote to ‘Umar about the
matter. ‘Umar replied: do not do any things about these
spoils until you conquer Bayt Al-MaqdisT (Islamic
Jerusalem).
This text clearly indicates the stand of ‘Umar, which rejects any form of
dividing the spoils of al-Yarmuk battle before the conquering of Aelia was completed.
This matter is in total agreement with the accounts which indicated that ‘Umar,
accompanied by the Muslims, headed to al-Jablya from Aelia after it was conquered, as
al-Waqidl indicates and as is also understood from the accounts of Ibn Sa‘d and alBaladhun on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Muslm Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl (d. 124 A.H/
742 A.D).1 Finally, the most important point here is that the division of any spoils should
take place in the presence of the people who took part in collecting or gaining them.
What is in agreement in the Islamic sources is that Abu ‘Ubayda directed the Muslim
forces who had taken part in the al-Yarmuk battle to Aelia, after he had consulted with
‘Umar as al-Waqidl mentions,*2 and even under direct order from ‘Umar without
consultation as is cited by Ibn A ‘tham al-Kufr.3 Therefore, the possibility that the spoils
of the al-Yarmuk battle were collected in al-Jablya in the absence of their owners who
were besieging Aelia, as it is unlikely to have taken place before Aelia was completely
conquered and ‘Umar had afterwards gathered the Muslims in al-Jablya.
ftbn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 283. Baladhuri. Ansab, S. 5, p. 383. For more details about al-Zuhn life see Khalifa.
Tabaqat, V.2. p. 389-390. Ibid. Tankh. V.2. P. 652. Ibn Qutayybah. Malarif p. 536. Mahmud Hafiz, Abdar-Rahman. The life of az-Zuhri and his Scholarship: in Oura'anic Secinces and Tradition (Hadith and
Suna). These presented to the University of Edinburgh for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 1977.
WaqidI. Futuli, p. 144.

2

3Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 222.
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With regard to the establishment of the register {DTwan), in particular dTwan

al-Jund (register of soldiers), the date of its establishment is outside the domain of this
research. However, it is important to draw attention here to the fact that the register
(idvwan) was established at a time somewhat later than the time of the first Islamic
conquest of Aelia. Although al-Tabari inaccurately reports several dates regarding the
events between 13-17 A.H/ 634-638 A.D, he mentioned that it was among the events of
15 AH,1 whereas both al-Baladhuii and al-Ya‘qubi state that it took place in 20 AH.123 In
another account, al-Tabari narrates on the authority of Sayf Ibn ‘Umar that ‘Umar
established the register at the end of the Islamic conquest of both Syria and ‘Iraq. The
same thing is cited by ‘Amir Ibn ShuraiyyhTl al-Sha‘bT (d. 104 AH/ 722 A.D),4 who is
described by the judge of al-Kufa, ShuraiyyhTl Ibn ‘Abdullah (d. 177 AH/ 793 A.D), as
the man who informed people about the affairs of the Islamic administration, especially
in Iraq at the time of the Islamic conquest.5 Al-Sha‘bT notes that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab
established the register (Dvwan) after the completion of the Islamic conquests and after
the kharaj (taxes) were collected.6 This is undoubtedly in total agreement with the natural
development of the Islamic State following the Islamic conquests. It would be very

1

Tabari. Tankh, Vol. X. 11, p. 199.
Baladhun. Futuli, p. 443. Ya‘qubl. Tankh, Vol. 2, p. 153.

2

Tabari. Tankh, Vol. X. 11. p. 207, 204, 205.

3

4About al-Sha‘bT see Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol. 1, p. 363. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 6 , Pp. 246-256. Ibn Qutayyba.

Ma'arif, Pp. 449-451.

sAbT ‘Ubayd, p. 206. See also: JudT, Jamal. Al-Sulh wal-'Anwa Lada ‘Ulama al-Amsarfi Sadr al-Islam
(Majalat al-Najah liPulwm al-Insaniya, al-Mujalad al-Thanl, al-‘Adad al-Thamin, RabT ‘ Awal, 1994), p.
73.
Baladhun. Futuli, p. 435.
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surprising if ‘Umar had taken such a step, i.e. the establishment of the register (Diwan),
before the completion of the conquests and stability on the war fronts, and before the
collection of taxes could take place which would enable ‘Umar to calculate wages and
how the monthly or yearly salaries ( ‘A ta ') and Rizq (food and clothing) would be
allocated to every Muslim.
In this respect, Abu Yusuf, AbT ‘Ubayd and al-Baladhun mentioned that ‘Umar
sent Sahil Ibn HanTf (d.34 AH)1 and Hudhayyfa Ibn al-Yaman (d.32 AH)12 to Iraq to
survey the land of al-Sawad (in ‘Iraq) in order to estimate the level of taxes to be
imposed there.3 This procedure, which started after the completion of the conquest of
Iraq, must have taken considerable time to complete. In addition to that, the process of
entering the soldiers in the register took place on a tribal basis. In other words, the names
were arranged according to the tribes,4 each tribe having its register. This work must have
taken a long time to complete. As a matter of fact, ‘Umar would not have been able to
complete all the work during his short stay in Syria, either during the period he stayed in
Aelia or in al-Jablya. Therefore, it is more likely that the register (.Dvwan), was
established after the al-Yarmuk battle and ‘Umar’s visit to Aelia.
In the light of these discussions, the researcher argues that without doubt ‘Umar
did not deal in any form whatsoever with the issue of the register (DTwan) in his first visit
1About Sahil Ibn HanTf see Khalifa. Tabqat, Vol 1, p. 196. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, Pp. 471-473. Ibn Al-AthTr. Usd,
Vol. 2, p. 470.

2About Hudhayyfa Ibn al-Yamman see Khalif. Tabaqat, Vol, 1, p. 121. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Vol. 1, p. 277278. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 6 , p. 15. Vol. 7, p. 317. Ibn Al-AthTr. Usd, Vol. 1, Pp. 468-469.
3Ibn Adam, Vol. 1, p. 31, 44. BaladhurT, Futiih, Pp. 270-271.
4Each tribe has its own register (diwan) in which the names of all the tribes and their allies were recorded.
See: Ya‘qubT. TarTkh, Vol. 2, P.153. BaladhurT. Futuh, p. 436, 438, 440, 443. Baladhun. Ansab, S. 5, p. 382.
Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 199-203.
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to Aelia during the first Islamic conquest. Furthermore, the issue of dividing the spoils in
al-Jablya, if it had happened, must have occurred after ‘Umar had finally conquered
Aelia. The reason for his arrival in Aelia was to support and reinforce the Muslim army
when they were, for a long time, unable to storm and conquer the walled part of Aelia.
This matter is, in general, confirmed by the HjazT accounts. Al-WaqidI cited a letter from
Abu ‘Ubayda to ‘Umar in which he mentioned that he had been besieging the walled part
of Aelia (mean after al-Yarmuk battle) for four months in adverse weather conditions
and, consequently, the Muslims had suffered greatly.1 The same thing is also understood
from ‘All Ibn AbT Talib’s discussion with ‘Umar before the latter headed for Aelia. In
addition al-Tabari narrates on the authority of Salim Ibn ‘Abdullah that:
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The people of Aelia caused distress to ‘Amr Ibn al-‘AsI and
he caused distress to them, but he could not conquer Aelia,
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‘Adi Ibn Sahil narrates a unique account in al-Tabari; he claims that the Muslims
asked ‘Umar to help them overcome the people of Palestine. He states that:
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Tabari. laiikh, Vol,.2, p.448.
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"According to ‘AdT Ibn Sahl: When the Muslims of Syria
asked ‘Umar to help them against the people of Palestine,
he appointed ‘All as his deputy and set off to reinforce
them. ‘All said: “Where are you going by yourself? You
are heading toward a rabid enemy. “ ‘Umar said: “I hasten
to fight the enemy before the death of al-‘Abbas. If you
lose al-‘Abbas, evil will untwist you like the ends of a
rope.2
Moreover, AbT ‘Ubayd, Al-Maqdisi, Theophanes and others have confirmed
that ‘Umar had participated militarily before the city fell to the Muslims.

5.4. ‘Umar’s Visits to Syria: Causes and Objectives
In order to explain the reasons behind the contradictions among the Islamic
sources and hence the modem researchers, with regard to the reasons for ‘Umar’s visit to
Aelia, the researcher argues that this issue is related to the other visits ‘Umar paid to the
same region and approximately the same areas in the period between 14-18 A.H/ 634-639
A.D. The narrators, especially the Syrians, have inaccurately reported the reasons for
these visits and the various works that ‘Umar carried out on each of them. They dealt*23
'Al-Tabari, Muhammad Ibn. Jarir (224-310AH). Tarikh al-Tabari: Tarikh al-Umam wa al-Rusul wal Muluk.
Edited by Muhammad Abu al-Fadhl Ibrahim. (Beirut, n.d), Vol. 2, 448.
TabarT. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 190-191.

2

3For more details see: Abl ‘Ubayd, Pp. 224-225. Al-Maqdisi, The Best, p. 156. Mujlr al-DIn, Vol, 1. p.
255.
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with the issue as if it were one visit. It might be also because they mentioned the reason
for one of these visits and connected it with the work that ‘Umar carried out on another
visit. This is contrary to the other accounts, especially the HjazI accounts, which avoided
this sort of inaccuracies. The HijazI narrators and sources did not go into details, which
might, in their opinion, be insignificant. The sources with their different narrators are in
unanimous agreement that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab had visited Syria more than once. Some
narrators stated that there were four visits and in one visit ‘Umar returned from Saragh
when he knew that the plague had reached its peak in Syria.1
F. Donner argues that the question of ‘Umar’s interest in Syria is supported by the
fact that various sources disagree on how many times he visited the area. He further
argues that the most famous among these visits was the one that evidently coincided with
the famous "year of ashes," nine months drought, during which occurred the devastating
‘Imwas plague which killed a large number of the Muslim military leaders. On this
particular visit (18 AH) the researcher argues that, ‘Umar might have carried out more
work than he did on his other visits to Syria. This is mainly because of the special
circumstances which the region witnessed in the wake of the ‘Imwas plague.
Al-Tabari reported on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq (d. 150 A.H / 767
A.D), Sayf Ibn ‘Umar and ‘Alqamah Ibn al-Nadir and on the authority of others that the*23

’Baladhuri. Ansab, S.5, p. 383. (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Muslim Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri. d. 124).
Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 283. AbTZir‘a, Vol. 1, Pp. 77-178. Ya‘qubl. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 149. Tabari. TarTkh, Vol.
X. 111, p. 92. (on the authority o f Muhammad Ibn Ishaq).
Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, p. 152.

2

3See Khalifa. TarTkh, Vol, 1, p. 130. Al- Ya‘qubl reported on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq that the
numbers of Muslims who died in this plague is twenty five thousand. Ya'qubI, TarTkh, Vol. 2, p.150. Moshe
Gil, as the researcher previous noted, also supports this statement.
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Byzantine Empire in this year (17 A.H/ 638 A.D) marched towards Abu ‘Ubayda and
besieged him with some of the Muslims at Hms. When ‘Umar became aware of this, he
asked for reinforcements from Iraq and left Madina to help Abu ‘Ubayda, until he
alighted at al-Jablya. Abu ‘Ubayda and his men, however, achieved victory over the
besiegers, and they wrote to ‘Umar to inform him. ‘Umar replied, and .asked them to
share in the spoils with the Iraqis who arrived with reinforcements three days later, and
returned directly to Madina.1 As is clear, al-Taban states that this visit took place after
‘Umar’s visit to Jerusalem, which coincided with the Islamic conquest of the city. In
other words, he mentioned it among the events of the year 17 AH.2
It appears to the researcher that the arrival of ‘Umar in al-Jablya on this visit
was the first time he had visited the region after he became caliph. This visit must have
taken place some considerable time before the date mentioned by al-Tabari. First of all,
there were no indications of any Byzantine military movements in Syria after the alYarmuk battle (15 AH) that could have endangered the Muslim State. The reality was
quite the opposite because the Byzantine forces had totally collapsed after this battle.
H. Kennedy argues that after the defeat at al-Yarmuk and the final fall of Damascus the
Byzantines put no more armies in the field. Secondly, it appears that al-Taban,
inaccurately reports the important events, which took place in the period between 13-18
AH. The most significant example of these inaccuracies is that he classified the alYarmuk battle as taking place in 13 AH, and the AjnadTn battle as having taken place in123

1

Tabari. larTkli, Vol. X. 111, Pp. 79-85.
Ibid. TarTkh, Vol. X. I ll, p. 98. (on the authority o f Muhammad Ibn Ishaq).

2

Kennedy, Hugh. The Prophet And The Age of The Caliphates. The Islamic Near East from the sixth to the
eleventh century (Longman Inc, USA, New York, 1986), p. 61.

3
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15 AH. By so doing, al-Tabari has contradicted the majority of the early Islamic sources
such as al-Waqidl, Ibn Sa‘d, KhalTfah Ibn Khaiya t, al-Baladhuii, Ibn A ‘tham and alAzdT. These sources are in unanimous agreement that the opposite is true. The AjnadTn
battle took place in 13 A.H/ 634 A.D and the al-Yarmuk battle in 15 AH.1 Even Ibn alAthlr, who in most cases literally copies al-Tabari, is indecisive with regard to this issue.
He mentions AjnadTn twice, once as having taken place in 13 AH and on another
occasion as having taken place in 15 AH. He tends towards 15 AH.*2 For Ajnadin to have
taken place before al-Yarmuk seems to be acceptable to the majority of modem
researchers.3
Although, Al-Tabaii who also cites much detailed information about ‘Amr’s siege
of the Byzantine leader al-Artabun, who entered Aelia after being defeated in Ajnadin, in
fact it appears that al-Art Abun left Aelia for Egypt only a short time after the AjnadTn
battle or some considerable time after the arrival of ‘Umar in Aelia. This was apparently
what prompted al-Tabari to use his sources Khalid Ibn Mi‘dan (d. 103 orl08 AH), and
‘Ubada Ibn Nussay al-Kila‘1 al-Shaml d. 118 AH) to say:

^ a q id l. Futuh, S. 1. P. 37-38. KhalTfah.T arikh, Vol. 1, p.103, 118. (on the authority of Ibn Ishaq).
Baladhuri. Futuh, Pp.120-121, 142. Ya‘qubl. Tarikh, Vol. 2, p. 134, 141. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, p. 282. (He
argued that all Syria and Iraq conquered during the rule of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab expect AjnadTn in the rule
o f Abu Bakr). Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2. Pp. 113-120. AzdT, Pp. 87-93.
2Ibn Al-ThTr. Al-Kamil, Vol. 2, Pp. 286-287, Pp.346-347.
3See Gabrieli, p.146. (He argued that the date of the battle of AjnadTn is 634 A.D), 150. (He argued that the
date of the battle of al-Yarmuk is 636 A.D). Donner. The Early Islamic Conquests, Pp. 128-130. Muri, Pp.
127-130. In contrast see: ‘Abdullah, Muhammad Ahmad, p. 30.
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According to Khalid and ‘Ubadah: The peace treaty
concerning Palestine was concluded by the populace of
Aelia and al-Ramlah. The reason for this was that Artabun
and al-Tudariq had left for Egypt when ‘Umar came to alJabiyah; they were subsequently killed in one of the
summer expeditions
‘Abd al Aziz al-Duii, who classifies the time of the events of the Islamic
conquests in Syria does not refer to any important military actions after the conquest of
Aelia in the year 17 A.H/ 638 A.D.3 However, al-Durl, who wrote his article in 1980,
provided another date in another article he wrote in 1989 regarding the conquest of Aelia,
that is 16 A.H/ 636 A.D4 which also states that no important events took place after that
date.
It could be argued that, Ajnadln is more likely to have taken place a long time
before the al-Yarmuk battle. This is mainly because of the nature of the geographical
location where each battle took place, i.e. Ajnadln was part of Aelia in the area that lay
between al-Ramla and Bayt Jibnn while al-Yarmuk took place in the heart of historical
Syria on the banks of the river Jordan. It is unlikely that the Muslims would have reached*234

lrIaban. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 449. (in Arabic).
Taban. Tarlkh, Vol. X .ll, p. 190.

2

A1-Duri. Fikrat al-Qudsfi al-lsldm, p. 8 , cited in Jasir, ShafTq, p. 109.

3

A1-Dun. Jerusalem in the Early Islamic Period, p. 110.
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that place at this early stage of the Islamic conquests. Moreover, the location of Ajnadln
on the edge of the desert leading to the Arab Peninsula would have enabled the Muslims
to withdraw into the desert and return to Hjaz if they became susceptible to defeat at the
beginning of those military incursions, as previously happened in the Mu’at battle. All
these factors would have made it more likely that Ajnadln took place first, as a major
decisive battle in Syria.
In this presentation the researcher aims to indicate by detailing the dates when
the battles of Ajnadln and al-Yarmuk took place, that the major movement of the
Byzantine forces occurred during the period between these two battles, in 14 A.H/ 635
A.D and perhaps at the beginning of 15 A.H/ 636 A.D, i.e. some time after the defeat of
the Byzantine forces in Ajnadln. Many accounts indicate that Hercules sent large forces
from Antioch to al-Yarmuk during this period. This endangered the military successes the
Muslims had achieved in the region where they had been forced to withdraw from many
places they had originally captured in order to gather in one place.1 The accounts reveal
that the Byzantine army headed towards Hims, where Abu ‘Ubayda and his men had
gathered. This supports the belief, and indeed possibility, that the siege, which took place
in Hims or around it, was imposed by the vanguards of these forces and not in 17 A.H/
638 A.D as Al-Tabari reported.
It is quite conceivable and in fact, acceptable to argue that ‘Umar left Madina
on occasions when the Muslims came under military pressure, whether in Iraq or Syria,
even if it is true that he did not visit any region outside the Arab Peninsula throughout his
rule. However, the sources are unanimous in stating that he was about to leave for Iraq
‘Ya'qub!. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 141. Ibn A'tham, Vol. 1&2, Pp. 177-179.
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and even set up his military camp and where the Muslim facing great difficulties after his
military leader had been killed in the battle of al-Jisr (the bridge) in 14 AH.1 He only
returned to Madina after the Muslims advised him to send Sa‘d Ibn Abl Waqqas as the
general military leader of the Muslims there.*2 This would make the belief that ‘Umar
arrived in al-Jabiya before the al-Yarmuk battle more generally acceptable.
If this visit was the first that ‘Umar paid to Syria, it was followed by the famous
historic visit which coincided with the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem. He also may
have divided the spoils in al-Jablya during this second visit. Then comes the third visit,
which was made necessary by repercussions of the plague and the massive deterioration
of the administrative and financial situation. It appeared that this visit took place at the
end of 18 A.H/ 639 A.D, after the ‘Imwas plague died out.
The problems resulting from the deaths in Syria of the military leaders, among
them Abu ‘Ubayda, Shurahbll Ibn H asana and YazTd Ibn Abl Sufyan, and a high
proportion of other Muslims, estimated by al-Ya‘qubI at around twenty five thousand,3
the deterioration of the Syrian administrative and financial infrastructure, in addition to
the problems of dividing the inheritance of the plague victims, prompted ‘Umar to arrive
personally in the region to deal with these problems, and to effect distribution at al-Jabiya
of the aforementioned inheritance. Muhammad Ibn Ishaq cited that the Muslims found it
difficult to deal with this issue because of its intricacy, and perhaps because of the death
JThis leader was named AbT ‘Ubaiyd al-Thaqafi (d. 14 A.H). See Khallfah. TarTkh, Vol. 1, Pp.109-110.
Ya‘qubT. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p.142.
Ya‘qubT, TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 143. BaladhurT. Futuh, p. 255. Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 5-10. Ibn AlAthTr. Kamil, Vol. 2, Pp. 309-310. (He reported that ‘Umar camped in Sirara, which was the name o f a
palace, three miles from Madina on the way to ‘Iraq).
2

Ya‘qubT. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 150.
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of those who were capable of solving it. He says:
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I say, (Ibn Ishaq), for this reason ‘Umar arrived thereafter
in Syria (after the plague) and he divided the inheritance of
those who perished in the plague when the commanders
found it difficult to divide it.
Furthermore, Abl Zir‘a al-Dimashql from DuhaTm from al-Walld Ibn Muslim
said:
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Jemsalem was conquered in the year 16 AH.. In 17 AH
‘Umar came to Syria but he returned to Madina from
Sargh. Then in 18 AH he arrived in Syria where all the
commanders gathered to meet him. They handed over to
him the money they collected and he divided it among the
Muslims and organised the armies and the regions and
returned to Madina afterwards.*2
KhatTr. Bidaya, Vol. 7&8, S, 7, p. 79. See also Ibn al-AthTr. Al-Kamil, Vol. 2, p. 393.
Ab! Zir‘a, Vol. 1, p. 178. See also Ibn ‘Asakir (Dimashq, 1951), Vol. 1, p. 553. Ibn KathTr. Bidayya, Vol.
7&8, S. 7, p. 57. (He argued that Jerusalem was conquered in the year 16 A.H, and in this year TJmar Ibn
al-Khattab came to al-Jablya. Then Ibn KathTr completed the same text of AbT Zir‘a by saying, and AbT
Zir‘a said...).
2
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Al-Tabari mentions more than one account, which reveals the extent of the anxiety
‘Umar showed with regard to the situation in Syria. For instance ‘Umar says:
CjlcLs Jji3

1...............Ipj IjljIs
He also says:

The estates of the victims of the plague of ‘Imwas are left
untended, so I will begin (my tour of inspection) there”.
2
(i.e. I shall begin my tour in Syria).
|ju l
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‘Umar said, Since the estates of the people who recently
died in Syria are left untended, I shall start my tour there. I
shall properly divide the estates and I shall take measure for
them as I think best. After that I shall return and travel all
over the country, renouncing my previous orders to them.
(In all) ‘Umar went to Syria four times, twice in the year 16
(637) and twice in 17 (638), but he did not set foot on
Syrian soil on the first trip of the year 17 (638).4
Al-Taban on the authority of -‘Adi Ibn Suhayl also reported:
lrIabari. TarTkh, Vol. 4, p. 59. (in Arabic)
Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. 111, p. 96.

2

Taban. TarTkh, Vol. X. I ll, p. 96.

3

Tabari. TarTkh, Vol. X 111, p. 96.
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According to al-Siri-Shu‘ayb-Sayf-Abu Damrah and Abu
‘Amr-al-Mustawrid-‘AdI b. Suhayl: When ‘Umar had
finished seeing to the access routes (to the Hijaz) and his
other business, he divided the estates of persons recently
deceased, letting various heirs who were still alive from
inherit various others, and then he presented the estates to
2
the living heirs of every man (deceased) among them.
It is clear in this respect that dealing with the issue of inheritance was not an easy
issue in Islam. In addition of the collapsing administrative situation in Syria requird there
were two reasons, covering enough for the arrival of ‘Umar into the region. In this
context, we can also understand why he attempted, as the sources agree, to enter the
region during the plague period, and then returned to Madina from Sargh. It is also
evident that ‘Umar, on the basis of the deteriorating economic situation, decided to
include the Syrian tribes in the register (DTwan) with the exception of the Lakhkhm and
Jutham tribes. As can be understood from al-Baladhun, al-Ya‘qubT,3 ‘Umar changed his
mind after he held a discussion with the tribes and included them in the register (DTwan)*23
'Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. 4, p. 65. (in Arabic)
2Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. 111, p. 103.
3See Abl ‘Ubayd, p. 263.
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which took place during that visit. This is cited by Mohammed Ibn ‘Adi, al-Walld Ibn
Muslim and Yazld Ibn ‘Ubayda.1
Theophanes mentions another visit by ‘Umar to Jerusalem, in which he laid the
foundation stone for al-Aqsa Mosque. He says:
In this year ‘Umar began to build a temple in Jerusalem
(meaning al-Aqsa Mosque); the building would not stand,
but fell down. When he asked why, the Jews told him the
reason: “If you do not tear down the cross on top of the
church on the Mount of Olives, your building will not stay
up.” Therefore the cross there was tom down, and thus the
building arose. For this reason the Christ-haters tore down
many crosses.2
There is no strong reason to reject or deny this visit even though Theophanes
made its date a little late (658 A.D). There is no doubt that the visit he means here was
the visit ‘Umar paid to the region and al-Jablya in particular in the wake of the ‘Imwas
plague. This indicates that ‘Umar visited both al-Jablya and Jerusalem on two different
visits and on two dates that were far apart. This is considered a strong reason for the
inaccuracies that have occurred, especially with regard to the Syrian narrators.
Finally, although the administrative procedures and the special tasks that ‘Umar
carried out in Aelia during at least two of his visits to the area, will be discussed later the
researcher would like to state the reasons and date of each of his different visits in the
light of the analysis made:12
1 See AbT Zir‘a, Vol. 1, p. 178. (on the authority of al-WalTd Ibn Muslim). Ibn KatTr. Biaaya, Vol, 7&8, S,
7, p. 57 (on the authority of Mohammed Ibn ‘Adi on the authority of al-Walld Ibn Muslim on the authority
of ‘Uthman Ibn Hisin Ibn ‘Allan From Yazld Ibn ‘Ubayda).
2Theophanes, p. 39.
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♦ The first visit took place in 14 A.H/ 635 A.D and at the beginning of 15 A.H/
636 A.D. It was a very short visit and was restricted to al-Jablya. ‘Umar came to provide
a military reinforcement for Abu ‘Ubayda and his companions who were besieged near H
ims by a Byzantine force. During that visit ‘Umar also asked for military reinforcements
to be sent from Iraq to Abu ‘Ubayda because the Muslims in Syria were busy fighting.
‘Umar did not carry out any significant work during this visit. He quickly returned to
Madina as soon as he learned that the siege had ended.
♦ The second visit was the historic visit by ‘Umar to Jerusalem when it was
conquered, which took place in Jumada first or second (March or April), 16 A.H/ 637
A.D. ‘Umar made this visit to help the Muslims conquer the city, especially after their
repeated attempts to conquer it had failed. It appears that the people of the walled part of
Aelia decided to surrender shortly after his arrival; and after they had lost all hope of any
reinforcement from outside. On this visit, ‘Umar headed with the Muslims from
Jerusalem after it was conquered, to al-Jablya where he might have divided some spoils,
or the spoils of the al-Yarmuk battle. He also appointed ‘Alqama Ibn Mujziz governor of
Aelia, a point which will be discussed later.
♦ The third visit took place in 18 A.H/ 639 A.D in the wake of the ‘Imwas
plague. This visit was preceded by ‘Umar’s attempt to enter the region, which failed. The
visit was made incumbent by the emergency situation, which resulted from the plague.
Most of the military leaders, governors and important Muslims there died in the ‘Imwas
plague, which caused disorder and the collapse of the economic and administrative
situation in Syria. During this visit, ‘Umar divided the inheritance of the people of Syria,
i.e. he divided the inheritance of the victims of the ‘Imwas plague. He also included the
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Syrian tribes in the register (DTwan) and the above coincided with his visit to Aelia.

Conclusion
It is clear that the narrators and the sources, in particular the Syrians, have
inaccurately reported the reasons for each of these visits and the tasks which Umar
carried out. They dealt with the matter as if it were one visit, and they did not even
distinguish between the various tasks that ‘Umar carried out on each visit. Moreover,
these accounts did not distinguish between the division of the spoils and the division of
the inheritance. The reason for these inaccuracies might be because these visits took place
within a relatively short time of each other in the period between 14-18 A.H/ 635-639
A.D.
Furthermore, each visit occurred in unusual circumstances, whether these
circumstances were military in the case of the first and second visits, or because of the
‘Imwas plague during the third visit. In addition to all this, the fact that ‘Umar arrived in
al-Jablya on all three visits, and also arrived in both Aelia and al-Jablya at least during
the last two visits, is a convincing reason for these inaccuracies. Although this does seem
to be erroneous in reality, it may be viewed as addressing different events in terms of
both time and place.
As far as modem studies are concerned, some researchers have exploited what is
understood as major contradictions and have used them as a pretext to cast doubt on and
even deny the historicity of ‘Umar’s visit to Aelia. Other researchers have ruled out the
possibility that Aelia was the cause of the visit, and they have accepted the texts as they
are without any deep scientific analysis. The researcher argues that the reason for this is
that these studies are not, in fact related to the first Islamic conquest of Aelia, but deal
179

rather with general historical issues.
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Introduction
The major activities that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab undertook on his arrival to Aelia
may be viewed as some of the most complex historical issues in both the early and later
Islamic narratives and sources. Of particular concern are the issues of the contradicting
narratives m the early and later Islamic sources regarding the first mosque that ‘Umar
demarcated to build in Aelia.
The early sources in general were silent about the activities that ‘Umar undertook
in Aelia, with the exception of a few short accounts which mentioned that he demarcated
the construction of chamber u ■ Mihrab’. The later sources, however, reported a number
of long accounts. These included ‘Umar’s visit to the church of Holy Sepulchre and the
fact that he declined to pray inside, fearing that Muslims would take it from the
Christians and convert it into a mosque. In addition it is also claimed that, while refusing
to pray inside the church of Holy Sepulchre, he had shown great interest in praying at the
site of the “Rock,” when he ordered the construction of a mosque in its vicinity.
It seems to the researcher that there are many reasons for the differences between
the early and later sources, especially with regard to the silence of the early sources and
the significant interest of the later sources in ‘Umar’s demarcates for building a mosque
m Jerusalem. In this chapter, the aim is to examine the early and later Islamic narratives
and sources and the available non-lslamic sources in an attempt to find some explanation
behind the silence of the early sources and the development in the Islamic narratives.
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1. Early Accounts and Narrations
Before examining the early accounts and narrations which deal with the question
of Umar s entry into Aelia and measure the activities he eventually undertook in the
walled city, it is essential at this stage to highlight an important issue. This is the fact that
none of the historians including Khalifa Ibn Khayyat (d. 240 A.H/ 854 A.D), Muhammad
Ibn Ibn Sa‘d (d. 230 A.H/ 845 A.D), al-Baladhurl (d. 279 A.H/ 892 A.D), AbT Z ifa alDimashqT (d. 281 A.H/894 A.D), Ibn ‘Abd al-Kbkam (d. 283 A.H/ 896 A.D), al-Ya‘qubT
(d. 284 A.H/ 897 A.D), nor any other early sources who preceded them or any subsequent
ones who followed, either immediately or after a long span of time, including Ibn A ‘tham
al-KQfT (d. 314 A.H/ 926 A.D), al-Azdl (d. 430 A.H/ 1039 A.D), and Ibn ‘Asakir (d. 539
A.H/ 1144 A.D), have made any reference to ‘Umar ordering the construction of a
mosque in Aelia.
Moreover, none of the above-mentioned sources, with the exception of al-Waqidl,
have made any reference to the exact period of time that ‘Umar spent in Aelia. This is the
period which al-Waqidl, however, defines specifically by saying that ‘Umar spent only a
few days in this city.1
The researcher found that al-Waqidl, was the first among the early narrators who
mentioned ‘Umar’s designs for the construction of a mosque in Aelia. Al-Waqidl, who
represents one of the earliest Islamic sources, was quoted by al-Azdl as stating that
Umar had actually spent no more than five days there, during which time he drew a map
of chamber a Mihrab from the east side. The text reads:

^ a q id l. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 152.
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‘“Umar’s entry (into Aelia) was on Monday and he stayed
there until Friday. He drew a map of a 'Mihrab'2 from the
east, which is the site of his mosque; then he advanced and
led his companions in the al-Jum‘a prayer.
One of the other early sources which follow al-Waqidl, is AbT ‘Ubayd al-Qasim
Ibn Sallam. Ibn Sallam alluded in a couple of texts to some of the activities undertaken
by ‘Umar, which were related to the construction of the mosque. In the first context, he
reported on the authority of Hisham Ibn ‘Ammar, on the authority of al-Haltham Ibn
‘Ammar al-‘AbbsT, on the authority of the latter’s grandfather, that when ‘Umar entered
the walled part of Aelia he asked Ka‘b al-Ahbar whether he knew the site of the ‘Rock’.
Then he asked his opinion on the most suitable place for a mosque or qibla (direction
which Muslims face when praying). In the narration AbT ‘Ubayd states that:
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^ a q id l. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 152. AzdT, p. 259. In another account from Shihr Ibn Hausha, he
mentioned that ‘Umar spent ten days in Jerusalem Ibid, p. 153.
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Hisham Ibn ‘Ammar on the authority of al-Haytham Ibn
‘Ammar al-‘AbbsI said: When ‘Umar was appointed as a
Wall (became a caliph), he visited the people of al-Sham
(Great Syria); he descended on al-Jabiya and then sent a
man from Judayla to [conquer) Baiy al-Maqdis. He
occupied it after ratifying a peace accord [6h//i] and ‘Umar
subsequently came accompanied by Ka‘b. He [‘Umar]
Said. 0 Abu Ishaq, do you know the site of the “Rock”? He
[Ka b] said that “it was only a few feet away from the wall
near the Valley of Hell; dig there and then you will find
it”. He said: “There and then it was a place of garbage”; he
said they eventually dug and the “Rock” appeared.
Thereupon ‘Umar asked Ka‘b: “where do you think we
should locate the mosque - He said: or the qibla? Locate it
behind the Rock so that it combines both Qiblas: The
qibla of Moses (peace be upon him)”, and the qib/a of
Muhammad (peace and blessing o f Allah be upon him)”, he
id [Ka b]. He [ Umar] said: “you have emulated Judaism,
0 Abu Ishaq! The best mosques are in the front of it”. He
then said, consequently he constructed it in front of the
“Rock”.
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^ b l ‘Ubayd, p. 153.
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offered three narrations that are lengthy and detailed in comparison to the ones we have
just cited. He reports his first narration on the authority of Abu Maryyam al-Filastlnl,1
and the second on the authority of Raja Ibn Hiyawa and the third (also in agreement with
the narrative of Raja’), with a slight addition, on the authority of Rabf a al-Shaml*2.
Al-Tabari states in the first text that:
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According to Abu Maryam, the client of Salamah, who
said: I witnessed the conquest of Aelia with ‘Umar: He then
went from al-Jabiyah, leaving it behind until he came to
Aelia. He then went on and entered the mosque. Then he
went toward the mihrab of David, while we were with him,
he entered it, recited the prostration of David, and
prostrated himself, and we prostrated ourselves with him.3
Furthermore, al-Taban, in two other similar accounts; one on the authority of
Raja’ Ibn Fhyawa, and one on the authority of RabTa al-Shaml, states:
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Abu Maryyam al-Filastlnl belonged to al-Azd tribe. In Islamic Sources, however, there are inaccuracies
between several persons who named Abu Mariyyam.
Tabari. Tarlkh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 196-197.

2

Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 193-194.
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According to Raja’ Ibn Hayawah,123-persons who were
present at the event: When ‘Umar came from al-Jabiyah to
Aelia and drew near the gate of the mosque, he said:”
Watch out for me Ka‘b on my behalf ‘When the gate was
opened for him, he said: O God, I am ready to serve you in
what you love most. Then he turned to the mihrab, the
mihrab of David, peace be upon him. It was at night, and
he prayed there.4 It was not long before dawn broke, and
then ‘Umar ordered the Mu ’adhdhin to sound the call of
prayer. Then he moved forward, led the prayer, and recited
Surat Sad with the people. During the prayer he prostrated
himself. Then he stood up and read with them in the second
(Rak ‘ah) the beginning of Surat Bam Isra’il. Then he
prayed another Rak‘ah and went away. He said: “Bring
Ka‘b to me.” Ka‘b was brought to him. ‘Umar said:
“Where do you think we should establish the place of
prayer? ” Ka‘b said: “Toward the Rock” ‘Umar said:” 0
Ka b, you are imitating the Jewish-religion! I have seen you

1

Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. 2, Pp. 450.

2He
a Syrian from Kinda tribe, a highly-regarded jurist, in the Umayyad period, in particular during the
66-112 AH/ 688-730-31 A.D. See: Khalifa. Tabaqat, Vol. 2, p. 793. Ibn Qutayyba. Ma'arif Pd 472-473
Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, Pp. 454-455.
3Ka‘b al-Ahbar (d. 32 A.H/ 653 A.D). A Yemenite Jew who converted to Islam during the reign of Abu
Bakr or ‘Umar and was considered an important transmitter of Jewish traditions into Islamic lore. Tabari.
Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 194. (Margin 718), See Wolfensohn, Ka‘b al-Ahbar. Numerous transmissions by
him have been assembled and analysed in Kister, 'Haddithu'an bani Israil. See also El 2 s v Ka‘b al-Ahbar
“(M. Schmitz).

Busse claims that in this tradition, Mihrab Dawud refer to the citadel of David. He also claims that
‘Umar’s night prayer is a reflection of a Christian custom of praying there at night. See Busse. ‘Omar b. alHattab in Jerusalem, p. 84. Busse. ‘Omar’s Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem, p. 166.
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taking off your shoes. “Ka‘b said: “I wanted to touch this
ground with my feet. ‘“Umar said:” I have seen you. Nay,
we shall place the qiblah in the front of it; the Messenger of
God likewise made the front part of our mosques the
qiblah. Take care of your own affairs; we were not
commanded to venerate the Rock, but we were commanded
to venerate the Ka‘bah.”!
‘Umar made the front part of the mosque its qiblah. Then
he stood up from his place of prayer and went to the
rubbish in which the Romans had buried the temple (Bayt
al-Maqdis) at the time of the sons of Israel. (When he came
to the Byzantines, they had uncovered a part but left the
rest [under the rubbish]. He said: “O people, do what I am
doing. “He knelt in the midst of the mbbish and put it by
the handful into the lower part of his mantle. He heard
behind him the proclamation “God most great”. He disliked
improper behavior in any matter and said: “What is this?
“The people said:” Ka‘b proclaimed God is most great! and
the people proclaimed it following him. “‘Umar said:
“Bring him to me!” Ka‘b said:” O commander of the
faithful, five hundred years ago a prophet predicted what
you have done today. “‘Umar asked: “In what way?” Ka‘b
said:
The Byzantines {Rum) attacked the sons of Israel, were
given victory over them, and buried the temple. Then they
were given another victory, but they did not attend to the
temple until the Persians attacked them. The Persians
oppressed the sons of Israel. Later the Byzantines were
given victory over the Persians. Then you came to rule.
^ bari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 194-195.
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God sent a prophet to the [city buried in] rubbish and said:
Rejoice O Jerusalem (UrTshalani)\ Al-Faruq will come to
you and clean you”. Another prophet was sent to
Constantinople. He stood on a hill belonging to the city and
said: 0 Constantinople, what did your people do to my
House? They ruined it, presented you as if you were similar
to My throne and made interpretations contrary to My
purpose. I have determined to make you one day unfortified
(and defenseless). Nobody will seek shelter from you, nor
rest in your shade. [I shall make you unfortified] at the
hands of BanO al-Qadhir, Saba, and Waddan.1
By the time it was evening nothing remained of the
rubbish.
An identical tradition was transmitted to RabT‘ah al-ShamT.
He added: “Al-Faruq came to you with my obedient army.
They will take revenge upon the Byzantines on behalf of
your people.” Then regarding Constantinople he said: “I
shall leave you unfortified and exposed to the sun; nobody
will seek shelter from you, and you will not cast your shade
on anyone”.*2
These accounts clearly show part of the development of the Islamic narrative in
Syria. Al-Waqidl, has reported that ‘Umar only demarcated the construction of a Mihrab
without mentioning any details. Abl ‘Ubayd, expanded on that when he reported the role
of Ka‘b al-Ahbar in finding the location of the rock and that ‘Umar constructed the qibla
in front of it. Al-Jaban reported in his first account that ‘Umar entered the site of David’s
‘ibid, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 195-196.
Ibid. Vol. X. 11, Pp. 196-197.
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Mihrab and prayed there without mentioning the rock. However, in his two second
accounts not only did he mention the prayer, but also that he built a place of prayer

(Musa11a), in front of the rock which is the site of David’s Mihrab.

6.2. Analysis of the times, places, and chains (Isnads) of the
early Narratives and Sources
The early sources relating to the activities of ‘Umar in Aelia can be divided on the
basis of time and place into four categories.
Firstly, the Iraqi sources such as al-WaqidT, who could also be counted as a
Madlnlan or HijazI historian, have reported a few narratives, which were quoted by alAzdl, stating that Umar had demarcated the construction of the Mihrab or mosque in the
eastern area of the city.
On the other hand, neither al-Baladhun nor al-Ya‘qubI, who were associated with
moderate ShiTsm, nor historians such as, Ibn A ‘tham al-Kufi, al-Azdl, or any other early
sources had made any mention of Umar’s demarcating the construction of a mosque in
Aelia, or even to a visit that ‘Umar made to the site of David’s temple.
The second category includes the Syrian historians. AbT ‘Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn
Sallam (d. 224 A.H/ 839 A.D) was the only Syrian historian to give any account of
Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s construction of a Mihrab or mosque in front of the rock in Aelia.
He also reported without Isnad that ‘Umar employed the villagers of Palestine (Anbat

Ahl Filastm), and got them to sweep Bayt al-Maqdis which had a large garbage dump on
it. These two accounts were not reported by the earlier famous Syrian historian AbT Zir‘a
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al-Dimashql, who was close to the time of AbT ‘Ubayd, nor even by some later Syrian
sources such as Ibn ‘Asakir.
Thirdly, among the Iraqi sources comes the famous Muslim historian al-Tabari,
who can be singled out for being the only source to report the earliest long account
regarding the arrival of Umar Ibn al-Khattab in Aelia and his construction of a Mihrab or
a mosque in the vicinity of David’s Mihrab in front of the rock.
Finally, come all the early Syrian accounts of the activities that ‘Umar undertook
in Aelia. These sources, excluding Abl ‘Ubayd, relied on the Iraqi sources, excluding al-T
aban, and were also relied on by the HijazI and the Egyptian sources which include
historians such as Khalifa Ibn Khayyat, Muhammad Ibn Sa‘d, Ibn ‘Abd al-Hakam and
others, who mentioned that ‘Umar demarcated a Mihrab or a mosque in Jerusalem. On
the other hand, none of the above had mentioned any details regarding the prayer that
‘Umar gave while he was in Aelia, or that he visited the site of David’s temple or other
places in Aelia.
While, Hussaln'Atwan claimed that the Syrian nairatives are usually long and
detailed but differ from the HijazI and ‘Iraqi accounts,1 the researcher argues that the
early Syrian accounts relating to the activities of ‘Umar in Aelia, judging from the
accounts of Abi Ubayd, are rather short and do not provide details or elaborations. In the
case of the later Syrian accounts however, the nairations contain a great deal of
inaccuracies and non-historical details. This fact perhaps offers some explanation, as will
be seen, regarding the development of the nairatives in Syria, especially regarding the
inaccurate information about the sites of the mosques of David, ‘Umar and al-Aqsa.
lcAtwan, Hissain, Pp. 231-232.
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Again, contrary to H. Busse’s argument that non-Islamic sources have copied the
Islamic ones with regard to the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem,1 the researcher argues
that this is totally incorrect and, in fact, the opposite is true. It seems to the researcher that
the influence of the non-Islamic accounts in the Islamic sources from the beginning of the
fourth century, are the reasons behind the expansion on the topic in the later Syrian
Muslim narrations and the claims that ‘Umar was interested in visiting the site of David’s
temple, and then that he built a mosque in the vicinity of its structure.
As we move from investigating sources to narrators it is interesting to find that the
Syrian historians, such as Abl ‘Ubayd and al-Taban, are singled out for relating the
activities undertaken by ‘Umar. They took their information from Syrian narrators as can
be clearly seen from the Isnads of the above-mentioned accounts. On the other hand,
none of the famous narrators from the other regions in the Islamic state had made any
mention of such accounts.
With regard to AbT ‘Ubayd’s account,*2 it would be safe to say that the line of this

Isnad is acceptable when we know that he died in 224 A.H/ 839 A.D, and quoted his
account from Hisham Ibn ‘Ammar who died in (d.180 A.H/ 796A.D), and that Hisham
had quoted it from al-Haytham Ibn ‘Ammar who died in 160 A.H/ 777 A.D. In this case
however, it could be argued that it is interesting that other famous historians such as alBaladhun and AbT Z ifa al-Dimashql do not mention at least some of what he reported.

!Busse. ‘Omar b. al-Hattab in Jerusalem, Pp. 73-119. Busse. ‘Omar Image as the conqueror of Jerusalem,
Pp. 149-168.
Taban. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 194-195.
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Those historians were close to the time and place of Abr ‘Ubayd, and depended
greatly upon the same narrators front whom he took his information, making one expect
•hat they would mention at least some of wha, AbT ‘Ubayd reported. Furthermore, the

Synan sources, such as, Ibn ‘Asdkir who died in 539 AH, and who reported many
accounts from Ka‘b al-Ahbdr regarding the literature of praise * * * * * a, F a d rl) .
I. seems that Abr ‘Ubayd (who is known as a juris, more than as a historian)
- e d for precedence ( * * , ) from his accounts, as
^
^ ^
_
mainly concerned with the precedence that led to the mutation of articles of Sharfa (law).
He aims from this precedence, to rely on ‘Umar's action to rationalise an event in
which the Z>t a people were ^
tQ haye compiajned Qf MusHms fccending
upon their houses’. The complaint was made on the grounds that ‘Umar had already
stated that, according to the peace accord, Christian churches and houses did not belong
to Muslims.

™ S 6mPhaSiS C°mraStS Wi‘h What
done in the case of Aelia: he had
excluded i, from the peace accord. He added to the account, without Isnad, the report that
Khattab had taken over the mosque for Muslim use, and that he had
Prevented the * *

people from entering the mosque, and had not included the

mosque m the peace accord. It is possible tha, AbT ‘Ubayd took his infoimation from one
of the Shari‘a lawyers (experts), who supported the State’s opinion and attributed it to the
Syrian narrators who mentioned it in order to make it more acceptable.
ljbn ‘Asakir, Vol. 1 , Pp. 147-148.
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Examining the Isnads of al-Taban’s accounts shows, on the one hand, that these

Isnads are weak and broken. This is because they do not continue until his time. On the
other hand, he does not mention the identity of the narrator who told him that they heard
the account of Raja’ Ibn Hayawa (d 112 A.H/ 730 A.D). There are at least three
generations between al-TabarT, and the time of Raja.
The same thing can be said about the Isnad of his accounts from Rabl‘a al-Shaml
and Abu Maryam al-Filastlnl. All of these Isnads are broken; in addition there is no
mention of such accounts by other early sources that are closer to the time of the period.
In the light of these facts, the researcher argues that some people in Syria, or others
elsewhere, attributed these accounts to those narrators but never reported it.
This is because they are not found in the Syrian sources, which were close to their
time and place, while they are found in the narratives of the ‘Iraqi al-Tabari, who rarely
cited accounts in his history from Syrian narrators even when he related episodes on the
history of Syria1.
The analysis of the time, places, and Isnads of the early Islamic narratives and
sources shows that most of the early sources were silent with regard to the demarcating of
the construction of a mosque in Aelia, except for the reports of al-Waqidl, AbT ‘Ubayd
and al-Taban. The Isnads of the above-mentioned accounts show that the Syrian narrators
are singled out for reporting the first demarcated mosque and the role of Ka‘b al-Ahbar in
finding the location of the rock.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that the aim of Abl ‘Ubayd was to look for
precedence (Sabiqa), in order to rationalise an event during the era of ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abd alSee Donner. The Problem of Early Arabic Historiography in Syria, Pp. 1-2.
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‘Aziz. In addition, the Isnads of al-Tabari in all of his accounts were weak and broken,
which cause them to be considered untrustworthy in the study of the narratives.
Lastly, the mention of the role of Ka‘ b al-Ahbar in leading ‘Umar to the location
of the rock seems to give substantial proof of additions to the Islamic narratives in Syria
with regard to the major activities that ‘Umar undertook in Aelia.

6.2.1. The role of Ka6b al-Ahbar in Aelia
Contrary to the non-Islamic sources, it can be seen that the early Islamic sources,
in particular both Abl ‘Ubayd and al-Tabari gave the main role to Ka‘b al-Ahbar in
finding the location of the rock and being the person to lead the caliph ‘Umar to it, rather
than the Patriarch Sophronius as the non-Islamic sources confirm. However, the account
of Abl ‘Ubayd does not mention that this was the site of David’s temple as in the case of
the accounts of al-Tabari.
The problem of the role of Ka‘b al-Ahbar in the Islamic tradition has been the
subject of various studies, in particular the studies of Welhausen and others.1 The
researcher could add here that*2 there is unanimous agreement among early Islamic
sources that Ka‘b, who was a Jew from Yemen, embraced Islam when he met the caliph
‘Umar in Jerusalem, as indicated by al-Waqidl, Ibn Sa‘d, Ibn A ‘tham, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr
and others.

^elhausen. Skizzen und Vorarbeiten Helf IV, cited by Israel Ben Zeev (Abu Zuaib), Ka'b al-Ahbar: Jews

and Judaism in the Islamic Tradition. (Jerusalem, 1976).

WaqidI, Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 153. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, Pp. 445-446.
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In short, a brief comparison between Ka‘b who is known in the Islamic tradition
for relating al-Isra 'iliyyat,1 along with another famous Yemeni narrator, Wahab Ibn
Munabbih (d. 114 A.H/ 732 A.D), who was even more well-known than Ka‘b for relating

al-Isra ’iliyyat,*2 has cited nothing regarding the activities that ‘Umar undertook in Aelia
or the role of Ka‘b there. This makes the researcher inclined to argue that there was
nothing to cite. It makes sense to say that if these events were true then Wahab would
have been the first narrator to cite them according to his background in relating

al-Isra 'iliyyat.
Indeed, in the case of the presumption that Ka‘b entered Aelia with ‘Umar, not
before, it is hard to suggest that he had more knowledge than ‘Umar or anyone else about
the location of a place in Aelia especially in the light of the fact that Ka‘b had been a Jew
a short time before he embraced Islam. It is also well known that the Jews had been
absent from the city for five hundred years except the period during the Persian’s control
between 614-628 AD, and the researcher did not find any evidence indicating that Ka‘b
has visited Aelia before. The researcher is intrigued by how one could accept that Ka‘b,
who had never before entered Aelia, could guide ‘Umar to the location of the rock or to
any other site in Aelia.

Al-Dun, The Rise, Pp. 30-32. Donner, The Narratives of Islamic Origins, Pp. 156-159. Nabia, Aboot.
Studies in Arabic Literary, Papyri, 1 : Historical Texts. (University of Chicago Press, 1957), Pp. 44-56. Tor,
Anred. In the Garden of Mysticism Trans (University of New York Press, 1987), Pp.20-26. Al-Isra’ll yat

consept mean the legends and myths in Islamic tradition which taken from the old Testament (Torah and
Injil). See: al-Duff, ‘Abd al-‘AzTz. Bahthfi Nash at ‘Ilm al-Tarikh ‘Ind al-'Arab (Beriut, 1960), p. 26. (in
Arabic). ‘Abd al-‘Az!z Salim, p. 46
2A1-Dun, The Rise, Pp. 30-32. Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins, Pp. 156-159. Nabia, Aboot. Studies
in Arabic Literary, Papyri, 1: Historical Texts. (University of Chicago Press, 1957), Pp. 44-56. Tor, Anred,
In the Garden of Mysticism Trans (University of New York Press, 1987), Pp.20-26.
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Lastly, the problem of Ka‘b residing in Hims after he became a Muslim until he
died in 32 AH,1 may raise many questions about his role in finding the location of the
Rock and his desire to locate the qibla behind the Rock to combine both Qiblas (the qibla
of Moses and the qibla of Muhammad).
The most important of these questions is why he chose Hims and not Jerusalem
for his residence when his role and the interests he had shown were directed towards both
the Rock and the location of the qibla, and reflected the great tradition of the literature of
praise, AhadTth al-Fadail, when he described Jerusalem as one of the cities of paradise?
It seems that some Islamic sources have exaggerated Ka‘b’s role in Jerusalem,
and that the later Islamic historians found his personality suitable for attributing these
accounts to him when they began writing the literature of praise, AhadTth al-Fadail, after
the war of the Crusades.
The researcher is inclined to argue that Ka‘b, without a doubt, did not play any
role in or pay any significant attention to Jerusalem. Also it is very likely that most or
even all the tradition of the literature of praise, AhadTth al-Fada % which was reported in
later sources is attributed to him in later periods as a result of the conditions that affected
Syria, which greatly differed from the period of the first Islamic conquest of Jerusalem.
In addition, it could be argued that the role that was attributed to him is part of the
development of non-historical legends in the Islamic narratives of Syria.

6.3. Non-Islamic and Later Islamic Narratives and Sources
A careful analysis of the early narratives and sources mentioned above, and from
the Isnads of the narrators who told these accounts, shows that great development has
‘ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, p. 445.
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taken place with accounts being expanded and embellished with the passing of time. This
could be attributed to some earlier Syrian narrators. This development seems to be the
cause for many of the contradictions and non-historical legends that appeared in later
sources, which inaccurately report the activities that ‘Umar undertook in Aelia, and the
sites of the mosques of David, ‘Umar and al-Aqsa.
The researcher argues that the reasons behind this expansion and embellishment,
and the development of non-historical legends are: firstly, the later Islamic accounts and
sources are produced in circumstances and social-political circumstances that affected the
people of Syria in general and the people of Palestine and Islamic Jerusalem in particular
after the crusade war.
Secondly, it is one of the results of the inaccuracies between the followers of the
three monotheistic religious (Judaism, Christianity and Islam), in the area in general and
Jerusalem in particular. This mix-up led to the influence of non-Islamic accounts and
sources, in particular the Christians’, in later Islamic sources. These writers copied
literally or translated the literal meanings, and added many fabrications as well as nonhistorical details, and attributed them to some of the Syrian narrators, particularly to those
who were well-known in narrating the history of Syria in the early Islamic period, rather
than to their original sources.
To understand the reasons for this development, it is important to look at some
non-Islamic sources which were close to the time of the early Islamic sources. Eutychius,
the patriarch of Alexandria, who lived under Islamic rule and died in 262 AH/ 876 AD,
reported:
Then Umar said to him (Sophronius): “You owe me a debt.
Give me a place in which I might build a sanctuary
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(Masjid),” The patriarch said to him: “I will give to the
commander of the Faithful a place to build a sanctuary
where the kings of Rum were unable to build. It is the rock
where God spoke to Jacob and which Jacob called the Gate
of Heaven and the Israelites the Holy of Holies. It is in the
centre of the word and was a Temple for the Israelites, who
held it in great veneration and wherever they were they
turned their faces toward it during prayer. But on this
condition, that the promise is in a written document that no
other sanctuary will be built inside of Jerusalem”.
Therefore Umar ibn al-Khattab wrote him the document on
this matter and handed it over to him. They were Romans
when they embraced the Christian religion, and Helena, the
mother of Constantine, built the church of Jerusalem. The
place of the rock and the area around it were deserted ruins
and they (the Romans) poured dirt over the rock so that
great was the filth above it. The Byzantines (Rum),
however, neglected it and did not hold it in veneration, nor
did they build a church over it because Christ our Lord said
in his Holy Gospel “Not a stone will be left upon a stone
which will not be ruined and devastated.” For this reason
the Christians left it as a ruin and did not built a church
over it. So Sophronius took Umar ibn al-Khattab by the
hand and stood him over the filth. Umar, taking hold of his
cloak filled it with dirt and threw it into the Valley of
Gehenna. When the Muslims saw Umar ibn al-Khattab
carrying dirt with his own hands, they all immediately
began carrying dirt in their cloaks and shields and what
have you until the whole place was cleansed and the rock
was revealed. Then they all said: “Let us build a sanctuary
and let us place the stone at its heart.” “No”, Umar
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responded. “We will build a sanctuary and place the stone
at the end of the sanctuary”. Thearfore Umar built a
sanctuary and put the stone at the end of it1
A similar Christian account was reported by the Byzantine chronicler
Theophanes who died in the early ninth century, (284 AH/ 897 AD):
In this year Umar undertook his expedition into Palestine,
where the Holy City having been continuously besieged for
two years (by the Arab armies), he at length became
possessed of it by capitulation. Sophronius, the leader of
Jerusalem, obtained from Umar a treaty in favour of all the
inhabitants of Palestine, after which Umar entered the Holy
City in camelhair garments all soiled and tom, and making
a show of piety as a cloak for his diabolical hypocrisy,
demanded to be taken to what in former times had been the
Temple built by Solomon. This he straightway converted
into an oratory for blasphemy and impiety. When
Sophronius saw this he exclaimed, “Truly this is the
Abomination of Desolation spoken of by Daniel the
Prophet, and it now stands in the Holy Place”, and he shed
many tears.12
This account was not mentioned in any early Islamic source and the first source to
mention some of these details is al-Taban. The important questions that arise here are:
firstly, why did the early Islamic sources remain silent and cite nothing regarding
Sophronius leading ‘Umar to the site of David’s temple, and the building of a mosque by

1This translation of Eutychius account has been quoted from F.E. Peters, Pp. 187-188.
2This translation of Theophans account has been quoted from F.E. Peters, Pp.188-189.
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‘Umar in that place as is much reported in later Islamic sources, specifically from the
start of the fourth century?
Secondly, were the Syrian narratives, from whom al-Tabari took his information,
not available to the other Muslim historians, specifically those who were closer to the
time and place of the Syrian narrators and depended upon them more than him? Thirdly,
one should ask: why were the early Syrian narrators and sources the only ones to mention
these accounts while the other narrators cited nothing?
The researcher argues that the earlier sources of al-Taban were at least available
to some historians, specifically to those who were close to the time, but in fact there are
no such actions by ‘Umar to cite. These accounts are in fact no more than non-Islamic
accounts, in particular of Christians, whose influences originated in Syria and which
found their way to the later Islamic sources from the start of the fourth century.
In order to see how the Christian accounts influenced the Muslim sources at the
time of al-Tabari, it is important to realise that al-Taban began writing his history after
290 A.H/ 903 A.D, and finished it a short time before his death in 320 A.H/ 932 A.D.
These two dates show that al-Tabari’s time was later than the time of Eutychius who died
in 262 A.H/ 876 A.D, and the time of Theophanes who died in the early ninth century,
(284 A.H/ 894 A.D).
On the other hand the other early Muslim historians, such as the ones mentioned
earlier, were dead before that time. This led the researcher to argue that these non-Islamic
sources were not available to the early Muslim historians and narrators, in particular in
Syria, before the beginning of the fourth century. They did not hear of such events from
other sources, but they became known at the time of al-Tabari.
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This shows that the earliest mention of ‘Umar building a mosque in Aelia is by
the Christians. Also, it indicates where the later Muslim historians took their information
from. Le Strange claimed that he was able to discover that the earliest mention of
‘Umar’s building a mosque in Aelia is the account found in the Chronicle of the
Byzantine historian Theophanes.1 On the other hand, K. A. C. Creswell, argues that the
first source mentioning that ‘Umar built a mosque in Jerusalem is Eutychius (939), but
his account is full of elements branded as obviously legendary.

2

Examining some later Islamic accounts regarding the interest that ‘Umar had
shown in the site of David’s temple showed that most, if not all, of these accounts were
taken from non-Islamic sources, in particular from Eutychius and Theophanes.
Yaqut al-HamawT (d. 626 AH) reported that the mosque that ‘Umar built and the prayer
that he gave outside the church took place in the church of Bethlehem not Jerusalem. He
states:
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When the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab came to Islamic
Jerusalem, a monk from Bethlehem came to him and said: I
have a treaty of safety (aman), from you on Bethlehem.
‘Umar said: I don’t know that, then the monk showed it to
‘Umar who recognised it and said: the treaty is correct, but
we should put a mosque in every Christian place. The
monk said, there is a Hanya in Bethlehem built towards
your qibla, make a mosque for the Muslims and do not
destroy the Church. ‘Umar left the Church to him and
prayed to thzHanya, and took it as a mosque. He imposed
upon the Christians to light and serve it. The Muslims still
visit Bethlehem and seek that Hanya and pray in it. Their
successors know from their primogenitors that it is ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab’s Hanya. The Hanya is still known until
today; the Crusaders did not change it when they ruled the
region. It is said that the graves of David and Sulaiyman,
peace be upon them, are in it.1
The analysis of Yaqut’s account shows that it is full of contradictions as he
mentioned that the monk had come to ‘Umar in Jerusalem without referring to when
‘Umar had visited Bethlehem. The question arising here is how the monk asked him to
pray in the Hanya in Bethlehem when they were some 10 Km from the place!
Furthermore, it could be understood from the account that the monk had a treaty of safety

{aman) from ‘Umar personally before his arrival in the region while at the same time

‘Yaqut, Vol. 1, Pp. 618-619.
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there is no evidence referring to ‘Umar’s visiting the area after he become caliph or even
after the rise of Islam! The question here is when did ‘Umar grant this treaty of peace to
this monk?
These inaccuracies in Yaqut’s account seems to be due to quoting from
Eutychius, as well as adding some fabricated narratives to it. He also ignored other
information, such as the details of ‘Umar’s prayer inside the church of Bethlehem as
Eutychius confirmed, which led him to fall further into inaccuracies. Eutychius reported
that ‘Umar refused to pray inside Aelia’s church because of his fear that Muslims would
take it from the Christians and convert it into a mosque if he prayed there.
Interestingly, we can see his claim that ‘Umar had prayed inside the church of
Bethlehem and wrote to its patriarch forbidding the Muslims from congregations and
assemblies for prayer in the place expect one after another.1 Again, how could ‘Umar fear
that the Muslims would take the church of Jerusalem from the Christians and not do the
same in Bethlehem, and why would he not do the same thing in both cases?
Examining a few other later Islamic Syrian narratives of Yaqut’s time such as Ibn
al-Muraja, Mujlr al-Dln, and others, shows clearly how such accounts are also quoted by
Muslims from the Christian sources, (such as Yaqut’s) then they also added many
fabricated details. However, they also attributed these accounts to some Muslim Syrian
narrators, spcifically to al-Walld Ibn Muslim (d. 205 A.H/ 820 A.D), and not to its
original sources. One of Ibn al-Muraja and Mujlr al-Dln’s important accounts read:

’Ibid, Pp. 618-619.
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“On the authority of A1 Walid ibn Muslim, it is reported as
coming from a Shaikh of the sons of Shadad ibn Aus, who
had heard it from his father, who held it from his
grandfather, that ‘Omar, as soon as he was at leisure from
the writing of the Treaty of Capitulation made between him
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and the people of the Holy city, said to the Patriarch of
Jerusalem: ‘Conduct us to the Mosque of David.’ And the
Patriarch agreed thereto. Then ‘Omar went forth girt with
his sword, and with him four thousand of the Companions
who had come to Jerusalem with him, all begirt likewise
with their swords, and a crowd of us Arabs, who had come
up to the Holy City, followed them, none of us bearing any
weapons except our swords. And the Patriarch walked
before Omar among the Companions, and we all came
behind the Khalif. Thus we entered the Holy City. And the
Patriarch took us to the Church which goes by the name of
the Kumamah, and said he: This is David’s Mosque. And
Omar looked around and pondered, then he answered the
Patriarch: Thou liest, for the Apostle described to me the
Mosque of David, and by his description this is not it’.
Then the Patriarch went on with us to the Church of Sihyun
(Sion), and again he said: ‘This is the Mosque of David’.
But the Kalif replied to him: ‘Thou best’. So the Patriarch
went on with him till he came to the noble Sanctuary of the
Holy City, and reached the gate thereof, called (afterwards)
the Gate Muhammad. Now the dung which was then all
about the noble Sanctuary, had settled on the steps of this
gate, so that it even came out into the street in which the
gate opened, and it had accumulated so greatly on the steps
as almost to reach up the ceiling to the gateway. The
Patriarch said to Omar: ‘It is impossible to proceed and
enter-except crawling on hands and knees’. Said ‘Omar:
Even on hands and knees be it’. So the Patriarch went
down on hands and knee, preceding ‘Omar and we all
crawled after him, until he had brought us out into the
Court of the Noble Sanctuary of the Holy City. Then we
208

arose off our knees, stood upright. And ‘Omar looked
around, pondering for a long time. Then said he: ‘By Him
in whose hands is my soul!-this is the place described to us
by the Apostle of Allah’.”1
The investigation of some later Islamic narratives and sources and comparison
with the Christian accounts shows that the Muslim historians in Syria not only quoted the
Christians accounts, but also added a great amount of fabrications to them, and attributed
them to Muslim Syrian narrators instead of their original sources. Furthermore, their
literal copies and attribution led them to make many inaccuracies when they inaccurately
reported the real activities of ‘Umar in Aelia, which shows the influence of the Christian
accounts in Syria from the beginning of the fourth century, with regard to ‘Umar’s
dematcate for the construction of the Mihrab in Aelia.

6.4. Inaccuracies among modern scholars
It seems to the researcher that the developments of the Islamic narrations in the
later Islamic Syrian sources were used by some modem researchers to support their
claims that ‘Umar had shown interest in the site of David’s temple and that he or the
Muslims some time later re-built al-Aqsa mosque including the Dome of the Rock. Up to
the present time, there are eleven different modem theories regarding the site of David’s
temple. Four theories suggested different sites within the perimeters of al-Aqsa mosque,123

1This translation has been quoted from Le Strange, Pp.141-142. See the original Arabic text in: Ibn
al-Murajja, p. 49. Mujlr al-DTn, Pp. 255-256.
2See Rosen, Myriam Ayalon. The Early Islamic Monuments of Al-Haram al-Sharif An Iconographic Study.
(ed), p. 4-8. Ocley, Simon B.D, History of the Saracens, Life of Muhammad and his Successors (London,
1048), p. 124.
3See L. Martin, Ernest. The Temples that Jerusalem Forgot (Portland, USA, 2000), Pp. 108-113. Internet:
w w w .Asklem.com
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while the other seven suggested other sites in Jerusalem outside the perimeters of

al-Aqsa}
From a historical viewpoint, it seems that the difference between these theories is
related to religious reasons more than to admitted historical facts. This can be seen when
we know that there is no scientific proof to support any of these theories despite the great
amount of digging that has taken place and still continues in the perimeters of al-Aqsa
after the Israeli occupation of the east part of the City in 1967.
Similar opinions claim that al-Aqsa was built on the site of the ancient Christian
church, which is supported by some scholars, and rejected by others.3 Ernest L. Marten,
who put forward the latest theory regarding the issue of the site of the temple, rejected the
idea that this site was within the perimeters of al-Aqsa area. He argues that the real site of
the temple was located near Gihon spring (near Silwan) on the southeast and not in
northwest where al-Aqsa is located.4 In addition, he rejected the idea that the Rock, where
later Muslims built the Dome, is the same Rock that the Jews sanctify.5*2345

Tbid, Pp. 108-113.

2See Al-JawadT, ‘Alaa’ al-Sayyed. al-Ouds: Asalat al-Hawiyya wa-Muhawalat al-Takhriyyb: Al-Ouds:
Original Heritage &Attempts at Effacement (Ma’had al-Dirasat al-Islamiyya, London, 2000), Pp. 182-201.
3The scholars who belong to this school are: M. Ben Dov. Western wall, Min (Defence: Jerusalem, 1983).
Benjamin, Mazar. Mountain of the Lord (New Yourk, 1975), p. 275. Sagiv, Yet. See his Web Page on
Internet, www. templemunt. org. Robinson, R. Travels Along The Mediterranean. Pp. 304-304. Hogg, E.
Visit To Alexandria, Damascus and Jerusalem. P.289. Williams, G. Holy City. p. 205 Blackburn, A. A
Handbook Round Jerusalem (n.d, n. p ), P. 120. Le, Strange, p. 90. The scholars who belong to this school
are: Creswell, K. A. C. Early Muslim Architecture Ummayyads: 622-750. (Oxford 1940), Pp. 23-24.
Martin, Ernest, Pp. 113-142. for more details about these arguments see JasTr, ShafTq. Tarikh al-Ouds, Pp.
102-104.
4Marten, Ernest, Pp. 142-162.
5Ibid, Pp.122-127.
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The Encyclopaedia Judica, which was published in 1971, mentioned that the
Jewish claim of sanctity for the Wailing Wall, which is located within the perimeters of

al-Aqsa mosque, only appeared for the first time after 1500 A.D,1 and no evidence is
found of this before. Ernest L. Marten based his argument on the Bible, and an account
mentioned by Eutychius stated that the rock that the Patriarch Sopronius pointed out to
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab was actually a “stone” that could be carried by humans and ‘Umar
took it into the region of al-Aqsa mosque and made this portable “rock” part of his qibla
in the area which was to become known as al-Aqsa mosque.

2

Indeed, Marten, who gave a logical theory on the site of the temple, fell into many
errors when he claimed that ‘Umar carried the stones of David’s temple from Gihon
spring (near Silwan) and used them for building al-Aqsa. This, according to Marten,
means that all or some of the stones of al-Aqsa are the same stones from David’s temple
which was built more than sixteen hundred years before the arrival of ‘Umar in Aelia,
and was burnt at least three times by the Babiluan and the Byzantines. In addition, he
claims that ‘Umar built a mosque in Aelia during his visit, contradicting the fact that
‘Umar had stayed a only short period in the city which made it impossible for him to
complete the construction even if the stones used were found on the site of the building
itself.
It seems that some claims were based on biblical statements. Some had taken the
later narratives and sources as admitted facts and measured them with other studies which
indicated that the Dome of the Rock was the mosque of ‘Umar. Others claimed that the*2

*See EPAwaisT, ‘ Umar’s Assurance, p. 43. (in Arabic).
2Emest, Marten, Pp. 127-138.
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present al-Aqsa is actually ‘Umar’s mosque on the basis of some material they claimed to
have found in the ground which was destroyed later on.1
Again, it seems that these arguments are based on later Islamic sources such as
Nasir Khisrow (438 A.H/1047 A.D), al-HarawT (531 A.H/1173 A.D), al-Suyutl (end of
the 15 century), and others relating to the same period which mention the names of

Mihrab ‘Umar and Mihrab Mu‘awiya in al-Aqsa 2 which made them inclined to believe
that this building was constructed by ‘Umar and Mu‘awiya themselves. It could be
argued that ‘Umar only demarcated the construction of the mosque and Mu‘awiya
probably rebuilt the mosque because of the earthquake that hit the city. 3

6.5.The Reasons Behind the Influences of Non-Islamic
Narratives in the Later Islamic Sources
The question to be asked here is: what are the reasons behind the development in
the Islamic narratives in Syria and the influences of Christian’s narratives and sources in
the later Islamic Syrian narratives and sources with regard to the inaccuracies of interests
that ‘Umar showed in the site of David’s temple? Also, what are the reasons behind the
attribution of such accounts to some Syrian narrators and not to their original sources?
It seems to the researcher that the reasons can be summarised as follows:
Firstly, the significance of Jerusalem to the Christians reflected their interest in telling*23

'‘Abdullah, Ahmad, Pp. 62-63.
2For more details about that see: Elad, Amilam. Medieval Jerusalem and Islamic Worship, Holy Places,
Ceremonies, Pilgrimage, E.J. Brill, Leaden. New York. KOLN, 1995), Pp. 8-9.
3See Russell, Kenneth. The Earthquake Chronology of Palestine and Northwest Arabia from the Mid-8lh
centaury A.D, (Bulletin of the American school of Oriental Research, no 260, 1986), Pp. 37-59.
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and writing such accounts in order to depend upon them as proof in their hands to
confront any attempts that might arise by the Muslims to take over their properties or
Holy places in the city.
Secondly, the traditional conflict between Christians and Jews in the area,
specifically in the region of Aelia, could be seen clearly from the investigation of the
contrary accounts of each side. Some Jewish sources claimed that the Jews of Syria were
“patiently waiting” the arrival of the Muslim armies in Syria because they were groaning
under the rule of the tyrannical Byzantines a long time before the rise of Islam.1
Others claimed that the Jews welcomed and assisted the Muslims and that a
group of them joined the Muslim armies and assisted them particularly during the siege
of Aelia.*23 Furthermore, it is claimed that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab was accompanied by
Jewish wise-men and that he played the role of arbitrator or forceful mediator between
them and the Christians as well as allowing seventy Jewish families from Tiberius to
settle in the south of Jerusalem, and that he rejected the Christians’ requests not to allow
them to settle in Aelia.
Contrary to this viewpoint, the Christian, sources claimed that the Jews indicated
to ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab that he should tear down the crosses on the top of the church on
the Mount of Olives if he wanted his building to stand up when he began to build a

*Ben Zeev, p. 35.
2Ben Zeev, Pp.36-37. See also Armstrong, Karen. A History of Jerusalem: One city, Three faiths
(HarperCollins publishers, London, 1996), p. 230. Crone, Patricia and Cook, Michael. Hagarisim: the
making of the Islamic world (Cambridge University press, 1976), p. 156. Moshe, Gil argues that “One
cannot conclude from these sources that there were Jews in the ranks of the Muslims army”. Furthermore,
he accusation Patricia Crone and Michael Cook saying that they “ exaggerate in seeing here proof of
general Muslim-Jewish collaboration”. G il.. A History of Palestine, p.71.
3Ben Zeev, p.39. El-‘AwaisT, ‘ Umar’s Assurance, Pp. 58-59. Gil. A history of Palestine, Pp. 70-75. Ernest,
Marten, Pp. 143-162.
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mosque in Aelia.1 In addition, they claim that ‘Umar refused to pray in Aelia’s church
because of his fear that the Muslims would take it and convert it into a mosque.*2
However, the same Christian sources claimed that ‘Umar had accepted to pray in
David’s temple and that he took it over and constructed a mosque in its place.3 One
example of such bias is Simon’s assertion; he argues that:
‘Umar has left the churches to the Christians and built a
new mosque in the place where Solomon’s formerly stood.4
In addition, other sources claimed that ‘Umar accepted the Christians’ request to
exclude Jews from residing in the Aelia region because they wanted Aelia to remain a
Christian city.5 These contrary claims show clearly how the traditional conflict between
the Christians and Jews in Aelia was reflected in their sources. It also shows the attempts
of each party to claim that they were the group who obtained the honour and favour of
the Muslim conquerors, specifically from the caliph ‘Umar personally, while he dealt
with indignity with the others.
Thirdly, with regard to the early Islamic sources, it seems that there are no events
or activities such as the ones reported in the above-mentioned sources, and that the early
writers and historians found nothing to cite. It seems to be without doubt that the later
^heophanes, p. 39.
2Eutychius in F.E. Peters, Pp. 187-188
3Theophans, in F.E. Peters, Pp. 188-189.
4Simon, Ocley. B.D, p. 124.
5See Sahas, Daniel J. Patriarch Sophronious, ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab and the Conquest of Jerusalem. In
Hadiyya DajanT-ShakTl and Burhan Dajanf. Al-Sird' al-IslamT al-Firanji ‘Ala FilstTn fi a I-Qurtl al-Wsta
(The Islamic Frankish (Ifranj) conflict over Palestine during the Middle Ages (The Institute for Palestine
Studies, Beirut, 1994), p. 54.
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Islamic narratives are not related to the period of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia, but
rather they are greatly different from the real activities that ‘Umar undertook in Aelia.
The researcher argues that these accounts, which were quoted by the later Muslim
historians in Syria, reflect the conditions which affected the position of the Muslims in
Syria. In particular, after the Crusades, the Muslims found in the Christian accounts, good
material to counteract the Crusaders’ claims of violence faced by Christian pilgrims on
their way to Jerusalem. They perhaps aimed to show them how the first Muslim
conquerors dealt honourably with the Christians and bestowed favours upon them when
they entered Aelia for the first time.
It seems to the researcher that the mingling among Jerusalem’s inhabitants1 makes
the Christian accounts well known in Syria, not only to the historians but also to the
public, which make it easy for the later Muslim writers and historians to quote from
them. The development of the legendary accounts in later Islamic Syrian sources did not
stop at quoting Christian accounts and attributing them to Muslim Syrian narrators; it also
affected the great traditions from the literature of praise, Ahadith al-Fadail, which
contained a lot of myths. Part of these Ahadith were attributed to persons who converted
to Islam after the death of the prophet Muhammad such as Ka‘b al-Ahbar who had never
seen the prophet or heard him, as has been mentioned earlier. These great traditions are
the same as the historic narratives that appeared in Syria after the Crusades, calling to
liberate the area, and in particular al-Aqsa mosque from the Crusaders.

^l-MaqdisT. The Best, p.152. He claims that the Jews and the Christians were a majority in Jerusalem and
they control most of the public services.
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The many inaccuracies that the later Muslim Syrian historians made were that
they did not attribute the accounts to their real sources but to some early Syrian narrators.
This also led most modem scholars to make the same errors when they used the later
Islamic sources as admitted historical fact to show that Muslims built al-Aqsa on the
structure of David’s temple.
The researcher argues that there is no doubt that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab did
nothing, rather than demarcate the re-construction of a mosque in Aelia on his first visit.
He also did not find any difficulty in reaching the area where he demarcated a mosque at
the place where al-Aqsa was built some time later. This is in light of the fact that this area
was empty and it was some distance from the residential area and the holy places inside
the walled city, as can be clearly seen from the Ma’daba mosaic.1 On the other hand, it is
unexpected that there is any connection between ‘Umar praying in front of the rock and
the location of the qibla because there is no proof that the rock within the perimeters of

al-Aqsa was the same rock as that of the Jewish sanctuary.
In addition, the geological survey of the perimeters of al-Aqsa showed that all
these areas consist of one rock. In other words, the entire area of al-Aqsa is a huge rock. 2
The top of this rock is the site where the Muslims built the Dome of Rock.
All these facts led the researcher to argue that ‘Umar had chosen this part for
prayer for two main reasons. Firstly, because it is more plateau than the top and secondly,
it could hold the large number of Muslims who entered Aelia with him, among whom
!This is the oldest map of the holy city of Jerusalem, dated 548 CD. See Avi-Yonah, Michael. The Madaba
Mosaic Map: With Introduction and Commentary (Published by the Israel exploration society, Jerusalem,
1954), Pp. 1-54.
2This information has been taken from Haytham al-Ratrut which is included in his PhD thesis on The
Architectural Development Of al-Aqsa Mosque in Islamic Jerusalem in the Early Islamic period: the
Sacred Architecture in the shape of "The Holy”. University o f Strathclyde (September 2002).
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those who came with him from Madma and those who besieged the walled city at the eve
of his arrival.

6.6.The first Building of al-Aqsa Mosque during Islamic rule
The fact that there were no Muslims among the inhabitants of Jerusalem when it
was taken by the Muslims makes the researcher inclined to argue that the first
re-construction of the mosque (al-Aqsa) in the place where ‘Umar demarcated its
re-construction had taken place sometime later, after his arrival in Aelia. This point gives
some explanation as to why the early Islamic sources cited nothing regarding a mosque in
Aelia at the time of ‘Umar.
Furthermore, it seems that the early sources did not mention the first construction
of al-Aqsa because the initial re-construction was a rudimentary one consisting of planks
and beams. These sources, however, paid great attention when the Muslims constructed
the Dome of the Rock and renewed the mosque by using magnificent architecture during
the rule of the Ummayad caliph ‘Abd al-Malik and his son al-Walld.1 This explained why
the traveller Arculf was the earliest source to mention a mosque in Aelia after the first
Islamic conquest of the city. Arculf, a Christian pilgrim who visited Jerusalem in 680
AD, described the earlier mosque as follows:
But in that renowned place where once the Temple had
been magnificently constructed, placed in the
neighbourhood of the ‘city’ wall from the east, the Saracens
now frequented a quadrangular house of prayer, which they
have built rudely, constructing it by setting planks and great
'See: Ibn al-Murajja, Pp. 58-62. MujTr al-DTn, Vol. 1, Pp. 280-285.
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beams on some remains of ruins: this house can hold three
thousand men at once.1
The researcher argues that the first demarcate to re-construct a mosque in
Jerusalem (Al-Aqsa), was drawn up by ‘Umar but the building was undertaken a short
time after ‘Umar had appointed ‘Ubada Ibn al- Samit as a judge in Palestine and leader of
prayer (Imam) in Bayt al-Maqdis. As mentioned, in his first visit to Aelia ‘Umar
appointed ‘Alqama Ibn Mujziz as military governor of the Islamic Jerusalem region and
‘Alqama Ibn Hakim governor of al-Ramla. ‘Alqama Ibn Mujziz resided near the coast
and stayed there until his death in the sea in 20 AH, and he did not live in the city centre
of Jerusalem.
Furthermore, all of the inhabitants of the Aelia region were Christians and there
were no Muslims among them before ‘Ubada Ibn al- Samit resided there, and also all of
the Muslim conquerors left the region with ‘Umar after the conquest. It can possibly be
said that ‘Umar appointed ‘Ubada Ibn al- Samit after the end of the conquests of Syria
and during his second visit to the region after the plague of ‘Imwas in 18 AH or
sometime later when the Muslims began to settle in Palestine and in Islamic Jerusalem in
particular. 2
It could be argued that after the end of the conquests, Muslims began to settle in
the areas which belonged to those amongst the Byzantines who left Aelia. Therefore,12

1See the text in Creswell, p. 34.
2D. Goitein. Jerusalem During the Arab period , p. 175. He argues that shortly after the conquest, the
Muslims began to settle in Jerusalem.
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their properties were owned by the conquerors, including the area outside the walls of the
city. This made it necessary for the Muslims to build not only a mosque, but also a
governor’s residence or Dar al-Imara when ‘Ubada Ibn al-Samit was appointed a judge in
Palestine and Imam in Bayt al-Maqdis.

Conclusion
It is fair to say that the analysis of the early and some later sources led the
researcher to argue that during his first visit to Aelia, ‘Umar demarcated the re
construction of al-Aqsa Mosque. All the accounts which reported that ‘Umar had shown
interest in the location of David’s temple in Jerusalem and that he built a mosque

(Al-Aqsa) in its place are non-historical and legendary accounts founded under conditions
which greatly differ from the first Islamic conquest of Aelia.
These accounts are mentioned only for the first time in Christian sources as part
of the traditional conflict between them and the Jews in Aelia. The aim of such Christian
accounts were to confront the Jewish claims regarding Muslims, specifically, that Caliph
‘Umar allowed them to return to Jerusalem after more than five hundred years of absence
from the region after being expelled in 135 A.D by the Byzantines. Then, after the
Crusades, the Muslim Syrian sources quoted these accounts and added many fabricated
events to them with attributions to some Syrian Muslim narrators.
In the light of these facts it can be understood why none of the early Islamic
sources cited any text, either long or short regarding the activities that ‘Umar Ibn alKhattab undertook in Jerusalem. Furthermore, the influence of the Christian narratives
and sources shed light on why all the accounts reported by Syrian sources, narrated only
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by Syrian narrators, were not mentioned by any other early sources or narrators from
other regions in the Islamic state.
It seems that one of the main reasons behind the influence of the Christian
accounts between later Muslim historians in Syria is the war of the Crusades. Muslim
writers gathered these accounts and the great traditions from the literature of praise,

Ahadith al-Fada’il, for two reasons.
The first was to deflect the Crusaders’ claims that the Christian pilgrims to
Jerusalem were faced with violence by the Muslims while they were on their way to
Jerusalem, by quoting and emphasising their accounts, which showed the great honour
that they received from the Muslim conquerors. The inaccuracies that Muslim writers fell
into was that they did not attribute these accounts to their original sources but to some
earlier Syrian Muslim narrators, without noting that the Christians had in fact reported
these accounts to reflect the significance of Jerusalem to the Christians, and in addition as
a part of their traditional conflict with the Jews in the area.
Secondly, one of the aims behind the great interest of the later Islamic writers and
historians in such accounts was to encourage the Muslims to liberate Islamic Jerusalem
from the Crusaders by reminding them of the sanctity of this area in the Islamic traditions
and faith.
Lastly, some modem scholars made the same errors as the later Islamic writers
when they depended upon these sources to support their claims concerning the location of
David’s temple and that the Muslims built al-Aqsa on its structure. However, they forgot,
that the roots of these accounts belonged to the Christian sources.
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Introduction
The Islamic Assurance of Safety (aman) that Caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab
granted to the people of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) during his historical visit to the
region in the form that is known in history as al-‘Uhda al-‘Umariyya, is regarded as
being a major turning point in both historic and juristic terms. Nevertheless, this
Assurance may be viewed as one of the most important results of the first Islamic
conquest of Aelia, not only in the history of the area, but in Islamic history in general.1
Indeed, this Islamic Assurance of safety (<aman), may be viewed as an
important document which reshaped relations between the people of diverse faiths
who inhabited the region." In addition, it enabled the followers of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam for the first time in history to live together in a holy city such
as Aelia.
The problem of the historic authenticity of ‘Umar’s Assurance, and the
interpretation of some of its versions*23 was examined by ‘Abd al-Fattah, El-‘AwaisI, in

^ee: El~‘AwaisT. Umar’s Assurance, Pp. 47-49.
2Ibid, p. 47.
3Islamic narrators and historians reported many versions o f this document while others reported the
content of the assurance without any text. See Khalifa.Tarlkh, V .l. Pp. 124-125 BaladhurT. Futuh,
Pp. 144-145.Al-Mutahhar Ibn Tahir al-MaqdisT (d. 355 A.H/ 966 A.D), V, 85. Ibn ‘Atham. Vol, 1&2. p.
230. Al-AzdT, p. 259. Ya‘qubl. Tarikh, op. cit. V. 2. p. 147. Eutychius. P.120. On the other hand Al-T
abari provides the famous version quoted from Sayf Ibn ‘Umar, this text reads: “In the name o f God,
the merciful, the compassionate. This is the Assurance o f safety {aman) which the servant of God,
Umar, the Commander of the faithful, granted to the people of Jerusalem. He has given them an
Assurance of safety for themselves, their property, their churches, their crosses; the sick and the healthy
o f the city, all the rituals that belong to their religion. Their churches will not be inhabited (by Muslims)
and will not be destroyed. Neither they, nor the land, on which they stand, nor their cross, nor their
property will be damaged. They will not be forcibly converted. No Jews will live with them in
Jerusalem. The people of Jerusalem must pay the poll tax like the people of the (other) cities, and they
must expel the Byzantines and the robbers. As for those who will leave the city, their lives and property
will be safe until they reach their place of safety, and as for those who remain, they will be safe. They
will have to pay the poll tax like the people o f Jerusalem. Those of the people of Jerusalem, who want
to leave with the Byzantines, take their property, and abandon their churches and their crosses, will be
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his important article “ Umar’s Assurance of Safety to the People of Aelia (Jerusalem):

A critical Analytical Study of the Historical Sources”. On the other hand, other
researchers discussed it briefly or at length in their studies of early Islamic history in
general1 such as Danial Sahas, Zakariyya Al-Quda, Cohen, Mark R. and others.2
El-‘AwisI argues that undoubtedly that the versions of ‘Umar’s Assurance
“have been expanded and embellished with passing of time. However, he claims that
there is no doubt that an assurance of safety existed and that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab
granted the people of Aelia an assurance of safety for themselves, their property, their
churches, and their religion, in return for their paying tax”. He added that “as for
additions and conditions (expel the Jews from residing in Aelia) attributed to ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab, they are the product of later historical periods, resulting from socio
political circumstances that differed greatly from the time of the first Muslim conquest
of Jerusalem. He totally rejects the claims made by Daniel J. Sahas that the first
Muslim conquest led to the “emergence of an opportunity for the Christian of
safe until they reach their place o f safety. Those villagers (ahi a/-ard) who were in Jerusalem before the
killing of so-and-so may remain in the City if they wish, but they must pay the poll tax like the people
of Jerusalem. Those who wish may go with the Byzantines, and those who wish may return to their
families. Nothing will be taken from them until their harvest has been reaped. If they pay the poll tax
according to their obligations, then the contents o f this letter are under the covenant of God, are the
responsibility o f his Prophet, of the Caliphs, and o f the faithful. The persons who attest to it are Khalid
b. al-Walld, ‘Amr b. al-‘AsI, ‘Abd al-Rahman b. ‘Awf, and Mu’awiyah b. Abl Sufyan. This letter was
written and prepared in the year 15 / 636-37”. Tabari. Tarfkh, V. X II. Pp. 191-192. Furthermore, there
is a new version of ‘Umar’s assurance published by the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate in Jerusalem in
1953 claiming to be a literal translation of the original Greek text, which is kept in the Greek Orthodox
library in the Phanar quarter of Istanbul in Turkey. This Arabic text is registered under number 525 in
the library of the Greek Orthodox in Jerusalem. In addition o f that, in the light of the development in
the Islamic narratives and sources, in the 5th A.H/ 11th A.D century we begin to see much enlarged
texts of the terms of the pact o f ‘Umar (‘Ahd ‘Umar; also al-Shurut al-‘Umariyya “Stipulation of
‘Umar”). The first text was given by Ibn ‘Asakir (d. 539 A.H/ 1144 A.D), in the name of ‘Ahd ‘Umar to
Bayt al-Maqdis and other cities in Syria. This text, with little variation was reported by al-Musharaf Ibn
al-Murajja (d. 442 A.H/ 1050 A.D), p. 54-55. Ibn al-Qayyim al-JawzIyya (d. 751 A.H/ 1350 A.D), Vol,
2, 657-660. Mujlr al-Dln and others.
!See chapter one Pp. 3-4.
2Sahas, Al-Quda, Zakariyya, Vol. 2, Pp. 271-283. Cohen, Mark R. What was the Pact of ‘Umar’s?
Literrary-Historicaly Study (Journal of Jerusalem Studies In Arabic and Islam= JSAI, 23, 1999), Pp.
100-192.
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Jerusalem to contain the Jews, with the help of the Muslim Arabs, through the
concessions granted to them in ‘Umar’s Assurance”.1 He concluded his argument
saying:
In short, the attitude of conquest, or what I shall term at
the end of this article as “the first Muslim liberation of

Jerusalem”, was contrary to that of both Jews and
Christians towards the City. The Muslims liberated the
Christians from the Byzantine occupiers of the City, rid
the Jews of oppression at the hands of the Byzantines,
and restored their presence in the City after an absence
of five hundred years. These events were in keeping
with the teaching of Islam based on the methodology of

Tadafu ‘ or counterbalance, the concept of justice based
not only on plurality and recognition of others, but on
determining their rights, duties, treatment, and means of
co-existence.*2
Although the reasons put forward by El-‘AwaisI might in fact be sufficient, the
researcher would like to draw attention to another reason, a question arises here
regarding the great difference in the texts between early and later sources with regard
to what later texts contain about the conditions, in addition to the exceptions and
restrictions; in particular the exclusion of the Jews from residing in Aelia, and the
conditions that the people of Aelia wrote themselves as later sources indicated.

'EUAwaisI. Umar’s Assurance, Pp. 75-78.
2El-‘AwaisI. Umar’s Assurance, Pp. 78-79.

The researcher argues that there are several different reasons for these
differences. Firstly and most importantly, the fact that the events of the first Islamic
conquest of Aelia, as well as Islamic history in general, were written about 100-200
years later and the Muslims depended on verbal narratives until then. Moreover, many
narrators and historians and the narrators quoted in the sources are affected by the first
internal conflicts in Islam (Fitna) that took place between 35-40 A.H/ 655-660 A.D, in
addition to the later conflicts between the Umayyads and opposition parties such as
the Khawarij and the Shiites. Later developments affected the position of the people
of the book (Dhimi) during certain periods of history, especially the ‘Abbasid and the
Fatimid states until the Crusades.
Using verbal narratives for a long time from one age to another makes it
impossible to follow a narrative literally; the matter becomes more difficult when
dealing with document. This method of telling history led to some changes in the
language from historical sources and the narrators quoted another according to the
conditions and the time and place of the narrator and the persons who heard from him.
Abd al-Fattah El- AwaisT argues that historical sources, depending on their narrators
and authors, reflect the general circumstances and socio-political developments
prevailing at the time they were written. The sources are coloured by the personality
of their author, the time of the recording and by local and religious interests.1
In addition, the method of verbal narrations make it possible that the same
narrator may narrate the same event using different words or language, then each
person who heard it narrated it as he heard which led to different texts in different
sources that were taken from the same narrator. This matter can be seen from the texts

*See El-‘AwaisT. ‘Umar's Assurance, op. cit. p. 51.
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of Eutychius (d. 262 AH/ 876 AD), and al-Ya’qubl (d. 284 AH/ 896 AD), who were
close to the same period and reported similar texts with little variation of words with
regard to ‘Umar’s Assurance. Despite none of them mentioning the Isnad of the
narrators quoted, it seems that they took their information from the same source.
Furthermore, differences in the texts not only happened in using verbal
narrations, but also in the case of later quotations. The version of Mujlr al-Dln who
quoted ‘Umar’s assurance from al-Taban, has shown differences in some phrases. For
example, he mentions Muqlmuha wa Banuha instead of Saqlmuha wa Banuha with
regard to the churches in Jerusalem. In addition he does not mention al-Tabari’s
phrase “before the murder of Fulan (so-and so)”.1
Secondly, concerning the problem of the Jews who resided in Aelia after the
first Islamic conquest, some scholars argue that the Jews were residing in Jerusalem
immediately after the Muslim conquest which is in contrast to the passage that forbade
them to do so in al-Taban.
The aim of this chapter is to examine the attitude of Aelia people towards the
first Islamic conquest in the light of in the light of ‘Umar’s Assurance of Safety

(aman) to its people.

7.1. The Christians
Politically, throughout their extensive history, both Palestine and Jerusalem
were subordinated to the superpower states that ruled the area, the longest and most
important of these being the rule of the Romans.*2 As mentioned earlier, the region of
‘Mujlr al-DIn. Vol, 2. Pp. 253-254.
2The Byzantine rule of Jerusalem began in 63 B.C and continued until the first Islamic conquest in 16
A.H/ 634 A.D excluding the period of Persian rule between 614-628 A.D. However, the Byzantine rule
of Jerusalem may be divided into two periods. The first from 36 B.C until 395 B.C then after the
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Aelia was founded in 135 A.D by Emperor Hadrian when he destroyed Jerusalem,
burned the Temple and ordered that the Jews be excluded from residing in the area.
He renamed it Aelia after the war of Bar Kuhba 132-135.
Indeed, Palestine has been continuously inhabited extending beyond 3000 B.C
as all the archaeological studies indicate. This area is where many Arab tribes from
the Arabian Peninsula migrated when they were forced to leave their homelands as a
result of drought,1 in addition to other people who came to this area from outside the
Arab regions.*23
Before the rise of Christianity, the region of Aelia was inhabited by several
Arab tribes in addition to the Byzantines. Among the tribes who resided in Aelia were
branches from Ghassan with their own homelands near Damascus. ‘Irfan Sadld
argues that the Ghassanls formed the majority population in Palestine Second4 in the
fifth and sixth centuries A.D, in addition to their being the first to reside in Palestine
First. According to him, proof of this is the existence of towns to the north of
Ramallah which still retain their Ghassanid names.5
Empire’s division into western and eastern states, Jerusalem was submissive to the eastern state until
634 A.D.
!See ‘Umar , Faruq fuzl and Husin, Muhsin Muhammad. Al-Wasitft Tankh Filastm ftal- ‘A sr al-Islami
al-Waslt (Dar al-Shuruq, Rammallah, Filastln, 1994), Pp. 13-15. Zhifr al-Dln, Pp. 15-32. See also:
Msaliha, Mahmud, Pp. 17-25.
2Some of those people were called al-Pilist from whom the name Palestine has been taken. They came
from Crete, Greece and occupied Palestine at the end o f the thirteenth century. See: Msaliha, p. 20.
3See: al-Mas’udl, ‘All Ibn al-Husaln. Muruj al-Dhahab wa Ma'adin al-Jawhar, edited by Bariby di
Minar (Pares, 1861), New edition, edited by Shari Bila, (Beirut, 1970), Number 1084.
4During Byzantine era, Palestine was divided into three parts: the first part Palestine Prima (Filastm
al-Ula) included the coastal area, Judea and Samaria, and its capital was Caesarea. The second sector
Palestine Seconda (Filastln al-Thania) contain Galilee, and the western part o f Peraed, its capital was
transferred from Bayt Jan to Tiberius. The third sector Palestine Tertia (Filastm al-Thalitha) which
included areas of Edwm an Mu’ab. See: Faruq, ‘Umar, Pp. 13-14. Gil. A history of Palestine, Pp. 110111. ‘Umar, Faruq, Pp. Ziff al-DTn, Pp. 19-20.
5SadId, ‘Irfan. Byzantine and the ‘Arab in the sixth Century (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks, 1995),
p.556. He mentions the town of Gophna near Ramallah which may be attributed to the Ghasani tribe
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Branches from the Kinda tribe resided in the three Palestinian administrative
areas, in particular to the south west of the Jordan river, al-‘Arabat valley, al-Jalll, in
addition to the Negev desert and the desert north of Sinai.1 Among other Arab tribes
who resided in Aelia was the ‘Amila tribe who lived by the west of the Dead Sea.*2
‘Asqalan was inhabited by branches from Lakhm and Judham and included branches
from Kinana and other tribes.3
Lastly, there is some evidence mentioned that there were Arabs living within
the walled part of Aelia and that they contributed in resisting the long Islamic siege of
the enclosure. Sources mention the name of Abl al-Ju‘ayd who was involved in the
battle of al-Yarmuk, as one of the local leaders in the walled part of Aelia (‘Adhlm
min ‘Udhama’ihim). He was the person who negotiated with Patriarch Sophronius and
Caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab on the conditions of the capitulation.4 Moreover, he was
present when the Muslims took over the walled part of the region and advised the
Christians not to rebel against the Muslims when some of them attempted to do so
during prayer.5
because their kings were known by the name Al Gophna. The researcher would add the town of Dayr
Chassana which is also located near Ramallah. Indeed, the researcher argues that the area north o f alRamla is located near to the centre of Jerusalem. In other words, as is seen from the maps shown in
chapter one, this area is part o f the Byzantine Aelia region. See the maps in chapter two, P. 52, 53, 55.
^ ee: ‘Athamina, Filastm, Fi Khamsat Qurun, Pp. 54-55.
2Ibid, p. 48
^Regarding the residents of Lakhm and Judham in Palestine before the conquest, see al-Hamadhanl, alhasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abl Ya’qub. Sifat JazTrat al-'Arab, edited by David Millar (Laden, 2 nd. ed,
1968), Pp. 24;>-245. Ibn al-JawzT, ‘Abd al-Rahman Ibn ‘All. Al-Muntazam ji Tarikh al-Umam wa alMuluk, edited by Mohammad ‘Ata and Mustafa ‘Ata (Beirut, 1992),Vol. 2, p. 30. Al-Duri, ‘Abd al‘A zlz. A l’-Arab wal-Ard fi Suriyya fi Sadr al-Islam. Tuqan, Fawuaz Ahmad. Al-Ha’ir FT al-'hnara alUmawiyya al-Islamiyya, al-Mutamar al-DawlI li Tarikh Bilad al-Sham (Jordan University, ‘Amman,
1974), Pp.25-26. ‘Athamina, Filastm, Fi Khamsat Qurun, Pp. 44-47.
4 AzdT, p. 254. Ibn A ’tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 227.
5WaqidI. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 152-153. He reported that AbT al-Ju‘ayd proved to them that it was
the Muslims who were truly the righteous mentioned in both the old and the New Testament (Torah and
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In addition to the tribes mentioned above, there are many Arabs who resided in
the Aelia region on a temporary or permanent basis, or resided frequently for several
reasons, especially trading. From the few accounts which are found in different
sources we know that there are some Hijazi people especially from Makka who
resided in the Aelia region and Palestine, generally. Many of them owned properties
there.1
It is important to note that the domains of the tribes were subject to change
from one time to another in the light of the Bedouin habit of regularly moving from
their abodes in the search for water and pasture land to feed their cattle.
Most of the Arabs of the Aelia region converted to Christianity after the efforts
of Emperor Constantine who ruled between 2887-327 A.D. He patronised the religion
throughout the empire, which led to it being made the official state religion.*234Other
sects (to be discussed below) did not amalgamate or combine with the Hellenist
culture (the culture of the state), which was the culture of the majority of the nonArabs m the region. The Arab tribes remained within their tribal system; additionally
A

1

Injll) as after the Christians displayed the valuables in their possession, on his advice, none o f the
Muslims laid a hand on them. See al-so Ibn A ’tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 227.
^ ee Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, p. 493.
2See Ziyada, Nicola. FilastTn min al-Iskandar Ila al-Fatth al-‘A raby al-Islami (al-Mausu’a alFilastlniya, al-Mujald al-Thanl, al-Dirasat al-Tarikiyya), Pp. 182-185, 185-201.
3See: ‘Athamina, Filastm fiKhamsat Quriin, Pp. 129-130.
4In the tribal structure administrative system, life was regulated according to a set o f customs and norms
which became well established. There is blood kinship between the members o f each tribe who may
also have allies from other tribes. Each tribe has a chief named Sheikh, who was the person in charge of
running the affairs of the tribe. The Sheikh was elected by all the members o f the tribe but his authority
was symbolic and he did not enjoy an absolute or non-restricted authority. For more details about the
Arab tribal system see: al-Galaqashandl. Nihayat Al- ’Arab ftM a ‘rifat Ansab al- ‘A rab (Cairo, 1959), p.
13. Ibn Qutayyba. ‘Uyiin al-Akhbar (Dar al-Kitab al-‘ArabT, 1925), V ol,l, p. 226. Ibn Khuldun.
Muqadimat Ibn Kuldun (Lajnat al-Bayan al-‘ArabT, Cairo, 1957), Pp. 435-537. Al-MaymunT. AlTara’if al-Aabiyya (Lajnat al-Ta;lif wal-Tarjama, Cairo, 1937), p. 3. Al-AlyusI, M.S. Buliigh al-Arab
fi Ahwal al- ‘Arab (1896), Vol. 1, p. 18. Al-Dun, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz. Al-Nuzum al-Islamiyya Mtba’atNajib,
Baghdad, 1950), Vol. 1, p. 7. ‘AIT, Jawad. Al-Mufasal fi Tarikh al-‘arab qabla al-Islam (Dar al-‘llm
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they retained relations with their tribal branches in the Arabian peninsula, and the
Yemen. Moreover, the Arabs remained bigoted or narrow-minded in support of their
tribes and their lineage to Qays and Yemen even after most of them had converted to
Islam and intermixed with the new tribes who migrated to the area after the
conquests.1
On the other hand, after Christianity had become the official religion of the
Byzantine state, in addition to its propagation across the world, Aelia became one of
the greatest and most important cities in the Empire; it is rather more important than
one of the famous five Patriarchal cities of the Christian world; in addition to Antioch,
Alexandria, Constantinople and Rome. It was also the centre of pilgrimage for
Christians the world over." Owing to the significance of Jerusalem to Christians, it
seems that many Christian sects resided in it which led to a sharp increase in the
number of its population, particularly inside the walled part o f the Aelia region.*123
These included the Arab and non-Arab Christians who resided in the Aelia
region who did not comprise one uniform society, but were divided into different sects
and cultures. In addition to the Byzantine forces, there were the Greek Orthodox who
were known as the Milkanis and from whom the Patriarchs of Jerusalem were

Lilmalayyn, Beirut, 1971), Vol. 5, p. 587. Al-Tel, Othman. Mafhum al-'Jamaa fi, Sadr al-Islam
(Risalat Majistar, Jami’at al-Najah al-Wataniyya, Nablus, Palestine, 1997), (unpublished), Pp. 21-30.
‘Aqil, Nablh. Al-Asbab al-Iqtisadiyy wa al-Ijtimd’y ya limu'aradhat Quraiyh al-da’wa Ila al-Islam
(Majalat dirasat Tarikiya, Jami’at Dimashq, 7 issue), Pp. 93-100. A l-‘AlI, Salih. Muhadarat f i Tarfkh
al-‘Arab (Matba’at al-Ma’arif, Baghdad, 2 nd. ed, 1959), Pp. 152-126. A l-‘AlI, Salih. Al-Tandlumat alIjtimayya wa al-Iqtisadiyya fd-Basra fi al-Oani al-Awwal al-Hijn (Dar al-Taly’a, Beirut, 2 nd. ed,
n.d.), p. 150. Bashir, Sulayman. Tawazun al-Naga’id: Muhadarat f i Tarlkh al-Jahiliyya wa al-Islam
(Jerusalem, 1978), Pp.52-53. JudI, Jamal. Al-Awda’ al-Iqtisadiyya wa al-Ijtima’iyya lil-MawalTfi
Sadr al-Islam ( Dar al-Bashlr, ‘Amman, 1989 ), Pp. 25-26.
1‘Athamina, Filastm, Fi Kliamsat Quriin, Pp. 226-230.
2See: Nicola Ziyada. Filastin min al-Iskander Ila al-Fath al- ‘A raby al-Islamy, p. 201, pp. 210-211.
3Ibid, Pp. 208-210.
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appointed.1 The people were a mixture of Greeks and Syrians with a few Arabs who
belonged to the Milkani rite. Each sect of those people had their own language and
culture.*2
Furthermore, there were many other sects who resided in Aelia, such as the
Ahbash (Ethiopians), Maurines, Armenians, Copts and others.3 Most of these sects
belonged to the Milkani church but had their own churches; most of them spoke the
Armenian language which is known today as Syriac.4 Moreover, there were many
other Christian sects from all over the world who resided temporarily or permanently
especially for religious purposes.5
The division into different sects with regard to language, culture, civilization,
and social behaviour affected the religious life of the Christians in the Aelia region.
This could be clearly seen after the rise of the problem over the nature of Christ
among them; the disagreement about this issue founded two different sects among the
population. The first believed in the unity of Christ (God and man). This sect, with its
official church in Antioch, was known as the Western Church.
The second sect most of whom belonged to the Hellenic culture and to the
Alexandrian church, believed that Christ had only God’s nature. This nature was
reflected in the father (God) and the son (Christ) who shared with the father his divine
nature and his mother Mary (the mother of God) “Theotokos” because of the
See: Yusuf al-Shammas, al-Ab. Khulasat Tarikh al-Kanysa al-Malakiya (Sayda, 1949), Vol, Pp. 5-7.
Jasir, ShafTq. TariKh Al-Ouds, p. 58.
It is important to note that the Muslim conquerors used translators when they negotiated with the
people in Syria in general, and in Aelia in particular, when they dealt with non-Arabs. See WaqidI
Futilh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 145.
3See: Jasir, ShafTq. TarTKh Al-Quds, Pp. 51-79.
4A1-Shammas, Vol, 1, p. 5. Jasir, ShafTq. TarTKh Al-Quds, p.69.
5See: Nicola Ziyada. Filastm min al-Iskander Ila al-Fath al- ‘A raby al-Islamy, Pp. 208-210.
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immortality o f her son who would abide for ever.
The sect who believed in the unity of Christ was supported by the Byzantine
state who won the struggle and succeeding in exiling those who believed in the
Chalcedonian principle relating to the dual nature (God and man) of Christ; which is
the most important edict after the failure of the ecumenical council which was held in
Ephesus in the year 431 A.D to end that struggle. Indeed, the people who believed in
the unity of Christ, in particular the local Arab population, suffered from religious
violence as well as the non-Arab sects who shared their beliefs.
The attempts of some Palestine patriarchs, who disobeyed the decisions of the
Chalcedonian Ecumenical Council to exile the Patriarch of Jerusalem who accepted
this decision and wanted to apply it in the city, were faced by military action from the
Byzantine state and this led to their exile from Palestine. Some of those patriarchs
sought refuge in Iraq and established churches there owing to the favour that they
were shown by the rulers of the Persian state in the light of the traditional conflict
between the two states.1
The local people, in reaction to the religious violence of the Byzantine policy
had established independent churches in the form of what was known as the Jacobite
church, attributed to its founder Jacob (Ya’qub al-Baradhi’I),I2 while there were some
local people who followed the policy of the state whether convinced or unconvinced,
or did so to protect themselves as a necessity.
Finally, in addition to the religious violence, the Arabs under the Byzantine
rule were also growing out of political submissiveness. Sources report that the

IIbid, Pp. 208-210.
2Gil. A History of Palestine, Pp. 355-356.
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Byzantines drew upon Arab tribes from Bahra’, the Kalb, the Sulalh, the Tanakh, the
Lakham, the Judam, the Ghassan and other (Kanu Ydhribun ‘Ala al-‘Arab al-Dhahiya
min Bahra’ wa Kalb, wa Sulalh, wa Tanukh, wa Lakham, wa Judham, wa Ghassan
al-Bu’uth) to send against (to fight) their enemies.1
In short, the Aelia region was a setting for traditional religious conflict
between Christians and Christians firstly, and secondly, between the Christians and
the Jews. The conflict between the states that ruled the area, especially the Byzantines,
was started a long time before the rise of Christianity and continued, strongly, after it.
Indeed, the real end of the traditional conflict between the Christians and the
Jews began with the arrival of the Muslim conqueror in Syria at the start of the year
13A.H/ 634 A.D and was completed with the arrival of the caliph ‘Umar Ibn alKhattab in the region and his granting of the famous Assurance of Safety (aman) to
the people of Aelia. In other words, ‘Umar’s Assurance placed an end to the
destruction, killing, and displacement that had characterised the Aelia region
throughout history until then.
The Muslim forces arrived in the Aelia region in order to conquer it at a time
that the population in Syria in general and in the Aelia region in particular was
suffering from a factional division of different sects and cultures. It is true that the
Byzantine state imposed its authority and control upon the people, but still religious
struggle appeared from time to time and was almost always accompanied by violence.
Regarding the arrival of the Muslims in Syria and the issue of their treatment
of the native population, it is important to distinguish between two periods and the
relationships between two groups of the population. The first period was that of
military operations between 13-16 A.H/ 634-376 A.D and the second was the period
1Tabari. Tdnkli, Vol. X .l. Pp. 76.
O'** O
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after 16 A.H/ 634 A.D; in other words, the periods before and after the arrival of the
caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the region and his granting the people of Aelia his
Assurance of Safety (aman). The two groups were the Byzantines (al-Rilm) and the
Arabs, the groups mentioned above, and the monks and the local population,
especially those who were not involved in military activities or resistance against the
conquerors.
It seems that the intense attachment that the Muslims showed with regard to
the walled part of the Aelia region during the period o f military operations is due to
three main reasons. Firstly, the walled part of Aelia was not the only area that resisted
after all of Palestine was taken, but rather all of the historical Syria (al-Sham).
Secondly, there was the presence of a great number o f Byzantine forces who sought
refuge in the walled part after their defeat, especially in the battles of Fahil and
Ajnadln and later on al-Yarmuk. Indeed, these forces checked the movement of
Muslim forces within the region.
Thirdly, and most importantly, the Muslims feared that the Byzantines would
try their best to reinforce their forces and population in Aelia in the light of
Jerusalem’s significance to them. Therefore, before the battle of Ajnadln, Heracles
directed his forces towards ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A§, in order to prevent the Arabs from
reaching Aelia as is reported by al-Waqidl and Ibn Kathlr.1
Moreover, the people of Aelia asked Heracles to provide them with
reinforcements" which made him direct his forces to al-Yarmuk.*23 The Muslim fear is

!Ibn Kathlr, Bidaya, Vol. 7&8, S, 7, Pp. 54.
2AzdT, Pp. 151-152.
3Ibn A ‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 152.
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shown in the advice of ‘Ali Ibn Abl Talib to the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab to accept
the Muslim request for help and to go to Aelia to reinforce them. ‘Ali said to him that
because Bayt al-Maqdis was the holiest place for the Byzantines and they performed
pilgrimage to it, they would not delay in reinforcing Aelia’s population with their
troops and oppose the Muslims and make their attempts to control it more
complicated.1
There is much evidence that shows that the Muslims distinguished between the
Byzantine forces, the monks and civilians. Ibn A ‘tham al-Kufi states that one of the
reasons that made Abu Bakr decide to direct the Muslims towards al-Sham (historical
Syria), was to free it from the hands of the Byzantines because of their oppression
over the people there.*234
Other sources report that the Muslims replied to the Byzantine offers to grant
them money and gifts if they returned to the peninsula with another offer that the
Byzantines should leave Syria to them because it was their land which they inherited
from their father Ibrahim (prophet Abraham). Moreover, many peace treaties that the
Muslims concluded with the people of Syria show that, in several cases, one of their
conditions is that the people must expel the Byzantines from these regions. This
condition is found in the peace treaty of the people of Jordan and Aelia. ‘Abd
al-Fattah el-‘AwaisI argues that:

'Waqidl. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, p. 148.
2Ibn A ‘tham. Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. 1, Pp. 80-81.
3Al-AzdT, p. 140. Tabari, lankh, Vol. X. II, Pp 191-192. (The version of ‘Umar’s Assurance on the
authority of Sayflbn ‘Umar).
4Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. II, Pp. 191-192. (The version o f ‘Umar’s Assurance on the authority of Sayf
Ibn ‘Umar).

The common factor that prompted ‘Umar Ibn al-khattab
to put the Byzantines and robbers in the same category
is that they were all thieves. The Byzantines had
occupied and stolen the land and its resources, while
robbers had stolen people’s possessions.1
Moreover, the Muslims, in general, usually exempted monks from paying the

Jizya (tax), as sources confirm. These facts clearly illustrate that the Muslims used
two different ways of dealing with the inhabitants of the Aelia region; they
distinguished between the Byzantine forces (al-Runi) and other groups, Arab or nonArab from among the local or foreign population.
After the capitulation o f the walled part of the Aelia region and the arrival of
Umar Ibn al-Khattab in 16 A.H/ 637 A.D, and the granting of his famous Assurance
to its people; in other words, after the total submission of the Aelia region to Muslim
authority, it seems that the Muslim governors and caliphs did not interfere in the
internal religious matters of the Christians. This was apparent in particular with regard
to the appointment of Jerusalem’s patriarch and the diocese of the churches, posts
which formed a part of the Byzantine state apparatus prior to the conquest.
This may explain the problem of the appointment of the Patriarch o f Jerusalem
after the death of its patriarch Sophronius in 17 A.H/ 638 A.D. The patriarch chair in
Islamic Jerusalem remained empty until 61 A.H/ 681 A.D. The Muslims made no
attempt to appoint a new patriarch despite the importance of this position to them
because it was the sole line of communication between the Christians and the Islamic
state or the local Muslim administration in the region. On the other hand, the

El-‘AwaisI. Umar's Assurance, p. 65.
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Byzantine state could not impose its authority upon its Christian opponents as it did
prior to the loss of its control of the area. Furthermore, Karen Armstrong argues that:
Muslims made no attempt to build mosques in the
Christian parts of Jerusalem and showed no desire to
create facts on the ground there until after the Crusades,
which permanently damaged relations between the three
religions of Abraham in Jerusalem. But until the
Crusades, Jerusalem remained a predominantly
Christian city and Muslims remained in the minority. 1

The researcher argues that the reason behind the vacancy of the patriarch chair
in Jerusalem is the disagreement between the different Christian sects about the
principles of the new patriarch. This disagreement was about whether he would be
among those who believed in the Chalcedonian principle relating to the dual nature of
Christ (God and man) or among those who believed in one nature. This problem of the
patriarch chair in Islamic Jerusalem led some patriarchs to attempt to control it as the
patriarch of Yafa (Jaffa) did before the great patriarch deposed him and put an end to
his ambition.*2 This disagreement between the local population and the Byzantine state
continued until 61 A.H/ 681 A.D when control was returned to the authority o f the
state as it had been before the Muslim conquest.3
Despite the Muslims’ non-interference in the Christians’ internal religious
matters, it is unexpected that the Muslims would remain completely distant from these
matters. Some sources report that in some cases the Muslims tried to forcefully help

*Karen Armstrong. Sacred SpaceLPp. 14-15.
2See: Al-Shammas, Vol. 1, p. 8.
3See: ‘Athamina. FilastTn, Fi Khamsat Qurun, p. 144.
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the different Christian sects to resolve their differences through playing the role of
arbitrator and neutral mediator between them in Islamic Jerusalem. In the events of
the year 21 A.H/ 642 A.D al-Tabari reported on the authority of Sayf Ibn ‘Umar on
the authority of Kalid Ibn Mi‘dan that the Ya‘aqiba and the Marinates went from
Islamic Jerusalem to Mu’awiyya Ibn Abl Sufyan in Damascus asking his help to
mediate between them in some religious disagreement.
The Muslims’ policy of non-interference in the Christians’ internal religious
matters in the Aelia region in the early Islamic period, is also demonstrated by the
continuation of the Christians’ pilgrimage to Bayt al-Maqdis, in addition to the
continuation of building and restoring churches in the area.1 The difficulties that faced
the Christian pilgrims to Islamic Jerusalem before the capitulation of the walled part
of the Aelia region may be best understood through the military operations in the
region. In war time, it is normal that people usually stop visiting such places in order
not to endanger themselves even if they want to perform pilgrimage. Reports
confirmed that pilgrims continued to reach Bayt al-Maqdis and Bethlehem.*2 The
Copts continued, in keeping with their religious tradition, to attend the yearly Easter
celebrations in Jerusalem.3
A clear example of this is that pilgrimage to Islamic Jerusalem continued
especially from the western world, as Bishop Arculf who stayed and wrote about the

!See Kaegi, Pp. 222-223. Schick, Robert. The Faith of the Christians in Palestine during the ByzantineUmayyad, transition, 600-750, the Forth International Conference on the History of Bilad al-Sham
During the Umayyad Period. ( 2-7 Rabf 1 1408 A.H/ 24-29 October. English Section, Vol. 11, Edited
by Muhammad ‘Adnan Bakhlt and Robert Schick (‘Amman, 1989), Pp. 37-48.
2See Palestine Pilgrim's Texts Society, (New York, 1971), Vol,111, Pp. 4-5. Wilkinson, Jone.
Jemsalem Pilgrims before the Crusades (1971), Pp. 2-8, 95.
3See Kisru, Nasir. Sifir Nama: Rihlat NasTr Kisrii, translated by Yahya al-Khshab (Cairo, 1942), Vol. 2,
p. 36. Al-Maqryzl, TaqI al-Dln Ahmad Ibn ‘All. Iti’adh al-Hunafa’ bi Akhba ral-A ’ima al-Fatimiyyin
al-Khulfa edited by Jamal al-DTn al-Sha ’y yal (Cairo, 2 nd. ed, 1996), Vol, 2. p. 143-144.

walled city in an early period after the Muslim conquest reported.1 Lastly, pilgrimage
continued to Islamic Jerusalem in the early Islamic period as has been confirmed by
many modem scholars who claim that it was not cut off during any period.*2
The researcher argues that the inability of the Byzantine state to reconcile the
contradictions among the people of Aelia in particular over its decision in appointing
a patriarch in the city, in addition to the Muslim policy of non-interference in this
matter, led to a kind of independence of each Christian sect in the city, so that its
leaders had great concessions especially with regard to judgment.3
The granting of religious independence to each Christian sect in Islamic
Jerusalem is seen clearly in most versions of ‘Umar’s Assurance. The Assurance
granted the people of Aelia safety for themselves, their properties, churches and
crosses. The plural form with regard to the churches and crosses rather than singular
form means the followers of these different churches because when we say the church
we mean its followers as a group and not the number of the churches.
In the light of the above analysis, the researcher argues that the first Islamic
conquest of Islamic Jerusalem liberated the Christians, in particular the local
population of Aelia region, from the religious oppression of the Byzantine occupiers.
This may be seen clearly from the Muslim internal policy towards the Christians in the
Aelia region when they did not interfere in their internal religious matters, in addition
to the independence of each religious sect under Islamic mle.

^ e e his described the earlier mosque in Jerusalem in Creswell, p. 34.
2See: Palestine Pilgrim’s Vol. 111, Pp. 4-5. J. Wilkinson. Jerusalem Pilgrims, Pp. 2-8, 95. Kaegi, Pp.
222-223. Schick, Pp. 37-48.
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7.1.2. The Attitude of the Christians towards the
Islamic conquest
Some modem scholars attempt to find differences in the attitudes of the
Christian sects in Syria towards the Muslim conquest, in order to claim that the
attitude of the Arabs in addition to other groups is greatly different from the Byzantine
attitude. However, the researcher argues that there was a great unity among all the
Syrian groups despite their disagreement with regard to their religious matters,
especially about the nature of Christ. All the groups tried their best to resist the
conquest. It is important to distinguish between the attitudes of the different Syrian
groups in two different periods: firstly the period of military operations in Syria
between 13-16 A.H/ 634-637 A.D, and secondly, the period after the arrival of ‘Umar
Ibn al-Khattab in Aelia region and the granting of his famous Assurance to its people.
The root of the Byzantine attitude towards Islam in general and the conquests
in particular can be understood from an earlier period related to the time of Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him). Firstly, in 628 A.D. Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him) sent a message to Emperor Heracles, who was in Jerusalem at that time,
calling him to embrace Islam. Al-Bukhari in his Sahlh and Ibn Sa’d, on the authority
of ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Abbas (d. 68 A.H/ 667A.D) mentioned this story which
communicates that Heracles invited all the heads of the Byzantines to assemble in his
palace and suggested following Muhammad (peace be upon him) or paying him the3
3See: Al-Shammas, Vol. 1, p. 17.
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Jizya (tax) or giving him southern and eastern Syria, but they refused all three
alternatives, which made him leave for Constantinople saying “farewell, land of
(southern) Syria”.1 Secondly, the battle of Mu’ta in 8 A.H when the first military clash
between both sides took place in Syria,*23and then the great battles when the Muslims
arrived in Syria, at the time of the caliph Abu Bakr in 13 A.H, such as Fahil and
Ajnadln, and then later al-Yarmuk.
The Byzantine state paid great attention to protecting the Aelia region. It has
been mentioned earlier that Heracles had directed his forces from Hims towards ‘Amr
Ibn al-‘As to prevent the Arabs from reaching Palestine, and in particular the Aelia
region;4 thus the Ajnadln battle occurred. He did the same thing on another occasion
when he directed his forces to al-Yarmuk in a final desperate attempt to help and
protect Byzantine Aelia.
On the other hand, with regard to attitudes towards the Arabs, some modem
scholars, among them Father (al-Ab), Ya’qub al-Shammas and Phillip HttI argue that
Arab Christians welcomed the Muslim conquest of Syria in the light of their religious
and political disagreement with the Byzantine state, especially with regard to the
nature of Christ. Father (al-Ab), Ya’qQb al-Shammas reported that the Muslims did
not interfere in Christian religious matters and the bickering over the independence of
each of the sects. He added that the Muslim caliphs favoured the Ya’qubis more than
‘See Bukhari, Muhammad Ibn Isma‘Il. Sahih al-Bukhari Arabic-English, edited and translated by
Muhammad Muhsin Khan (Dar al-‘Arabiya, Beirut, 4 th, ed, 1985), Vol. 1, Pp. 7-14. Ibn Sa’d, Vol, 1,
p. 259.
2For more details about this battle see Waqidi, Maghasi, Vol. 11, P. 760-770. Ibn Sa’d, Vol, 2, p. 1291131. Ibn Hisham, Pp. 532-535.Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. Il l , Pp. 153-156.
3For the Byzantine attempts to protect Syria see Faisal, ShukrI. Harakat al-Fath al-Islaml ji al-Oarn

al- Awal (Beirut, 1975), pp. 48-54.

4WaqidI. Futuh, S, 1, p. 10. Ibn Kathir, Bidayah, Vol. 7&8, S,7, p. 54.
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the Milkanis:
The conqueror, excluding the payment of the Jizya
(tax), did not intrude upon anything; they left every
thing as before. The new matter which was for those
who loved heretics was that each sect was given
independence with great judgment concessions to its
religious. It is natural that the Ya’qubis were closer to
the caliphs than the Milkanis because they were too far
from what may remain of the Roman state. This
liberality continued until the seven century.1
Moreover, some modem Arab Christian scholars, among them Phillip HittI,
who seems to have quoted from Christian sources, argues that many Christian writers
showed their pleasure with the policy that the Muslims employed towards them. HittI
reported that one of the Eastern Church patriarchs wrote in a letter saying:
As you know, the Arabs whom God did grant the
authority upon the world in this time lived among us.
They did not take up antagonistic attitudes towards
Christianity. But contrarily, they eulogize our religion,
honour the priests and the saints; they lavish payments
upon the churches for rituals and practices.2
Phillip HttI argues that the Syrians, with regard to their languages and sects,
were closer to Arab Muslims than to the Byzantines, so they welcomed the Muslim
conquest of Syria because of their political and religion disagreement with the
Byzantines. The Christians hoped that they would have better treatment from the
conquerors. In addition, HittI claims that the Arab Christians in Syria looked upon

^ee: Al-shammas, Vol. 1, p. 17.
Philip Httl. Tarikh al-Arab, translated by Muhammad MabrukNafi’ (Beirut, 1957), Vol. 2, p.143.
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Islam as a Christian sect because of their great hatred for the Byzantines which made
them welcome this change.1
This argument agrees with Rinsman’s view; he also seems to have quoted
Christian sources when he reported that the Antioch patriarch who was Jacobean
(Ya’qubI) was very pleased with this change.*2 Furthermore, he quoted an account
attributed to unknown Nestorian historians who say that:
The hearts of the Christians were pleased for the Arab
emporium. May God increase this emporium and make
it eternal.3
It seems to the researcher that there is a great exaggeration of such an
argument. Theses accounts deal with the Muslim policy towards the conquered people
(the Christians) after the conquest rather than the attitudes of those people towards the
conquest during military operations. In other words, these accounts were not related to
the period of the conquest between 13-16 A.H/ 634-637 A.D but to the period after
the arrival of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the Aelia region, while it is a fact that there is a
major difference between both periods (before or during and after the conquest).
Furthermore, such arguments contrast with several early Islamic sources which
report that great numbers among the Arab Bedouin (Al-‘Arab al-Ariba) joined the
Byzantine forces during the battle of Mu’ta in 8 A.H,4 then, secondly, during the
period of the conquest, in particular the tribes from Lakham, Judham, Balqln, Baly
!Ibid, p. 143.
2Steven, Rinsma. TarTkh al-Hwiib al-Salybiyya, translator by al-Sayd al-Baz al-‘Urany (Beirut, 1967),
Vol. 1, p. 38.
3Ibid, p. 39.
'4WaqidI, MaghasT, Vol. 11, p. 760. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 2, p. 129. Ibn Hisham, Pp. 532-533. Tabari, Tarikh,
Vol. X. I l l , Pp. 153-154.
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and Ghassan and others.1 This was despite their relation with their tribal branches, in
particular the GhassanT and the Ansar (Aws and Khazraj) who belonged to the same
tribe and came from a common homeland in Yemen, and were in touch before Islam.*2
They called each others cousins during the war.3
However, it seems that some of the Arab tribes who joined the Muslims
embraced Islam for several reasons, which is beyond the scope of this research, as
may be understood from al-Baladhun and al-Ya‘qubI when those tribes asked ‘Umar
to include them in the Register (diwan), while he wanted to exclude them.4 Al-Tabari
on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq, reports a good example, he states that some
Arab Christians from the Lakham and Judham tribes joined the Muslims when they
went to confront the Byzantines, but they fled and escaped to the neighbouring
villages when they saw the severity of the fighting, and let the Muslims down.5
Lastly, there are two important examples that show the Syrian Arab attitudes
towards the Muslims. Firstly, when Jabala Ibn al-Ayham al-Ghassanl, the leader of
Ghassan, left Syria with a great number of his tribe for the Byzantine territories. He
refused to pay the Jizya (tax) and to live under Muslim rule.6 Secondly, the Arab
Christians of Banu Thaghlip also refused to pay Jizya and started to leave Syria for the
Byzantine territories before the caliph ‘Umar accepted to take it from them under the

!See Waqidi, Futuh, S, 1, Pp. Tabari, TarTkh, Vol. 1, p. 76. Vol. 11, p. 132.
2See: Dnvan Hasan Ibn Thabit: Shark Diwdn Hasan Ibn Thdbit al-Ansan, Dabt wa TashTh ‘A bd alRahman al-Barqudi (Cairo, al-Maktaba al-Tijariya, 1920), p. 414.
3See; Waqidi, Futuh, Vol. 1&2, S. l,pp . 101-103.

See: Abl ‘Ubayd, p. 263.

4

Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11. p. 133.

5

Ya’qubI. Tarikh, Vol. 2, p. 147.
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name of Sadaqa.1 Interestingly, one of the conditions o f ‘Umar’s Assurance allowed
those who wished, of the inhabitants of the Aelia region, to leave with the Byzantines
if they did not want to stay and pay the Jizya. This important condition reads:
Those people of Aelia who want to leave with the
Byzantines, take their property, and abandon their
churches and their crosses, will be safe until they reach
y
their place of safety.
In the light of the above analysis, it seems that there is an agreement between
the attitudes of the Arabs and the Byzantines towards the Islamic conquest. However,
it seems that some changes began to arise among the Arabs when they knew that the
conquest had become a fact and there was no hope of any resistance. It seems that they
began accepting Islamic rule as a fact and believing that a new era in the history of the
area had begun. Al-Azdl on the authority of Juija (a person who embraced Islam
during the conquests) gives a significant description of the Arab Christians’ attitude in
Syria towards the Muslim conquerors after the great victories of the Muslims in Syria.
He states that:
One kind (subjects) was of the religion of the Arabs and
was with them; another kind was serious Christians, and
was with us; one kind was less serious Christians who
said: we don’t want to fight against people of our
religion and don’t want to help the aliens (al- ‘Ajam)
against our people either (qaiim).*23

'Baladhurl. Futuh, Pp. 181-183. Abu Yusuf, Pp. 240-244, 250.
Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. II. pp. 191-192.

2

AzdI, Pp. 68-169. See also Ibn Hibaysh. Kitab Dhikr al-Khazawat (Makhtutat Leaden) MS.OR 343,
page 75B
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In short, the researcher argues that all the population in Syria, in general,
opposed the Muslim conquest and tried their best to resist it despite their disagreement
with regard to their religious matters, especially about the nature of Christ. The Arabs
of Syria had joined the Byzantine armies in all battles in the area. However, the Arab
tribes in Syria generally begin to change their attitude towards the Muslims after the
Byzantines were defeated, in particular in the battle of al-Yarmuk. They begin to look
to the new era, i.e. Islamic rule, as a fact. Furthermore, a large number of Arab tribes
embraced Islam a short time after the conquests.

7.2. The Jews
It is clear that there had been no Jews residing in the Aelia region for a very
long time before the first Islamic conquest; since the Byzantines had prevented them
from entering or residing in this area in 132 A.D. The important questions that arise
here are; did ‘Umar’s Assurance exclude the Jews from residing in the Aelia region as
is reported in al-Tabari’s version (on the authority of Sayf Ibn ‘Umar al-Tamiml)?
When did the Jews begin residing in Aelia (after the conquest)? And what was
Muslim policy towards the Jews residing in the Aelia region?
The problem of excluding the Jews from residing in Aelia has been the subject
of many studies, in particular, an important article of ‘Abd al-Fattah el-‘AwaisI and
some other scholars, in particular the Israelis D. Goiten, H. Busse, Moshe Gil whom
researched the topic in their studies of Islamic history and the history of Palestine in
general.
The researcher, in this section, aims to examine Muslim policy towards the
Jews residing in Aelia in the light of ‘Umar’s Assurance. Additionally, the relation
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between both will be discussed.
Daniel Sahas claims that the first Muslim conquest led to the:
Emergence of an opportunity for the Christians of
Jerusalem to contain the Jews, with the help o f the
Muslim Arabs, through the concessions granted to them
in Umar’s Assurance.1
In contrast ‘Abd al-Fattah El-‘AwaisI totally rejected his claims, and argues:
The question that arises here is: what grounds
would the Christians of Jerusalem have for containing
the Jews, when they themselves had forbidden them
residence in the City for several centuries and expelled
them from it? If this assertion were true, why did the
Patriarch Sophronius ask Umar Ibn al-Khattab to renew
Hadrian’s law and forbid the Jew residence in the City?
His request was rejected by Umar Ibn al-khattab. The
concessions that the conquering Muslims granted the
inhabitants of the City were not requested by the
Christians of Jerusalem, but were a gift from the Caliph
of the Muslims to the people of the City, based on the
principles laid down by Islam for dealing with nonMuslims, particularly the People of the book. If there
had been Jews living in the City at the time of the
conquest, they would have been granted the same
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concessions as the Christians, which may be
summarised as giving them safety for themselves, their
property, synagogues, and religion in exchange for
paying the tax. Sahas made his claim closely resembles
the Orthodox Patriarchte’s text of Umar’s Assurance.
The researcher has proved that this was fabricated or
concocted to serve the political and religious of the
Greek Orthodox sect in Jerusalem.*1
‘Abd al-Fattah el-‘AwaisI also rejected the idea that Caliph ‘Umar excluded
the Jews from residing in Aelia. He states:
As for additions and conditions attributed to Umar Ibn
al-Khattab, they are the product of later historical
periods, resulting from socio-political circumstances
that differed from the time of the first Islamic conquest
of Jerusalem.2
The researcher argues that there is no doubt about the Jews residing in the
Aelia region after the first Islamic conquest. However, but the difficulty is in
following Muslim policy towards this issue in addition to knowing the exact time of it
development. Early Islamic sources do not provide any details with regard to any Jews
living in the Aelia region for the remainder of the rule of the Umayyad state (41-132
A.H /661-750 A.D), and probably a long time after.
However, some later sources reported a few accounts of a number of Jews who
D aniel J. Sahas, p. 54.

1

El-‘AwaisI. Umar’s Assurance, Pp. 77-78.
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lived in the Aelia region for the remainder of the period mentioned above. Ibn alMurajja (d 442 A.H/1050 A.D), who is the first source, reported that were Jews in
Aelia during the rule of the Umayyad caliph ‘Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan who ruled
between 66-86 A.H/686-705 A.D. He reported that there were Jews among the
servants of the Haram (al-Aqsa) who were not subject to the Jizya (tax). He added that
the number of these people was ten men, but their families increased and the number
rose to twenty.1 However, al-MaqdisI (d. 390 A.H/ 1000 A.D) in Ahsan al-Taqasun fi

M a'rifat al-Aqallm reported that in his time there were many Christians, and these
behaved distastefully in public places and that Christians and Jews were predominant
in Jerusalem.*23
With regard to non-Islamic sources, Moshe Gil, who based his argument on
the Jewish manuscript Cairo Geniza, which dates from the eleventh century A.D and
a few other accounts, claims that:
‘Umar’s guiding line appears to have been to adopt the
most decent attitude possible towards the local
population and enable it to continue to pursue its
customary mode of life and earn its living in its own
fashion from then on, also to nourish the Arab tribes.4
Moreover, according to his claim, the Jews’ request to ‘Umar to settle in
Jerusalem was granted.5 A letter by Solomon Ibn Broham al-Qara’i who lived in the
'El-Awaisl. Umar’s Assurance, Pp. 76-77.
A1-Maqdisl. The Best, p. 152.

2

See: Moshe, Gil. The Jewish Quarters of Jerusalem, Pp. 261-278. Ibid, A History of Palestine: 6341099 (Cambridge University Press, 1992), p. viii & xiv.

3

Gil, A History of Palestine, p. 73.
Gil, A History of Palestine, p. 73. This manuscript, which dated from the eleventh century A.D, claims
that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab played the role of arbitrator or forceful mediator between the Christians and
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first half of the tenth century A.D. in Islamic Jerusalem, states that the Jews were
allowed to enter and reside in the city from “the beginning of Isma’il’s dominion”,
meaning from the first Muslim conquest of Aelia.1 Jewish sources also claim that the
Jews were allowed to pray in Islamic Jerusalem after the Muslim conquest. 2
Much prior to the date of the Jewish manuscript Cairo Geniza, the traveller
Bishop Arculf, who visited Jerusalem as a pilgrim in 50 A.H/670 A.D. during the
caliphate of Mu’awiya Ibn Abl Sufyan, who ruled between 41-60 A.H/661-680A.D,
recounts that he found two groups of Jews in Jerusalem: the first had converted to
Christianity and the second remained Jewish.
Moreover, Micheil A sif claims that small groups of Jews were already living
in Jerusalem and that they increased with time. By the end of the first century A.H,
according to his claims, there was a large Jewish community in Jerusalem divided into
two groups, each with their own synagogues and schools.*234
The researcher argues that the most important reason behind the early and later
the Jews in Jerusalem. According to this document, ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab invited the Patriarch
Sophronius and representatives of the Jews to a meeting he attended in person, so as to resolve the issue
of Jews residing in Jerusalem. After a long and contentious debate about the number o f Jewish families
who would be allowed to reside in Jerusalem, ranging from seventy on Sophronius’ side to two hundred
on the Jews’ side, ‘Umar decided to allow seventy Jewish families from Tiberius to settle in the south of
the City. See the manuscript in Israel Ben Zeev (Abu Zuaib), Ka ’b al-Ahbar: Jews and Judaism in the
Islamic Tradition, prepared for publication by Mahmud ‘AbbasT, (Jerusalem, 1976), p.39. Fred
McGraw Donner quotes some accounts which say that ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab negotiated sympathetically
over Jewish interests. Other accounts quoted by Donner say that Sophronius imposed a condition on
‘Umar that Jews should not live with them in the City. Donner, The Early Islamic Conquests, p. 71.
!Neubauer, Ausader Peteburger Bibliothek, 109. Vol. 11, p. 12 cited in Israel Ben Zeev (Abu Zuaib),

Ka 'b al-Ahbar, p.40.

2See: Mann, J. The Jews in Egypt and Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs (Oxford, 1969), Pp.43-47
Muir. Annals of the Early Califate, p. 212 cited in el-‘AwaisI. Umar's Assurance, p.59. Dubnow,
Geschichte des Judishen Volkes, vol. I ll , p.410 cited in Israel Ben Zeev (Abu Zuaib), Ka ’b al-Ahbar,
Pp. 37-38. See also Gil, A History of Palestine, p.71.
3Arculf, Eines Pilgers Reise mach dem Heiligen Land um 670 aus dem Lateinischen ubersetze und
erklart von paul mickley. (Leipzig, 1971), Pp. 29-31 cited by Israel Ben Zeev (Abu Zuaib), K a’b alAhbar, p.38.

4Israel Ben Zeev (Abu Zuaib), Ka ’b al-Ahaar, p. 40.
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Islamic sources neglect in mentioning the Jews in the Aelia region is their paucity of
numbers, and their insignificant role during the event of the conquest and for a very
long time after. The sharp decrease in the number of Jews in Palestine took place in
the light of their traditional conflict with the Byzantines after the rise of Christianity.
The Babylonians and Assyrians, in 587 B.C. during the era of Bukhtunsur or
Nebuchadnezzer, attacked Palestine. They destroyed Jerusalem, burned the temple,
enslaved the Jews and exiled them to Iraq in what is known as the Babylonian
enslavement.1 Nebuchadnezzer took the Jews to ‘Iraq in order to prevent them from
rebelling against him a second time because he had fought a fierce battle against them
in 597 BC. The Jews were only able to return from Iraq in 539 BC when the Persian
Emperor Qurash who took control of the region, allowed them to do so.*2
In the same region, in 167 B.C. the Jews rebelled once more against the
Greeks in what was known as the Macabi Revolution. The same story repeated itself
when Pompei reached Jerusalem in 63 B.C. He destroyed the walls of the city and
killed a large numbers of the Jews there.3 Furthermore, the Byzantine Emperor, Titus
attacked the Jews in Jerusalem in 70 A.D. when they tried to rebel against the
Byzantines who had taken control of the region. He also destroyed the city and burned
the Temple.4
This resulted in the migration of large numbers of the Jews of Palestine, to the
!See Al-Mas‘udl, Abl al-Hasan ‘All Ibn al-Hasaiyyn. Muruj al-Dhhaab wa Ma'adin al-Jawhar (Dar
al-Andalus, Beirut). V.2. p. Tabari. Tarlkh. V. P. E. Mendenhall, Georige. Jerusalem from 1000-63
BC, in Kamil al-‘AsalI. Jerusalem in History (2 nd. ed, 1989), Pp. 63-66. Ibn al-Murajja, Pp. 26-37.
Peters, Pp. 30-31.
Georgi, Pp. 66-71. Pp. Zhifr al-DIn, p. 88 . Peters, Pp. 107-124.

2

Wilkinson. Jerusalem Under, Pp. 83-84.

3

4Wilkinson. Jerusalem Under, p.
al-Hamld, p.32.

86

. Zhifr al-DIn, Pp. 89-90. See also Al-Khatlb, Muhammad ‘Abd
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extent that one theory, which studied the origin of the ‘Arab Peninsula Jews,
proclaimed that they arrived there after the destruction o f the Temple at the hands of
the Emperor Titus in 70 A.D.1 Finally, in 135 A.D. the Byzantine Emperor Hadrian
destroyed the city and burned the Temple once more, issuing his famous decree on the
basis of which the Jews were prevented from residing in the region, and gave it the
new name of Aelia. Since this time Aelia extended its boundaries and become a wellknown area, at least to the local Byzantine administration, in order to apply Emperor
Hadrian’s decree and prevent the Jews from entering and residing in the region.
Propagation of Christianity in the area did not put an end to the traditional
conflict between the Byzantines and the Jews. In the year 311 AD Emperor
Constantine renewed Emperor Hadrian’s decree, while some Emperors who had ruled
before him, i.e. Emperor Marcus Aurelius who ruled 200 years after Hadrian, allowed
the Jews to enter Aelia in order to pray.*2 The struggle continued between both sides
when the Jews joined the Persians who entered Palestine in 614 A.D. and destroyed
most of Aelia’s churches.3 Therefore, Emperor Heracles renewed, for the second time,
Hadrian’s decree and issued a decree in which he permitted the killing of the Jews
wherever they were found.4
The few non-historical reports mentioned above with regard to the role of the
Jews’ -not only at the time o f the conquest of Syria but also at the time of ‘Umar’ Ibn
al-Khattab’s arrival in the walled part of the Aelia region and his granting of the

‘See Mahran, Muhammad Baiyyuml. Dirasatfi Tarikh al-Sharq al-Adna al-Oadim 11: Tarikh al-‘Arab
al-Qadim (Dar al-Ma‘rifa al-Jami‘iya, al-Exandriya, Misr, 1988), Pp. 437-455.
2Zifr al-Dln, p. 9 3 .
See Wilkinson. Jerusalem Under, p. 1 02. Yonah, p.266. Julian Raby, Pp. 3 - 5 . Walter, E. Kaegi.
Byzantium and The Early Islamic Conquests. (Cambridge University Press) 1992) p 177
See: Zhifr al-Din, Pp. 132-133.

’
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Assurance of Safety (aman) to its people -makes the researcher argue that there was
no discussion regarding the issue of the Jewish-Christian conflict has taken place
during ‘Umar’s visit. The researcher bases this argument on the fact that the Jews
were a very small minority, totally submissive to the local administration in the
regions in which they resided in Syria in general, and in Palestine in particular.
Secondly, there had been no Jews living in the Aelia region for more than five
hundred year before the Muslim conquest. Al-Baladhun, on the authority of Hisham
Ibn Ammar, reported an important account which shows clearly the situation of the
Jews at the time of the Muslim arrival in Syria. He states:
Hisham (Ibn ‘Ammar) said that he heard from our
Sheikhs who told that the Jews were to the Christians as
Dhimi paying Kharaj to them, and therefore, they
entered into a peace treaty with them.1
By virtue of the small number of Jews in Syria in general, and in Palestine in
particular, and their insignificance, as also reflected in the events of the Islamic
conquest, the researcher found only four reports relating to the period between 13-17
A.H/ 634-678 A.D mentioning Jews. Al-Tabari states that:
According to Salim: When ‘Umar entered Syria, a Jew
from Damascus met him and said: peace be upon you,
faruq! You are the master of Jerusalem. By God, you
will not return before God conquers Jerusalem.*2
The Jew witnessed the conclusion of the peace treaty.
‘Umar asked him about the false messiah. The Jew said:
^aladhun. Futuh, p.131. Ibn ‘abd al-Hakam, p.148. Ibn Ja‘far, Qudama. Al-Kharaj wa S ina't alKitaba, edited by al-Zubaydl, Muhammad (Baqhdad 1981), p. 295.
TabarI. Tankh, Vol. X. II, p.189.
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He is from the sons of Benjamin. By God, you Arabs
will kill him ten odd cubits from the gate of Lydda1
Al-Baladhun reported that it was a Jew who revealed to the Muslims the
secret entrance into Caesarea, which enabled them to end the long and tedious siege.
He states on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Sa’d on the authority of al-Waqidl that:
When Mu’awiyah at last took it (Kaisariyah) by storm,
he found in it 700,000 (sic!) soldiers with fixed
stipends, 30,000 Samaritans and 20,000 Jews. He found
in the city 300 markets, all in good shape. It was
guarded every night by 100,000 men stationed on its
walls. The city was reduced in the following way:- A
Jew named Yusuf came to the Muslims at night and
pointed out to them a route through a tunnel, the water
in which would reach a man’s waist; in consideration
for which information, safety was guaranteed for him
and his relatives.*2
Lastly, when the Muslims returned the tax which they had levied on the
inhabitants of Hims, the Jews distinguished themselves by promising to prevent the
Byzantine forces re-establishing their rule over the city. The inhabitants of Hims
(Christians and Jews) said:
Your protection and sense of Justice are preferable to
injustice and violence; therefore we shall stand together
with your leader and protect the town from Heraclius’
armies. The Jews of Hims even swore on the Torah that
they would not permit Heraclius’ governor to enter

‘ibid, p. 190.
Baladhun. Futuh, p. 147. The Origins, p. 217.
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Hims, and even locked the gates of the city, placing a
guard at the gates. This was how the Christians and the
Jews behaved in the cities which had earlier submitted
to the Muslims.1
The researcher has rejected the accounts of al-Tabari because of ‘Umar’s
coming to the Aelia region first, then after it was conquered, leaving with the Muslims
for al-Jabiya. It is clear that the sources, and the Syrian narrators in particular, have
incorrectly reported the reasons for the different visits of ‘Umar to Syria and the tasks
which he carried out on each visit.
On the other hand, the researcher argues that without a doubt Ka‘b al-Ahbar
did not play any role in this event nor did he pay any significant attention to Jerusalem
as has been discussed. In addition to all of that, all the accounts which reported that
‘Umar had shown interest in the location of David’s temple in Aelia and that he
prayed there and built a mosque (.Al-Aqsa) in its place are non-historical accounts
founded under conditions which greatly differed from those at the time of the first
Islamic conquest of Aelia as we shall see later.
On the one hand, this treachery is not mentioned elsewhere in early Islamic
sources, so it could be copied from Arabic historical writing (Noth 150) rather than
being a report of a real historical event. On the other hand, it is not expected that the
walled part of.Kaisariyah could hold 20,000 Jews in addition to 700,000 Byzantines,
30,000 Samaritans and 100,000 guards. Moreover, it is well-known that Emperor
Heraclius in 629 A.D. re-issued a decree which permitted the killing of Jews wherever
they were, which makes it hard if not impossible to believe that the Byzantines would

'Baladhuri. Futiih, p. 137.
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allow such a large Jews of number to live in one city.1
Therefore, according to their small numbers in the area, it seems that the Jews
return to Aelia after the conquest was very slow and there is no evidence that they had
faced any kind of challenge or objection from the Muslims upon return. According to
the traveller Micheil Asaf, Benjamin al-Tutayli found one thousand and thirteen
Jewish families living in Palestine when he visited it. Among those families were four
men only who lived in Jerusalem and twelve in Bethlehem while the Jewish traveller
Petachji did not find more than a single Jew living in Jerusalem.2
If the early Islamic sources did not provide any evidence about when the Jews
began to resettle in Jerusalem after the conquest, and if we accept the reports of
Bishop Arculf that he found two groups of Jews in Jerusalem in the time of Mu’awiya
Ibn Abl Sufyan, this will place in front of us two possibilities; both of them lead to the
same results with regard to the prohibition of Jews from residing in Aelia, as this
passage reported in al-Taban’s version on the authority of Sayf Ibn ‘Umar indicated.
This exclusion was attributed to ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in later historical
periods as ‘Abd al-Fattah El-‘AwaisI indicated.3 Secondly, the Muslim rulers after
‘Umar did not pay attention to applying this condition; if we accept it as a historical
fact. In other words, this exclusion did not become a law in Islam, which had to be
followed literally or alternatively, broken.
It seems that the unapplied condition of excluding the Jews from residing (if it
is true) in the Aelia region may be understood from two axiomatic angles. Firstly,
‘Umar stipulation was not a law in Islam to be followed literally by the Muslims nor
'See: Zhifral-Dtn, Pp. 132-133.
'Asaf, p. 67.
El-‘AwaisI. Umar's Assurance, Pp. 76-77.
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did they consider its valuation if they did not follow it. Then, secondly, it seems that
great demographic changes took place among Jerusalem’s inhabitants after the
conquest, after being a purely Christian area, regardless of which sect was in the
majority or the minority.
The researcher argues that it seems certain that the Jews were treated with
favour by the Muslims; they were not only permitted to reside in Islamic Jerusalem,
but also to own properties there. Some scholars claim that the Jews bought a piece of
land on the Mount of Olives in the Aelia region and built a synagogue on it.*
Moreover, the Jews were also permitted to move their religious council legislative
body (al-Sanhedrin) from Tiberius to Islamic Jerusalem at the start o f the tenth
century, in addition Mann claims that the Jewish Qarain sect were treated with
greater favour by the Muslim rulers than the Orthodox sect of the Rabbis.*3
In the light of the small number and fairly insignificant history o f Palestinian
Jewry during the Muslim conquest, it seems surprising that some researchers, in
particular Patrica Crone and Michael Cook, in addition to Steven Ieder, claim that the
Jews welcomed and assisted the Muslim armies and joined them, especially during the
siege of Aelia.4 In other words, there was Muslim-Jewish collaboration during the
conquest of Syria generally, and of Aelia in particular. However, the researcher argues
that it should not be surprising that the Jews’ sympathies, as a minority group who
‘See: Asaf, Pp. 114-115. Mann, Pp. 42-44. Hoyland, p. 239.
See: ‘Athamina, FilastTn, Fi Khamsat Quriin, p. 65.
Mann, p.42.

3

Crone, Batricia, Pp. 3-9, 156. Leder, Stefan. The Attitude of the Jews and their role towards the ArabIslamic conquest, the Fourth International Conference on the History o f Bilad al-Sham (English and

French papers), edited by Muhammad ‘Adnan al-Bakhlt. (University o f Jordan, al-Yarmflk University
1987), Vol. l,P p . 175-159.
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were suffering from the Byzantines’ cruel oppression and violence, were with the
Muslim conquerors, hoping that the new era would improve their situation and change
it for the better. There is, however, no evidence mentioned of any kind of Jewish role
or involvement in the exciting and formative events of the years 13-17 A.H/ 634-638
A.D.

Conclusion
It is clear that in the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) the
Muslims liberated the Christians, in particular the local population of the Aelia region,
from the religious oppression of the Byzantine occupiers. This is shown clearly by the
Muslim internal policy towards the Christians in the Aelia region when ‘Umar’s
Assurance granted the people of Aelia safety for themselves, their properties, churches
and crosses. Furthermore, the Muslims did not interfere in the Christians’ internal
religious matters. In addition they granted independence to each religious sect under
Islamic rule. On the other hand, the Jews were treated with favour by the Muslims;
they were not only permitted to reside in Jerusalem, but as well to own properties in
the city.
With regard to the Muslim conquerors’ policy towards the people in Syria
generally, and the Aelia region in particular; in addition to the attitude of the
population towards the conquest, the researcher argues that there are great differences
between the two periods and two groups of the population. Firstly, the differences
between the period of military operations in 13-16 A.H/ 634-376 A.D and the period
after 16 A.H/ 634 A.D, in other words, the periods before and after the arrival of the
caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the region and his granting the people of Aelia his
Assurance o f Safety (aman). Secondly, between the Byzantines (<al-Rum) and the
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Arabs, and between the groups mentioned above and between the monks and the local
population, especially those who were not involved in resisting the conquerors.
The Arabs m Syria in general opposed the Muslim conquest and tried their
best to resist it despite their disagreement with regard to religious matters, especially
about the nature of Christ. They had joined the Byzantine armies in all the battles in
the area. However, the Arab tribes in Syria generally began to change their attitude
towards the Muslims after the Byzantines were defeated, in particular in the battle of
al-Yarmuk. They began to accept the new era, i.e. Islamic rule, as a fact. Furthermore,
a large number of Arab tribes embraced Islam a short time after the conquests.
On the other hand, it might be said that the Jews were suffering from the
Byzantines’ cruel oppression and violence, and thus supported the Muslim
conquerors; hoping that the new era would improve their situation and change it for
the better. However, there is no evidence mentioned of any kind of role or
involvement by the Jews in the events of the years 13-17 A.H/ 634-638 A.D.
Indeed, the first Islamic conquest of Aelia marked the real end of the
traditional conflict between the Christians and the Jews. This began with the arrival of
the Muslim conquerors in Syria at the start of the year 13A.H/ 634 A.D and was
completed by the arrival of the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab in the region and his
granting of the famous Assurance of Safety (aman) to the people of Aelia. In other
words, ‘Umar’s Assurance brought an end to the destruction, killing, and
displacement that had characterised the Aelia region throughout history until then.
‘Abd al-Fattah El-‘awisl argues that:
The Muslims liberated the Christians from the
Byzantine occupiers of the City, rid the Jews of
oppression at the hands of the Byzantines, their
259

presence in the City after an absence of five hundred
years. These event were in keeping with the teaching of
Islam based on the methodology of Tadafu ‘ or
counterbalance, the concept of justice based not only on
plurality and recognition of others, but on determining
their rights, duties, treatment, and means o f co
existence.1

'El-'AwaisT. Umar's Assurance, Pp. 76-77.
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Introduction
The problem of studying the administration of Islamic Jerusalem after the first
Islamic conquest lies in the fact that the Islamic sources give very little information in
this regard. This is not only apply to Islamic Jerusalem, but also about Palestine as one
of the administrative regions in Syria. It seems that Palestine administration is the main
point of argument among modem researchers with regard to the administration of
Jerusalem after the first Islamic conquest. The orientalists and the Israelis among them,
and some Arab researchers, argue that Jerusalem did not receive any special attention
from the Muslims. They based their argument on Jerusalem not being the administrative
capital of Palestine after the conquest. This can be found in the work of E. Sivan, Asaf,
M. Gil, D. Goitein, F. Donner and others, and to a lesser extent in the writings of ‘Abd
al-‘AzTz al-Dun, Tllas ShufanT and others. However, Khalil ‘Athamina in his study

FilstTn ji Khamsat Qurun, Min al-fatth al-Islami hatta al-Ghazii al-Fircmji (634 - 1099)
attempted to prove that Jerusalem was in fact the administrative capital of Palestine after
the conquest. This is a clear attempt by a Palestinian researcher to refute the claims made
by the Israelis in the continuing conflict over the city. Therefore, the debate on this issue
was restricted to whether or not Jerusalem was the administrative capital of Palestine.
In his study of the Muslims’ organisation and the administration of Islamic
Jerusalem as well as the interest they have shown in the region, the researcher will
attempt to gather as many early historical accounts as possible. These will be discussed
and analysed in order to reveal how the Muslims implemented their views on Islamic
Jerusalem. Through the discussion of the arguments of modem researchers and the
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Islamic sources and accounts, the researcher will be in a position to know whether or not
the Muslims have shown special interest in it.

8.1. Initial Interest of the first administrative
The researcher argues that Caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab paid special attention to
Jerusalem and gave it a distinctive status. This is contrary to what D. Donner claims
when he argues the point of ‘Umar’s visit to Syria and his arrival in Aelia. He claims that
“in any case it makes it hard to say that ‘Umar should have shown any interest in
Jerusalem”.1
There is no doubt that this claim contradicts what has been mentioned by the
Islamic sources in this regard. We have previously argued that the main reason for
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab arrival in Jerusalem was to reinforce the Muslims who were
besieging it. During the same visit, ‘Umar appointed a special military and
administrative governor for Islamic Jerusalem. This is what he did with the other cities m
Syria, except in the case of al-Ramla, for which he also appointed a military governor for
an interim period. The reasons for appointing a military governor for al-Ramla were
quite different from the reasons behind appointing a governor for Islamic Jerusalem.
‘Umar cancelled the latter appointment shortly after these reasons were no longer in
effect, as we shall see later. With regard to ‘Umar’s appointment of a special ruler for
Islamic Jerusalem when he arrived there, Sayf Ibn‘Umar (d. 180 A.H), Khalid Ibn
Mi‘dan (d. 103 orl08 AH/ 721or 726 A.D) and ‘Ubada Ibn Nusayy (d. 118 A.H/ 736
A.D) mentioned that:

'Dooner. The Early Islamic Conquests, p. 152.
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He then sent them [an army] and divided Palestine between
two men, he put ‘Alqamah b. Hakim in charge of one half
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According to Salim (‘Umar) appointed Alqamah b.
Mujazziz governor of Aelia and appointed Alqamah b.
Hakim governor of al-Ramlah. He the solders who were
with ‘Amr (Ibn al-‘ As) at their desposal. He orderd ‘Amr
and ShurahbTl to join him in al-Jabiyah. When they reached*2

'Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. 2, P. 449.
Tabari. Tarikh, Vol. X. 11, Pp. 192-193.
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rIabari. Tarikh, Vol. 2, P. 449.
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al-Jabiyah they found ‘Umar riding. They kissed his knee,
and ‘Umar embraced them, holding them to his chest.1
In addition to ‘Umar’s appointment of ‘Alqama Ibn Mujziz as a military and
administrative governor of Islamic Jerusalem, there are other sources which indicate that
‘Umar appointed another person with ‘Alqama, whose name was Salama Ibn Qayysar as
2
an Imam (leader of prayer) in Islamic Jerusalem.
The Islamic sources also mentioned the names of other people who were
appointed governors of Jerusalem during the era of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab or shortly after
that, i.e. during the era of the Rightly Guided Caliphs. Among these was ‘Ubada Ibn
al-Samit (d. 34 A.H), whose tomb still today in Jerusalem. Abl Zir‘a al-Dimashql, Ibn
‘Abd al-Barr and Ibn Hhjar al-‘Asqalan! mentioned that ‘Ubada was appointed as a judge
and teacher in Palestine and he lived in Islamic Jerusalem. *23 Al-MaqdisI, in MuthTr AlGharam, Ibn Manzur in Lisan Al-Arab, Mujlr al-Dln al-HanbalT in Al-Uns Al-JalTl bi

Tarlkh Al-Quds wal-Khalfl, mentioned that ‘Ubada was appointed governor or judge4 m
Palestine. It is noticed that al-Dhahabl narrated that he was the first Muslim judge in
Islamic Jerusalem.5

Tbid, p. 193.
2 Ibn Hajar, Vol. 3. p. 115.Al-MaqdisT, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Hilal. Muthir Al-Gharam
(Mukhtarat) fi Fadail Bayt al-Maqdis fi M atiitat Arabiyy’a Gadiyyma, edited by Muhammad Ibrahim
(Kuwait, 1985), Pp. 370-371. Ibn al-Athlr, Usd, Vol. 2. p. 414. Mujir al-DIn, Vol. 1, p. 266.
3AbI Zir‘a, Vol. 1, p. 205, 224. (on the authority of al-Walld Ibn Muslim). Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Vol. 2, p. 450.
DhahabT, Tarikh, p. 118. DhahabI, Tarikh, p. 422.
4See Al-Maqdisl. Mutlur, p. 363. Mujlr al-DTn, Vol. 1, p. 261,^286. Ibn Manzur, Muhammad Ibn Makram
al-Ifnql. Lisan al-Arab. (Dar Sadir, Beirut, 1968), Vol. 11, Pp. 301-310.
DhahabT. Tarikh, Pp. 422-424.
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8.1.2. Later Interest of the first administrative
What further illustrates and confirms the continuous interest of ‘Umar Ibn alKhattab in Islamic Jerusalem was his second visit to al-Jabiya and Islamic Jerusalem
after the ‘Imwas plague in 18 A.H. In his new administrative structure of Syria ‘Umar
cancelled the positions of the governors of Palestine and al-Ramla. He appointed Yazld
Ibn AbT Sufyan as governor of Palestine and the Mediterranean Coast1 to serve under
Abl ‘Ubayda who was appointed as the general governor of Syria.*2 ‘Umar ordered Yazld
to fight the people of Qisana 3*during his first visit to Syria and later appointed Yazld as
the general governor of Syria after the death of Abu ‘Ubayda.
The cancellation of the two posts of the governors of Palestine and al-Ramla, the
appointment of Mu‘awiyya Ibn AbT Sufyan as governor (Enur or Wall) of all Syria and
keeping ‘Alqama Ibn Mujziz in his post as governor of Islamic Jerusalem, where he
remained until his death in 20 A.H,6 are all facts which confirm that Umar continued his
great interest in Islamic Jerusalem. This fact is also confirmed by the appointment of

^ a q id l. Futuli, p. 154.
Baladhun, Ahmad Ibn Yahya. Ansab al-Ashraf, S. 4, edited by ShlQznjr, muraja‘at Kister, M.Y
(Jerusalem, 1971), S, 4, Vol. 1, p.l 1. Khalifa. TarTkh, Vol. 1, p. 157. Ibn Sa d, Vol. 7, p. j 84.

2

3

WaqidI. Futuli, p .l54.

'Baladhun. Ansab, Vol. S. 4, p .ll. Khalifa. TarTkh, Vol. 1, p.157. Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, Pp. 405-406. DhahabI,
p. 180.
sBaladhun. Ansab, Vol. 1, S. 4, p .ll. (on the authority of al-Mada’inl). Khalifa. TarTkh, V ol.l. P.157. Ibn
Sa‘d, Vol. 7, Pp. 405-406.
6Ibn Hajar, Isaba, Vol, 4, Pp. 460-461. Ibn al-Athlr. Usd, Vol. 4, p. 87.
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‘Abd Al-Rahman Ibn ‘Alqama Ibn Mujziz as governor of Islamic Jerusalem in place of
his father, as both Ibn Sa‘d and al-Tabari mention.1
It appears that the temporary appointment by ‘Umar, of YazTd Ibn Abl Sufyan
as governor of Palestine and ‘Alqama Ibn Hakim as governor of al-Ramla, was for
military reasons dictated by the situation in the region at that time. The stationing of
Alqama Ibn I^klm with soldiers at al-Ramla, which is close to the Mediterranean coast,
can be understood in the context that the coast was still under attack from the Byzantine
military fleet, and this continued over a long period of time. The Islamic sources also
indicate that the Muslims continued to pay attention to fortifying the Mediterranean
Coast area and stationing military garrisons there from the first stages of the Islamic
conquests and for a long time after ‘Umar’s era.*23Furthermore, al-Ramla and adjoining
regions were used as a centre for the concentration of Islamic forces which later
advanced to conquer Egypt under the leadership of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A s. The receding
administrative importance of al-Ramla in favour of al-Ludda shortly after the Islamic
conquest and the change in the situation afterwards required the cancellation of all the
posts there. However, ‘Umar preserved these posts, i.e. the governor, the judge and the
leader of prayer {Imam) in Islamic Jerusalem. These posts only existed in the centres
where the governors resided as in the case of al-Kufa and al-Basra in Iraq for instance.
In the case of Islamic Jerusalem, which was not the capital of Syria or even Palestine, the

‘Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 4, Pp. 253-254.
Baladhuri. Futuli, Pp. 134-145.

2

3See WaqidT. Futiih, Vol. 1&2, S. 2, Pp. 21-54. Baladhun. Futiih, Pp. 214-225.
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existence of these posts can only be interpreted in the context of the special interest
‘Umar had in Islamic Jerusalem.
What further supports this deduction is what is understood from many accounts
with regard to the appointment of the governor of Islamic Jerusalem and its judge who
may have conducted the judiciary function in all Palestine and not just Islamic
Jerusalem. The leader of prayer (Imam) was under the direct authority of Umar in
Madina and outside the authority of the governor of Syria, Mu‘awiyya Ibn AbT Sufyan,
at the time. This was a unique position during that period. At that time, the governor
used to reside in the capital city, where the main central mosque and government
headquarters were located. From there he used to deal with the appointments and
dismissals of the administrative governors in the respective regions, as well as other
matters.1
However, in the case of Islamic Jerusalem, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Ibn Manzur, Ibn
Qudama al-MaqdsI in al-Isti’bsarfiNasab al-Sahaba min al-Ansar, and Ibn al-Athlr in

Usd al-Ohabafi Ma'rifat al-Sail aba mentioned that there was a conflict between the
governor of Syria, Mu‘awiyya, and the judge and teacher in Islamic Jerusalem, Ubada
Ibn al- Samit. The latter headed for ‘Umar in Madina in a state of anger against the
former. It appears that ‘Umar reinstated ‘Ubada in his position as judge and teacher and
ordered him to go back to Jerusalem, reaffirming that he was not under the authority of
Mu‘awiyya.*2 This clearly indicates that the issue of appointing ‘Ubada as judge and

'See: Baladhun. Futiih, p. 275.
2Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Vol. 2, p. 450. Ibn Manzur, Vol. 11, p. 306. Al-MaqdisT, Ibn Qudama. Al-Istibsar fi
Nasab Al-Siliaba min al-Ansar, edited by ‘AIT NuwaThid (Beirut, 1971), p 190. Ibn al-AthTr. Usd, Vol. 2, p.
160.
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teacher in Islamic Jerusalem did not fall under the authority of Mu‘awiyya as governor
of the region. Otherwise Mu‘awiyya could have taken the initiative to fire ‘Ubada and
replace him with another person. Furthermore, at that time it was well known that the
governors, judges and leaders of prayer {Imam) were only appointed in the major and
important administrative centres which included the central mosque and the governor s
residency. In most cases, the governor used to lead the prayer himself.1 Although Islamic
Jerusalem was not a capital city or an administrative centre, it enjoyed a special status
comparable to the status of the capital cities and administrative centres.
In addition, the Islamic sources mentioned the names of other people who were
appointed in the position of governor and other positions in Islamic Jerusalem. Mujlr alDTn mentioned the name of someone called ‘Ubayd who was appointed to such
positions.*2 Ibn Hazm in Jamharat Ansab al-‘Arab mentioned that ‘Umayyr Ibn Sa‘d alAzdT took charge of posts in Islamic Jerusalem.3 Furthermore, Al-Maqdis! Ahmad Ibn
Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Hilal in Muthir al-Qharam and MujTr al-DTn al-Hanball in
al-Uns al-Jalll mentioned that the companion of the Prophet, Tamlm Ibn Aws al-Dan,4
took charge of posts in Islamic Jerusalem.5 Other sources indicated that Mu‘awiyya
appointed Salama Ibn Qaysar as governor of Islamic Jerusalem and appointed ‘Amr Ibn
^ee: ‘Athamina. Filastin jiKhamsat Quriin, p. 214.
Al-MaqdisT. Muthir, p. 373. MujTr al-DTn, Vol. 1, p. 286.

2

3Ibn Hazm, ‘AlT Ibn Ahmad Ibn Sa‘Td al-AndalusT. Jamharat al-Ansab al-Arab, edited by ‘Abd al-Salam.
Harun (Cairo, Dar al-Ma‘arif, 1962), p. 334.
4For more details about TamTm Ibn Aws life see Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 7, p. 104, Pp.408-409. KhalTfa. Tabaqat,
Vol. 1, p. 160.
5Al-MaqdisT. Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn IbrahTm Ibn Hilal. Muthir al-Oharam (Mktutat) ji Fada il Bayt alMaqdis ji Maktutat Arabia Oadima, Ikhtiyar wa TahqTq Muhammad IbrahTm (Kuwait, 1985), p. 364. MujTr

al-DTn, Vol. 1, p. 1, p.262.
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Sa‘Td al-Ansari to be in charge of some other posts in Palestine and Islamic Jerusalem.
However, these sources did not specify whether Mu‘awiyya made these appointments
while he was governor of Syria during the era of ‘Uthman Ibn ‘Affan or after he became
Caliph himself in 41 A.H/ 661 A.D.
‘Umar had shown great interest in Islamic Jerusalem since its first Islamic
conquest. He gave it special status and preference over other areas in Syria. This great
interest is continued after ‘Umar. The third rightly Guided caliph Uthman Ibn Aaffan
who ruled between 24-36 A.H set aside the Silwan area for the poor of Bayt al-Maqdis.
In addition, many historical accounts and archaeological discoveries in the walled city
confirm this interest. For instance, one of these archaeological operations, which was
undertaken by Israeli scholars after the occupation of the eastern part of Jerusalem,
revealed a magnificent Umayyad palace and a market beside the south and south-eastern
wall of al-Aqsa Mosque.3 There is no doubt that this palace represents the headquarters

(Dar al-Imara) of the governor and the residence of the judge and leader of prayer
{Imam). The location of that palace in the direction of the qibla is in agreement with
general Islamic architecture after the conquest, where the leader of prayer {Imam) can

*D

reach the pulpit directly in front of the praying Muslims without the need to pass through
them.4*23

'Baladhuri. Ansab, Vol. 1, S, 4, p.160.
See: al-MaqdisT, p. 171.

2

See: Encyclopaedia of Islam. (New edition), (KHE-MAHI, Leaden, E.J. BILL, 1968), Vol. V, p. 325. See
also D. Goiten. Jerusalem During The Arab Period, p. 194.

3

■ •Evidence for such a problem facing the Muslims is found in al-Baladhun who reports that when
Mu‘awiyya appointed Ziyad Ibn AbTh (d. 52 A.H/ 672 A.D) governor in al-Basra, Ziyad moved the official
residence in al-Basra from the north to the-east, to the cjibla of the mosque, He said. It is not fitting that the
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This palace, (Dar al-Imara) which was more likely to have been built since the
era of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab when he appointed ‘Ubada Ibn al-Samit governor, judge,
teacher and leader of prayer (Imam) in Islamic Jerusalem, was either expanded or had
been demolished and rebuilt during the Umayyad reign either for the purpose of
expansion or because of the earthquake which hit the area in the year 39 A.H/ 659 A.D.1
What leads us to this result is the appointment by ‘Umar of a governor, judge and
teacher (Imam) in Islamic Jerusalem who needed to reside in such a place so that they
could easily shoulder the responsibilities assigned by their posts. Furthermore, it was
known that Mu‘awiyya visited Islamic Jerusalem quite often and stayed there for long
periods. His conflict with ‘Ubada Ibn al- Samit, which we have previously mentioned,
indicates some of this. Ibn Sa‘d and other narrators mentioned that the famous pact
between Mu‘awiyya and ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As after the assassination of Caliph ‘Uthman
Ibn‘Affan was concluded in Jerusalem. That pact commences as follows:
v_5vj|
q j
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In the Name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
This is what Mu‘awiyya Ibn Abl Sufyan and ‘Amr Ibn al‘Ashave pledged to one another in Bayt al-Maqdis (Islamic
Jerusalem) after the assassination of ‘Uthman Ibn‘Affan ...*2
Imam should pass through the people. Al-Maqsura was installed and a door was also made in the qibla side
of the mosque communicating with Dar al-Imara". BaladhurT. Futiili, p. 342.
^ee: Kenneth, Pp. 37-59.
2Ibn Sa‘d, Vol, 4, p. 254.
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Moreover, Mu‘awiyya, took allegiance as caliph in Islamic Jerusalem1 after the
arbitration process between him and ‘All Ibn AbT Talib had failed following the battle of
Siffin.2 This became the practice of a number of the Umayyad caliphs, i.e. they took
allegiance as caliphs in Islamic Jerusalem.*23 Indeed, the attempt by the Kharijites (alkhwarij) to assassinate Mu‘awiyya took place in Islamic Jerusalem, as was mentioned by
Ibn ‘Abd al-Kikam and Ibn Manzur.45Therefore, there is enough evidence to suggest that
the palace, which was discovered in Islamic Jerusalem, was built well before Mu‘awiyya
became caliph. Mu‘awiyya used to spend long periods in the area after his appointment
as governor of Syria. The plot to assassinate him was hatched in Makka and the person
who was supposed to have carried it out headed straight to Islamic Jerusalem because he
knew that Mu‘awiyya resided there.
The special attention paid to Islamic Jerusalem is further confirmed by the
discovery of coins, which bear the names Aelia and ‘Mu‘awiyya’ and go back to 41 AH/
661 A.D;6 in other words, a very long time before the process of Islamization of the
coins which was undertaken by caliph ‘Abd al-Malik who ruled between 66 -86 A.H/
686-705 A.D.
^ee: Ibn Manzur, Vol. 25, Pp. 130-131.
2See al-Manqan, Nasir Ibn Muzahim. Waq ‘at SJfin, edited by ‘Abd al-Salam Harun (Dar Ihya’ al-Kutub alArabTa. Cairo, 1356 AH), Pp. 621-644. Al-Tabari, Muhammad Ibn Jarir. The History of al-Tabari (. Tarikh
al-msul wa al-muhik}: The first war, translated and annotated by G. R. Hawting (University of New York
Press, 1996), Pp. 104-110. Khalifa. Tarikh, Vol, 1, P. 216. Ya‘qubl. Tarikh, Vol. 1, Pp.189-190. Ibn Sa‘d,
Vol. 3, Pp. 32-33. Ibn A‘tham, Vol. 1&2, p. 166-169. Ibn al-Athlr. Kamil, Vol. 2, Pp. 166-169.
3Ibn Qutayyba. Ma ‘a rif p. 211. DhahabT, Pp. 552-553.
4Ibn ‘Abd al-Hakam, p. 131.
5Ibn Sa‘d, Vol, 3, Pp. 35-36. Ibn ‘Abd al-Hakam, p. 131.
6See D. Goiten. Jerusalem During the Arab Period, p. 176.
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In this context, some Syriac sources claim that Mu‘awiyya Ibn Abl Sufyan who
took his pledge of allegiance (Bay‘a) as caliph in Bayt al-Maqdis in the year 41 A.H/ 661
A.D prayed on this occasion at Golgotha, Gethsemane and the Tomb of Maria. However,
some researchers rejected this claim, giving as reasons that this was were politics
repressing the state of mind of the time, and that Islam inheriting monotheistic religions.1

8.1. Modern Researchers Arguments
The special attention which was paid to Islamic Jerusalem can clearly be seen
through the appointment of a governor, a judge and an imam as well as the establishment
of a government palace. However, the issue of Islamic Jerusalem not being the
administrative capital of Palestine represented a political point view on which a number
of modem researchers depended in their attempts to minimise the interest of the Muslims
in Islamic Jerusalem. Contrary to this, the other side, which opposed these opinions
attempted to confirm and prove that Islamic Jerusalem was the administrative capital of
Palestine. The researcher argues that both sides lacked objectivity in this respect.
The Isra’ili orientalist, E. Sivan, claimed that Jerusalem had no significance in
the early Islamic period and that it had not been the capital of Palestine at that stage. 2
Another orientalist, Asaf, followed the same claim and stated that Jerusalem was not the
capital of Palestine, either during the Byzantine era or during the Islamic era.
Furthermore, he claims that Jerusalem had not even reached the status of Qasaba for thel2

lIbid, p. 324.
2E. Sivan. Tha Sanctity of Jerusalem in Islam, in Sharon, M. (ed): Notes and studies on the history of the
Holy Land under Islamic ride (Jerusalem, 1976). (in Hebrew), p. 35, 42. In ‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastm fi
khamsat Quriin, p. 210.
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area around it.1 As far as Gil is concerned, he stated that Palestine during the Byzantine
era was divided into three parts: Palestine prima, Palestine second and Palestine terita.
The capital of the first part under the Byzantines was Caesarea but its capital after the
Muslim conquest was undecided until Ramla was built.*2
D. Goitein added:
Jerusalem never served, as an official capital of Falastln
(Samaria and Judaea) bore no negative connotations in
those early years.3
In contrast, the Palestinian, Khalil ‘Athamina, in his study of the history and
administration of Palestine, indulges in attempts to refute the claims made by the Israeli
researchers in this regard. He attempts to prove that Jerusalem was the administrative
capital of Palestine after the Islamic conquest. He argues that this continued to be the
case until the capital was transferred to al-Ramla.4 ‘Athamina depends on four main
points in his discussion of the account narrated by Yaqut al-HamawI in Mu"jam al-

Buldan in which he indicated that Jerusalem was the administrative capital of Palestine;5
‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s appointment of ‘Alqama Ibn Mujziz and ‘Ubada Ibn al-Samit as

^ sa f, M. The History of the Arab Rule in Palestine (Tel Aviv, Palestine. Davar Press, 1935), p. 47.
‘Athamina. Fis tin fi khamsat Ouriin, p. 210.
Gil, Pp. 110-111.

2

3

D. Goiten. Jerusalem During the ‘Arab Period, p. 176.

‘Athamina. FilastTn fi khamsat Quriin, Pp. 209-219. ‘Athamina, Khalil. Al-Wajh al-Siyasi Limadinat
al-Ouds ji Sadr al-Islam \va Dawlat Bam Umaya, (Majalt al-Abhath, American University, Beirut, year 45,

4

1997), Pp. 61-95 particularly pages Pp. 71-73.
Ibid, p. 2 1 0 .
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special governor and special judge for Jerusalem respectively;1 the keenness of
Mu‘awiyya to stay in Jerusalem, the place where he took allegiance as caliph, for an
extended period;*2 and the discovery of the palace, which goes back to the Umayyad
period in the city;3 all issues which have been previously examined.
What the researcher deducts from the claims of these modem researchers is that
they come under the context of the present conflict over Jerusalem. The Israelis are
doing their best to prove that Jerusalem was not important to the Muslims and they did
not pay attention to it because they did not make it the capital of their state or even
administrative capital of Palestine. On the other side the Palestinians particularly
attempt, as in the case of ‘Athamina, to prove that Jerusalem was the administrative
capital of the region. Thus the two sides lack objective discussion on the matter. The
argument between them becomes restricted to saying that, if Jerusalem was not a capital,
then it was not important and vice versa. In other words, if it was the capital then it was
important, as if the historical importance of a certain area is decided only according to
whether it is the capital of its region or not.
In this regard, the modem researchers present different analyses for the reasons
why the Muslims did not make Jerusalem the capital of their state or even the
administrative capital of Palestine. These analyses can be described as ambiguous and
inaccurate. They range between acknowledging that the Muslims paid attention to

‘Ibid, Pp. 212-213.
2Ibid, p. 215.
3Ibid, Pp. 216-217.
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Jerusalem and denying that they paid it attention. Once more, the argument goes back to
whether it was the capital or not.
Although Khalil ‘Athamina confirmed that Jerusalem was the administrative
capital of Palestine, ‘Abd Al-‘AzIz al-Durl totally ruled that out. The reason he gave was
the unavailability of pastures in the region to meet the needs of the Muslim troops:
Bait al-Maqdis was not one of the administrative centres;
since these centres were to be bases for the Arab muqatila
(troops), to meet the need in pasture and climate, and to be
directly linked to the Arabian Peninsula; Bait al-Maqdis
with its Haram was hardly suitable.1
This also contradicts the geographical sources’ description of the Islamic
Jerusalem region as being mountainous and covered with trees.
M. Gil argues that the non-Muslim environment in Jerusalem was not comfortable
for the Muslims. Their desire to take control of the coastal road and their awareness of
the demographic unsuitability of al-Ludda as a capital prompted them to establish the city
of al-Ramla. In this regard Gil stated that:
It seems that the genuinely non-Muslim surroundings were
not congenial to the Muslims; on the other hand they
undoubtedly, wished to dominate the roads, and when they
realised that Lod was also not suitable as capital of the
region, again because of the non-Muslim population, it was
decided to lay the foundation of (or develop) Ramla.*2
'Al-DurT. Jerusalem in the Early Islamic Period, p. 110.
Gil, A History of Palestine, p. 105.

2
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Gil claims that the capital of Palestine prima under Muslim rule was undecided
until al-Ramla was built. This means, according to his claim, that there was no
administrative area for Palestine for 80 years. This results from his assumption that alRamla was built or developed during the era of Sulayyman Ibn ‘Abd al-Malik. However,
this is in total contradiction with historical accounts such as al-Ya‘qubI’s which
mentions that al-Ludda, was the ancient capital,1 and al-MaqdisT, who mentions that
‘Imwas was the capital of Palestine in olden times.*2 However, in another account he
states that al-Ramla was the ancient capital,3 and even Jerusalem as ‘Athamina claims
quoting Yaqut.4
D. Goitein held the opinion that:
In view of the lack of written sources on the subject, we
cannot know why Jerusalem finally did not acquire this
status (as capital). For then available means of
transportation, Jerusalem was perhaps too far away from
the main lines of international traffic.5
However, Karen Armstrong gives two reasons why the Muslims did not take
Jerusalem as their capital. She argues:

‘Al-Ya'qubT, Ahmad Ibn Ab! Ya‘qub Ibn Ja‘far Ibn AbT Wadih. Kitab al-Buldan, edited by M.Y, D.
Goiege. (Leiden, 1891), p. 89.
MaqdisI. The Best, p. 160.

2

Ibid, p. 150.

3

4The researcher does not find any account in Yaqut’s work mentioned that Jerusalem was the capital of
Palestine as Khalil ‘Athamina claims. See ‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastm fiKhmasat Ourun, p. 210. However,
Yaqut’s reports state that it was al-Ludda then it moved to al-Ramla. Yaqut, Vol. 3, p. 79.
SD. Goiten, Al-Kuds, p. 326.
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Holy cities are seldom capital cities in the Islamic world.
There was no thought of making Makka the capital instead
of Madinah in the early days, despite superior sanctity. But
in the case of Jerusalem, it would clearly also have been
difficult to make a city in which Muslims formed only a
minority the capital of either a country or a province. And
the Christian and the Jewish majority in Jerusalem was not
the result of Muslim indifference to Jerusalem but of
Muslim tolerance.1
Gil hesitantly acknowledges that the Arabs at first ran the affairs of the region
from Jerusalem,*2 then al-Ludda and finally al-Ramla. D. Goitein argues that the
discovery of coins which bear the name Aelia FilastTn and go back to the period before
‘Abd al-Malik’s monetary reform lead to the presumption that Jerusalem was in fact the
capital of the southern part of Palestine. He states:
Based on coinage pre-dating ‘Abd al-Malik’s monetary
reform and engraved “Aelia Falastin” that is, Jerusalem of
Filastin, it may be assumed that the city served for a time as
capital of the southern part of the country.3
The discovery of the architectural establishments in the walled city, may have
prompted him to say:
The extensive foundation of the building laid bare to the
south and south west of the al-Aqsa mosque during the
recent excavation of B. Mazar (1968 -76) suggest that the
^aren Armstrong. Sacred Space, p. 15.
Gil, p. 105.

2

D. Goiten. Jerusalem During the Arab Period, p. 194. See also Ibid, Al-Kuds, Vol. V, p. 325.
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Muslims planned to do in Palestine what they had done in
Iffikiya (Africa), Egypt and Syria etc. to replace the
Byzantine capital situated on the seashore (Caesarea) with
an inland administrative centre.1
Armstrong addresses the questions, which minimise the Muslims interest in
Jerusalem because they did not make it their capital. She says:
It is often said that Muslims never bothered to make
Jerusalem the capital of their empire or even the
administrative capital of Palestine and that this is a sign of
their fundamental indifference to the holy city. But this is
not the case. In fact, it seems that the Umayyad caliphs did
consider the possibility of making Jerusalem their capital
y
instead of Damascus.
However, these reasons do not appear to be sufficiently convincing and they need
to be re-examined and analysed since the Muslims had no intention of making it their
capital in the first place. First of all, Islamic Jerusalem is not that far from the main
transportation routes. It is only some 50 km away from Gaza where these roads meet.
Secondly, it is very close to the coastal region. Therefore, to say that the Muslims wanted
to control the coast does not make it a condition that they should establish their capital
there. The reverse is true; this is because a more secure city like Jerusalem would have
been more suitable to be the capital than the coastal cities themselves. It is known that the
Muslims usually keep away from the border regions when it comes to establishing
‘D. Goiten. Al-Kuds, Vol. V, p. 326.
‘Karen Armstrong. Sacred Space, p. 15.
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capitals and administrative cities, as in the case of Kufa and Basra in ‘Iraq for instance.
The Muslims’ desire to control the coast might have largely existed before they
completed their conquests.1 This is what prompted ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab to appoint
‘Alqama Ibn Hakim as governor in al-Ramla, then cancel the post after the end of the
conquests. ‘Umar did not even appoint any Emir or Wall governor of Palestine to replace
YazTd Ibn Abl Sufyan whom he appointed as general governor of Syria. Finally, with
regard to the Muslims being a minority in Jerusalem or its surroundings being
uncomfortable to them, it seems to the researcher that, what applies to Islamic Jerusalem
undoubtedly applies to the other Syrian cities in the period that followed the Islamic
conquest of the region. This is because the migration of the Arab tribes to Syria was very
slow*2 compared to what had happened in Iraq where the majority of the tribes migrated
there for economic reasons. Despite this, the Muslims still made Damascus the location
where the general governor of the region resided.
Al-Dun takes onboard the same thesis and holds the opinion that Sulayyman Ibn
‘Abd al-Malik thought of making Jerusalem his capital, but understandably abandoned
the idea.3 Al-Dun does not mention the sources upon which he depends in saying the
above. Karen Armstrong depends on Mujlr al-Dln, in saying the same thing. However,
MujTr al-Dln is considered a very late source with regard to the Umayyad period since he
died in 1404 AD / 706 AH. Furthermore, his account is an individual one with no strong
transmission chain. Therefore, it is difficult to accept it as strong evidence. Despite this,

*See: Baladhun. Fuliih, Pp. 274-287.
See: ‘Umar. Faruq, Pp. 22-28.

2

A1-Dun. Jerusalem in the Early Islamic Period, p. 110.
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and although he stated that Jerusalem was not an administrative centre, Al-Duri
acknowledges that the Muslims granted Jerusalem special significance. He argues that
Jerusalem had its governor and judge, due to its special position.1
As a result of examination of the arguments put forward by the modem
researchers and comparison of their analyses to the historical and geographical accounts
it seems to the researcher that their discussion of the Muslims’ interest in Islamic
Jerusalem is restricted to a certain area. The Muslims’ interest in Jerusalem with regard
to the administrative aspects is limited to the issue of whether Jerusalem was the
administrative capital of Palestine or not. Moreover, these arguments contain hesitant
and inadequate opinions. They concentrate on the attempts to deny or prove that
Jerusalem was the administrative capital of Palestine. Some researchers even deny that
Jerusalem had received any attention from the Muslims. Others state that the
architectural monuments recently discovered in Jerusalem somehow indicate that the
Muslims might have thought about making it their capital and then changed their mind
for some reason. These reasons differ from one researcher to another. What is more
likely to be the case is that Islamic Jerusalem had never been the administrative capital
of Palestine; and the Umayyads had absolutely no intention of making it their capital.
Even if they had such an idea, then there were no convincing reasons to prevent them
from carrying it out. The same thing applies to Khalil ‘Athamina who also depends on an
individual account for his belief that Jerusalem was the administrative capital of
Palestine.

‘ Ibid, p. 110.
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It is worth mentioning in this regard that the Islamic historical and geographical
sources did not use the word ‘Asima (capital) to denote the political or religious centre
for the state or the residence of the caliph in the same manner as the modem use of that
word. In addition, the word ‘Asima (capital) has never been mentioned in the books and
lexicons of the Arabic language. The Arabic sources rather use terms such as al-Madma,

al-Oasaba, and al-Kuura1 to indicate the main cities in the different regions. However,
this does not mean that each city to which one of these terms applies was the capital or
administrative centre for its region. In other words, it doesn’t necessarily mean that each
city had its own administrative governor, judge, central mosque and governor’s
residence. These are in fact matters which are crucial to the administrative centres. In
the case of Palestine, for instance, it is noticed that the geographical sources mention a
lot of names for Palestinian cities, which range between Kunra and Qasaba. The number
of these cities reaches twenty-five according to al-MaqdisT, thirteen according to Ibn
Khurduadaba, fifteen according to Ibn Hauqal, eight according to Ibn Rusta and five
according to al-Istakhn, as indicated by Nicola Ziyyada.*23 Jerusalem, on the one hand, is
counted as one of these cities. In other words, there was nothing to indicate that it was
the administrative capital of the region. On the other hand, the existence of the elements
of an administrative capital in Jerusalem such as the governor’s residence, central

'For examples, al-Istakhri used both terms Oasaba and al-Madma. Al-’Istakhn, Ibra him Ibn Muhammad
al-FarisT. Masalik al-Mamalik, edited by M.Y, D. Goiege. (Matb‘at G. Brill, Leiden, 1927), p. 56,58, 67.
Al-Maqdis! used the term Oasaba. (The translator of al-MaqdisT used the world capital instead Oasaba).
See: ‘Athamina, Khalil. Filastin ji Khmasat Qurun, Pp. 190-191.

2

Ziyada, Nicola. ShamTat: Dirasat fi al-Hadarah wal-TarTkh (Riyyad al-Rayyls lil-Kutub wal-Nashir,
London, 1989), Pp. 121-122.
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mosque, governor and judge indicate the attention the Muslims paid to Jerusalem. They
organised Jerusalem’s internal affairs and gave it special status and privilege over many
other Syrian cities, but didn’t make it administrative centre for the region.
The researcher argues that the choice of capitals in the Islamic State was
governed by many other conditions, differing from the ones mentioned by modem
researchers. Prophet Muhammad’s choice of al-Madlna as capital came after a long time,
i.e. after he presented Islam to the Arab tribes and the Aws and Khzraj tribes gave him
their allegiance. In other words, the availability of supporters of Islam in Madina was the
crucial factor; and Madina gained double strength as a result of the migration of large
numbers of Muslims from Makka. Therefore, the very idea of moving the capital back to
Makka was not on the agenda. The migration of large numbers of tribes to Iraq prompted
the Muslims to build both Kufa and Basra to accommodate the tribe’s men and muqatila
(troops) there.1 When these cities, particularly Kafa, turned into magnificent centres of
power in comparison to Madina, ‘All Ibn Abl Talib was prompted to move the capital
from Madina to Kufa in search of supporters as well.*2 In the case of Syria, the
emigration of a large section of the inhabitants of Damascus and their settlement in the
Roman controlled areas, played a crucial role in choosing it as capital as large numbers
of empty houses were then available to accommodate the Muslims. Al-Balad huri
narrated from Muhammad Ibn Sa‘d, from al-Waqidl that when the Muslims conquered
Damascus, large numbers of its inhabitants moved out and reached Hercules in Antioch
(Antakiyya). Therefore, large numbers of empty houses became available and thus the
^aladhun. Futiili, Pp. 274-287.
2See Ibn Sa‘d, Vol. 3, Pp. P.31-33. Khalifa. Tarlkh. Vol. 1, p. 199. Ibn A‘tham, Vol. 1&2, Pp. 446-447.
Ibn al-Athlr. Kamil, Vol. 3, Pp. 104-105, 113-114.
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Muslims moved in.1 In addition to this, the tribe of Kalb, who lived in the Damascus area
in large numbers after the conquest, embraced Islam. Mu‘awiyya firmly established his
authority over Syria and married Mayysun Bint Bahdal al-Kalbl, the daughter of Kalb’s
chief, and the mother of his son, caliph Yazld.*2 Thus the tribe of Kalb provided support
for the Umayyads and a large military power to confront the parties which opposed
them. In other words, this tribe played a central role in establishing Umayyad rule.3
These conditions make it difficult to accept that the Muslims had thought about
making Jerusalem their capital. Had they really intended to do so, from the first Islamic
conquest until the end of the Rightly Guided Caliph’s era, there was nothing which could
have prevented them from making that goal reality. Even during the Umayyad period,
when circumstances were totally different from the previous period, as a result of
developments witnessed by the Muslim community, had the Umayyads decided to make
Jerusalem a capital they could have done so despite the difficulties that they might have
encountered. Kamal S. SalibT argues:
The Umayyads, it is true, paid attention to other Syrian
towns, notably Jerusalem and Ramla in Palestine; they also
established some new garrison towns here and there to
control the outlying regions. Damascus, however, remained
their favoured city.4
The question we should ask here is not whether the Muslims thought about
^aladhuri. FutiVy p. 129. (on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ibn Sa‘d on the authority Abu ‘Abdullah alWaqidT).
2See Ya‘qubT. TarTkh, Vol. 2, p. 241.
3

See: ‘Umar. Faruq, p. 18.

SalibI. S. Kamal. Syria Under Islam. Empire and Trial: 634-1099 (New York, 1977), p. 25.
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making Jerusalem their capital and then abandoned the idea, but why they didn’t think
about making it their capital in the first place, as long as their capitals, whether in Madina
or Damascus, were largely convenient to the state. As far as al-Ludda is concerned, it is
clear that it had been the administrative capital of Palestine before the transfer of the
capital to al-Ramla. However, the Islamic sources do not provide us with sufficient
information about when it became the administrative capital. It is more likely that the
event took place after the era of the rightly Guided Caliphs and might even be after the
era of Mu‘awiyya Ibn Abl Sufyan. This gives the impression that Palestine had not been a
separate administrative unit after the Islamic conquest of the region; and that its affairs
were run from Damascus for a long period of time. If we take this into account, then there
doesn’t seem to be any inaccuracies in the Islamic sources with regard to this issue. If
there are still some inaccuracies, then this goes back to ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s
appointment of ‘Alqama as governor of al-Ramla and then his cancellation of that post
afterwards with Palestine’s affairs consequently run from Damascus. Then al-Ludda was
made administrative capital of Palestine and soon after the capital was transferred to alRamla after it was rebuilt and renovated. This created some inaccuracies in various
historical accounts. Some of these accounts indicate that the capital was al-Ludda in view
of its being the administrative centre of Palestine whereas other accounts indicate that the
capital was al-Ramla.
The researcher argues that it is hard or even impossible for the Muslims to make
Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem/ Bayt al-Maqdis) the administrative capital of historical Syria
(Bilad al-Sham), based on the fact that Aelia before and after the first Islamic conquest
was considered a vast region and not just a mere city surrounded by walls. The question
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arises here how one could imagine that an area that extended from the boundaries of
Nablus area (Sartaba) in the north to al-Kusayyfa in the south, as well as containing parts
of the Dead Sea in the east, could function as an administrative capital.
On the other hand, there are many conditions which influenced the choice of
capitals in the early Islamic period, none of them applying to the walled part of the Aelia
region, as mentioned earlier.
The Muslim policy towards Jerusalem depended mainly on making it an open
area for all the people, not only for the Muslims.1 In other words, the first Islamic
conquest of Jerusalem made the area become an inclusive, not exclusive area, or as Karen
Armstrong argues; from the start the Muslims developed an inclusive vision of Jerusalem
which did not deny the presence and devotion of others, but respected their rights and
celebrated plurality and co-existence.

Conclusion
The researcher can say that the Muslims did not think about making Jerusalem the
capital of their state after the capital was transferred from Hijaz. They did not even think
about making it the administrative centre for Palestine, neither immediately after it was
conquered nor even during the Umayyad period. Despite this, the Muslims showed great
interest in and paid a lot of attention to Islamic Jerusalem. They granted it special
administrative and organisational privileges, which were normally characteristic of
administrative capitals, such as the appointment of a judge, Imam and a teacher in
addition to building the governor’s residence there. They did not pay such attention to
!See: El-‘AwaisT, '‘Umar’s Assurance, p. 78.
Armistrong. Karen. Sacred Space, Pp. 18-19.
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Palestine in general since it was not made a separate administrative unit, and its affairs
were run from Damascus. This is in agreement with the Muslim policy in dealing with
Bilad al-Sham as one administrative unit and did not separate it until the end of the
‘Uthman State after the first world war when the boundaries of Palestine had been
delineated after it was occupied and separated from Bilad al-Sham (historical Syria).
Moreover, the Umayyads, since Mu‘awiyya established his rule over Bilad al-Sham
(historical Syria), were keen to stay in Bayt al-Maqdis for long periods. They also took
allegiance as caliphs there. Mu‘awiyya went even further than this and minted coins on
which the name of Aelia was engraved, in an early period which was well before the
process of Islamization of the coins in Islam. All these matters do indicate and confirm
that the Muslims showed a great deal of interest in Jerusalem. This interest in Jerusalem
started in the era of ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab and continued afterwards. This happened
without any interference in the affairs of the non-Muslims who resided in Islamic
Jerusalem, and without changing its style and demography.
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Conclusion
This study has arrived at many important conclusions. On one hand, it shows that
modem researchers, particularly the Israelis and most of the orientalists, for political and
religious reasons, attempt to cast doubt on the authenticity of the early Islamic sources
regarding most of the issues of the first Islamic conquest of Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem).
They attempt to play down the importance of Islamic sources relating to the period of the
conquest, thus undermining the significance of Jerusalem in Islam, and presenting the
history of Islamic Jerusalem from a single point of view. They not only cast doubt on the
authenticity of the early Islamic sources, but also attempt to deny the historical fact of
caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s visit to the Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) region at the eve of
the first Islamic conquest. They claim that the Muslim conquest is embellished with
imaginary myths and legends, and that consequently there remain few authentic accounts
from this stage. This is despite the fact that this event is confirmed by a host of Islamic
and non-Islamic narratives and sources. It is confirmed by sources that were written
approximately one thousand four hundred years ago. It is also confirmed by a great
number of narrators who lived in different regions of the Islamic state and belonged to
different tendencies and political or party affiliations, as well as being dispersed between
the history school and the Jurisprudence school. Lastly, it is confirmed by many modem
critical studies such as those of M. Donner and Hoyland and others.
It is true that the early Islamic narrators and historians were inaccurate and do
contradict one another with regard to most of the events surrounding Aelia’s conquest,
but this is no reason to deny the historical fact of these important events.
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With regard to the early Islamic narratives and sources, the researcher observed
that there are no general rules to deal with the inaccuracies and contradictions of the early
Islamic narratives and sources with regard to this problem; rather these differ from one
task to another.
The critical analysis of the geographical sources shows that Aelia (Islamic
Jerusalem) before and after the first Islamic conquest was considered a vast region and
not just a mere city surrounded by walls. This region at least extended from Mu’ab in the
east to Ludda, Balt JibrTn and ‘Imwas in the west, a distance of 35 miles. As for the north
to the south, the region extended from Nablus area (Sartaba) to al-Kusayfa and the area
parallel to it. This distance reached 70 miles. The Muslim geographers, in particular
al-MaqdisI and Ibn Fadlullah Al-‘Amn, were inaccurate between the estimation of the
area of this region they gave (forty miles) and the description they gave to the same
region whose boundaries seem to have extended much farther than that. The reason
behind their inaccuracies was that they did not use the mile as a unit for measuring
distances except in very rare situations. In general, they used other terms in their
estimations such as al-Farsakh, al-Barfd, al-Yaum (a day’s journey); and al-Marhala (a
stage). This means that they did not know exactly the distance of the mile. Thus, they
give a description which appears to be far more accurate than that.
On the other hand, despite the fact that Islamic historical sources pay scant
attention to the boundaries of the Aelia region, it seems that the Muslims preserved the
Aelia region as it was during the Byzantine era. They did not introduce any major
changes to the geographical boundaries of the region, which continued to be the same for
a long time after the first Islamic conquest. This can be noted from the fact that sources
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continued to use the Byzantine name for the region (Aelia) for a very long time after the
conquest. The name is sometimes followed by a semi-note, which indicates that this
region is the region of Bayt al-Maqdis. This fact led the researcher to conclude that the
boundaries of Islamic Jerusalem are the same as those of the Byzantine Aelia.
This study has also shown that the caliph Abu Bakr made great efforts to conquest
Aelia region. He directed a quarter of the forces he sent to Syria for this task. He also
chose to send ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As to this region because of his great knowledge of the
region, its topography and the Byzantine administrative division of the area.
The Muslims conquered most of the Byzantine Aelia except the small area
surrounded by walls, which they put under siege, i.e. SabastiTa, Nablus, ‘Imwas, Bayt
Jibnn, Yafa (Jaffa), Bethlehem, Hebron and others during the life time of the caliph Abu
Bakr, especially after the battle of Ajnadln in 13 A.H/ 634 A.D. This led the researcher to
argue that the period from 13 A.H/ 634 A.D until the capitulation of the walled part of
Aelia in 16 A.H/ 637 A.D be considered an integral part of the events and could not be
separated from the history of the conquest period.
On the other hand, as the Muslims wished to conquer the Aelia region, the
Byzantines also made great efforts to prevent them from reaching this area. Emperor
Heracles chose to direct his forces towards ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As in Ajnadln in particular,
although he was the farthest commander from Hims. Again, Heracles directed his forces
in a last attempt to help the inhabitants of the walled part of Aelia when they confronted
the Muslims in the battle of al-Yamuk.
The critical analysis of the military operations in the Aelia region shows that the
early Islamic sources pay scant attention to the period before the battle of al-Yarmuk in
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15 A.H/ 636 A.D. from the history of this period, especially the period of the siege of
Aelia’s walled part. Furthermore, this period reflected badly on modem studies dealing
with the first Muslim conquests in general. On the other hand, Islamic sources provided
more information for the period preceding al-Yarmuk until the capitulation of the walled
part of Aelia. However, these sources fall in errors about many important events,
particularly dates and names in the period between 13-18 A.H/ 634-638 A.D.
With regard to the dates and the names of the conquerors of the Aelia region, the
study shows that this area was conquered by many commanders, each of them playing an
important role. Most of the region except the walled part was conquered by ‘Amr Ibn al‘As - as the first commander-in-chief, then later under the command of Khalid Ibn alWalld, and some time later under the command of Abu ‘Ubayda - between 13-15 A.H/
634-636 A.D. During this period ‘Amr received some assistance from other commanders
particularly from Shurahbll Ibn Hasana and the local commanders ‘Alqama Ibn Hakim
and Masruq Fulan Ibn al-‘AkkT. After the battle of al-Yarmuk, Abu Ubayda besieged the
the walled part of the Aelia region for four months until the arrival of 'Umar Ibn alKhattab. In addition, the study shows that most of the names of persons that Islamic
sources claimed took part in the siege and the conquest are correct in the light of the
military operations and the long siege that the Muslims imposed upon the walled part.
In addition, the study shows that the dates of the conquest of the Aelia region took
place between 13-16 A.H/ 634-637 A.D, particularly in Jumada first or second (March or
April), 16 A.H/ 637 A.D, when the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al- Khattab entered the walled part
and put an end to the military operations in this area.
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The study confirms that the reasons behind the neglect of the period 13-15 A.H/
634-636 A.D i.e. the battle of al-Yarmuk, in addition to the great inaccuracies and
contradictions in the dates and the names of the conquerors of Aelia region are:
Firstly, the problem of the commander-in-chief of the Muslim army in the whole
of Syria at the start of military operations in the area: it appears that there was no
supreme commander of the Muslims in Syria when the conquests started during the time
Bakr, but the commander is the one whose province they were fighting in.
Secondly, the Muslims under the command of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘As conquered most of the
Aelia region in 13 A.H/ 634 A.D, and the sources pay attention only to the capitulation of
the walled part of this region. Thirdly, the long siege that the Muslims imposed upon the
walled part of Aelia explains why the sources mentioned a great number of names of
persons claiming that they took part in the siege and the conquest. Those persons in fact
took part in the events of the siege, and there were several forces and troops present in the
area during the siege period as the Muslim forces periodically withdrew from the area.
This makes it hard for narrators and historians to classify events, and hence has led them
to fall into making many inaccuracies and contradictions. Lastly, the different
terminologies that the Muslim narrators and historians used to refer to the Aelia region,
particularly the names of Aelia and Bayt al-Maqdis led those historians to focus on the
capitulation of the walled part of the region as the date of the conquest, and the
commander of chief who was present at this time as the conqueror.
The study also succeeds in clarifying and resolving the inaccuracies that
surrounded the reasons behind the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab’s historic visit to Aelia
and the purpose of this visit and the other visits that he made to the same region. Through
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the critical analysis of the early narratives the study confirms without doubt that ‘Umar
came to Aelia when requested to give his help after repeated attempts to conquer it had
failed. On the other hand, the study rejects that premise that ‘Umar came to Aelia in
response to a condition laid down by its inhabitants that he personally should be the one
to conduct the treaty with them. Also it rejects the narratives which report that the
inhabitants of the walled part of the Aelia region told the Muslims who were besieging
them of the name and description of the only person who was capable of conquering it. In
addition, the study also rejects the possibility that ‘Umar divided any spoils or established
the register (Diwan) in his first historic visit to Aelia in 16 A.H/ 637 A.D. However, it
allows that he dealt with such issues in the visit that he made to the region after the
‘Imwas plague in 18 A.H/ 639 A.D. In this visit he divided the inheritance of the people
of Syria in the light of the collapse of the economic and administrative situation.
Furthermore, in this visit, he included the Syrian tribes in the register (diwan) which he
established in Madina some time before the visit.
The study accepts the HijazI accounts for the reasons of the visit because these
narrators do not enter into details like the other inaccurate accounts that mention the visit
that ‘Umar undertook to the same region. They instead relate directly to the first Islamic
conquest of Aelia. On the other hand, other narrators especially the Syrians, have
inaccurately reported the reasons for the different visits that the ‘Umar, who visited the
area at least three times between 14-18 A.H/ 635-639 A.D., made to the area, and deal
with the issue as if it were one visit by inaccurately the various tasks that ‘Umar carried
out on each of them.
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With regard to the reconstruction of a mosque (Al-Aqsa) in Islamic Jerusalem, the
study shows that the first demarcation took place in 16 A.H/ 637 A.D, but the building
itself was erected some times later, after ‘Umar had left the region and returned to
Madina. The study rejects the claims that ‘Umar refused to pray in the church of Holy
Sepulchre, because of his fear that the Muslims would take it and convert it into a
mosque and he had shown great interest in praying at the site of the “Rock,” when he
ordered the construction of a mosque in its vicinity. The study also shows that most of the
narratives reported by later Islamic sources were taken from non-Islamic sources, in
particular from the Christians Eutychius and Theophanes. Those reported it in the light of
their traditional conflict with the Jews in the region and to counteract the Jewish sources
which reported contrary accounts. In addition, the study rejects any role for Ka‘b
al-Ahbar in finding the location of the rock and that ‘Umar located the qibla (direction
which Muslims face when praying) in front of the Rock in order not to combine both

Qiblas (the qibla of Moses and the qibla of Muhammad). ‘Umar located the qibla behind
the Rock because this area had more plateau than the top and could hold the large number
of Muslims who had entered Aelia with him.
The study shows that the reason behind the silence over the activities that ‘Umar
undertook in Aelia, particularly his visit to the Church of Holy Sepulchre and the site of
David’s temple was that none of these events had taken place at that time. The later
Islamic sources took the accounts which reported such activates from non-Muslim
sources, some before and some after the Crusades. They added many fabricated events to
them with attributions to some Syrian Muslim narrators. They aimed from that to refute
the claims that the Christian pilgrims to Jerusalem were faced with violence from the
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Muslims by quoting and emphasising their accounts, which showed the great honour that
they received from the Muslim conquerors. However, they did not attribute these
accounts to their original sources but to some earlier Syrian Muslim narrators.
With regard to the Muslims dealing with the people of Aelia, the study
distinguished between two periods and the relationships between two groups of the
population. Firstly, the first period was that of military operations between 13-16 A.H/
634-637 A.D (the period of war), in other words before the caliph ‘Umar granted its
people his famous Assurance of Safety (aman) and the period after that. Secondly, the
Muslims distinguished between two groups; the Byzantines (al-Rum) and the local
population, especially those who were not involved in military activities or resistance
against the conquerors.
In addition the study also shows that Aelia was inhabited by several Arab tribes
who joined the Byzantine forces during the military operation in the region despite their
disagreement with the Byzantine state about the unity of Christ (God and man). On the
other hand, the study shows that the first Muslim conquest of Aelia liberated the
Christians, in particular the local population of Aelia, from the religious oppression of the
Byzantine occupiers. In their policy towards the Christians in Aelia the Muslims did not
interfere in their internal religious matters. They not only left every religious matter as it
was before the conquest but also helped the different Christian sects to resolve their
differences through playing the role of arbitrator and neutral mediator between them.
With regard to the Jews, the study shows that there were no Jews residing in the
Aelia region for a very long time before the first Islamic conquest. The Byzantines had
prevented them from entering or residing in this area for more than five hundred years
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before the arrival of the Muslims in the region. In addition, they were a very small
minority in the whole of Palestine at the time of the conquest. They were totally
submissive to the local administration and did not play any role in the events of the
conquest. In view of this fact, on the one hand, it should not be surprising their
sympathies were with the Muslim conquerors as a minority group who were suffering
from the Byzantines’ cruel oppression and violence, hoping that the new era would
improve their situation and change it for the better. On the other hand, there is no
evidence mentioned of any kind of role or involvement by the Jews in the events of the
years 13-17 A.H/ 634-638 A.D.
Furthermore, the study shows that the Jews were treated with favour by the
Muslims. The Muslims not only permitted them to reside in Islamic Jerusalem, but also to
own properties there.
Lastly, the study rejects totally the arguments of modem scholars which claim
that the Muslims did not pay attention to Islamic Jerusalem because they did not make it
the administrative capital of Syria. However, the study shows that the Muslims,
particularly the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab, had shown great interest in Islamic
Jerusalem since the first Islamic conquest. He granted it special administrative and
organisational privileges, which were normally characteristic of administrative capitals.
He appointed a special judge and leader of prayer {Imam), and allowed the Muslims to
build a governor’s residence (Ddrlmara) in the region, while these three things were not
usually established outside administrative capitals in the early Islamic period. ‘Umar also
continued to show his great interest in Islamic Jerusalem after the conquest. He
appointed a new governor of Islamic Jerusalem after its governor died in 20 A.H/ 640
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A.D. Furthermore, this great interest in Islamic Jerusalem continued after ‘Umar’s time
during the history of the early Islamic period.
The Muslim policy towards Jerusalem depended mainly on making it an open
area for all the people, not only for the Muslims. In other words, the first Islamic
conquest of Jerusalem made the area become an inclusive, not exclusive area. However,
they did not think of making it the administrative capital of Syria and or even of
Palestine. This was because it was a vast region, and not only a small area surrounded by
walls. Furthermore, the conditions choice for administrative capitals in the Islamic State
did not apply to the walled part of Islamic Jerusalem.
Finally, the researcher hopes that this thesis will encourage other researchers to
carry out more research on this very vital period. Further researchers at the history of
Aelia (Islamic Jerusalem) in the early Islamic period, particularly the period of the
Prophet Muhammad (Pease be upon him) and the Umayyad caliphate (41-132 A.H 1661750 A.D), are strongly recommended.
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